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Also, touch-sensitive displays, what data base isn’t, system/3 to system/360, and cobol to mark IV...
World Travelers

Kennedy tape recording equipment—it's the finest in the world, and that's why it's in use around the world. Kennedy recorders are monitoring and recording airport traffic, airline ticketing in Holland, solar activity to determine the Earth's weather, in Switzerland, gasoline usage at stations in Sweden, banking systems for updating payments and billing in Japan, computerized ticketing in India, utility power distribution to industry in England and telephone usage analysis, toll-booking, message switching, control and automatic program load or virtually every country with a telephone service.

These are only a few of the countries and applications where Kennedy products are solving problems.

Asynchronous tape drives, vacuum column tape drives and a complete line of cartridge recorders are available for any application.

To service Kennedy products, there is a European service center and parts depot to handle factory warranties, repairs and parts stocking. If you're in OEM doing business in Europe, that's something to think about.

Kennedy tape products—they're the finest in the world. If you're thinking international, think...

KENNEDY CO.
30 W. WOODBURY RD., AGRADEA, ORE. 8101
(219) 787-6210

KENNEDY • QUALITY • COUNT ON IT
Blending Data Retrieval, Entry And Management, the XL40 combines the newest distributed processing and data entry technology with an exceptional file retrieval capability. Distributed KeyProcessing means data is entered, validated, and managed at the source—where it originates—by people who really know what the information represents. Distributed KeyProcessing reduces your data processing costs by detecting and correcting errors before they reach the mainframe, providing local preprocessing, and optimizing the management of your organization's data.

First in a family of CMC Distributed KeyProcessing Systems, the XL40 is available with one to seven keystations in a choice of keypunch-style keyboard or typewriter style with numeric pad, and features expandable disk capacity from 4.4 to 35.2 megabytes. Using a variety of industry-standard protocols, including HASP workstation, the XL40 communicates with your mainframe wherever it's located.

Your software dreams come true with a fully compatible subset of ANSI COBOL and XL/OS, an automatic and dynamic multi-task operating system specially designed for the XL family. XL/OS provides disk and memory allocation, ensures data and system integrity, and controls all system resources. The XL40’s information retrieval package, COSAM (COBOL Shared Access Method) features indexed files which you can retrieve and update on the spot, ensuring instantaneous response at the source.

Don't just dream about it, call or write today for our brochure on the XL40 Distributed KeyProcessing System, The DREAM Machine for Data Retrieval, Entry And Management. With the XL40, just as with dreams... the possibilities are unlimited.

KeyProcessing is a trademark of

a division of Pertec Computer Corporation

12910 Culver Boulevard, P.O. Box 92300, Los Angeles, CA 90009
Telephone (213) 822-9914, TWX (910) 343-6451
Dear Ma:

While you've been painting telephones and calling on Congress ... guess what Vadic's been doing?

This clipping tells the story. Vadic has come up with more low and medium speed modem "firsts" than anyone — both for OEM's and end-users.

A prime example. Almost 4 years ago Vadic invented a full duplex 1200 bps modem that operates beautifully on either dial-up or 2-wire leased lines. Today, over ten thousand VA3400's are in use at over 1000 companies.

We increased the speed of our CRT's and other 120 cps terminals by four times when we replaced your 103's with VA3400's. And it took just a few minutes to change computer port speed.

You can't beat Vadic for service, either. General Electric installs and maintains Vadic modems at over 500 locations nationwide. And Vadic backs this up with 5 regional on-line diagnostic centers.

Better send for Vadic's 30 page brochure, Ma. It'll give you some young ideas.

Your independent thinking son,

Alex Graham Jr.

PS: Vadic has shipped over 125,000 modems to date.
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Model 204 is a proven database management software system offering multi-key access with rapid response, flexibility in data organization and safeguards for the privacy and integrity of data. A full complement of options is available, including on-line and batch update, a simple yet powerful user language, an interface to programming languages and a utility for file conversion.

Model Corporation of America
575 Technology Square
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
(617) 491-3670
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LOVE
at first
BYTE

If you have your own computer, or if you're into computers at all, have we got a magazine for you!

BYTE is a magazine for and about the state of the art of personal computing. Written by pros and hobbyists who know the ropes, edited by Carl Helmers, who knows what personal computer users need to know. Written so everyone from the neophyte to the mastermind can understand and enjoy it. Month-after-informative-month, a continuous flow of pioneering articles, practical applications, source listings and detailed articles like...

- Machine Readable Printed Programs
- Voice Outputs \ Golf Handicapping \ Games
- Programmed Music \ Computer Languages
- Small Business Applications \ Bio-Rhythms
- Home Automation \ Weather Forecasting
- Text Editing and Systems Programming
- Plus, many, many more...

Rush this coupon today! Charge on BankAmericard or Master Charge. If you can't wait, call directly: (603) 924-7217. Ask for Subscription Department.

Subscribe to BYTE right now. Only $12 for one full year's subscription of 12 big issues. Two years for $22 - save $2! A three-year subscription is only $30. Save $5! When you get your first issue read it from cover-to-cover. If it's what you expected, honor our invoice. If not, write "CANCEL" across invoice and send it back. You won't be bothered again. Subscribe today.

BYTE Peterborough, NH 03458
Please enter my subscription to BYTE...  
☐ $12 One Year ☐ $22 Two Years  
☐ $30 Three Years
☐ Bill me.  ☐ Enclosed is my check for $   ☐ Bill BankAmericard  
☐ Bill Master Charge  
Credit Card □ American Express □ Diners Club □ Master Charge  
Credit Card Expiration Date   
Name (Please Print)  
Address  
City  
State, Zip  
D-1777
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The future has a way of becoming the present.

In 1970, distributed data processing was a visionary concept. Someday corporations wouldn’t have to push vast volumes of data through a central computer to supply the daily information needed for corporate planning and control. Someday there’d be enough electronic intelligence at each plant and office to permit both source data editing and fast, cost-efficient local processing of such local tasks as order entry, invoicing and inventory control. Someday...

Distributed Processing Today.
In 1977, hundreds of distributed processing networks are serving American corporations in such industries as retailing, transportation, manufacturing, wholesale distribution, banking, insurance, stockbrokerage and medical services. In implementing distributed processing, these companies have learned that optimal performance requires remote display/processing systems flexible enough to be precisely scaled to the needs of each individual site.

Clustered Displays. The most flexible remote site system for distributed processing has proven to be the clustered display, an idea pioneered in 1970 by Four-Phase Systems. At each site, a cluster of keyboard/video terminals share a single processor... and terminals can easily be added or removed to suit the site’s functional requirements and transaction volume. Four-Phase Systems has built and installed more clustered display processing systems than any other manufacturer.

Orderly Growth Path. The flexibility offered by the clustered display concept is an important component of Four-Phase Systems’ orderly growth plan for the implementation of distributed processing. When a network evolves along an orderly growth path, each increment of growth is triggered by economic benefits proven in the previous increment. This unusually cost-efficient way to implement a network is made possible by the unique hierarchy of equipment developed for distributed processing by Four-Phase Systems.


Why has Four-Phase succeeded in the hotly competitive world of business data processing? A primary reason is the fact that the Four-Phase product line was designed from scratch for its intended application... not "assembled" from commercially available electronic logic components. Of all the business computer manufacturers in America, only two have always designed and produced the integrated circuits which are the brains of their products... Four-Phase and IBM.

For further information, contact Four-Phase Systems 19333 Valico Parkway Cupertino, California 95014 408-255-0900.

Four-Phase Systems
Looking Back in DATAMATION.

In October, DATAMATION will celebrate its 20th anniversary. The magazine has been around the dp industry nearly as long as there has been an industry, so its back issues are a goldmine—and sometimes a graveyard—of interesting facts and folklore.

19 years ago

The January 1958 cover featured the Searching Selector from Western Reserve Univ., a sort of a kludge for doing data correlation; its patch panel now clearly marks it as from an earlier era. Some exciting news of the day was of the first deliveries of IBM's 305 RAMAC and 608 machines. The RAMAC boasted a 50 million digit memory, using 50 discs "whirling on a vertical shaft"—clearly the state of the art at the time. The 608 was billed as having "over 3,000 transistors but without a single vacuum tube."

Meanwhile, Bendix's Computer Div. announced the construction of its 100th G-15 computer. Said Maurice Horrell, the company's manager, "In the electronic computer manufacturing business, such a milestone compares with the one millionth automobile pulled off an assembly line in Detroit."

10 years ago

The kick-off news item in January 1967 reported GE's losses in computers, pegging them at $400 million. "Meanwhile," the story said, "the company continues to believe that a good GE-trained manager can manage anything, leaves the information systems division in the hands of management relatively new to the costly mysteries of the computer biz."

Another news item speculated that the FCC investigation of service bureaus could end up by putting AT&T into the dp field... proving that the more things change, the more they stay the same.
Introducing the user-microprogrammable ADM-2.

And everything you need to do it to it.
How the doing gets done.

There's no sense in making a terminal user-microprogrammable — not if it takes a first-rate wizard to do the actual microprogramming.

With that in mind, we've enhanced the ADM-2. To take all the mystery out of the task. And to make user-microprogramming simple, quick, and cost-effective.

To help, there's a brand-new ADM-2 Microprogramming Instruction Manual. Complete with charts, graphs, and step-by-step instructions. Everything you need to know about tailoring your own PROM and the ADM-2's 32 functions to fit your unique applications.

There's a new assembler, too. Special software we've created to save you costly hours of program development time.

And finally, a toll-free “hotline” to Lear Siegler. Because, sooner or later, you may have a technical question or two. Or want assistance with a special program.

When that happens, you've got us “all ears” at: 800-854-3805. Or, in California only: (714) 774-1010.

Smarter terminal. Smarter buy.

The new ADM-2 gives users and OEM's all the smart features they're looking for.


Eight selectable data rates from 110 to 9600 baud. Four transmission keys. Keyboard lock. Easy system interface.

But we also leave your options open. For example, our ADM-2 Modular with detachable keyboard features a separate electronics package and 9” or 15” screen. And your choice of office or optional walnut exteriors.

The new ADM-1A. A little knowledge isn't half bad.

Now our ADM-1 is even smarter. Because we've added a numeric keypad to its standard keyboard.

And the convenience of 32 standard, factory-microprogrammed functions. All accessible through the numeric keypad. Naturally, you can still pick and choose from a wide range of ADM-1 options.

That way, it's more systems-adaptable and just as smart as you want it to be. Fitting right into your particular operation in price, as well as in performance.

The new ADM-3A. From the sublime to the dumb.

With all the excitement over the new ADM-2, maybe you didn't notice that the good ol' "Dumb Terminal" terminal has been "fortified," too. Direct Cursor Addressing is now standard.

You still get all the other basic features. Like a 12-line display and full 12-inch diagonal screen.

Plus your choice of options like upper and lower case and 24-inch display with 1920 characters. Even a special plug-in numeric keypad. All available at very reasonable prices.

Of course, our Dumb Terminal is compatible with smarter terminals and related peripheral equipment.

10,000 new users can't be all dumb.

Sometimes our growth is even a little hard for us to believe.

The fact is, we've delivered over 10,000 terminals in the last seven months. Some smarter than others. But all with the same brand of built-in reliability that keeps smart new users coming in. And old ones coming back.

Lear Siegler "hotline": 800-854-3805

* In California only: (714) 774-1010.
Lear Siegler, Inc. / E.I.D., Data Products

LSI Sales Offices: Boston, (617) 423-1510; New York, (212) 594-6762; Philadelphia, (215) 742-4440; Chicago, (312) 325-1164; Washington, D.C., (703) 573-9556; Houston, (713) 444-8887; San Jose, CA, (408) 256-3718; Anaheim, CA, (714) 774-1010.
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"We’ll sell you the best, lowest priced 132-column printer available anywhere."

Bob Howard, President, Centronics

But the low initial price for the Centronics 700 Series 132-column printer isn’t the whole story. It’s the lower cost of ownership based on the 700’s inherent reliability and simplified construction.

The 700’s unique modular construction using four different modules — printing, electronics, forms handling and keyboard — and less moving parts mean easier maintenance, lower cost and a smaller spares inventory.

Write for the full details of this tremendous offer . . . and information on the rest of the printers and teleprinters in the new Centronics 700 Series.

Centronics means more than low price.

And more than hardware. It’s the widest range of models, features, options

- Financially strong
- Proven delivery response
- Over 70,000 printers installed
- 109 world-wide sales/service locations
- Stringent quality control
- Advanced R&D and manufacturing
- Long-term spare parts availability
- Customizing for specific needs.

Centronics 75 Printers

Centronics Data Computer Corp., Hudson, N.H. 03051, Tel. (603) 883-0111, Twx. 710-228-5569, Tlx. 94-3494; Eastern Region: (617) 272-8545 (MA); Central Region: (513) 294-0070, Twx. 810-459-1784 (OH); Western Region: (714) 979-0650, Twx. 910-595-1925 (CA) Centronics Data Computer (Canada) Ltd., Ontario, Tel. (603) 883-0111, Twx. 710-228-5569; Centronics Data Computer (UK) Ltd., Cheam, Surrey, England, Tel. 643 0821-4, Tlx. 851 945756; Centronics Data Computer, GmbH, 6 Frankfurt/Main., West Germany, Tel. 069321/22, Tlx. 841 410224; Centronics of Puerto Rico, Dorado, Puerto Rico, Tel. (809) 796-1851, Tlx. 3659349
letters

Cost of living vs. prices
In the recent "DP Salary Survey" (November 1976, p. 61) an attempt was made to "eliminate geography"; indeed, a rather long section of the article was devoted to this effort. In the third paragraph of the section you state, "The CPI attempts to show how much more or less it costs to live in one city than another." It does no such thing!

Your misunderstanding of the CPI has led you to use it incorrectly and renders all your efforts to "eliminate geography" useless. In using the CPI the way you did, you in fact committed two errors; one error was minor and understandable, the other egregious.

First of all, the Consumer Price Index is exactly what it says it is: a price index, not a cost of living index. The CPI is a measure of the average change in price of goods and services customarily purchased by families of wage earners and clerical workers living in cities of the United States. It covers, then, only a limited market basket of goods and services, it does not cover the total expenditures that might be required to maintain a given level of utility or satisfaction (i.e. standard of living).

Your really serious error was to use the CPI for regional comparisons. The CPI simply does not measure differences in the cost of living or even price levels between cities. Since the CPI only measures changes in price levels, a higher index number for one region doesn't necessarily mean that prices are higher there than in another region with a lower index value. All that the higher index value means is that prices have risen faster in that region than in the other region since the base period. Ronald E. Ferguson

Vice President
General Reinsurance Corporation
Greenwich, Connecticut

P.S. The Bureau of Labor Statistics does, from time to time, produce some studies that could be used to measure cost of living levels among major metropolitan regions in the country.

Egregious? Bad maybe. Or even dumb. But egregious?

Actually, Mr. Ferguson has hit upon the source of the problem in his postscript. Along with the CPI figures, the Bureau of Labor Statistics produces tables which rate major metropolitan areas based on "Indexes of Comparative Costs Based on a (Lower/Intermediate/Higher) Budget for a 4-Person Family." We used the total budget index figures for the "Lower" budget family, thinking that one would represent a good base for a no-frills "standard of existence" in those cities.

The CPI numbers themselves measure the change in prices from year to year compared to some starting year (usually 1967) as 100. Those indexes, as one might guess, are all over 100 now—prices haven't gone down in recent years. Our indexes (which we should have called BLS indexes or something) are based on a comparison with the average for U.S. cities as 100. So although their identification was egregiously erroneous, they serve the purpose we intended.

Saga of the Spectra
As the man who was primarily responsible for the RCA decision to be "360 compatible" in the Spectra 70 systems, I'd like to add a few words to those of Michael Cashman in the article on Itel and their version of compatibility (November 1976, p. 136).

Mr. Cashman states that "RCA's two major mistakes were in not offering software compatible systems . . . and at not enough of a price difference to make enough customers switch brands."

RCA, having no customer base at the beginning, made most of its sales to people who were previously IBM customers. Normally, we caught them at the time when they were shifting from a smaller to a larger system, or from one computer generation to another, and were faced with a reprogramming task in any case—even within the IBM product line.

We saw in the 360 announcement a strategy of IBM to make it so easy (superficially, at least) for the customer to move up within the IBM product line that opportunities previously available to us would in the future be denied. Hence, a system uniquely RCA engineered in all its hardware aspects that spoke the same 144 instruction language of the 360 series.

Why not plan to use the IBM systems software at the time? Because all of the design decisions had to be made within a few months after the 360 announcement and the necessary information about the IBM equipment and software simply wasn't available, perhaps not even within IBM, and certainly not to RCA. This was, you will remember, in the year 1964. We did achieve an acceptably high degree of compatibility at the user program level, as conversions both ways subsequently confirmed. That was our primary objective for marketing purposes. Moreover, we had about a 35-40% performance advantage, at the same price, at approximately the same time. Maybe someone else could have done better, but they didn't.

The RCA engineers did an astounding job, going from specifications to an all new technology operating prototype in one year, and to factory production for customers one year later, a total span of 24 months. A complete new family of equipment, with several processors, controls and a large number of new peripherals, all done on an annual budget of $15 million for hardware and software. To my knowledge this accomplishment has never been equaled in the history of the computer industry and probably never will be. Moreover, of that $15 million budget a substantial fraction was required for the on-going technical support of older hardware and software products.

Finally, a brief tribute to myself. The compatibility decision has since been embraced by many, including the English, Germans, Japanese and the Russians. I was not without honor, even in my own country. The management that presided over the declining fortunes of the RCA computer business never questioned the Spectra 70 decision. All hail to Spectra 70, a helluva fine product.

E. S. McCollister
Director, Market Development
International Group
Burroughs Corporation
Detroit, Michigan

Professional name-callers
I just finished reading the Letters section of Datamation.

Have you noted the personal comments that seem to accompany letters that come in which are opposed to, or that differ from, the viewpoint expressed by someone else? We are supposed to be professionals in our chosen field of endeavor with all of the standards of ethics and behavior that go with this word.

If I may be permitted to quote, out of context, some remarks from the letters printed in the October 1976 issue, this is what we read:

In one letter, people were referred to as "garbage."

In others, "Speakers were misguided."

"Work done by ______ is irrelevant."

"I am astounded by the monumental ego and lack of perception shown by the author."
letters

"The writer of the ____ shows no more knowledge about what is wrong with the computer field than the man in the street."

"I think he is wasting his breath."

As so-called professionals, can't we disagree without getting personal? There are many ways to state different or opposing viewpoints without first attacking the person with whom one disagrees, aren't there?

We deal with lawyers and CPA's in our business environment, and I have never heard or seen one of these people hit out at another of their kind in any personal manner. I have seen lawyers present opposing cases, and when it was all over they shook hands. I have seen a CPA firm come in and fix up a set of books that were messed up by incompetents. No remarks were made about the predecessors. The CPA's just did their jobs and let the results speak for themselves.

Can't we simply write our own position on some issue and indicate an agreement or disagreement with other people's points of view and leave the personal remarks out of it? I surely hope so, because, in my opinion, we won't be truly "professional" until we do.

If you publish this letter, someone will surely write in that I am being too sensitive. This is a personal remark again, isn't it?

WILLIAM A. DELANEY, PRESIDENT Analysis & Computer Systems, Inc. Burlington, Massachusetts

The "dangers" of TM

Mr. Sauer's enthusiastic letter (November 1976, p. 8), belies the very real dangers of TM, whether applied in business or in personal life. His statement that TM is "nothing metaphysical" is wrong. TM is in fact a deeply metaphysical process leading ultimately to a world view at complete odds with modern Western culture and business. Those who seriously promote TM stress only the initial "effectiveness benefits" that some TM initiates experience; they conceal TM's basic pantheistic nature and potentially disastrous personal consequences.

For an alternate view, I recommend the 25¢ booklet "TM" by David Haddon, InterVarsity Press, Downers Grove, Illinois 60515.

LYLE H. KELLY
Senior Systems Analyst Management Systems Division Procter & Gamble Company Cincinnati, Ohio

(Ed. note: Complete title of the booklet Mr. Kelly refers to is "Transcendental Meditation: A Christian View." InterVarsity Press is the book publishing division of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship, a student movement.)

No simple solution

In reference to David Black's excellent article "Converting to a Mini" (October 1976, p. 79), it was mentioned that program size limit problems due to addressing limitations may be solved by utilizing paging techniques. Trying to page large COBOL programs and achieve acceptable throughput, in a real world environment, is like trying to reinvent the wheel with an octagon. Neither gives satisfactory results.

Although paged programs that are infrequently run or do not page extensively should not affect throughput significantly, large scale paging is an indication that either a different processor is required, or systems rewritten to maximize a mini's architecture. Neither is a simple solution.

RON R. LEBLANC
Data Processing Manager Clinton County Legislature Plattsburgh, New York

A policy decision

Although I agree with Frank Wagner's concept (November 1976, p. 86) of decentralized computing, I believe he has overlooked several important considerations. Just as hardware costs have decreased for small computers, the larger machines have also come down in price. The problem with many centralized computer facilities is that management has not passed on these savings to its users either in the form of lower costs or increased capacity. As Mr. Wagner states, central facilities are usually run to optimize hardware costs rather than human costs and hence operate like a botted-up superhighway. Simply increasing the availability of the computer would make a dramatic change in the service level to its users. This can be solved by a policy decision that would be no more difficult to make than the decision to decentralize using minicomputers.

More important, I believe, is the concept of decentralizing the centralized facility so that the user can control his own destiny. The "modern" centralized facility can provide a decentralized service today! Time sharing service companies have been offering this capability to their users since 1968. There is no reason that all computer users cannot enjoy this service. The user can make his or her own decisions about how to solve his or her own problems—whether to use a standard programming language or a software package, whether the program is to run interactively or in a batch mode, and on and on.

There are also drawbacks to committing to a small decentralized mini-computer installation. Several have been mentioned, including the current availability of software. But even when this is rectified the quantity and diversity of the software that a given mini installation can maintain will always be a problem and the centralized facility will probably always be one step ahead of the mini in this area. If the user's needs are simple, then a mini will be the answer. But if there is complexity and diversity, both of which may evolve over time, then the ability to address the user's changing requirements is important. For example, a newly introduced mini is set up to solve the user's accounting needs. But now he wants management planning aids. He must start the search for a package to do financial planning. The next logical step is to tie this to his accounting system. If the financial planning package cannot be run on the mini, he is in trouble. Next the user would like to see graphical output from this planning process but cannot justify the cost of purchasing a quality plotter. Again he must go elsewhere. The end result is that each small group of users is doing software and installation management instead of leaving this to one centralized group of "professionals."

The well run centralized facility will provide many alternatives that suit the user's needs best, even when his needs change. I disagree with Mr. Wagner's statement that the computer "is not all things to all men." It is at its best when it can be. Only then can the user feel confident that his choice today will be applicable to tomorrow's problems.

Mr. Wagner contradicts himself when he states that generalized operating systems are often so complex they are unusable and later states that good operating systems provide conveniences for the programmer. The fault lies with the particular operating system chosen. A generalized operating system can do more for more people and still be simple to use. The centralized facility should also provide for operational conveniences that the user should not worry about such as data backup, redundancy of hardware elements, and servicing of the equipment.

I am not a diehard supporter of the large mainframe, but we should all be aware that decentralized computing is not limited to the mini and is available today. A well run centralized installation can provide a cost effective decentralized service.

HAROLD FEINLEIB
Vice President Systems Products National CSS, Inc. Norwalk, Connecticut

*
You’re outgrowing your 3270. Now what?

Things really bloomed when you first put your 3270 on line.
But now your system’s growing like a jungle.
Your phone lines or your mainframe go down...so your 3270 just sits idle.
And when everything is working, your lines jam up and your mainframe bogs down...so your 3270 works a lot more slowly than you’d expect.
Errors keep cropping up, but your 3270 can’t weed them out.
And you’d like to keep a small data base at your terminal...but your 3270 can’t handle that.
Solution? Add or replace with the Sanders 8170.
The Sanders 8170 is completely compatible with the 3270. Emulates it 100%, without requiring debugging or new software. Costs less, too.
As you grow, Sanders enhancements keep your 8170 growing by distributing the processing...without wiping out your software investment.
When your phone lines are clogged or down, Sanders Queued Transaction Handling stores your data locally until your mainframe becomes available.
Operator errors? Sanders Local Validation and Arithmetics catch errors on the spot. Sanders Local File Reference lets you see names or descriptions whenever you enter an account number.
Sanders Local Format Storage speeds up your operation by eliminating the transmission of lengthy formats.
Sanders Automated Keystrokes give you multi-key entry from a single key depression. And Sanders Formatted Local Print lets you select, rearrange, and print data without host intervention.
Sanders 8170, The Intelligent Answer. Immediately available, so you can replant before you get lost in the jungle.
Your mother does not like to be interrupted when she’s busy.

It’s too bad your big computer has such a busy schedule. But that’s the way your mother was meant to work. That steady job stream has been very carefully planned out to make the most of your mother’s time. Which, unfortunately, has made it tough for your mother to handle things that don’t fit into the schedule. Things like demand reports, online data entry and unplanned jobs.

But that doesn’t mean you can’t do the unexpected. All you have to do is get your big computer a little help. A computer that can do the jobs your mother can’t handle. A Data General commercial ECLIPSE computer.

The commercial ECLIPSE computer is smaller than the big computers you may be used to using. But it has the things big computers have. A commercial instruction set that even has an EDIT function, for example. And large memory configurations.

This computer also has incredibly easy-to-use interactive data entry/access software called Idea that speeds program development and use. And speeds use of business-oriented files maintained by our INFOS data management system with multilevel keyed access.

The COBOL that’s available with the commercial ECLIPSE computer is the highest level implementation of ANSI ’74 COBOL standards. It’s a complete language system that comes with features like an interactive debugger, and an integrated SORT/MERGE. Plus it also includes an IBM-compatible RPG II and real-time FORTRAN.

Most important, this computer has a communications ability that lets you interface to your big computer. For example, when talking to an IBM system, the ECLIPSE computer can emulate 3780/2780 and HASP procedures. Or just be itself.

And wherever you put this computer, you can plan on it doing more than one thing at a time. Up to 16 Idea applications and remote job entry concurrently, for example. Or one Idea application using up to 16 terminals while a COBOL program processes previously entered data. Or simultaneous program development and communications.

It’s all from a major computer manufacturer, Data General. Which means you get full software support, a range of system and field engineering services, financing alternatives, compatible peripherals and much more.

Write for more information. That way, your mother will be able to work the way she was meant to. And you won’t have to interrupt her when she’s busy.

COMMERCIAL ECLIPSE COMPUTERS: BECAUSE YOUR MOTHER NEEDS A LITTLE HELP
SOFTWARE VENDOR LISTS FOR PEACHTREE

IBM will provide Series/1 purchasers with a list of software vendors for system and application programs. Although there has been some confusion both in the industry and among the IBM sales force on the mechanics of the process, some of the large independent software houses have carefully been considering the market possibilities. IBM previously offered software vendor lists on both the System 32 and System/3.

William Acker, the president of Advanced System Associates, a large software house in Wellesley, Mass., said he doesn't think this is going to be a "price sensitive business." On a straight performance basis, he notes, "many people don't think Series/1 is so great a deal—and that tells me that customers who go to IBM for Series/1 will be willing to spend luxury money.

"The money in that work might be larger than most people expect," Acker said. And if IBM holds to its intention of selling almost exclusively in multi unit packages, the software demands of a Series/1 user might well be beyond the capability of the one and two-man software houses who provided the bulk of the program support for the System 32 and System/3. Such work might prove attractive to larger firms. And Acker who kept out of the System 32 business because it "didn't seem worth our while," says he's interested in the Series/1 software opportunities.

DPD MAY RECOMMEND BUT GSD WILL SELL

IBM is beginning to clear the confusion over who will sell the Series/1 minicomputer. There had been talk of a joint sales force from the General Systems Div. in Atlanta and IBM's Data Processing Div. in White Plains. This led to uncertainties because the DPD traditionally provided full systems support. Although the two divisions will be working "in conjunction" on Series/1 sales, explained a patient GSD spokesman, the new minicomputer will remain a GSD product. "DPD may recommend it, but GSD sells it," he said. "GSD will come in at the invitation of DPD to sell Series/1 to particular customers."

IBM has targeted large volume users as the Series/1 market, but with the software limitations and IBM's no-discount policy, prestige, international service and reliability may become the key selling factors.

IBM TO OFFER NETWORK ORIENTED RELEASE OF DOS/VS

Forced migration to OS/VS has long been IBM's strategy with DOS/VS users—obviously because of the cost of supporting multiple operating systems. But if current reports are true, IBM is giving in to the diehard DOS users. In release 34 of DOS/VS, they'll get important capabilities they've lacked, particularly for handling large networks. Coming from developers in West Germany, this version will contain features such as the use of "multiple transient areas," console spooling, and a facility that allows more devices per partition through the supervisor—all improving teleprocessing performance.

MORE FOE THAN FRIEND

As AT&T draws up fresh battle plans for the new 95th Congress, a key question for Bell strategists in the Senate still centers around which side, if any, Sen. Ernest F. Hollings will choose to champion in the upcoming telecommunications debate. Rumored to be the front-running contender to replace retired Sen. John O. Pastore as chairman of the Senate Communications Subcommittee, the South Carolina democrat has been ardently courted by Ma Bell in an attempt to win support for their heavily lobbied Consumer Communications Reform Act.

But Ma Bell's wooing may be to no avail. A Senate veteran for 11 years, the former South Carolina governor seems more of a foe than a friend to the zealous anti-competitive AT&Ters. In a letter last April to major Bell Bill booster Frank S. Barnes Jr., president of the U.S. Independent Telephone Assn., Hollings debunked the "technical harm and economic injuries" that Bell contends will result from unfettered and selective competition.

These claims, he argued, have "never been proven before either the Federal Communications Commission or the courts. Prudence and fairness," he advised, "would therefore counsel against accepting the drastic measures proposed" by the AT&T sponsored legislation without "clear and convincing evidence that such predictions are in fact real consequences of competition."

WHAT'S IN A TRANSACTION?

IBM believes data processing is involved—at least when it comes to AT&T's Transaction
KA

Network Service (Aug. '76 p. 105). At least one IBMer does. And he believes the FCC should stop it.

Wallace C. Dowd, an IBM vice president, testified before a hearing of the National Commission on Electronic Fund Transfers held last month in San Francisco that "serious questions with respect to policy and regulations of the FCC are raised when regulated common carriers supply EFT systems." He more specifically said "The Transaction Network Service (TNS) currently being offered in several states by AT&T performs data processing functions along with transmission."

WHAT'S NEXT FOR THE MAG STRIPE?
Magnetic stripe technology is highly suspect in terms of security but also is widely used. Everybody is trying to get into the act with ideas to make it fraud-proof. Early on, Addressograph-Multigraph had what seemed to be a good answer, embedding the stripes with reflective particles. It worked but hasn't been marketed yet, presumably because it hasn't proven economically feasible.

Now there are two more technologies promised. One is a water mark on the stripe which is expected from EMI Technology, Danbury, Conn. and the other is a technology from Japan which would enable color to be imprinted over the mag-stripe which would have the additional advantage to plastic-holders of making it possible to have—a Master Charge on one side and a BankAmericard on the other. All this plus security!

CITIBANK IN TIMESHARING
Despite strong objections from the Assn. of Data Processing Service Organizations (Adapso), Citibank has jumped into the time-sharing business in a big way, offering bulk time at what it claims to be half the going commercial rate in an effort to sign up "Fortune 500" companies, correspondent banks and other users. Already the giant bank, which will provide financial packages as well as time and will offer national service through Telenet or another packet switched network, has several major customers on its Digital Equipment Corp. Model 20. "And we've got a long line of prospects," says bank assistant vp Alan L. Summers. "The response has been fabulous."

Pressing for public hearings into the Citibank move, Adapso president Jerome Dreyer contends the bank is employing "predatory pricing practices" in order to bring in business in other non dp areas. "This will adversely affect every major time-sharing firm that markets to the financial area" he asserts. Several time-sharing companies like ADP Network Services which serves about 100 banks, report they are assessing the Citibank move extremely closely. Ironically ADP acquired Citibank's payroll computer service business a year ago.

The bank maintains prices are structured so that it can realize a significant profit from the operation and are not designed to serve as so-called "loss leaders." Dreyer indicates litigation against Citibank is a possibility.

CATAMORE LAWYER TOM CHRISTO STRIKES AGAIN
Lawyer Tom Christo, who made his mark with the Catamore case with IBM (Aug., '75 p. 57) closed out 1976 with a bang. His legal battle with Honeywell on behalf of Colorado Blue Cross (Jan. '76 p. 17) was settled out of court for undisclosed terms. Honeywell sued Blue Cross for $36 million and was counter sued for $39 million over a big system contract.

While that case closed, Christo filed another suit against Honeywell for Porter Paint Corp., Louisville, Ky. This one charges, among other things, antitrust violations due to Honeywell's policy that charges second users for software previously provided bundled with Honeywell systems. That is the second case involving this controversial policy. The first was brought by Integrated Computer Services in New York and settled out of court last year. Since settling out of court seems to be Honeywell policy, perhaps that's how the Porter Paint case will go.

Finally, Christo was waiting for a decision on his petition for a rehearing in the Catamore Case. A few months ago, the appeals court set aside the jury decision in favor of Catamore and called for a retrial. The petition was made, and in an unprecedented move, the court asked IBM to respond to Christo's petition—a harbinger that the court may rehear the arguments, have a new hearing, or draw up a new opinion. (IBM responded in December and the indefatigable Christo filed a motion to strike it for mis-citing the record). The decision is due now.

Asked hypothetically if he would consider running the Justice Dept. case against IBM (Continued on Page 168)
"MARK IV® has been everything it was billed to be..."  A testimonial by Jack Moran, Corporate DP Manager, Butler Manufacturing Company.*, Kansas City, MO.

"If I had to select the one thing I like best about MARK IV, it would be the obvious productivity improvement we've enjoyed. Today we're doing everything we were doing in 1970 when our programming staff was 40% larger.

"We have a 370/145 running five to six thousand jobs a month, three shifts a day, with a large teleprocessing requirement. The primary payoff we were after was in manufacturing applications, including order entry, order processing, and material and inventory control, as well as spin-offs in accounts receivable, sales analysis and general accounting. The majority of these systems, representing about 75% of our total processing load, are now in MARK IV.

"An important part of the MARK IV selection process was an evaluation of Informatics as a supplier. How competent were their support personnel? How timely and well-tested were their product updates? How effective were their educational offerings? In all these areas we evaluated Informatics to be superior to their competition."

WHAT IS MARK IV? MARK IV is the most versatile and widely used software product in the world for application implementation, data management and information processing. Six powerful models (with prices from $12,000) are in use on IBM 360/370, Univac 70/90, Sienmens 4004 and Amdahl 470 computers at over 1,000 installations in 43 countries. Programs in MARK IV require only about one-tenth the statements of Cobol, and users report 60% to 90% cost and time reductions on most MARK IV applications. Send the coupon today for detailed information.

*Butler Manufacturing Company is the leader in the pre-engineered buildings industry.

Informatics Inc., Software Products, Dept. D, 21050 Vanowen St., Canoga Park, Calif. 91304

Name __________________________________ Title ____________________________

Dept. ____________________________ Computer ____________________________

Firm ___________________________________ Phone ____________________________

Address __________________________________ State/Province ____________ Zip ___________

CIRCLE 26 ON READER CARD
It wasn't easy, but we did it. We took IBM's best concepts—and improved them.
The result is the all-Itel Advanced System. The computer system that not only gives you everything its IBM counterpart does (in some cases, even more), but gives it to you at an enormous savings. A savings so significant that it makes the Advanced System the absolute number one price performer on the market today.

Still, we couldn't have done it alone. Not without the dramatic advances made by the semiconductor industry. Advances that allowed us to build a more
reliable, more powerful CPU using about half the components of its IBM counterpart. Which means our Advanced System runs approximately 10 degrees cooler, increasing the reliability of its integrated circuits.

Moreover, the Advanced System comes complete (including a 180 cps printer, not shown). No optional "special features" that wind up costing almost as much as the original system itself.

To prevent obsolescence (and protect your investment), all of our Advanced System models can be upgraded as the situation demands.

It's this kind of all-out creative effort that has put us right up there with IBM. Not only in total computer capability. But in systems and software, in computer peripherals. In field engineering. In financial packaging.

When it comes to experience and reputation, it's either us. Or IBM. And when it comes to price/performance, there's only our Advanced System. Itel. The only sensible alternative.
Informatics... the word is synonymous throughout the world with the ultimate in modern data processing. In the United States and many other countries it means the people, products and services of Informatics Inc. One of Informatics' many products... ACCOUNTING IV*, a family of software modules for financial applications, includes Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, General Ledger and Financial Reporting, and Standard Product Cost modules. All in ASCII Code for a completely integrated accounting system. Informatics Inc., the world's leading independent software supplier, with over 2,000 installations in 42 countries... helping to fulfill the computer's promise.
Finding The Total Pie
Marketing data processing services requires a presidential viewpoint. That is, the need to see each client company's overall operations through the eyes of its chief executive. And this is what makes dp services both work and play for Joseph T. Verdesca, president of Computer Dimensions, Inc. of Dallas, Texas.

"I do very little in terms of physical relaxation," said Verdesca. "My business is my relaxation. I like my work. I enjoy the involvement, the people, the customers."

In his business, Verdesca supplies comprehensive dp services, including a nationwide data communications network, to the automotive industry, financial institutions and insurance companies. And like the artisans of early civilizations, Verdesca finds satisfaction in conceiving and fabricating a complete product for each customer. In fact, this artisan-type desire for thorough, integral creation first directed Verdesca to the data services industry.

As a tactical instructor in the Air Force during the middle 1950s, Verdesca relished the life of a peacetime military officer. He had entered the military through the Reserve Officers Training Corp after graduating from UCLA. "I thought seriously about staying in the military as a career," he said. "I really enjoyed the life, but there were not many opportunities to advance with achievement."

So in 1957 Verdesca left the service to study his options. After earning his M.B.A. from the Harvard Graduate School of Business, "I considered three general industries, those of aerospace, data processing and motion pictures," Verdesca continued. "I excluded most aerospace and data processing companies as being too highly structured. In any of these jobs it appeared as if you could only see a small piece of the total pie. It looked similar to a factory job where you only work on one piece of the final product. But then the movie industry was just too unstructured."

He finally settled on an aerospace career in a company with what appeared to be a growth opportunity. "I thought, 'Now I can really move,'" he said. "So they gave me a desk and I started ordering shock absorbers. And I ordered big shocks and little shocks and medium shocks. And fat shocks and skinny shocks until I knew this wasn't for me. I could just never get my arms around an entire project."

Then in IBM's Service Bureau Corp., Verdesca saw the chance of at least getting a view of the total pie. This view was of SBC's customers. "It was almost like being the president of each company the minute you walked in the door," said Verdesca of marketing SBC's dp services. "Of course you're never as intimately involved as the president, but you do get more of a perspective of his company's needs and problems than if you were, say, just selling him a computer itself."

Verdesca worked for the IBM subsidiary for eight years. He advanced with achievement to where Thomas Watson Jr., then IBM board chairman, interviewed Verdesca as a candidate for an extensive training program for potential high-level corporate executives. The purpose was to expose rising managers to the company's overall operations. "I was really flattered," said Verdesca. "We flew to his home in Maine in his private jet. In fact, he piloted it himself. Then during my interview I asked Mr. Watson some questions about the future of data services in the corporation. He indicated the company was shifting its emphasis more towards hardware and encouraged me to transfer to that division."

But since Verdesca now preferred the challenges of data services he opted to look elsewhere for a future. Elsewhere emerged during 1967 as an invitation to buy into a struggling data processing services corporation in Dallas—Management Data Services, a subsidiary of Core Laboratories. After investigating the firm's then current condition and future potential, Verdesca agreed. He moved from Chicago to Dallas to form Computer Dimensions, Inc.

Following several years of aggressive ventures, including going public in 1969 and acquiring several dp services firms in Detroit and Los Angeles, Verdesca's company left its last net losses to 1972. The firm now shows growing profits each year, and at this writing its purchase by Itel was imminent.

As CDI president, Verdesca has learned some of the vital ingredients for surviving and prospering in the dp services industry: adequate capital resources, viable services for a narrowly defined market, a lot of small accounts, perseverance and good luck.

Verdesca said he never regrets moving to Dallas and CDI. "I really love Dallas; I have since coming here in 1967. I now almost consider myself a native Texan and I like to address my friends in Chicago by 'Howdy Partner.' And as for his job as CDI president he said: "I never thought it was the wrong move. IBM did phase out its services and finally sold the Service Bureau Corporation several years ago. And I really like the data services end better."

Grass Grows Faster in New York
Trial of the Justice Dept.'s case against IBM was going so slowly, it frequently was characterized as like watching grass grow. "I thought an even better characterization would be like watching Astro Turf grow," says E. Z. Million, an Oklahoma computer consultant who has been assisting the Justice Dept. for a year and who is among those credited with accelerating the pace of the government's case against IBM.

The trial, which began in May 1975, is in its 19th month. It began at a snail's pace as early witnesses spent up to two weeks on the stand and the government's schedule slipped two months for every month that the case continued. "It was as if the government, in trying to establish that IBM had sinned, was doing so by listing every sin they ever committed," says Million. "It was my contention that we slay the dragon and then get on with relief," he adds.

Million, a 36-year-old former IBM systems engineer, is the principal technical consultant to the trial staff. But he feels his real job was to orient the trial staff's thinking towards the computer industry's viewpoint, "rather than that of six theoretical economists," who were the government's key consultants. Trial evidence discussed
what had happened in the '60s and Million felt that much of this would be irrelevant when applied to what was happening in the '70s and what would happen in the '80s. The key, he felt, was for the government to accelerate the testimony and then get on with determining what kind of relief it wanted.

The pace has quickened in recent months. The trial now lasts five hours a day for five days, instead of four hours for four days. Eight-hundred transcript pages are being ground out a week, compared with 500 previously. The government has trimmed the number of witnesses it will call and the time they spend testifying has declined from two weeks or more to, in some cases, an hour. Its case will be wrapped up by next May, well ahead of schedule.

Million, who received his B.S. in mathematics in 1961 and his M. Eng. in Computer Science in 1964 from the Univ. of Oklahoma, has been an independent consultant in Norman, Okla. since 1972, specializing in dp work. He was assigned to the Air Force before that as a Presidential Interchange Executive and more recently worked with the Federal Communications Commission as a consultant on an RFP for advanced computer systems. He's been in the computer field since 1958 as a student at Oklahoma (which, he notes, was the beneficiary of a 60% IBM educational discount—a point in the case—in 1958). He was a systems engineer with IBM for two years in Oklahoma City, and later a professor at Oklahoma City Univ.

With the Justice Dept.’s antitrust division in New York, Million has been working full time since December 1975, but will go on a part-time basis early in 1977, probably returning full time when IBM begins to present its case. He likes his work as “an opportunity to influence the direction of the computer industry for a long time.”

Million is a fourth generation Oklahoman, although he was born in Idaho where his father was teaching law at the time. His name causes some problems with credibility, he admits, remembering a case in a college fraternity house when he had to place long distance telephone calls through an operator—“asking her to charge somebody named E. Z. Million.” E. Z. stands for Elmer Zen (the latter name being an abbreviation for his mother’s name, ZennaBelle Clark), “but I’ve always been called E. Z. or ‘Easy.’” His father also is Elmer but goes by the name of “Bud.” Then there was a grand uncle who died recently. His first name was Tennyson (for Alfred Lord). “He went through life called ‘Ten Million,’ so I guess I can bear being called E. Z. Million.”

He’s Selling Solutions

Daniel Duke is an accountant who broke his pencil and is making it with minicomputer peripherals instead.

His new company, Source One in El Segundo, Calif., formed in November, did $100,000 in business in its first 30 days of existence. The computer industry, says Duke, has created a problem for the end user of minicomputers. He is selling solutions to this problem in the form of a wide variety of minicomputer peripherals, hardware integration, and service. The three-man firm, due to grow to four this month, includes two former Sirves Inc. employees whose specialty is maintenance.

“I hated accounting,” says the affable Duke who isn’t quite sure why he ever got into it except that “It put me through school.” He worked in a variety of accounting jobs during the seven years he attended Wayne State Univ. at night to obtain an accounting degree. After college he went to work as controller for Mohawk Lumber and Hardware in Detroit. “Then I broke my pencil.”

He’d decided selling was attractive to him. A friend who worked for Com­Share got him a job with the time-sharing firm for which he headed up offices in New York, Boston, Detroit and St. Louis. From Com­Share he joined Leasco as eastern regional sales manager for time-sharing. In both these jobs he was primarily involved with software.

He made the switch to hardware when he joined Digi Data Corp. Jes­sup, Md., manufacturer of tape drives for minicomputers. Digi Data sent Duke to the West Coast in late 1975 to open a West Coast office. From that time until he left Digi Data to form Source One last November, he took the Maryland firm’s West Coast sales from $170,000 a year to $100,000 per month.

It was while selling for Digi Data that he saw the end user problems he thinks Source One can solve. Duke emphasizes that his company is selling hardware and service, each with or without the other. They don’t get involved with software and count systems houses and software firms as among their potential customers. Duke says his goal is to have offices in 12 key cities, each with a sales manager and a service manager and “as many technicians as we can afford.” He expects to open up “in a minimum of four cities” within the next eight months.

Among the things Duke considers unique about his firm is the fact that it offers trade-in allowances. Among its many offerings, Duke’s company includes a controller and disc combination for Digital Equipment Corp.’s lsi 11 V03 microprocessor based system which DEC offers with a floppy disc which limits its capacity. For users who want to go the controller and disc route via Source One there is something they can do with their floppy discs. They can trade them in.

Duke says service is the real key to his business—the kind of hand holding manufacturers can’t provide to end users. He also likes to offer each customer a variety of possible solutions to his problems.

E. Z. MILLION
A problem of credibility

Daniel Duke
... a broken pencil
Who could give you more to count on than 3M?

What you see here are products representing our full line of Scotch® brand magnetic data recording products, including computer tape, disk packs, data modules, disk cartridges, diskettes, data cartridges and digital cassettes. Each is carefully designed and engineered to meet the specific requirements of the data system it serves. Yet all of these products share one important advantage: the long experience and skill of the people behind them.

They’re made and backed by a team of more than 1000 special people: research experts, production specialists, and sales and service technicians. The 3M Clan. The people who pioneered and perfected the first commercial computer tape in 1953. People who have led the industry ever since with innovations and improvements. People who are dedicated to providing you with the best in data recording products and service.

Now, we’re making all of these products more widely available than ever before. From leading data products suppliers who have joined our clan.

For more information, write:
Data Recording Products Division, 3M Company,
P.O. Box 33255,
St. Paul, MN 55133.

Count on the clan.

January, 1977
With GE's TermiNet® 9600 Communication Controller you can emulate IBM 2780, 3780 and Univac DCT-1000 remote print stations

If you’ve been waiting for a fast, versatile and efficient remote print station at an affordable price, wait no more. By interfacing the TermiNet 9600 Communication Controller option with one of General Electric’s line printers, you have in one small package, not only emulations for popular remote print stations, but added features like:

- A variety of printer speeds to match your network capacity up to 340 lines per minute
- Throughput that can be upgraded as your workload increases
- Improvements in throughput and cost without changing central site software

And the best part is that you can have this kind of application flexibility. This kind of network efficiency. This kind of high performance in a price range you can justify.

for under $500 per month*


For your special kind of needs - A special kind of printer

*Annual lease rate including maintenance — selling price under $10,000.
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NIPS Commercial Users Group Meeting, Feb. 3-4, Washington, D.C. The users of National Military Command Information Processing System will sponsor a forum for presentations of applications using NIPS, to include new developments, enhancements, and teleprocessing applications. The unique fact about this system is that it is a free general purpose data management system, developed in the late '50s by IBM under contract to the Dept. of Defense. The system, for use on any machine from 360/40 (using os) on up, has on-line interactive capabilities attractive to government, industrial, and business. Contact: Carolyn Shamlin, 1860 Lincoln St., Suite 700, Denver, Colo. 80203 (303) 893-5200, ext. 320.

Western Workshop and Exhibits, Int'l Security Conference, Feb. 6-9, Los Angeles. “Electronic Invasion: Computer Protection” is one of 40 subjects to be covered during this series of computer security seminars and workshops. New products to be exhibited include CCTV surveillance equipment, protective glazing and enclosures, access controls, and anti-theft devices. Admission to exhibits is free; individual general sessions are $20. For information on other programs and charges contact the International Security Conference, 2639 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90034 (213) 836-5000.

5th Annual Midwest Digital Equipment Exhibit, Feb. 10-11, Hopkins, Minn. This year's exposition features more than 50 displays by manufacturers of computer terminals, data communications equipment, peripherals, data acquisition and digital test instruments. In addition, a two hour seminar on microprocessors will be held each day. There is no fee for attendance. Contact: Clarence K. Peterson, (612) 331-6433.

Minicomputers: The Applications Explosion, Feb. 14-16, San Francisco. This conference, sponsored by the American Institute of Industrial Engineers, will present successful minicomputer application experience and “lessons learned” by users in overviews and case study workshops. Presentations will be followed by panel discussions involving user executives and conference attendees. Fee: $295, teams $195. Information on this and two other AIE-sponsored events, "Distributed Data Processing," Feb. 1-4, New York, and "Life Cycle Management for ADP Systems," Feb. 7-9, Washington, D.C., can be obtained from Dept. DTM, AIE Seminars, P.O. Box 3727, Santa Monica, Calif. 90403 (213) 450-0500.

Winter Meeting, ADCIS, Feb. 22-24, Newark, Del. The Assn. for the Development of Computer-Based Instructional Systems will provide a forum for presentation of papers and project reports in areas of general interest. All levels of the education area will be represented. Preregistration by Feb. 10 is requested. Fee: $15, member; $20, nonmember; an additional $13 is required for the dinner/theater event. Contact: Joan Hayes, Computer Center, Western Washington State College, Bellingham, Wash. 98225 (206) 676-3360.

MARCH

NEPCON '77 WEST, March 1-3, Anaheim, Calif. The National Electronic Packaging and Production Conference, in conjunction with the International Microelectronics Conference, will attract an audience of 30,000 engineers. More than 800 booths will have exhibits of printed and multilayer circuits and microelectronic devices, and the conference program provides open forums on a variety of topics. Fee: $15, one day; $25, two days; $30, three days (includes admission to the exhibits); $5, exhibits only. Contact ISCM, 222 W. Adams St., Chicago, Ill. 60606 (312) 263-4866.

Computer Law Assn., March 9, Washington, D.C. This meeting will focus on the new U.S. Copyright Act, which will go into effect Jan. 1, 1978. How this legislation affects proprietary rights in computer software and data bases will be considered. The meeting, open to the public, includes lunch; proceedings can also be obtained. For further information contact Ronald Winkler, Suite 800, 1666 K Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 (202) 872-7800.

DataComm 77 Conference and Exposition, March 9-11, Washington, D.C. More than 42 sessions—a mixture of tutorials and workshops—will focus on the theme “Be Where the Action Is.” The program will deal with federal, state, and local governmental agencies in regard to data communications, as well as sessions on planning, implementing, and managing datacomm for business and industry. A special “Town Meeting” with officials from the Federal Communications Commission is planned for March 10. Fee: $95; three or more persons from the same company, $50. Single day registration is $50 and $25, respectively. Contact: DataComm 77, 60 Austin St., Newtonville, Mass. 02160 (800) 225-3232.

4th Annual Computer Architecture Symposium, March 23-25, College Park, Md. The IEEE Computer Society and the ACM cosponsor this meeting, which will feature presentation of papers on current technology and theory of computer architecture. Topics will include microcomputer systems architecture, hardware/firmware interactions, I/O architecture, high speed computers, multiprocessors, measurement and evaluation, and networks. Fee: $30, member; $60, nonmember; add $10 for registration at the door; $25, students. Contact: Dr. Bruce Wald, Communications Science Div., Naval Research Lab., 4555 Overlook Ave., Washington, D.C. 20390 (202) 767-2903.

CALL FOR PAPERS

International Conference on Parallel Processing, Aug. 23-26, Bellaire, Mich. Authors are invited to submit papers describing recent advances on all aspects of parallel/distributed processing. These may include logic circuits, architectures, interconnections, networks, modeling and simulation techniques, and other aspects of the topic. Deadline for papers is March 15. Four copies of a 100-word abstract and a 1,000 word summary should be sent to Prof. J. L. Baer, Dept. of Computer Science, Univ. of Washington, Seattle, Wash. 98195 (206) 543-9344.

3rd International Conference on Very Large Data Bases, Oct. 6-8, Tokyo. April 15 is the deadline for submission of papers relevant to data base design, data base system architecture, data base system analysis and evaluation, and large scale data base applications. Five copies of each full paper should be sent to Prof. Alan Merten, School of Business Administration, Univ. of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Mich. 48109.
Now small users can have the big benefits of in-house computer output microfilm.

AutoCOM

You probably thought it took a huge volume to justify your own in-house computer output microfilm system. Well, it did. Until DatagraphiX introduced AutoCOM, the fully automated computer information management system designed expressly for the volume—and budgets—of smaller users.

Set up and ready to go in one day, AutoCOM hardware can be used by just about anyone. And it's compatible with data tapes from virtually any computer.

The self-contained recorder and film processor converts tapes into cut, dry microfiche at the touch of a button. The companion AutoFICHE Duplicator copies the masters at the rate of up to 450 per hour. And you get the superb reproduction and reliability that's made DatagraphiX the leading name in COM for three decades.

So if you're going outside for microfiche, compare the big benefits of an in-house AutoCOM system. It's quick, confidential and convenient. And if you're not yet using COM, the outstanding price/performance ratio of AutoCOM means it can pay for itself in what you'll save on paper, time and storage.

Use the coupon to get all the details. You don't have to be a big user to get the big benefits of your own in-house AutoCOM.

Stromberg DatagraphiX, Inc.; P.O. Box 82449; Dept.-D San Diego, CA 92138; Phone (714) 291-9960

Please send me details on in-house COM with AutoCOM

Name ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address ____________________________
City, State __________________________
Zip _______ Phone __________

□ A General Dynamics Subsidiary
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What To Know Before You Sign

Data Processing Contracts: Structure, Contents, and Negotiation
by Dick H. Brandon and Sidney Segelstein
465 pp. $34.50

Company executives frequently spend less time and effort negotiating the acquisition of a major computer system than they do bargaining for the purchase of the family car. The disparity is due to a variety of factors, but in far too many instances the user's inadequate negotiating effort results from a serious lack of knowledge—the executives involved do not even know where to begin or, worse, they are not aware that meaningful negotiations and substantive concessions are even possible. Suprisingly, their lawyers are often equally unable to cope with the specialized aspects of computer agreements, even though they are quite capable of providing sound counsel in other areas.

Thanks to Dick Brandon and Sidney Segelstein, inadequate knowledge no longer need be a valid reason for poor performance in computer negotiations.

Inadequate knowledge no longer need be a valid reason for poor performance in computer negotiations.

Unlike other books in this growing field, the Brandon-Segelstein volume should be useful to a wide variety of individuals involved in the computer acquisition process. The introductory material offers a legal background for executives with sound data processing or financial experience but little or no legal training. The sample provisions also provide these executives with a wealth of substantive ammunition for use in preparing a "wish list" of negotiating goals. At the same time, the preliminary text offers the user's attorney general information about the special features of various types of computer contracts. The book's 255 sample clauses then provide the lawyer with specific ideas on what issues to cover and how to prepare the desired contractual provisions.

Each sample clause is accompanied by supplemental information that generally explains the intent, scope, and purpose of the provision, the types of contracts in which the clause is usually found, and, where applicable, the standard clause offered by the computer vendor. Comments, fall-back alternatives, and possible remedies are provided for some provisions and cross-references are included for a variety of related clauses.

Perhaps the most unusual information included for each clause is the author's "risk rating": a four-point scale that indicates the relative importance of each provision from "key" to "limited or no quantifiable benefit." Although some clauses are determined to be generally unimportant by the authors, they may be critical in a particular acquisition, the risk rating offers a useful method of quickly assessing the provisions likely to be most valuable in a given setting. (The value of the clauses alone becomes apparent when the reader realizes that the authors have listed 15 provisions as "key" and another 84 as "important.""

Valuable as it may be, the book has its limitations. As Brandon and Segelstein admit, the volume is primarily a reference book designed to be used with caution and with the advice and assistance of legal counsel. As many new attorneys have learned from experience, sample legal forms can be as dangerous as they can be helpful. The authors' provisions are no exception. The clauses are not optimized, nor are they designed to meet any user's specific needs. They must be tailored to a particular transaction by someone who understands the legal and business risks involved. Moreover, the comprehensive collection of provisions is weak in the areas of financing alternatives, third party leasing, and broker/dealer transactions.

At least one of the authors' basic premises is also open to question or, at least, explanation. Brandon and Segelstein assert that a good computer contract should be negotiated with the idea that it will never be seen again. This position is sound to the extent that it points out that thorough negotiations cause a full airing of all relevant issues, thereby eliminating surprises and matters "not covered in the contract." Under this view, once a complete agreement is reached, the only thing left is for the parties to perform their respective obligations under the contract. Since the contract is a highly complex document, the true success of the installation will be largely governed by the good will and technical cooperation of the parties involved. As Brandon and Segelstein explain, if the contract must be referenced to enforce the relationship between the vendor and user, it may be too late to have a successful installation.

The problems with this line of reasoning are two-fold. In the first place, a good data processing contract should be an ongoing working document. Effective contract administration begins during contract negotiations when contract compliance "windows" are built in, status meetings are predetermined, and problem response times are established. Even when both parties are truly dealing in good faith, compliance with contractual requirements should be monitored throughout the life of the system. Irrespective of good faith, detailed contractual provisions can be misinterpreted or even forgotten over time. Leaving the contract in a desk drawer is simply asking for trouble.

The second major danger in the authors' point about not referencing the contract is that it may cause users to accept a one-sided or incomplete agreement. One of the more popular ploys in computer marketing is the old "we don't have to put that in the contract, you can trust me" ploy. Even if the salesman's story is true at the time the contract is being negotiated, it may not be correct at some time in the future. Computer companies, like people, do not always deal in good faith. If a point is worth negotiating, it is worth

... a good data processing contract should be an ongoing working document.
being made part of the written agreement. Simply put, if the vendor's "concession" is not part of the formal contract, it is probably not part of the deal.

Notwithstanding its minor shortcomings, _Data Processing Contracts_ is the best single text available for everyone involved in negotiating the acquisition or disposition of computer equipment and related items. Admittedly, the book does not tell the reader how to negotiate or how to alter the sample clauses to fit particular needs. Moreover, in an actual transaction the volume must be heavily supplemented with legal, financial, and negotiating expertise. But the book was not designed to be the final word on computer negotiations. Indeed, in some ways the book might be considered only the beginning—a comprehensive reference work prepared to enable a competent user to achieve the key goal of maximum contractual protection at minimum cost. In any event, no company should acquire a computer, or allow its attorneys to negotiate a computer contract, without a copy of this book.

Joseph Auer  
Charles Edison Harris

Mr. Auer is president of International Computer Negotiations, Inc., Winter Park, Florida. He has authored numerous articles on various aspects of computer negotiations.

Mr. Harris currently serves as Vice President, legal affairs and Secretary of Sun Banks of Florida, Inc., a registered bank holding company headquartered in Orlando. His prior experience includes a private law practice and service as an Assistant Professor of Law at the Univ. of Florida's Holland Law Center.

_Proceedings, Interagency ADP Planning Conference_  

The Interagency Automated Data Processing Planning Conference, held Feb. 22-24, 1976, in Warrenton, Va. (and known in Federales as IAC/ADP) brings together top drawer computing managers in the federal establishment. If anything, it is a pleasant surprise to find that the representatives of the civilian agencies dominate the program and the attendee list.

To those not in the government, some peculiar remarks pop out. The representative from the General Accounting Office notes glumly that the trend to in-house services in big corporations suggests that the use of outside vendors should be limited. A few hours later the representative from the Federal Procurement Policy Office suggests that things should be done outside except when the national interest is involved.

The speaker from the Office of Management and Budget mistakenly compares federal spending on dp to corporate spending; somehow one has the feeling that taking percentages of the federal budget is not the same as taking percentages of corporate annual sales. We are flattered to see that he used DATAMATION'S statistics, but suggest that a better base for governmental dp spending is dollars/1,000 of population served.

There is a heavy concentration on the apparently disturbing problem of millions of unused cpu hours. Nobody appeared to understand that throughput is more important, that sometimes one must give up a bit of efficiency for effectiveness in doing the user's job. If they are all as worried as they seem to be about processing time, we wonder if the government will ever install a small business system which they can turn off at quitting time and forget until the next morning.

Six parallel issue sessions were held and since these attendees are generally the top dp policymakers in their agencies, the groupings of thought are interesting to consider. On the matter of
source data

Centralization, they strongly endorsed centralized procurement beginning at $1 million and up, and made a powerful case for shortening General Services Administration's procurement cycle. With Legislative relationships, the group saw no need for additional dp legislation but rather felt that a clarification of GSA's role under the Brooks Bill is needed.

The MIS group endorsed the idea of a compendium of information systems to further identify sources of experience within the government. The Personnel Management group seemed to feel that a formalized certification program might be useful.

The Public/Private Sector group seemed to worry about all the items that bother any dp manager, writing specifications for systems, avoiding vendor lock-ins, and accurately costing in-house operations. The Sharing group was mostly concerned with finding ways to promote package sharing, and, so far as can be seen, to beat the vendor lock-ins, and accurately costing in-house operations. The MIS group was mostly concerned with finding ways to promote package sharing, and, so far as can be seen, to beat the software houses out of multi-user fees.

For those outside the government, these proceedings (published by Automated Data and Telecommunications Service, General Services Administration) are interesting proof that things really are different in Washington. For those inside government, they represent a valuable record of what top dp management is considering for the future.

—Philip H. Dorn

Mr. Dorn, a Datamation contributing editor, is an industry consultant.

BOOK BRIEFS . . .

Minicomputers and Microprocessors: A Tutorial
IEEE Computer Society, 8885 Naples Plaza, Suite 301, Long Beach, Calif. 90803 (1976)
281 pp. $12 ($9, members) paperback

This compendium of technical papers comprehensively addresses the changing mini and micro computer fields, describing improvements in equipment and technology as well as the changing techniques for system design and implementation. Contributors include designers and developers from major companies who discuss microprogramming, minicomputer architectures, microprocessors, mini and micro computer systems development, and interfacing and peripherals.

Let's Talk LISP
by Laurent Siklossy
Prentice-Hall, 1976
237 pp. $11.95

LISP is a List Processing programming language employed on a variety of computers for use in research requiring nonnumeric computation; the first system was implemented at Massachusetts Inst. of Technology in the early sixties. This readable, often amusing, text presents a complete and careful introduction to the language in the first seven chapters (a condensation is included for the experienced programmer), and in the later portions, emphasizes more advanced features of LISP.

Computing Careers for Deaf People
Steven L. Jamison, ed.
Asso. for Computing Machinery, 1976
(Order prepaid from ACM Order Dept., P.O. Box 12105, Church St. Station, New York, N.Y. 10249.)
123 pp. $9 ($6.75 for ACM or SIGCAPH members), paperback

These are the proceedings of a conference held in Washington, D.C. in April 1975 to explore the challenges and opportunities for deaf people in the field of computing, sponsored by the ACM special interest group on computers and the physically handicapped. Papers cover educational opportunities, special programs, on-the-job problems and solutions, and employment success factors.

Data Base Management Systems
by Leo J. Cohen
Q.E.D. Information Sciences, Inc., 141 Linden St., Wellesley, Mass. 02181 (1976)
$43, prepaid; $49, billed later, paperback.

Analyzing and describing five data base systems, IMS/VS, TOTAL, ADABAS,
System 2000 and IDMS by definition and illustration, this 8½ x 11 inch book provides an overview of different approaches that result in different database systems products. Choosing a package is a complex task, and the goals and objectives of the application must be clear. To assist in this, the book includes a guide to selection and operation of a team to choose the package, and a glossary of terms to clarify the jargon of the various systems.

Proceedings, 13th Annual Design Automation Conference
IEEE Computer Society, 5855 Naples Plaza, Suite 301, Long Beach, Calif. 90803 (1976)
501 pp. (paperback) $15, members; $20, nonmembers

The ACM and IEEE were joint sponsors of this conference held June 28-30 in San Francisco. The meeting featured papers contributed by authors from nine countries, who reviewed current developments with an emphasis on computer-aided design. The proceedings include reproductions of 63 papers along with numerous illustrations and examples.

Computer Applications in Management
John R. Birkle and Ronald Yearsley, eds.
Halsted Press, 1976
191 pp. $13.95

Since computers themselves don’t manage companies or departments, but are capable of organizing and producing vast amounts of information, it seems basic that managers understand how to use the computer most effectively. This book features contributions from practicing managers who use data processing as a tool, and should be helpful to any manager in the control and application of the company’s resources.

JCL and Advanced FORTRAN Programming
by H. A. Ramden
169 pp. $18.95 (paperback)

This text is filled with examples of problems faced by students, scientists, researchers, and the “non-professional” user, who are using the computer as a tool. Special attention is given to input/output; additionally, JCL for IBM 360/370, FORTRAN subroutine calls and FORTRAN error tracing and handling, and the use of Cal Comp compatible plotter routines are discussed.

MCS-40 Manual Updated
The third edition of the MCS-40 Microcomputer System User’s manual has recently been published. The 305-page manual offers a comprehensive description of the MCS-40 system, which consists of the 4040 cpu and associated components, the new 4269 programmable keyboard display device and the 4265 programmable general purpose...
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1/o device. The manual contains a data sheet section and an applications chapter with notes on using the 4269, 4265 and 5101 256 x 4-bit CMOS static RAM. Price: Price: $5. INTEL CORP., Literature Dept., 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, Calif. 95051.

Sourcebook for Data Bases
A 1973 survey on computer-readable bibliographic data bases was so well received that the American Society for Information Science has initiated an update service with this report, Computer-Readable Bibliographic Data Bases—A Directory and Data Sourcebook. This hefty, imposing directory is packaged in an 8 1/2 x 11 inch bright red three-ring binder. The volume contains 814 pages of information and data on 301 bibliographic and related data bases produced in the U.S. and Europe. Five appendices are included—a subject category index, name/acronym/synonym index, producer index, processor index, and a data element list.

The well-organized directory is arranged for easy reference. One-year subscription prices are $54.40, ASIS members; $61.20, ASIS affiliates, and $68, nonmembers. Updated (replacement) pages and additional pages will be sent at six-month intervals. Prepaid orders go to AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR INFORMATION SCIENCE, P.O. BOX 19448, Washington, D.C. 20036.

Datamation Subject Index
The 1976 DATAMATION subject index for Vol. 22, Nos. 1-12 is now available without charge to our readers. The index contains references to feature articles, news stories, conference reports, Editor’s Readout, the Forum, Look Ahead, People, and book reviews. DATAMATION, Los Angeles, Calif. FOR COPY CIRCLE 215 ON READER CARD.

DPMA Publications
Data Processing Management Assn. is offering two publications to systems professionals, one a guide to computer selection and the second the proceedings on an industry workshop. A Guide to Successful Computer System Selection is a 36-page paperback featuring five sections: Organization of Computer Acquisition, Systems Evaluation, Financial Considerations, Legal Considerations, and Single Versus Multivendor Systems. It is volume no. 4 in the DPMA management reference series; prices are $5.95 for DPMA members, $6.95, nonmembers.

The DPMA Education Foundation held a workshop on information systems education last April in Chicago which was attended by senior managers of information system activities in industry and government, and by university representatives. The 68-page proceedings include a statement on current technology, opportunities for industry/academic interaction, and the panel discussion “What Industry Needs,” including comments from the attendees. Copies are $7.50, DPMA members, and $8.50, nonmembers. Order from DPMA International, 505 Busse Hwy., Park Ridge, Ill. 60068.

Computer Services Directory
A 42-page directory of data banks, commercial service bureaus, and colleges and universities that provide dial-up access to their computer facilities over the Telenet network is offered by this vendor. More than 40 organizations devoted to interactive computing and information retrieval services are cross-referenced by application specialties, programming languages and data base offerings. The directory provides information on how to use the listings, and the alphabetical list of subscribers

CFI Data Module
The most technically advanced product in the line. First to incorporate heads and carriage into the module. Available in three models. Model 35—35 million bytes; Model 70—70 million bytes; Model 70F—70 million bytes with fixed heads for rapid paging. CIRCLE 96 ON READER CARD

CFI Abrexas Diskettes
The first of our flexible-media line. We offer them both one-sided and two-sided and with various hard sector configurations. The entire recording surface of every diskette is certified 100% error-free. Compatible with IBM 3740 and other diskette drives. CIRCLE 99 ON READER CARD

CFI Abrexas V Digital Cassettes
A complete line of cassettes in various grades. Designed for use with most digital recording and word processing equipment. CIRCLE 100 ON READER CARD

CFI Abrexas Computer Tape
A top-of-the-line tape line. Available in most lengths and configurations and various reel sizes. Tested for use at 1600 BPI and 6250 BPI. CIRCLE 101 ON READER CARD
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includes a description of the organization's services and facilities, computers utilized, and areas of specialization.

TELENET COMMUNICATIONS CORP., Washington, D.C.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 202 ON READER CARD

Communications Catalog

Data communications products are described in this 8-page illustrated catalog. In addition to information on the Supermux Intelligent Time Division Multiplexer, the catalog describes conventional multiplexers for mixed synchronous and asynchronous communications on both DDS (digital data service) and analog facilities. This vendor's equipment may be configured for point-to-point, multi-drop, drop and insert, and many other network requirements, and facilities may be a mix of voice grade, wideband, and DDS.

INFOFAX, Pennsauken, N.J.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 203 ON READER CARD

Third Party Maintenance

An illustrated color brochure describes the third party maintenance services available from Western Union Telegraph Co. The company's field maintenance organization currently covers 50,000 teletypewriter and cathode ray tube terminals for end users, terminal manufacturers, and OEM/systems companies. Sample problems and their possible solutions are described, and a directory to service and training centers in the contiguous 48 states is included. WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO., Upper Saddle River, N.J.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 204 ON READER CARD

Financial Aid

A 4-page brochure describes an on-line budget management system for financial planning and control, FIPABS, designed for use on INFOFAX, this vendor's remote computing service. The system has three modules, which can be used together or separately: planning and data preparation, consolidation of data, and reporting and analysis. FIPABS is based on FLARES, an English-like financial language. The features seem useful for medium to large sized corporations, including multinational companies dealing in several currencies.

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORP., Los Angeles, Calif.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD

MUMPS is Spreading

A handy pocket guide for the users of the MUMPS medical and business applications language has been published by the users' group, which notes that the number of institutions using the language is growing at the rate of 80% per year. The guide includes descriptions of all the commands, operators, functions, and other capabilities of standard MUMPS, along with examples of their use. The standard was developed from a dozen MUMPS dialects, under sponsorship of the National Bureau of Standards and the U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, and Welfare.

MUMPS USERS' GROUP, St. Louis, Mo.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 207 ON READER CARD

Communications System

Users of distributed data processing networks frequently require simultaneous batch communications and data entry capability, where entry volume is relatively small and the output volume ranges from small to large. This 6-page brochure describes the Model 77 communications system that offers a variety of configurations to suit many data entry, processing, and communications needs. The system uses IBM's 3780 binary synchronous protocol, with SDLC available early this year.

DATA 100 CORP., Minnetonka, Minn.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 208 ON READER CARD

Minicomputer Products

Accessories, supplies, and connectors for users of DEC, DCC, HP, and other

CIRCLE 102 ON READER CARD

CIFI Abraxas IV Magnetic Tape Cleaner

Keeps our tape line clean. Safe and effective. Removes contamination which can seriously affect the operational capabilities of magnetic tape.

CIRCLE 103 ON READER CARD

CIFI Abraxas III Disk Cartridge Cleaner-Verifier

To help maintain our line. Completely portable and self-contained, unit cleans and mechanically tests both front and top loading cartridges. Prevents costly head crashes and reduces or eliminates soft errors caused by damaged disk cartridges.

CIRCLE 104 ON READER CARD
minicomputer systems are described in this product catalog. Suitable for 8½ x 11 inch three ring binders, the pre-punched 24-page catalog offers data storage folders and files, racks, cabinets, cassettes, disk cartridges, tapes, and a variety of other products for minicomputer users. MINICOMPUTER ACCESSORIES, Palo Alto, Calif.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD

CMOS-Backed Memory
The value of handheld programmable calculators seems to increase with new problems and new applications. Getting the Most from Continuous Memory is a 4 x 6 inch booklet that describes effective use of continuous memory, sample applications, and a short discussion of CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor) technology that is the backbone of this memory. And interestingly enough, sometimes as many as 20% of the programs solve 80% of the common problems. This vendor's 8-page booklet is designed for the HP-25C calculator. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto, Calif.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 209 ON READER CARD

HP 1000 Computer Series
The HP 1000 Computer Systems are designed for computation, instrumentation and operations management applications in a multiprogramming environment. Planned for oem systems houses and for manufacturers with computer-applications experience, the systems can also be linked in a network of other HP computer systems, and are able to communicate with IBM 360 and 370 batch-oriented computers. The HP 1000 family can be tailor-made for initial needs, with the capability of expansion in building block stages for future growth. The series is described in a 12-page color brochure, HP 1000 Computer Systems with photos, figures, and detailed text highlighting the features and configurations available. HEWLETT-PACKARD CO., Palo Alto, Calif.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 210 ON READER CARD

Microfilm Cameras
An illustrated flyer describes two microfilm cartridge cameras that can handle standard size sheets (up to 12" wide) as well as larger documents such as computer printouts or accounting ledger sheets (up to 15¾" wide). The 3M 3400 and 3401 cameras feature cartridge loading and automatic threading. The rotary cameras place the new industry standard blip mark under each image which allows easy retrieval of any image. Other features note that the 16mm format holds 100 feet of microfilm, and that one film cartridge can hold 3,000 letter size documents. 3M COMPANY, St. Paul, Minn.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 212 ON READER CARD

Noise Abatement
The fight against noise pollution continues with the recent introduction of a quiet numeric printer, the Gulton NP-7. A 4-page illustrated catalog gives...
complete specifications and details of the NP-7, which has no print wheels, ratchets, or solenoids. The only moving part in this printer is a permanent magnet motor which advances the paper roll. The numeric printer provides seven columns of numbers, or six columns with a plus/minus sign, and is complete with electronics for interfacing to all popular digital panel meters.

GULTON INDUSTRIES INC., East Greenwich, Rhode Island.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 219 ON READER CARD

Systems Analysis
Systems Analysis Workshop, a 5-day course presented by Brandon Systems Institute is scheduled for six cities in the next six months. The workshop is designed as a “front-end” to the systems development activities of organizations designing data base, on-line, and distributed processing systems. Dates and places are Washington, D.C. (Jan. 24-28), New York (Feb. 14-18), Atlanta (March 7-11), Chicago (April 18-22), Philadelphia (May 16-20), and Kansas City (June 13-17). Price $650. BRANDON SYSTEMS INSTITUTE, 4720 Montgomery Lane, Bethesda, Md. 20014.

Crime Prevention
A 3-day seminar on EDP Auditing: Concepts and Techniques will focus on security measures to thwart computer-related fraud and embezzlement. The course will explain the role of the dp auditor in planning new systems projects, discuss how to perform a dp audit, and how to select the proper audit retrieval system. Workshops will provide an opportunity for “hands-on” experience. The course is scheduled for Dallas (Feb. 16-18), Toronto (March 16-18), and Chicago (April 13-15). Price: $540 ($470 AMA member); team fees available. AMERICAN MANAGEMENT ASSN., 135 W. 50th St., New York, N.Y. 10020.

Take Home a Micro
A 3-day course, Hands-on Microprocessor Short Course with Take Home Microcomputer, is scheduled for nine cities during February and March. A Wince Micro module, including a 6800 microprocessor chip, clock, ROM, RAM, serial and parallel I/O, is given to each attendee. The course covers microprocessor hardware, software, firmware, and economics. Locations include Boston, Chicago, Dayton, Huntsville, Los Angeles, St. Petersburg Beach, Palo Alto, Philadelphia, and Washington, D.C. Price: $495. WinteK CORP., 902 N. 9th St., Lafayette, Ind. 47904.

Roundup in Big D
While this may not qualify as a forever-ongoing publication, the NCC Roundup will be issued from now through June with all the information that’s needed for the 1977 National Computer Conference. Sponsored by the American Federation of Information Processing Societies (AFIPS), the conference will be held June 13-16 in Dallas. In order to answer the million and one questions from prospective exhibitors, attendees, panelists, the press, etc., AFIPS decided to issue this complimentary bimonthly newsletter to anyone who asks for it. Subscribers will receive the first issue, September/October 1976, as well as November/December 1976, January/February, and April/May. For your copies contact AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645, call (201) 391-9810, or circle the reader service number below.

FOR COPY CIRCLE 214 ON READER CARD

800/854-3290
(In California 714/776-8571)
INTRODUCING
RAMIS II

How to choose a comprehensive Data Base System

RAMIS II is more than an enhancement of a proven software product. It's the next generation.

RAMIS II offers for the first time the complete integration of two important new software technologies—non-procedural languages and data base management.

Data base management means that both application programs and data files are independent of changes to the environment. It provides better control and utilization of the data and easier access to it.

Non-procedural languages allow you to tell the computer directly what to do, rather than how to do it. And you tell the computer what you want—*in English*—using normal business vocabulary rather than specialized computer jargon.

Because RAMIS II is the only system that combines the simplicity of non-procedural languages with the full range of data base management capabilities, EDP staff and management alike no longer waste time attempting to keep pace with environmental changes.

RAMIS II is now creating new systems in a fraction of the time required by traditional programming methods. And RAMIS II users, freed from routine maintenance tasks, can now direct their talents to crucial problems they never had time to address before.

RAMIS II is alone in its class. No other system approaches its capabilities. To find out why, send the coupon, or call Mark Berkowitz, Vice President, U.S. Operations at (609) 799-2600.

---

Mathematica Products Group
P.O. Box 2392, Princeton, N.J. 08540

Please send me information on RAMIS II.

Name ____________________________________________________________
Title ____________________________________________________________
Company _________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________________________________
City __________________________ State ________ Zip _________________
Phone __________________________ State ________ Zip _________________

---
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DATAMATION
THE DESIGN, MANAGEMENT AND FUTURE OF DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING, DATA BASE, TELEPROCESSING, and NETWORK SYSTEMS

7-11 March  SAN FRANCISCO  Hotel Mark Hopkins
14-18 March  HOUSTON       Houston Oaks Hotel
25-29 April  AMSTERDAM     Hotel Okura
9-13 May     TORONTO        Hyatt Regency Hotel

These seminars are part of the 1977 James Martin World Tour Programme which will also include:

TOKYO  MELBOURNE  SINGAPORE  DELHI  TEHRAN
LONDON  RIO DE JANEIRO  BOSTON  CHICAGO  LOS ANGELES

For full details telephone:–
203 227 6778 – in the U.S.A.  0253-403016 – in Europe  403 429 5921 – in Canada

or complete the following coupon or write AIRMAIL to:–
ABAQUEST, 221 St. Anne’s Road, Blackpool, FY4 2BL, U.K.

Please send me full details of the James Martin Seminar in

Name ........................................ Organisation ..................................................
Address ...........................................................................................................

CIRCLE 18 ON READER CARD
The new Silent 700® Model 743 KSR data terminal is the lowest priced 30-cps printer terminal available today. And, true to its heritage, it combines all the popular Silent 700 performance features...speed, reliability and quietness.

In fact, its speed and reliability are enhanced. Now there's true 30-cps throughput, because incoming data is buffered. Reliability is improved because its microprocessor logic means fewer circuit boards and components. This application of the latest design technology not only adds up to enhanced reliability but reduces size and weight as well.

As for quietness, the 743 KSR is virtually silent, as its name implies. Its non-impact electronic printing eliminates the disturbing noise associated with conventional impact printers.

At $1,395* quantity one, the 743 KSR is another TI price/performance value leader...whatever your application: console I/O for software development, keyboard terminal for inquiry response, data entry, interactive remote computing, or a message network terminal.

OEM prices go below $1,000* in large quantities; and attractive lease rates also are available. All Silent 700 terminals are backed by TI's comprehensive worldwide maintenance and support services.

For more information on the 743 KSR and other Silent 700 terminals, contact the nearest TI office listed below or contact Texas Instruments Incorporated, Digital Systems Division, P.O. Box 1444, Houston, Texas 77001. Or, phone Terminal Marketing at (713) 494-5115, extension 2126.

*U.S. Domestic Prices

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

CIRCLE 39 ON READER CARD
You've seen this kind of competitive spirit before in American business. Avis versus Hertz. Volkswagen versus Detroit. And now, Wang versus IBM. Sure, IBM is big. But big doesn't mean better. Wang won't sell you a small computer in excess of your needs. Wang actually designs a system to answer your problem. Which is why our systems are ingeniously simple to operate. In short, we'll do more for you than IBM. Make sure Wang is on the list of manufacturers you talk to for stand-alone or distributed processing. Write: Wang Laboratories Inc., One Industrial Ave., Lowell, Mass. 01851. Or call (617) 851-4111. We've yet to bite off more than we can chew.

WANG
Small computers.
But you don't have to pay for them till you're ready to use them. With Raytheon, you can grow from a plug-compatible 3270 replacement to a full distributed data processing system without changing hardware.

And, Raytheon's PTS-100 System costs about 40% less than the system it replaces.

Now, look at the extra capabilities you get without spending more money:

- Local format storage to cut communication costs to your central processor.
- Local print without intervention of central processor. That cuts communication costs further.
- Disc backup so if your central processor goes down your terminals can keep working.
- Mixed screen sizes. Mixed keyboards. 300 lpm printer. 300 cpm card reader. So you can do things you never thought possible.

Finally — and still without changing our original Raytheon hardware — you can upgrade to a full PTS-1200 Distributed Data Processing System. Now look at your capabilities:

- Multiprogramming/Multitasking Operating System.
- Batch communications while your terminals are simultaneously emulating 3270's.
- High-level, terminal-oriented language.
- Powerful indexed data base support.

So if you're looking for a 3270 replacement you can grow with, call your local Raytheon Sales Office or write Raytheon Data Systems, Dept. 101, 1415 Boston-Providence Turnpike, Norwood, MA 02062. Even better, talk to our Sales Support Manager.

Telephone 800-225-9874 toll-free (inside Mass., call 762-6700).

Grow with us.
A lot of computers offer multi-level batch processing, or RJE, or realtime, or interactive timesharing.

But only Harris offers all of it, concurrently.

Only Harris delivers multi-use concurrency. Our high performance S100 and S200 packaged systems, combined with our responsive VULCAN operating system delivers simultaneous compute services to each user. As well as simultaneous individual user access to the system.

The S220, shown here, is packaged around the most powerful CPU in the industry. Dozens of benchmarks, including Whetstone, prove the S100/S200 series superior performance. The S220 is one of 6 packaged systems available today, starting at $85,000. All operate with COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC, RPG II, FORGO, SNOBOL, and extended BASIC. And all 6 in the series deliver multiple RJE, multi-level batch processing, multiple interactive timesharing, and real-time processing...all at the same time. If your need is distributed processing, time-sharing, data base management, or any kind of multi-use concurrency, benchmark the S100/S200 packaged systems.

Only Harris gives it all to you, concurrently. Write Harris Computer Systems, 1200 Gateway Drive, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33309. Europe: Techmation N.V., Gebouw 105/106 Schiphol-Oost, Netherlands.
Ask
CONTROL DATA to supply
Monolithic Memory for your IBM 370...
get reliability you can bank on
at half the price.

We have it.

How reliable is Control Data Monolithic Mem-
ory? Reliable enough for 15 U.S. banks to use
it for critical financial processing with their
IBM 370-158's!
And so reliable, more than 320 other U.S. firms
bank on it for their 370-135's through 168's.
We've installed more than 450 Monolithic Mem-
ories already to help IBM-370 users cut
processing costs. And our users are our best
proof that CDC Monolithic Memories work.
If you'd like to talk to some of these users,
just ask our Peripherals Representative. He'11
supply references! He'll also point out other
key reasons for choosing
our Monolithic Memory:
Stability. We're not a one-product
company. We've been around a long
time, and we'll be around for a long time
to come.
Single-source responsibility. We can provide
plug-compatible, cost-effective CDC disk
memory, mass storage, and other peripherals.
You place total responsibility in a single
vendor.
If you want 370 memory capacity at half the
price or double the capacity at the same price
...if you want to save $40K to more than $500K
...ask us about CDC Monolithic Memory.
And ask us about the users who have proved
it works. Call your local Control Data Market-
ing Office or mail the coupon today.

Mr. James Kuntuzos, Sales Manager, Peripheral Product Sales, Control Data Corporation,
Please have a Control Data Marketing Representative supply further information about
your Monolithic Memory.

Name ___________________ Title _____________
Company __________________ Area Code ______ Phone ______
Address _________________________________
City ___________________ State ______ Zip _______

Ask Our Peripherals People
Our 1977 Wish List

Well, so much for 1976.

For the minicomputer manufacturers, for IBM, NCR, CDC, Burroughs and Univac, in fact for most of the companies in our industry, it was a year of growth and profit. For a few, like Datran, it was the end of the road.

But it's a new year and we firmly believe in the wisdom of Satchel Paige when he said, "Don't look back. Somethin' might be gaining on you."

In this issue we're looking ahead. Withington, Pullen and Simko gaze into their clouded crystal balls to extrapolate industry trends. On page 56 you'll find the responses of industry leaders from around the world to the question: "What is the greatest contribution you hope the computer industry can make to the well-being of the world we live in?" Replies range from the visionary to the pragmatic.

In this column you'll find some rather less altruistic, shorter range wishes—a collection of wistful odds and ends that we hope will come true this year.

For instance, we hope that Carter administration policy decisions will recognize the importance of data processing here and throughout the world, especially when confronting such thorny problems as exports, balance of trade, antitrust, and privacy. Over on the legislative side, wouldn't it be nice if the Bell bill died the death it so richly deserves? At the same time we wish the FCC success with its latest industry inquiry and hope for a clear definition of the roles of the common carriers and the dp vendors, a clarification which will promote free and unfettered competition in the data communications field.

All of us (except the lawyers) will benefit from an end to that wearisome case slogging along in New York's Foley Square. Hopefully the Justice Department and IBM can reach a settlement that is not only a boon to the industry but also makes IBM more comprehensible to the outside world when it comes to organizational structure, standards, interfaces, shipments, and dollar volumes. Perhaps then we might see a new crop of eager investors, pockets stuffed with equity capital, ready to fund an equally eager new crop of industry entrepreneurs.

In addition to new firms entering the industry, we'd like to see the mini manufacturers flex their newly acquired 32-bit muscle and move strongly into the end user market, offering top quality maintenance, service and software support.

Speaking of software, let's get rid of the current crop of software acronyms (all the vendors are culpable, but IBM is the worst offender with its alphabet soup of SNA, VSI, CICS, IMS and the like). New names should be easy to understand, easy to remember and functionally descriptive.

This is the year we'd like to see all software unbundled, including systems software. In addition to a visible price tag we think the user also ought to know precisely what he's paying for. For example, he should be able to write a contract with the vendor spelling out the type and duration of software support he will receive. Before signing on the dotted line, he should be able to functionally compare the performance of one vendor's offering against another's. We hope too that before 1977 is over, some enterprising engineer will design the equivalent of an automotive diagnostic machine so the dp manager can determine just how well his software is performing in situ.

Will 1977 be the year of an I/O channel interface standard? If it is we devoutly hope it's a standard that doesn't tie us to yesterday's technology. X.25, the CCITT user interface packet switching standard is gathering momentum; hopefully the vendors will give it their unqualified blessing.

A few other odds and ends that need tidying up this year: legislation at the federal and state level clearing the air with regard to branch banking; fewer conferences with more innovative content (seems like the same old faces with the same canned pitch are endlessly plying the circuit); and less talk by the user groups and the academic societies about getting together and some real action.

And finally, right to die legislation for the 1401.

So there you have our wish list—fragmentary, incomplete, and hopelessly optimistic. You probably have wishes of your own...we'd like to hear them.

But if, as we suspect, very few of our wishes and your wishes come true, we can only offer some timely advice for survival in 1977.

- Keep the juices flowing by jangling around gently as you move.
- Avoid fried foods which anger up the blood.
- If your stomach disputes you, lie down and pacify it with cooling thoughts.
- Avoid running at all times.
- Satchel knows best.
The Outlook for DP Business
1977 promises to be a great year. Users will finally get to use some of the much talked about new technologies, and vendors will see near peak revenues.

The Business Outlook

1977 should be a good year for the data processing industry. Revenues of U.S.-based vendors in our industry may exceed $30 billion for the first time, and profit margins should be better for many. This should be true even if the economy is somewhat quesy; orders placed by users in 1976 (and unlikely to be cancelled short of economic catastrophe) virtually guarantee it.

The major factor will be a wave of shipments of the new mid-range computers. IBM's models 138 and 148 will lead the parade in volume: the demand for them is clearly great (early delivery dates are worth substantial premiums to leasing companies). The Burroughs 880 series, the NCR Criterions and the Univac 90/80 will also be in full volume all year.

Shipments of small systems, both for standalone and network applications, will also be substantially up from 1976. The Burroughs B80 will be in volume shipment all year, and the IBM System/32, Honeywell Series 6, 61 and 62, and Univac 90/30 should all increase their volumes over 1976.

The picture in giant systems is less clear. The demand for them was impressively demonstrated in 1976, with users accepting very large numbers of existing machines (IBM 158 and 168, Univac 1100s, Honeywell level 66s) and a few new ones (Amdahl 470 V/6). Will demand be temporarily saturated in 1977? Will major new IBM giant computer announcements occur (as the rumors say) that will impact shipments of existing models? Maybe. In any case, it is probably safe to bet that the insatiable appetite of giant systems for more peripherals (mainly memory and discs) will continue. Regardless of giant mainframe delivery activity, then, peripheral shipments to existing systems (more profitable to the manufacturers) should suffice to at least hold the overall shipment level constant.

Minicomputers will be up again (what else is new?). DEC's delivery times for some models exceed one year, and the other major suppliers also report excellent backlogs. Competition is growing steadily more intense as IBM has followed Honeywell into the arena. The only questions are how big the improvement in volume and revenue will be, and whether this can go on forever.

Manufacturers of all classes of computers have been revamping their manufacturing processes and taking advantage of higher levels of circuit integration. Some (like Burroughs and NCR) have done this throughout their product lines. Others (like IBM) have only done this with memories so far, but memory manufacturing cost is equal to or greater than that of cpu's. Some of the resulting economy is passed on to the users, and some is kept to increase profit margins; both parties, vendors and users, should benefit in 1977. Now, if the manufacturers could only do the same thing with the costs of their systems programs (development, support and usage), the millennium would really arrive.

Terminals and specialized t/o devices will also be on the uptrend. Some new technologies are beginning to have market impact, as noted below. More important, the multi-year plans of many users to implement transaction processing networks are continuing, and as the last recession showed, the result is network expansion in both good times and bad.

The safest forecast is that the inexorable growth of the software and services businesses will continue in 1977. Never dramatic in any one year but never faltering, improvements in the versatility and cost-effectiveness of software packages and service bureau offerings are continuing so that (when contrasted to the increased cost of in-house development) they attract more and more customers. Accelerating this trend is the "creeping unbundling" of the system vendors, slowly moving more of their systems programs into the revenue-producing category.

All in all, it looks like a good year for the industry as a whole. Products are changing (as noted below) and are generally becoming more software-intensive. Not all vendors will benefit from this trend, but most surely will.

The Technology Outlook

It's always difficult to forecast the exact time and manner in which a new technology will appear. Still, it's clear that certain technologies will be more talked about than others in 1977, that new products incorporating them will attract the greatest interest, and that some longer-range technology trends will become more clearly established. Divided roughly into four classes, the following appear likely to be the major technology trends for 1977.

Systems and software

"Automatic file subsystems" may begin to appear in 1977. Performing the housekeeping functions associated with the access method in a standard manner (but not the much more diverse logical functions of the data base manager), and managing the hierarchy of file storage devices in a manner transparent to the user, they promise substantial labor savings. IBM seems to be taking the lead in this area: first with its 3850 mass storage device and the concept of file volumes located in the hierarchy heuristically, recently with its JES2 release 4 "Selectable Unit" that seems to be integrating VSAM and JES functions—and which (as a Selectable Unit) can conceivably be implemented in a separate file processor.

Large minicomputers will strain upward in functionality. Many users would like to implement distributed networks for excellent reasons, but they would like to at least retain the present level of systems program capability that the large general purpose systems have struggled so hard to achieve. Users are often disappointed with the systems programs available on the minicomputers, and some abandon the attempt to use them as a result. Minicomputer manufacturers will be trying vigorously to close the gap, using fresh approaches; it will be interesting to watch their progress.

One of the fresh approaches that will apparently be used increasingly is the virtual machine concept, with both simple, single-purpose monitors for the various modes of use and earlier operating systems co-existing independently under the VM arbiter. The approach is inefficient in its use of machine cycles, but these become less and less expensive, and the functionality of available VM's continues to improve (as with the VM/370 implementation for IBM's model 158 Attached Processor).

All software vendors will work diligently to produce more successful ap-
TRENDS IN 1977

Some application packages. However, experience over 20 years makes it hard to believe that sudden, overall improvements are likely; the gradual business growth referred to above is more probable. More general potential may lie in the idea of improving the ease of programming to a point where users can do much of their own after at most a few hours of training. Terms like "interactive," "parametric," "descriptive" and "program generator" are applied tools designed to make this possible. Evolution of the query languages associated with data base management systems is one of the interesting lines of progress in this direction; so are some of the minicomputer programming tools.

Components
As noted above, we seem to be in a period of re-implementation of existing computer lines using more advanced electronics. Burroughs has re-implemented (and extended) its 700 series in the 800s, using current-mode logic. NCR's Criterion, Honeywell's Level 66 models, and IBM's memories are other examples. (Can IBM PDP be far behind?) Further re-implementations are likely to appear soon.

Magnetic bubble technology should appear soon in commercial products. Its characteristics suggest that large memories for general purpose computers may not be the first products using bubbles; terminals, word processing systems, or portable computers appear more likely to be first.

Microprocessors will continue to show up in surprising places. We already have the first automobile containing a micro. Several types of consumer appliances already contain them, and more will. TVs are beginning to incorporate solid-state tuners which are similar to microprocessors; what additional capabilities will soon be added at almost no cost? Calculators (the sets already have ten-key pads)? Games? APL capability? Terminal functions?

Digital watches are interesting, too; they diverge from straight time-keeping to include calculators and personal calendars. Maybe microprocessors are still a little large to strap on a wrist, but what can be done with a desk clock? It might be said that these speculations have little to do with data processing, but what is data processing anyway?

Peripheral equipment
Non-impact imaging technologies are entering the marketplace at an accelerating rate. Ink-jet and electrostatic technologies, in particular, can be applied to printing and plotting in new ways—not only offering higher speed and (in some cases) better cost effectiveness, but also unprecedented graphic and multicolor capabilities. The flow of new products is increasing, especially now that IBM has blessed both technologies, and users will find new things to do with them. Very likely, large vendors who are not now heavily in data processing but see themselves as strong in imaging will soon be competing more heavily.

Interactive display and graphic input technologies are also going to accelerate. The use of small digitizers as flexible input media, interactive plasma panels, scanners for input of microimage material, and similar techniques are all appearing in the context of particular applications; these will grow, leading to intensified vendor efforts.

We may be on the brink of a product breakthrough in personal identification technology also. Both signature dynamics and voiceprint identification offer promise, and there is sufficient demand to spur vendor investment. It's particularly hard to forecast any breakthrough, however, much less its timing; this is a long shot.

Office products
This product category may be outside the traditional data processing framework, but it certainly will not remain so (see "Stages of Growth," October 1976, p. 46). Anyway, during the coming few years, many of the most interesting technology innovations will be appearing in these products.

Word processing systems will evolve both upward and downward very rapidly. We will soon see integrated publishing systems in which the material is in a single system from the beginning of the process to the end. Word processors will soon develop both intrinsic communications capability (why mail the paper when you can print it for the first time on the receiving machine?) and data processing capability (NEC's 310W can already have both word processing and dp personalities). Electronics will also invade the conventional typewriter soon, perhaps in the form of a line buffer and display that will permit a line to be justified and corrected before being typed on the paper.

Digital facsimile devices will improve rapidly. The microprocessor is well suited to performing bandwidth compression by digitizing a scanned line and transmitting only change-of-shade data. The ink-jet printer is well suited to reconstituting a noise-free line at the receiving end, whether the material be characters or graphics. Coupling these technology potentials with the deterioration of mail service leads to a forecast of rapid product introduction and market growth.

Finally, the line between calculators, portable computers and intelligent terminals will soon disappear (if, indeed, it still exists). All three products are steadily adding functions because of the low cost of electronics. Many clever new products are certain to appear.

And more
A number of major technologies have been omitted from this list, including large computer architecture, mass storage devices, programming languages, and data base management systems. These are omitted either because no dramatic change appears to impend or because progress in the area is intrinsically evolutionary. Concentration here on novel technology tends to mask the fact that a year's-worth of evolution in an area of major importance such as data base management systems can be more significant to the industry than a breakthrough in the technology of a less significant area. Also, the 1977 business outlook for these main-line products is much better than that for the more novel ones.

In summary, the business outlook for existing products looks good for 1977, and the mix will be leavened by at least some of the above new technologies, which will lead to future business growth. We are still in a growth industry.

For more of a feel for which direction that growth will likely take, see "Our Changing Industry," for the directions we wish it would go see "Computer Wishlist," and for one direction we hope it doesn't take, "EFT in 1988," all of which follow in this issue.

At Arthur D. Little, Inc. since 1960, Mr. Withington has performed many studies for users and vendors of data processing equipment and services. He is in charge of that firm's data processing industry analysis and forecasting activities. Prior to joining Arthur D. Little, Mr. Withington was eastern regional manager of technical services for the Burroughs Corporation, and before that he managed a programming group at the National Security Agency.

He has been one of Datamation's contributing editors for seven years.
Our Changing Industry

by Edward W. Pullen and Robert G. Simko

The growth of existing markets, the development of new ones, and the surge of technical innovations are causing changes in our industry which will in turn cause changes in our business organizations and in ourselves.

The computer industry's horizons are broadening. As a direct result of the interaction of existing markets and available technology, the "data processing systems" business is being replaced by the "information systems" business. The change represents significant new opportunities for suppliers of computer equipment and services, plus significant new demands on the computer professional.

As an example of how this is happening, the acceptance of distributed processing is becoming a significant contributor to the extension of computer products and services for new applications in offices and plants as well as, eventually, in home information processing. "Information Systems" are emerging which incorporate many new aspects of the business communication process, while both computer manufacturers like IBM and business equipment makers like Xerox dip deeply into the design stages of new products for the "new" industry. This trend, or increased acceptance, is in turn greatly broadening the duties of dp management.

And while this information systems business is taking off, conventional dp business is reaching toward maturity in its applications. That doesn't mean it is dying or drying up, however.

Where the market is going

The rate of increase in dp spending did take a slight dip in 1975 in reaction to recessionary pressures. A good part of this dip can be shown to have come from the substitution of lower priced third party equipment for the computer manufacturers' components (disc, memory, and even cpu's), plus reductions in staff salary levels. The picture was mixed, though. Some industries, caught in midstream implementation of point-of-sale, funds transfer, and environmental control systems, continued these new efforts without a pause. In other industries, the need for businesses to have more and faster information to remain competitive provided the driving force for the installation of small business systems by many first time dp users.

The big picture is beginning to look even brighter, too. Total dp spending from 1976 through 1980, exclusive of office automation, is forecast to increase at a rate of 15.5% per year. Admittedly, a slowdown is forecast for the 1979-1980 period as a reaction to an expected general economic downturn, but the slowdown shouldn't hurt too much. Its effects, combined with the maturing of the POS, small business system, and EFTS markets, will hold down overall growth from 1980-1983 to "only" 14.2%, and that's not bad.

Dp spending patterns for selected industries ("selected" because they collectively accounted for 53% of all dp spending in the U.S. in 1975) are shown in Table 1. These same industries also represent major teleprocess-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry</th>
<th>EDP Spending ($ Billions)</th>
<th>Average Annual Growth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Discrete Manufacturing</td>
<td>$ 5.04B</td>
<td>$ 5.90B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Manufacturing</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>4.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wholesale</td>
<td>1.57</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>2.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banking</td>
<td>2.82</td>
<td>3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Industries*</td>
<td>12.41</td>
<td>14.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$26.44B</td>
<td>$31.15B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Agribusiness, construction, transportation, utilities, insurance, medical services, education, state-local-Federal government, computer services, business services, travel and recreation, etc.

Table 1.
CHANGING

ing action areas over the next five years. Then, around 1983, those other industries which are expected to lag in implementing teleprocessing systems— including construction, agribusness, education, motor freight, small utilities, and travel/recreation—will begin to dominate the marketplace.

There is also presently a related heavy swing in progress to network oriented data processing. This represents the mainstream of dp management activity today, and will continue to do so throughout the forecast period. But look at the nodes of these networks. At some point there is still usually a "mother" computer acting as the ultimate consolidation point and resting place of the business management data. This is typically the corporate (or divisional) computer center with its large general purpose system(s).

Three factors seem to be highlighting the accelerated trend to distributed processing. These are: (1) the number of users going on-line; (2) the growth rate of intelligent terminal product shipments; and (3) the total number of systems supporting data communications networks. Parts (1) and (3) of that can best be addressed by looking at how many firms operate on-line systems. In 1975, some 9,500 did; by 1980, the number should be 23,000 (from a universe of about 42,000 potential user firms).

Point (2) is best addressed by Table 2. Some background is necessary first, however. Over all user industries, shipments of dp products and applications hardware to U.S. users are expected to increase at a rate of 9.6% annually through 1980, slowing to a rate of 8.4% over the period 1979-1983. (This is based on an "if sold" valuation of hardware shipped, and amounts to a total "if sold" increase for hardware installed from $11.9 billion in 1975 to $18.2 billion by 1980 and to $23.2 billion by 1983. Table 2 depicts the markets of major activity, showing that the action is most certainly in products which distribute data processing and storage capabilities to the ultimate user community.

Partly because of this growth rate, the move to teleprocessing oriented systems is reaching its maturity. By 1980, shipments to users of teleprocessing based computing systems will amount to $11 billion (including $3.5 billion for time-sharing firms) compared with only $6.6 billion in shipments of batch hardware.

Equipment shipments (shipments of the components of products and applications systems) track product/applica-

cation shipments with identical growth rates. The highlights of equipment activity are shown in Table 3, and once again illustrate the overall trend to distribution of computer processing power, data storage and I/O peripheral capacity.

Through it all, hardware price trends are, without exception, expected to be downward. Major contributing factors are:

- decreased cost of semiconductor components and storage peripherals
- shipment of fewer terminals in typical configurations
- separate pricing of software components
- decreased cost of product testing

In general, a decrease of 4% per year is expected due to the reduced costs of components and manufacturing.

In the end-user market, the trend is to decreasing hardware prices while increasing the total "cost of possession." Translated, that means while hardware is going down in price, increases in the following items more than compensate for the decline:

- software
- maintenance
- warranties
- communications
- training
- direct customer service

**The competition**

Hardware price/performance and reliability should be relatively the same between suppliers. The most important degrees of competitive freedom therefore will be:

- software availability and pricing
- maintenance pricing and conditions
- warranty conditions
- customer service

IBM, Burroughs, NCR, and Xerox have a distinct edge in software and service. The minicomputer suppliers such as DEC, Data General, Litton, and Datapoint have a great deal to accomplish to remain competitive in the long run. Application specialists such as Data Pathing, TRW, Docutel, the process control system suppliers, and the machine tool and test control product suppliers have, in general, established excellent reputations for knowledge and responsiveness. Their major problem will be one of growing and continuing to maintain their current quality image. Suppliers of text processing systems, with the exceptions of Xerox and IBM, have yet to establish a capability for handling the systems support for their products. This alone will be a major deciding factor of survival in this application area.

To aid in analyzing the competitive forces in the information systems ap-

---

**SELECTED END USER PRODUCT/APPLICATION SHIPMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product/Application</th>
<th>U.S. Shipments ($ Billions)</th>
<th>Average Annual Growth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General Purpose Products</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small business systems</td>
<td>1.94 B</td>
<td>2.11 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large dp systems</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>5.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single crt terminals</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-crt terminals</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleprinters</td>
<td>.13</td>
<td>.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Document entry</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add-on peripherals</td>
<td>.83</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Applications Oriented** |
| Point of Sale systems | .25 B | .33 B | .40 B | 9.9% |
| POS terminals | .27 | .49 | .70 | 21.0% |
| Graphics terminals | .14 | .16 | .24 | 16.5% |
| Consumer EFTS | .13 | .16 | .24 | 16.5% |
| Tool and test control | .15 | .20 | .44 | 24.0% |

(1) Renting in the range of $200 to $4,000/month
(2) Rental greater than $4,000/month
(3) Products facing heavy pressures on prices

Note that the category "add-on peripherals" has one of the highest growth rates. This covers the addition and/or upgrade of higher capacity peripherals. The two subareas of most activity will be: data storage (primarily disc storage), and I/O (primarily printer and display devices).

**SELECTED COMPUTER EQUIPMENT SHIPMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Equipment</th>
<th>U.S. Shipments ($ Billions)</th>
<th>Average Annual Growth %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>General purpose cpu</strong></td>
<td>$1.86 B</td>
<td>$1.91 B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small business cpu</td>
<td>.43</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini-cpu</td>
<td>.26</td>
<td>.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micro-cpu</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add-on memory</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disc storage</td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>3.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tape storage</td>
<td>.80</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Printers</td>
<td>.94</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card I/O</td>
<td>.46</td>
<td>.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

Table 3
applications area, we have organized companies into a number of groups
which share similar product positions and exhibit a common approach to the
marketplace. These groups, in themselves, actually represent competitive
forces. While members of the group compete primarily with each other on
an individual basis, they also are adopting strategies specifically designed to
compete against outsiders. These groups are defined as:
- Large general purpose systems suppliers—This group is composed of the
  six surviving full line systems manufacturers.
- Minicomputer manufacturers and
  small systems suppliers—This includes DEC, other mini manufacturers, and
  small business systems houses.
- Independent terminal suppliers—
  This group includes firms whose basic
dp hardware business is in terminal
products.
- Emerging forces—Key firms which do not belong to any of the
previous groups, but have both the inclination and resources to become major
competitive forces in the distributed processing market.

Companies in each group share, in general, a particular position in and
perspective of the marketplace which affects their product offerings and
competitive strategies. Each group must be considered in terms of the
following factors: (1) Group characteristics—the environment and atti-
dudes which these firms share; (2) Market share—group and individual
share of the total market for dp prod-
ucts and services; and (3) Competitive
capabilities—competitive processing-oriented products.

Fig. 1 illustrates the relative market
shares of total dp revenues held by
U.S. companies, on a worldwide basis.
IBM controls some 47% of this total.
Six firms—the large general purpose
system makers—control 73% of the
total market. The balance is divided as
illustrated among the other groups of
competitors. The first four groups rep-
sent some 88% of all U.S. based
data processing revenues. The last
group is composed primarily of oem's,
plug compatible device manufacturers,
and media suppliers. The role of these

FIGURE 9.1

EDP PRODUCTS AND SERVICES REVENUES FOR US COMPANIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Total $ (Billion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Big Six System Suppliers</td>
<td>$17.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software and Services Firms</td>
<td>$1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent Terminal Suppliers</td>
<td>$1.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mini System Suppliers</td>
<td>$1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emerging Forces</td>
<td>$.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Others*</td>
<td>$1.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes OEM and PCM firms such as Ampex, Centronics, Data Products, E&M&I, General Instrument, Recognition Equipment, Telex and others.

![Table Image]

The changing organization

So, now that we possess the technology, and the costs are on their way
down, let's look at some of the end user
WHERE THE TECHNOLOGY IS GOING

Computer system architecture is evolving steadily under the pressure of significant emerging factors, including recent breakthroughs in semiconductor technology, the development of new communication facilities, and a greater penetration of online applications.

The first major consequence of this evolution is the dissemination of processing power throughout the system; the functions that can be isolated from the mainstream of the application are performed locally by a processor attached to the remote device. This has the effect of unloading the host computer, reducing the communication cost, and offering local availability of computing capability.

The second major impact is in the design of the processor itself, which could be built more economically by using inexpensive chips as components. Clusters of microprocessors and minicomputers represent a challenge to the medium and large processor.

The traditional way of designing, constructing, and using computers is slowly but drastically changing. This is the result of technological advances, evolution in communications, and the requirements of new applications.

Computing power was once a scarce and expensive commodity that could be justified only if used to its fullest extent; economy of scale was the principal factor in determining the investment for a computer with the underlying assumption that performance was growing more rapidly than cost. The breakthrough in large-scale integrated circuit technology in recent years has brought about a revision of that perspective since computing power—as an element of a system—has now become the cheapest component, especially with the introduction of a wide range of microprocessors. There is a bottom limit as to what a microprocessor can cost, but the prospect of having available, at a low price, either faster microprocessor elements or arrays of such elements, stresses the importance of the architecture of future systems. Similar advances are occurring in memory technology that will also reflect on the way processing elements and memory will interface and interact.

The power of a computer—as measured by its throughput—is often equated with that of the central processor. In this respect, power characteristics are very much dependent on the technology used to implement the central processing unit, and short of having ways to run the system simultaneously over separate processors, is limited by that technology. To be sure, the idea of assembling processors in some fashion to increase power is not new. However, various arrangements lead to different characteristics, the most important of which relates to the programmability of the system for general purpose use.

Processor cost does not vary linearly with processor performance. As illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, LSI technology is most significant as it affects the low end of the spectrum of computing power. Circuits are now available that cost under $100 per Mbps (million bits per second throughput), which are expected to sell for under $10 for the same throughput within ten years. At the same time the cost performance of the large cpu's (above 50,000 gates) will remain relatively unchanged. Overall, the cost of low throughput circuits has dropped, and will continue to drop more dramatically than that of higher power, which favors the attempt to use several of these low performance circuits to build a central processor.

The profile of the cost performance characteristics of processors is evolving in a way that suggests that manufacturing costs of processors will be reduced significantly as a result of the integration of multiple processors into one system.

For use in a general purpose environment, a multiple cpu architecture, built from LSI processors, brings manufacturing costs down but operating system software costs up. An analysis of these two cost components shows there are break-even points where the required throughput of the machine is large enough to warrant more than one low cost processing element, and at the same time the expected number of machines sold is high enough to spread the cost of software development. The equation should also take into account the fact that applications systems (where the required throughput is not too large) have a better market penetration—in number of systems sold—than large machines, as illustrated for example by the fast increase of small business machines. Multiple cpu architecture will replace medium and large machines and is more economically justified when the application does not require full general purpose executive software. The rapid progress of semiconductor technology will impact the break-even points as microprocessors eliminate minicomputers through improved cost performance characteristics. This, coupled with increased software costs—somewhat lessened by the experience gained in and the utilization of efficient programming techniques—will displace the economic threshold of multiple processor systems toward a greater number of systems to be sold.

Memory technology will also play a significant role in terms of its relevance in a computer system and its use in meeting application requirements. Three main parameters must be assessed and compared:

- Access time to the on-line information (in response to a request originated from the cpu). A variety of technology exists that covers the spectrum from $10^{-8}$ seconds to a few seconds.
- Maximum memory capacity as a single addressable storage unit. Typically there is a direct relation between capacity and access time: large capacity yields long access time.
- Cost of storage and cost of access to an element of the memory.
Emerging technologies (electron beam, charge coupled devices, bubble memories) now fill the gap that previously existed between fast rotating devices (drum, fixed head disc) and core memory. In turn, the access time determines the number of transactions capable of being sustained by an application.

Advances in solid state technology are making the proliferation of information systems possible. Improvements in semiconductor processing have been and will continue to be the major factors in the progress of semiconductor circuit and system design. Key improvements include lower processing defect density, smaller line widths, and tighter device parameter spreads. Cost/performance improvements at the chip level are the direct result of:

- increase in wafer size
- decrease in wafer dislocation and circuit defect density
- increase in circuit complexity
- decrease in circuit component dimensions
- increase in circuit performance
- decrease in power consumption
- advances in lithography
- packaging technology advances

The average number of components (transistors, diodes, resistors) per advanced IC has doubled every year as shown in Fig. 4. This trend will continue over the next several years. By 1980, the most advanced circuits will contain the equivalent of 1 million components.

Independent of the technology, a rapid evolution is taking place in the communication area. This is highlighted by the fact that in the immediate future, until fiber communication becomes commercially available for long haul traffic, the cost of communication is bound to go up. This cost increase is projected to be substantial enough to promote cost reduction measures such as time division multiplexing of line use, packet switching, or local processing.

The progress achieved in the development of practical optical communications systems since the beginning of the '70s has been staggering. Short communications links are in field trials and several specialized applications for which fiber optics are ideal are in various experimental stages. Fig. 5 illustrates the cost trends for fiber optics relative to current alternatives. This will have an important impact on the costs of local communication loops required to connect office stations to a satellite network.
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Driving forces which are creating the demand. In essence, the major driving forces behind the demand for such products and services is the "time value of information" to management, shown in Fig. 6 and in Table 4.

The data collected and stored within an organization can be considered an inventory of inputs for decision making and/or status reporting. Like any inventory, these items lose value with time. In fact, operational data is a highly perishable quantity relative to its value for decision making. Not all data in this inventory is of the same value. For example, a ranking can be assigned:

- Class A data—time critical, used for operational and tactical decision making
- Class B data—status information, used for communicating the state of the organization
- Class C data—archival data, stored to meet contingency or historical reporting requirements.

More Class A data is being collected, stored, and made available for faster decision making. While general purpose computers worked well for Class B and C data processing needs, the round-trip pipeline to a corporate computer center for Class A data is too long relative to the time value of that data. Class A data is of increasing importance in maintaining control. This is forcing dp management to accept distributed processing systems, and will require executive management to invest heavily in even more sophisticated information management systems.

An emerging information management configuration is illustrated in Fig. 7. Note that this will be the rule, not the exception, in the '80s. To deal with this environment, companies will need to develop some very different concepts and skills. Dp management will be joined, or eclipsed by: a corporate communications architect/administrator, an information inventory/resource manager, and a corporate teleprocessing/communications manager.

Note that levels of information processing and data storage are an important part of the conceptual design of the corporate information management plan. Key considerations include:

- need to know
- communication costs
- time value of information
- span of control
- time constant for organizational response
- system reliability (hardware and networks)
- system stability (organizational)

More sophisticated information handling requirements will need more sophisticated and specialized tools. New products will provide for the evolution of a hierarchy of information handling vehicles, which are optimized to specific tasks and have capabilities of processing and storing data at many levels. There is a realization that an application is not a monolithic task, but many tightly or loosely coupled interrelating tasks. Distributed processing is moving computing power and data storage capabilities physically closer to the ultimate user, at the task level. Examples are found in POS, factory data collection, text processing, inventory control, order entry, production line scheduling, process control, data entry, and general purpose transaction processing.

As critical parts are stored closer to the production lines, so will critical data be stored closer to decision making points. In essence, it is data distribution that is creating the demand for the distribution of data processing power such that the time value of information can be maximized.

Data processing power is already available in equipment other than terminals, minicomputer systems, or other products normally under control of dp management. This equipment includes:

- text processors
- personal computers (IBM 5100, Wang 1100)
- digital numerical control processors

Table 4.
• electronic pax
• processor based replicating and duplicating equipment (such as the Xerox 9200)
• digital facsimile transmitter
• facilities monitoring systems.

All of this equipment—again generally not under the control of dp management—has substantial spare processing capability which could conceivably be tapped to satisfy information needs in a more timely fashion.

Distribution of data processing capabilities will have two basic impacts on a company: First, there will be staff reductions in clericals and support personnel as a result of transaction automation. Second, there will be an increase in requirements for dp professionals. Direct data entry, per se, will be
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cessing capability which could conceivably be tapped to satisfy information needs in a more timely fashion.

Demands on the dp professional

The changes in the organization will put some new demands on dp professionals. Dp management desires control of data processing and communication facilities relative to their selection, operation, integration, and prioritization.

Executive management desires control of data flow relative to enforcement of corporate policies, measurement of corporate and management performance, and maximizing corporate benefits while minimizing costs.

Obviously, these are not conflicting nor irreconcilable objectives. Rather, the latter require a different set of management skills (less technical and supervisory, more conceptual and coordinated) to optimize the information processing function in the firm.

The profile of dp professionals will be changing to stress the following:

- minicomputer programming experience
- telecommunications network experience
- industrial engineering background or training
- systems analysis experience and capabilities
- user training skills.

In addition, dp professionals will spend more time in the field at user sites. General management in manufacturing plants and department stores will have their own analysts/programmers assigned to their locations. This staff may be limited to one or two, but the capability will be locally authorized and controlled.

One of the major impacts of sophisticated information system implementation will be on training techniques. The local availability of the processing capability can be used to implement case studies or bring management game techniques into the training process. Decision making can be tested in a more extensive manner with rapid feedback (fire drills). Carried to an extreme level, the distributed information system can be used as a testing tool in the selection of personnel for a specific management assignment. Strict enforcement of equal opportunity employment and advancement may, in fact, accelerate such applications.

The greatest change will occur in firms that merge their administrative, communication, and data processing services into a single operating unit. At least one major financial institution and several retailers are planning to elevate the data processing executive to membership on the board of directors. [And others have. See November 1976, p. 72, "The Managers Move Up." . . . ed.]

The "information systems" business is beginning to take off as the "data processing systems" business reaches maturity. The market potential in this emerging industry is expected to grow at an annual rate exceeding 20% over the next ten years, and is estimated to reach a level of $82 billion by 1985. Key to this growth is the extension of data processing equipment and techniques to the individual work station, and into many aspects of day-to-day business communications. Data processing management, in turn, will be charged with the responsibilities of designing, maintaining, and operating these significantly more sophisticated systems.

Mr. Pullen is presently the director of the systems industry program at Gnostic Concepts. From a start as a software manager for on-line products at Control Data Corp., he moved to his present post after stops as director of on-line product development for Standard & Poor's, manager of systems development for Memorex, director of the computer services program for Quantum Science Corp., and director of marketing for Remote Computing Corp.

Vice president of Gnostic Concepts, Inc., Mr. Simko has had over 17 years experience in the electronics industry. His positions, prior to the founding of Gnostics, included terms as marketing manager for Quantum Science Corp. and for Fairchild Camera & Instruments, as vp of marketing for Atlantic Semiconductor, and as a salesman of semiconductor products for Texas Instruments.
Computer Wishlist

by Angeline Pantages, Associate Editor

What is the greatest contribution the computer could make to the well-being of the world we live in?

One evening this winter, a group of our friends—a kind of international roundtable including a Dane, an Australian, and Americans of highly mixed origins—heatedly discussed what computers should and shouldn’t do, had and hadn’t done. Organized crime was no doubt the biggest user, we laughed. Was payroll processing the greatest contribution, we asked cynically? What about getting to the moon? . . . A quote flashed through my mind: “How like you man, so wantonly perverse, Defeated here, you seek the universe.” (Irwin T. White, “Rags of Reason”).

But, we all wondered, where was the dream, here, now and for tomorrow? Had the visionaries of earlier years gone into hiding? Nagged by the questions, we set out in search of answers, asking dozens of industry figures around the world:

What is the greatest contribution you hope the computer industry will make to the well-being of the world we live in?

Computer scientists, educators, executives, users, and consultants wrote back. They told us about the industry’s ills and then they spilled out the ills the industry could help correct. Here are a few of the responses.

“Sharing was never the Viking way; tyrannizing the world with their special way of life was. We, as members of the data processing community, could contribute more by dropping our Viking manners and sharing with others the computer and potential for human progress— lest we too go down in history having contributed only a few runes, some bloodthirsty raids, and ‘skoal.’” Flemming J. Jensen, The Copenhagen Group, Copenhagen, Denmark.

Dr. Richard Tanaka, president of the International Federation of Information Processing Societies, put his finger on what has shaped these “manners”: “A decade ago, it was easier to foresee how computer technology might help shape a better world. Our hopes were higher, our optimism less bounded, our confidence was less shaken. Since then, events—mainly political and economic—have reminded us of the limitations of even as powerful a tool as the computer. While the technology continues to improve, and the means become more available, the imagination and resolve to use them seem to be diminishing. Perhaps in becoming a mature industry, the computer field has also become content to define only limited goals for itself.

“My hope for the computer industry is that it will once again recognize the profound effect it can have on solving the basic problem of our society and set out to do so.”

Some respondents have good ideas, good hopes for what must be done. If they are not all new, they bear repeating while they remain unfulfilled. The themes of these wishes revolve around:

The individual—mind, spirit. “I would wish that hardware and software technology would keep converging until the computer turns out to be not only a logical power amplifier, but also an intellectual power amplifier—or why not a moral power amplifier?” Dr. Charles Corge, Vice President, Cercle des Utilisateurs de Matériels CII, Le Chesnay, France.

Man in relation to man. “I hope that the development of computers will increase the thinking power of the people to such an extent that they will become clever enough to realize how stupid it is to have so many weapons and borders on this small green planet.” Prof. Dr. Blagovest Sendov, Computer Scientist and Rector of Sofia University, Bulgaria.

Man and machine. “Let the computer be attending to the man and not the man to the computer. Why this wish? Due to the difference of wages between rich and poor countries, when a computer takes the place of 10 clerical workers (in the U.S.), it takes the place of about 120 in Tunisia and 580 in Dahomey, for the same cost. Implementing equipment too quickly in a poor country leads to unemployment and undervalued currency . . . overburdening the poorest.

“It is, of course, easier and quicker to build up machines rather than train people. And it is expensive to conceive machines that take into account the man who is trying to use them . . . (The problem is that) research on logical principles underlying data processing organization is not being developed.
as rapidly as techniques and technologies. The subject of edp teaching is not well enough expanded.

"To realize my wish, it would be necessary, to carry out studies about these data processing principles, to develop the training of all classes of persons concerned with the use of computers, to thoroughly analyze man-machine dialogue, and finally to introduce the new tools carefully." Jean Dominique Warnier, Manager, Data Processing Logic Section, CII-Honeywell Bull, Paris, France.

*Man and his environment.* "In this time (the main problem) is the correct use and distribution of world resources in order to obtain a more balanced development, both natural and human. It is not a simple task. It requires a radically critical re-thinking not only of the use of computers, but also of many aspects of human activity, especially in the business world." Carlo Peretti, Managing Director, Honeywell Information Systems Italia, Milan, Italy.

*Technological solutions.* "Our society today is faced with an increasing number of critical problems. In the fields of education, medical care, energy, pollution control, cost controls, transportation, postal service, etc., conditions worsen each year. Conventional approaches to solving these problems are not working. Gradually living standards must come down unless more productive solutions can truly be found. A careful look at the basic requirements of each of these fields reveals that a major factor in each is the need to communicate with other people."

*Every Man Shift for All the Rest, and Let No Man Take Care for Himself.*

—*The Tempest,* William Shakespeare

"The ability to produce a media to communicate is increasing in our field at geometric rates. Unlike any other area, the cost is coming down in the same geometric rates as the capability is rising. It will be economically and technically possible to link homes, offices, hospitals, schools, government services, private services together with a broadband communication capability. I know of no other area today which offers such an enormous potential for the increased productivity needed to solve major problems.

"The need to take advantage of this capability may become a requirement rather than just an opportunity.

"My wish for the future is that our industry will respond and make this communications capability available to our country. A serious consideration of the real issues makes a potential competitive battle between even large companies as IBM and AT&T trivial." Sam Harvey, Management Council, Haddonfield, N.J.

*The excerpts that follow take up these themes, adding variations that are significant to the author's political environment, business viewpoint, or sheer imagination. (We take the liberty of adding quotations from authorities outside the field.)*

"I feel confident that over the next quarter century, computers will lose that 'aloofness' from everyday life they had in the past and still have partly today. What I mean is a world in which the computers are no longer a tool for specialists only, no longer a tool even physically segregated in an environment that recalls science fiction stories. I expect computers to be scattered around in all places where we usually live—not only in offices and factories, but even at home . . . accessed by everybody for business, social needs, and leisure time." Dr. Maria Bellisario, Director of Planning, Olivetti & C., S.P.A., Ivrea, Italy.

*For another writer, that dispersal of computer power would give individuals" enough information, and consequently the means they do not have today to manage their own lives. If the State does not interfere to keep for itself the power which comes from the availability of computers, I foresee . . . the advent of independent 'soinformed' groups (i.e. having the same level of information) recovering the freedom to act and cooperate, which was taken away some decades ago by centralizing governments. This would be a step towards a new independence of small communities (town, companies, associations)." Robert Guillaumot, President, Inforama, Paris, France.

*To achieve that dissemination of information, it follows that industry must: Lower the cost of communication tenfold on a global scale by 1985. It is my hope that we will ultimately dispense with private customized networks for each application and substitute public networks into which terminals or a computer plug in directly. These universal networks will possess the requisite intelligence to recognize a large variety of signals and to deliver the messages in the most cost-effective way possible. The networks will drastically simplify the burdensome and expensive improvisations we use today. . . ." Paul Strassman, Director, Administration and Information Systems, Xerox Corp., Stamford, Conn.

*If men are to communicate across boundaries: "I wish that we could come up with a pocket-size bilingual translator that would help people who don't understand each other's languages talk to each other. The device would have a speaker and pronounce in the other language the translation of the words and phrases that were entered into it. . . . With every pocket translator, there should be a warning that the device has certain limitations, that it does not substitute for good will, that it cannot translate subtle shades of meaning. . . .

"To me, languages are a formidable barrier to international, interpersonal communications, a necessary condition for understanding and cooperation between people from different cultures. So I wish we could have a machine that would help us get over that barrier." Robert Forest, Forest & Eyler, Sparta, N.J.

If one man offers you democracy and another offers you a bag of grain, at what stage of starvation will you prefer the grain to the vote?

—Nobel Prize for Literature acceptance speech, 1950, Bertrand Russell

*"The computer's greatest potential contribution in the last quarter century is directly related to society's greatest identifiable requirement—the more efficient distribution of natural and processed resources to more adequately supply man's fundamental and basic needs. These prime needs included food, housing, education, and health services. Computer systems . . . will contribute to the management of food growth as well as to the design of more efficient food distribution systems. They will provide for optimal utilization of the earth's natural resources, as well as plan the most efficient balance of food consumption to provide for maximum nutrition. They will aid in the search for new food sources as well as maximizing the yields from each arable acre. . . ." John Butler, Vice President and General Manager, Univac European Division, London, England.*

*For each worthy application, there is software needed. "Lower the cost of application software development fivefold by 1985. I would like to see a structured application definition process which would automate most of the time-consuming process of user specification preparation, application documentation generation, program definition, and program testing. . . . This new development system would be a large, comprehensive computerized procedure that would standardize the systems analysis and programming methodology so as to make it an industrial process rather than an artisan creation." Paul Strassman, Xerox Corp.*

*The remarkable growth of the computer systems industry is due pri-
The power of science has no known limits. We were told that faith could move mountains, but no one believed it; we are now told that the atomic bomb can remove mountains and everyone believes it.

—Impact of Science on Society, 1951, Bertrand Russell.

"In the civilized Western world, societies are built on our respect for a compliance with codes of ethics and bodies of laws that have evolved over the last 2,000 years. It is my hope that the computer can contribute to greater understanding of our laws and assist in bringing greater justice and peace . . . by making possible better and faster judicial processes . . . " Isaac Auerbach, President, Auerbach Publishers, Pen¬nsauken, N.J.

"If our world is to survive, man must behave rationally toward ‘Space¬ship Earth’ and toward his fellow human beings. The computer can be an instrument of rationality by bringing information to decision-making . . . " Paul Armer, consultant on social im¬plications of computers, Menlo Park, Calif.

"Regardless of whether one wishes the computer to remove the dull work from our daily lives (for which rational and human systems are simply necessary); or looks at the steadily multiplying efforts of an ever-increasing number of professional programmers; or whether one is of the opinion that standardization is a little known concept in the computer industry; or whether one wants tools for measuring how effectively his systems devices and applications packages are being used; it all comes down to cost-effective computing systems." Dr. C. J. M. Aarts, Di¬rector, Sciences Faculty, Katholieke Universiteit, Nijmegen, Netherlands.

If to do were as easy as to know what were good to do, chapels had been churches and poor men’s cottages princes’ palaces.

—The Merchant of Venice, William Shakespeare.

"The greatest contribution . . . is to contribute more. For example, all of us in the industry agree that a large amount of the available computing power is unused. Could not we smaller organizations . . . make some of our unused resource available to worth¬while research or social projects which . . . simply cannot afford to purchase the necessary facilities? It could be that the free computerization of routine ad¬ministrative tasks for some voluntary charitable organization could free their workers to concentrate . . . on more productive functions.

"On a large scale there are national and multinational corporations, gov¬ernments and governmental agencies. Could not they deploy a small part of their under-utilized capability, their manpower highly skilled in operational research, modelling, statistics, systems analysis and programming, their data transmission facilities—to speed re¬search into the total environment . . . ?" William Smith, Manager, Saint Andrew Computers Ltd., Edinburgh, Scotland.

"Couldn’t they? Couldn’t we?"
If you're designing a system to run NonStop—

Don't Tie Your Terminals To A Single Processor System—Give Your Customers Tandem NonStop™ Performance!

The Tandem 16 is a true multiple processor system that won't shut down with component failure. Any failure that occurs can be repaired without shutting down the system; and, a failure in one module will not contaminate data in another module or cause deterioration in the database.

The diagram illustrates Tandem modularity and how multiple processors can be added to increase capacity as needs grow. Existing hardware and software are retained, and additional processors can be added without interrupting system operation!

Banks, distributors, credit card processors, transportation companies—anyone needing uninterrupted on-line transaction processing will be delighted with the Tandem 16 NonStop system performance and economy. Someday, all on-line transaction processing will be handled by multiple processor systems that won’t shut down! Someday is today! Tandem is doing it right now, with multiple processor systems starting under $80,000.

Tandem Computers, Inc., 20605 Valley Green Drive, Cupertino, Ca 95014, or Tandem Computers, Inc., GmbH Bernerstrasse 50A Frankfurt 56, Germany.

Call Sam Wiegand, VP Marketing, at 800-538-9360 for more information about the computer that won’t shut down!
CALL THIS NUMBER AND FIND OUT HOW MORE THAN 1,500 UCC INSTALLED SYSTEMS HAVE SOLVED PROBLEMS WORLDWIDE.

TAPE MANAGEMENT: UCC ONE's 500 installations represent over 75% of all installed OS tape management systems. UCC ONE manages your tapes and protects valuable data from loss or destruction. It provides real-time tape status. Eliminates costly, handwritten records and the expensive mistakes they breed. Gives you better control and greater efficiency. Circle 5

DOS UNDER OS: UCC TWO lets you continue to use your DOS programs — without reprogramming — while you convert to OS. You plan the conversion or consolidation to fit your work schedule, instead of the other way around. You can consolidate your DOS operation into your OS/VS environment today. Or, you can spread the conversion — and the costs — over months. UCC TWO is the best path to OS and our 500 installed systems prove it. Circle 6

DISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: UCC THREE/ADAM solves the problem of disk fragmentation and inefficient DASD space usage. Based on user specifications, it automatically scratches unneeded, unused and invalid data sets. Or it
will migrate the data sets to tape, based upon any combination of criteria—such as usage frequency, size and retention period. Then, UCC THREE keeps the problem from recurring by controlling data set allocation. Fragmentation and the need to periodically compress packs is reduced. Accurate reports on your current space utilization are produced. Circle 7

**PDS SPACE MANAGEMENT:**
UCC SIX is the only software package that eliminates PDS compression—because it automatically inventories and controls PDS disk space. It spells the end for ABENDS and "dump and restore" operations caused by exhausted PDS disk space. You even save money on your disk investment, too. Circle 9

**IMS DATA DICTIONARY/MANAGER:** UCC TEN accounts for two out of every three IMS data dictionaries in use today. You can put your finger on the information you need—quickly and precisely. You can manage and control your data base environment. Now, at last, you can get the benefits you expected from IMS. Circle 24

**RESTART MANAGEMENT:**
UCC FIFTEEN lets you restart at the proper job step—instead of at the beginning. The OS catalog is corrected, unnecessary direct access data sets are deleted, and GDG biases are properly altered for the rerun. Automatically—so manual errors in restarting and rerunning are eliminated. Circle 131

**FINANCIAL SOFTWARE:** The UCC General Ledger/Financial Control System is the most advanced and complete system of its type. Full general ledger accounting. Budgeting. Cost allocation and profit center reporting. Optionally generates over 100 standard reports. Plus, it has an easy-to-use report writer that the Accounting Department can use—with a minimum of EDP assistance. Circle 132

**SUPPORT:** It takes more than code to make a good software product. It takes dependable, long-term maintenance and support of those products. Users of over 1,500 installed systems will tell you that is what UCC delivers.
WHEN IT'S FINALLY ON THE SCREEN, YOU DESERVE FAST HARD COPY.

Gould's electrostatic printer/plotter is the fastest graphic hard copy peripheral available today for your Tektronix 4000 Series interactive graphic terminal. You get permanent graphics direct from the terminal in as little as 4 seconds, regardless of image complexity. In an on-line CPU configuration, you can plot at up to 3.25 paper in/sec. and print at up to 1600 lines per minute.

Yet Gould's hard copy still possesses exceptional resolution and extremely high contrast. Only Gould offers you both unmatched speed and unsurpassed image quality. And Gould lets you select a 0° or 90° image orientation at will. In 90° mode, images are enlarged up to 20%. You are able to select 1024 or 2048 point sampling and high or low speed graphic operation, letting you optimize image size, resolution and speed.

As with all Gould systems, your software is all Gould. You never need worry about third party variables.

Gould images don't deteriorate. The system requires no warm-up. Gould paper costs a fraction of silver paper. Up to 2 interfaces are accommodated in the plotter allowing you to use it with up to 5 Tektronix terminals or 4 terminals and a minicomputer or 2 minicomputer CPUs.

Your CRT work deserves the best hard copy you can get. You get it from Gould.
EFT In 1988

It all started in 1977 as a simple government attack on inflation.

Let's assume that Congress is doing the planning for us and that our representatives legislate into existence a nationwide electronic funds transfer system.

Advance the clock to November 1988 and briefly review the events of the previous 12 years to see the results of instituting such a system. In January 1977, a newly elected President and Congress went into action. By the Fall of 1977 much talk was generated regarding an Income Maintenance Program. After the economy had recovered from the Recession which followed the energy crisis of 1973, the Gross National Product moved upwards again. First, the GNP rose at a good rate, but soon it settled at a level of 3.8% per year. Inflation also was growing, but at a rate of 8% per year.

This inflation impacted more heavily those items dependent on oil. By late 1978 gas prices broke the psychological barrier of $1.00 per gallon, which affected transportation. Plastic and synthetic fibers had increased in price by 350% since 1973 and impacted a long list of household items plus clothing. The cost of fertilizer moved upwards each year and directly impacted the cost of our groceries and meat products.

In general, while income increased considerably for some Americans, the number of people classified as poverty cases reached a level of 25% of the total population. There was no question in anybody's mind—at least in the minds of those 25% of our population—that something had to be done.

As always, our politicians had the answer: an income maintenance program providing people a minimum income.

How would it be financed? A tax was imposed on people whose weight exceeded standard weight table figures by 10 pounds. This tax was known as the Food Allocation Tax (FAT). It was intended to achieve these benefits:

1. To lower food consumption so that our nation could increase its food exports to overcome the large balance of payments deficit incurred as a result of our substantial oil imports. And (2) to create a healthier population, thereby reducing the tax burden required to support the National Health Care Program.

In October of 1979, the President signed into legislation the now famous Compensation Distribution Act. It was this legislation which finally guaranteed each American a minimum income tied to the cost of living index.

Direct deposits

The U.S. Postal Service was designated to set up the system, and soon recipients received their payments through electronic transfers directly into the bank accounts, using the EFT system.

Social Security, welfare and supplemental Social Security were added. Soon, National Health Care payments were incorporated.

By the middle of 1980, point-of-sale terminals were widespread. And in early 1981, a truly nationwide system was in place. A very large segment of our population purchased all goods through their debit or asset cards.

As we entered the decade of the '80s, Postal Service personnel responsible for this system found an ever increasing number of people collecting a guaranteed minimum income. And the suspicion grew that more and more people were not reporting their income honestly.

These thoughts were first presented at the recent Info 76 conference in Chicago, where the author suggested that we'll never see a nationwide Electronic Funds Transfer System. With tongue in cheek he tells why here.

New ID proposed

It became quite obvious that a new method of identification was needed. The Internal Revenue Service recommended that the Social Security Number be used, since its tax records were kept in this fashion. The Social Security Administration objected. Unfortunately, the director of Internal Revenue couldn't be dissuaded and in November of 1981, the Social Security Number became the sole identifier.

In September of 1982, Congress gave Postal Service personnel the tools for better control by passing a new law—the All Income Reporting Act, which mandated that all payments of $5 or more by anyone to anyone had to be made through an EFTS terminal.

The Postal Service computer experts were asked to develop a system which would greatly improve their ability to catch tax evaders. The system became known as Tax EFTS.
In early 1986, statistical runs revealed that census data was added to the system. The combination of the new ID number and the touchtone telephone, which everybody had by then, made it easy to find all evaders. With those odds, no one worried. In late 1985, the system had finally been developed which made it easy to find all evaders. (At this point, the collection of all census data was added to the system. The combination of the new ID number and the touchtone telephone, which everybody had by then, made it easy to find all evaders. Data for the first mid-decade census was obtained through this method.)

As Congress watched the constant addition of new modules to the EFT system, fear began to mount concerning the consequences of a major system failure. A Postal Service computer technician was requested to express his expert opinion with regard to this possibility. Without hesitation, he stated that the chances of a major system failure were one in one million. With those odds, no one worried.

In late 1985, the system had finally settled down and the personnel of different government agencies found some strange patterns. Grocery purchases by self-employed persons—such as barbershop owners, carpenters, doctors, etc.—followed different patterns than those of salaried employees. The former group showed unusually low increases, while the salaried category was growing at a very steep rate.

Teams of experts were brought in to analyze this data, but they couldn't figure out what these findings could be attributed to.

**Barbershop incident**

By coincidence, the director of Internal Revenue was sitting in a barbershop waiting for a haircut when the fellow ahead of him got up and handed the barber a bag and walked out. As the director was having his hair cut, he got into a conversation with the barber and asked him about the bag. The barber laughed and said, "Don't you know about the merchandise exchange scheme to bypass the EFT system and save on taxes? It's commonly referred to as MESS—for Merchandise Exchange Savings Scheme."

The barber's comment triggered an investigation into this MESS. It was found to be very widespread.

The postal service and IRS didn't lose any time. They immediately established new parameters for audits. In essence, all given expenditures were analyzed against average expenditure patterns for this particular income category. Anyone falling outside certain established ranges was subject to audit. For example, if one family spent more in groceries than others of the same size and income, this family would be under suspicion for being part of the Merchandise Exchange Savings Scheme. Conversely, people who spent very little in this category were pegged for audits on the basis that they were receivers in the merchandise exchange approach.

After several embarrassing court cases, Congress finally excluded liquor purchases from the system to assuage abstainers who protested vehemently that under-consumption of liquor was being looked upon as a criminal act by the IRS, since abstainers always fell outside the established pattern.

An edict went out to stop the "MESS." This called for a new program which appropriately was called "STOP," for Sensible Transaction Observation Program.

It did the trick. The merchandise exchange scheme was wiped out in 1987. Everything was running very smoothly with the single large exception of several court decisions in connection with damage suits brought against certain computer specialists for gross errors committed in earlier years. These found their ways through the appeals courts to the U.S. Supreme Court.

**Unthinkable happens**

On Nov. 9, 1988 the unthinkable happened and major systems failure occurred. The Postal Service computer expert who had said that the chances of a large systems failure was one in one million had retired only nine days ago. He was in a boat somewhere in the Gulf of Mexico and couldn't be reached. To avoid panic, the President addressed the nation and introduced the CIA director, a Ms. Trust. The director announced that there was no cause for alarm.

Since 1978, the CIA had been concerned that an enemy power could cause tremendous damage to the welfare of this country if the then simple system were put out of commission. Therefore, the CIA, whom no one would ever suspect of being involved in any domestic eavesdropping system, became the logical choice for the establishment of two backup systems.

All data was transferred to one of these systems and within six hours, the whole complex was back in operation. The years of strategic planning, preplanning, and contingency planning, and post, post planning reviews had really paid off.

Well, I notice a tremendous relief on your part. You probably never thought the government capable of planning so meticulously. Or would you call this planning? I'm sure you well know that the series of events I have described could never happen. Right?

—Oliver J. DeSofi

Mr. DeSofi is the vice president of the data processing division of National Bank of North America.
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CIRCLE 76 ON READER CARD
Introducing three new mini's that think like mainframes.

Meet Varian's new V77 Family of high-performance minicomputers.

Three distinctive new models. All fast. Each powerful. A family trio most mainframes can relate to. For help with almost any scientific, industrial, or data communications application.

The V77 Family delivers all the speed and performance you expect from Varian. Plus the unexpected, too. In the form of total family compatibility and shared memory capabilities. Up and down the family tree. For complete open-ended flexibility. In capacity and price.

The world's first mainframe-on-a-board. Our new V77-200.

Quite frankly, the new V77-200 delivers more computing power than any other computer-on-a-board you can buy. Handling up to 32K/16-bit words of 660ns MOS memory.

Big machine features include a fully micro-programmed architecture, an 8-register CPU, a 32-bit arithmetic capability, powerful set of 187 instructions, hardware multiply/divide, direct memory access, programmed I/O, real-time clock, and a teletype/CRT controller.


The new V77-200 means more cost-effective computing in many scientific, instrument control, or data communications environments.

The in-between that's a go-between. Our new V77-400.

If yours is a multiprocessing or distributed processing network application, our new V77-400 just might be “the tie that binds.”

Because on top of all its standard big machine features, there's an incredibly flexible dual port memory. (With up to 256K/16-bit words of 660ns MOS memory in a single, standard chassis.)

The V77-400's dual port memory, working with its unique direct memory access system, functions as a bridge when linked to other V77 Family computers in closely coupled, shared memory multiprocessor arrangements.

An optional Writable Control Store is also available. Letting you expand the V77-400's instruction set to further improve the speed of both programming and program execution.

Top-of-the-line performance for almost any application. Our new V77-600.

Varian's new V77-600 sets new standards for all would-be high-performance mini's.

First, with a long list of standard big machine features. Second, with up to 1024K/16-bit words of 660ns MOS memory. And third, with a host of performance enhancing options. Including Writable Control Store, a floating point processor, and special scientific and commercial firmware.

For the ultimate in performance enhancement, an optional high-speed cache memory is also offered—cutting the V77-600's average execution time in half.

How our mini's speak fluent mainframe.

You won't waste any time or money training our new V77 Family how to communicate with your mainframe. Or developing your own control programs.

Because all V77 Family members utilize Varian's VORTEX (or VORTEX II) operating...
system—two of the world’s best real-time systems.

Both systems permit concurrent job execution by allocating priorities. And help tailor other subsystems to fit scientific to commercial, real-time to batch, and stand-alone to data communications environments.

TOTAL, a highly efficient, network-type data base management system, is now available as a VORTEX II subsystem.

Usually found on only larger computers, TOTAL allows you to define and access your data base with powerful, high-level language processors like COBOL, FORTRAN IV Level G, and RPG-II. Opening the door to large libraries of already developed applications programs.

The benefits of a well-structured family.

Our new V77 Family represents more than just a continuing commitment to total hardware and software compatibility. Because it’s a commitment to solving basic price/performance needs on several different levels.

For those needing more computing power, there’s a V77 that’s an affordable, high-performance solution.

For those wanting less wasted overhead, there’s a less expensive, high-performance alternative.

Plus an attractive new V77 discount plan designed to give even modest-volume OEM buyers a big break.

Finally, for those with special multiprocessing or distributed data processing requirements, there’s an entire V77 Family. Specifically engineered to work well together—through shared memories, intercomputer I/O bus lines, and shared communications channels—as new cost-effective replacements for typical “patchwork” systems.

Varian. A commitment to innovation.

Varian Data Machines has played a significant role in the evolution of digital minicomputers for almost a decade now.

Consistently producing innovations not only meaningful to the industry, but to the end-user as well. A look at just the last five years tells the story...

In 1972, VDM developed the first minicomputer operating system with all the multi-task and file handling capabilities of a large computer.

A year later, VDM created the first microprogrammed minicomputer with a 65-bit Writable Control Store.

In 1975, two VDM firsts: a minicomputer with a data base management system equivalent to those for large computers, and, the first 64K word semiconductor memory package on a single board.

Today, it’s the whole new V77 Family. Well-structured and ready. Breaking new ground in terms of Varian size, compatibility, and price/performance. Three new mini’s that really do think like mainframes.

For additional V77 Family planning literature, contact any of the 38 Varian offices listed below, or Varian Data Machines, 2722 Michelson Drive, P.O. Box C-19504, Irvine, California 92713, (714) 833-2400. In Europe, contact Varian Associates Ltd., Molesey Road, Walton-on-Thames, Surrey, England, Telephone 28971.

Mini's that think like mainframes.
Several years ago management information systems were expected to make dramatic increases possible in the speed and efficiency of high level decision making. According to some prognosticators, every manager's office in important corporations would soon have a terminal providing ready access to vital information in every area of operations.

It hasn't quite worked out that way, and the real potential of management information systems is still largely unrealized. At the same time, the amount of information needed to make vital decisions affecting profit and loss has increased with the growing size and complexity of American business.

One of the most important reasons for the slow acceptance of MIS is the "user interface problem." This problem was largely ignored in the euphoria surrounding the early development of MIS technology. However, today we recognize that simplified access to the computer is essential for the widespread use of MIS.

The fundamental problem is getting managers to use the systems; and among businessmen in particular, there is a reluctance to use a keyboard to interface the system. While it is fairly easy to set up programs to retrieve information, it has been very difficult to construct retrieval programs and procedures that are easy to use. Some systems have required an entire book instructing managers on use of the system.

To overcome this deterrent, Red Owl stores, a large Minneapolis based wholesale and retail food and drug chain, is using touch screen terminals to facilitate access to the computer. Theirs is thought to be the first use of touch screen technology in a business MIS system, and the first use of touch screens for any application in the retail field.

Red Owl was plagued by an inadequate data reporting system at a time when the need for information was increasing due to the size and complexity of the company's operations. Faced with this need for more and better information, two alternatives were possible: either develop countless special programs for report generation, or install an interactive system that would enable management to obtain access to all important company information.

A vital factor was the lack of prior experience with computers and keyboard entry by Red Owl officials. While dp professionals had no qualms about sitting down to a keyboard, general managers without dp experience were reluctant to do so.

The new touch screen system at Red Owl enables the manager to obtain and manipulate information without having to operate a conventional keyboard. It makes it easy for a manager with little or no previous exposure to computers to get and use data for his own purposes. At the same time it takes the shroud of mystery away from computers, a very important factor in the retail field where managers are generally less computer oriented than in other more technical industries.

What it is

The system at Red Owl consists of a touch screen adaptation affixed over a CDC 2116 CRT terminal with the keyboard removed (the touch screen performs the function of the keyboard). The terminal communicates with an IBM 360/50 with 512K bytes of memory, running under DOS, with ten 2314 disc drives. The approximate cost for the CRT is $2,000 and $1,000 for the touch screen adaptation. However, it took three man-years for system software development and another man-year for the retrieval and projection software portion of the system. The total estimated software cost was about $80,000.

The project was begun in 1972. Information Dialogues Inc. of Minneapolis developed the touch screen adaptation for Red Owl, on what was considered to be an experimental project. (Information Dialogues now produces these adaptations on a limited scale.) The project, after general software development, became operational in late 1973 for corporate planning, and the retrieval and projection portion was operational in early 1974.

There are currently three such systems in use at Red Owl: in the corporate food division's retail operations and financial planning section; in the industrial engineering section; and in the development area, where phone surveys, market research, and other test applications are performed. However, the company, which is located in the Upper Midwest (North and South Dakota, Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Upper Michigan) and has 380 food stores and 71 "Snyder Drug Stores," plans to provide such systems to its drug subsidiaries and to its district managers for budgeting, information retrieval, and forecasting.

The Red Owl system is used on two levels: one for information retrieval where the touch screen is used simply to get information in and out of the computer. The other is in forecasting and projection.

How the dialogue works

In both applications, Red Owl managers carry out a dialogue with the terminal. To understand something about the dialogue technique, it is helpful to think of a multiple choice
examination. The user is given a question and asked to choose from a variety of answers. For example, in a simple retrieval application the user may be asked:

**DO YOU WANT TO WORK WITH A SINGLE STORE OR WITH A GROUP OF STORES?**

At the same time he is given a choice of two responses:

**WITH A SINGLE STORE**

**WITH A GROUP OF STORES**

The user indicates his answer by touching the screen at the point where his desired response appears.

The system then returns with the follow-up questions:

**DO YOU WANT THE STORE INFORMATION TO BE TAKEN FROM THE MASTER FILE OR FROM ONE OF THE STORAGE FILES?**

**WHICH DIVISION IS THE STORE IN?**

**WHICH DISTRICT IS THE STORE IN?**

**SELECT THE STORE**

When the store has been selected the system asks a different sort of question:

**WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO WITH THIS DATA?**

The user is given three choices:

**RETRIEVE DATA**

**PRINT DATA**

### PROJECT RAW DATA

The dialogue continues as the user defines the time period he would like shown (months, quarters, years, or special periods) and the precise report needed. The user selects the report he needs and leaves the system, indicating his termination of use by touching the screen again. Although the process may sound fairly tedious, most information tasks take less than a minute to perform with the screen.

### The applications

The system is also used for developing projections, using the Red Owl operating statement as a data base. The statement includes sales figures, gross profit figures, gross profit margins, sales mix changes, as well as store level expenses such as salaries, check losses, utilities, direct store income, and allocated expenses including warehousing, trucking, and administrative costs. In addition, new data can be displayed by touching numbers shown on the screen.

(To assure that confidential information is not available to everyone, the user must identify himself by means of a code. Users without a personal access code are kept from accessing private data.)

The system can be used to forecast changes in the operating statement based on past levels of sales, profits, and expenses. It is also used in acquisition evaluation to forecast sales and profits expected from the acquired company, taking into account various levels of expenses incurred by the acquisition.

Still another application is the automation of nonmanagerial functions. For example, in a market research use of the touch screen, a phone survey is taken to gain information about consumer awareness and recognition of

### The System's Components

The Red Owl use of touch screens is one of the latest developments in a technology which had its first major application in 1965 when it was used in a developmental air traffic control system in England. Later in the 1960s, Control Data began a project to develop touch screens and related software for use in medical systems applications with the CDC 1700 computer system. (This system was first installed at Promise Laboratories, now a part of the Univ. of Vermont, where it was used by patients, nurses, and physicians for medical record keeping and other purposes.)

#### The screen

The Red Owl terminals consist of an 8" by 10" screen equipped with touch pads. The screen is divided vertically into right and left halves. Each half is overlaid with several 3/8 x 5-inch touch sensitive horizontal strips, each separated by a narrow gap. (The strips are made of a clear adhesive plastic overlaying a transparent metallic sheet.)

Next to the terminal is a small box which sends an oscillating current into each strip. When the strip is touched, the flow of electrons across the strip is altered. This change in the oscillating frequency on the pad is detected by the system, and a signal is relayed to the computer. An audio "beep" confirms that contact has been made.

Since the user can touch the strip at any point along its length, the system does not require a great deal of precision.

There are a number of other technologies employed in design of touch screens. Some employ photocells in an x-y grid. Others use surface waves with echo pulse timers, strain gauges on the display screen, acoustical waves, radio waves, and cross wires. Touch pad terminals were chosen for Red Owl's application since the technology is proven, having been in use for about 10 years.

Other devices such as light pens or joysticks could have been used in conjunction with the display terminal. However, each involves a piece of hardware between the computer and the touch screen. The touch screen is simpler and eliminates the need for training on a separate tool.

#### The language

A control language, together with its compiler, object code interpreter, and supporting system routines, makes up another component of the system. The language is used by the system designer—not the user—and is intended solely for controlling dialogues. A set of control language instructions is associated with each response available to the user, just as would be required for interpreting and processing commands input through any other medium.

#### The data structure

A data structure, (the frame) organized around a block of information makes up the last component. Frames contain the data to be displayed, their format, control language instructions to be executed, and/or information to be processed.
Red Owl in specific market areas. People who live in the target market area are called and asked questions about what they think of local grocery stores, including Red Owl.

Questions the telephone operator asks are put on the screen. For instance, the system may display the following question: What supermarkets come to mind when I mention these factors? Operators read the question and the list of possible responses on the phone. Answers are touched on the screen and recorded by the computer. At the end of the week, the data is summarized for the marketing department.

The dialogue approach required extensive new program development; however, the programming technique is fairly simple. To program a typical dialogue, a rough list of questions to be included is written by the programmer. A terminal equipped with both touch screen and keyboard is used to type the first few questions, the associated answers, and some controls to link the questions together. Once a small part of the dialogue has been entered, the programmer tests it using the touch screen, sees whether the questions are properly linked, carefully worded, and if there is a smooth and consistent stream of thought flowing through them.

Often a manager will be brought in at this early stage to examine the questions for clarity. Questions can be easily perfected on the touch screen, and any changes are made immediately. When the programmer is satisfied with the first part of the dialogue, he types in another part and repeats the process. Because of this close relationship between manager and programmer in constructing dialogues, management is assured that it gets the information needed.

Factors in acceptance

The primary premise of the touch screen approach is that key entry of input data is not an appropriate or desirable task for management personnel. Of course some management officials simply do not know how to use a keyboard and have no desire to learn. The speed and simplicity of the touch screen makes the system simple and even enjoyable for the user.

A second factor in acceptance of the touch screen is the dialogue technique. Since the system guides the user toward the information he seeks by the question and answer process, the user is inclined to view the system as a partner in his problem solving function. This feeling is enhanced by the lack of a mechanical interface in the form of key entry device between the manager and the computer.

The combination of these two factors makes possible the use of the system without any prior training. Since it is almost entirely self explanatory to someone familiar with the data being retrieved, users are drawn to the system without any of the reluctance or fear of failure associated with a keyboard.

Still a third factor in acceptance of the system is that the user need not be concerned about the technical aspects of how the system works. His mind is free to concentrate on the problem without being concerned about operating the hardware. The manager is able to give his undivided attention to the task and not be distracted by the mechanics of the system.

Clearly the benefits of the touch screen are great, but what of the disadvantages? There are two, both relating to the system's use for projections. The first, and most important, is data entry. In its present configuration, the user must enter information by touching the screen and displays a series of numbers. The user touches the numbers representing the additional data which are then accepted by the system. The process is tedious and time consuming. In the future, the system will be connected with a calculator to facilitate rapid entry of large amounts of data.

The second difficulty with projections, shared by all management information systems, is the vast number of variables involved in forecasting business trends. For example, the computer may have sales growth and profit performance data on a day-by-day basis over a period of several years. However, it may have no information to reflect, for example, that the thoroughfare in front of the store is to be modified from two lanes to a single lane, thus making entry to the store's parking lot exceedingly difficult. As one of the managers says, "the system can tell us if nothing changes, we will see a specific result. However, there are certain kinds of changes which we can't anticipate and program for, and these must be dealt with on a subjective and individual basis."

However, in light of the system's obvious advantages, such difficulties are relatively minor. The important benefits are in allowing increasing numbers of managers to solve the user interface problem. From the manager's point of view, it broadens his capabilities without imposing new and burdensome technical requirements. And it dispels the "mysteries" and fear of data processing for yet another large segment of the managerial group, thus domesticating the computer one step further.
The Intecolor® 8001
It's an 8-Color Intelligent CRT for $1995.*
Or a Micro Computer for an additional $1495.
The choice is yours.

A $1995 8-Color CRT. Complete.
When we say complete, we mean complete. The Intecolor 8001 has 8080 CPU, 4K RAM Refresh, Selectable Baud Rate to 9600, Keyboard, RS232 I/O, and ASCII Character Set. All in one package. It's a complete stand-alone system which features our unique Intecolor 8001 NINE SECTOR CONVERGENCE SYSTEM for minimum set-up time and exceptional stability. Three to five minutes is all it takes for outstanding color registration.

The $1495 Micro Computer Package.
You just give us the word and we'll convert the Intecolor 8001 into a stand-alone micro computer with BASIC, Roll, Insert/Delete, Additional 8K RAM Work Space, Graphics Mode with 160X192 Elements, Background Color, Lower Case ASCII, 48 Line X 80 Characters/Line, and 2X Character Height. Plus additional features which make your Intecolor personal computer the best buy in the industry.

Which System Is Right For You?
The Intecolor 8001 CRT is a smart, inexpensive way to upgrade the CRT’s in your present system from black and white to color. And color has definite sales advantages. Like more efficient man-machine interaction and significant error reductions in data entry and recognition. The Intecolor 8001 CRT can also be used or marketed as a complete stand-alone micro computer system with computation or control capabilities. It might even replace your whole system.

Whatever your needs, market or application—Process Control, Medical, Credit Checking, Order Entry, Financial Analysis, Research and Development, or for your own personal computer—you won’t find a more usable terminal, color or black and white.

Write Or Call For More Information
We know you’re going to have some more questions, and we’ve got the answers. We think we’ve come up with a CRT and computer package that’s hard to beat. And one thing for sure. The Intecolor 8001 is by far your best buy today in a color CRT micro computer or intelligent terminal. Make us prove it to you with a demonstration by one of our authorized representatives. Or call us direct and talk to an applications engineer.

Intelligent Systems Corp.®
5965 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, Georgia 30071
Telephone (404) 449-5961

*Quantity 100 Price
Unit Price $2,495 Domestic USA Prices
DECSYSTEM-20.
It took a minicomputer company to offer hardware this economical.

Not just anybody could have come out with a DECSYSTEM-20. Because the DECSYSTEM-20 is the world's first general purpose computer to bridge the gap between big-system power and small-system price.

And that means the company that came up with it had to have a lot of experience in both big and small computers. And there is only one company that does: Digital Equipment Corporation.

To create a DECSYSTEM-20, we took the same approach to computing that's made us the number one company in minicomputers. That approach says that a computer must first of all be affordable—giving you the most popular computer for the least amount of money.

With the DECSYSTEM-20, this approach meant giving you big system capability at a total system cost of under $10,000 a month.

Our approach to minicomputers also said that a computer must be approachable. Meaning easy to install. Easy to use. And small in size.

With the DECSYSTEM-20, this approach meant giving you a full-scale general purpose system that installs like a dedicated mini. A sophisticated machine that needs no operating staff and can be run interactively by just about anyone. All in a package that takes up about a fraction of the space required by other machines of similar performance.

But, to create a DECSYSTEM-20, we also took the same approach to computing that's made us the leader in large-scale interactive systems for the last eleven years.

That approach says a computer should offer you the kind of powerful software that will give you not simply everything you expect in a big system, but everything you need.

With the DECSYSTEM-20 this
DECSYSTEM-20.
It took a large-scale computer company to offer software this powerful.

Approach meant giving you a system with: Powerful, reliable multi-stream batch. Interactive capability to run up to 64 concurrent jobs. Complete higher-level languages including FORTRAN, COBOL, APL, BASIC PLUS, ALGOL, IQL, and CPL. A true demand paged operating system with large user address space for fast throughput. Six megabytes I/O bandwidth. Six megawords per second. ECL logic. A Data Base Management System. A Business Instruction Set. High system availability. Ease of conversion. Its own front-end mini for diagnostics and to run the peripherals.

Up to 1.2 million bytes of core memory. And up to 1.4 billion bytes of high-speed, on-line disc storage.
All of which is how the DECSYSTEM-20 combines the best of the big systems with the best of the small.
DECSYSTEM-20.
It had to be Digital's.

digital
LARGE COMPUTER GROUP
Bridging the gap.
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Every category of equipment has its acknowledged leader.

In video display terminals, the manufacturer is Hazeltine.

And the product is Modular One.
The IMSAI 8080 Floppy Disk System. It’s more than you’d expect for much less.

The IMSAI 8080 Intelligent Floppy Disk System. For the money, there’s no development system like it: it’s easier to use, more powerful, modular and versatile than anything on the market. And the tickets prove it.

The IMSAI 8080 computer is powerful, accommodating up to 64K bytes of MOS write-protect memory. It’s fast, with 500 nanoseconds total memory access time and 2 microseconds minimum instruction time.

The IMSAI 8080 is modular and highly versatile. It can accommodate up to 22 boards. And there’s no restriction on mix of memory and I/O interface boards.

The IMSAI 8080 can be configured for just about any application. We offer a variety of memories (RAM and EPROM), I/O interfaces (parallel, serial asynchronous and synchronous RS232C, TTY), peripherals (disks, printers, tape cassette, CRT’s), and multiprocesssing capability.

And if you’re an OEM, you’ll like the way the IMSAI 8080 is put together. Switches are large and rugged, and the front panel, with hexadecimal and octal notation, has an extra eight program controlled LED’s.

The intelligent floppy disk interface/controller has its own processor and firmware. It provides sophisticated control of the floppy disk system with DMA and automatic retry. And this economical interface/controller can handle up to four drives.

Each disk stores up to 243K bytes using the IBM 3740 format and has an average access time of 330 milliseconds.

You can immediately develop your own application software using DOS, assembler, text editor and debugger. In addition, extended BASIC and FORTRAN, both integrated with DOS, will soon be available.

The IMSAI 8080 Intelligent Floppy Disk System. Never before could you get so much for so little. For an IMSAI 8080 catalog describing options, peripherals, software, specifications and prices, write or call IMSAI.

Dealer inquiries invited.
There's a world of data processing information waiting for you at the 1977 National Computer Conference — a Texas-sized roundup and the first NCC ever held in the dynamic Southwest. More than 100 sessions will explore the technology of computing, management issues, the uses of computing, and the individual in the computer age. The exhibit program promises to be the largest ever with more than 250 organizations occupying over 1,000 booths.

All this and more . . . all in the spacious Dallas Convention Center in the heart of the business and cultural hub for the Southwest, only two-to-three hours' air travel time from any of the nation's major computer centers. Included will be a number of innovative "firsts" — a national programming contest, a two-day program on personal computing, a Personal Computing Fair, plus special exhibits of products geared to the computer hobbyist.

Other highlights will include: professional development seminars; special program areas on such topics as energy, petrochemicals, retail sales, health care, and career development; plus more than 5,000 exhibitor representatives on hand to discuss your data processing needs.

The '77 NCC brings it all together at the year's largest roundup for computer specialists and data processing users. To assist you in your planning, the NCC offers the Everything Card providing advance full-conference registrants with savings and other benefits; a deluxe red-carpet travel service; and a complimentary subscription to NCC Roundup — a fact-filled newsletter covering all NCC activities and events.

′77 NCC,
c/o AFIPS, 210 Summit Ave., Montvale, N.J. 07645
Telephone: 201/391-9810

— Yes, send me my Everything Card.
  I've enclosed $60 covering the '77 NCC program and exhibits plus preregistration benefits.

— Please send me all the facts about the '77 NCC including future issues of NCC Roundup.

— My company is interested in exhibiting at the '77 NCC.

Name______________________________________________
Company____________________________________________
Street________________________________________________
City__________________State__________Zip______________

′77 NCC... The Great Computer Roundup

CIRCLE 73 ON READER CARD
APL—"A Programming Language"—is as straightforward as its name. Created by Kenneth Iverson in 1962, APL is a general purpose programming language, rich in primary functions and operators. APL uses powerful shorthand notation to express complex calculations concisely and logically, and to operate on groups of numbers or data as easily as on single ones. With these characteristics, APL is well-suited to scientific, engineering, and business applications such as statistical and financial analysis, forecasting, modeling or simulation—areas where numeric processing and data manipulation are needed.

The Hewlett-Packard 3000 Series II, a price-performance leader in small general purpose computers, has now added an enriched version of APL to its language repertoire. And in conjunction, HP has designed a CRT terminal especially for APL—the HP 2641A Display Station. These innovations fill a gap that has long frustrated potential APL users: until now, full APL capability has not been available on a small general purpose computer.
APL\3000 FROM HEWLETT-PACKARD
ALL THE POWER OF APL ON A LOW COST COMPUTER

APL programmers are the only programming language users who hold an annual conference to forward the use of their language. APL’s loyal followers tell you—using APL is addictive.

APL is responsive to the way people like to work; you can “try it and see” language. APL’s interactiveness and immediacy let the programmer respond flexibly as the problem is worked through. APL does not commit the programmer to specified dimensions, parameters, and types.

Sadly, the use of APL has been limited to a small group of people because, until now, APL has been available only on large expensive machines, through service bureaus, or in limited capability versions on programmable calculators. The demand for APL access has been steadily growing.

“Enriched” APL\3000. Hewlett-Packard’s new APL\3000 software for the first time puts big APL capability on a small, low-cost, general purpose computer. APL\3000 is a new technology APL employing firmware-assisted virtual workspace and dynamic incremental compiler techniques.

Powerful APL capability on a small computer may revolutionize the availability of the language. Insurance actuaries, computer science educators, finance managers, engineers, research scientists, marketing researchers—in fact anyone who needs to express complex calculations in a concise manner—can now employ the power of APL\3000 to solve their problems.

Production APL. APL\3000 is the first dynamically compiled version of APL. Its compiler is both incremental and heuristic. The first time it is run, APL\3000 quickly compiles statement by statement i.e. incrementally. Subsequent executions recompile selectively only those statements that have been affected by a programmer’s change. All other statements skip the interpretive level and directly execute with the speed of compiled code. The compiler is also heuristic. New compiled programs may produce more flexible code and lessen the need for future recompiles. The result is faster execution of frequently run and stable production type programs.

“Infinite” Workspace. Present day APL enthusiasts are often discouraged by traditional fixed workspace* sizes that limit the amount of code they can write or the data they can store.

In search of more workspace, users are forced to develop complicated algorithms to manage the interchange of data between their workspace and a storage file system. Beyond this real annoyance, fixed workspace violates a basic philosophy of APL—that of direct operation on the data.

An APL\3000 innovation—“virtual workspace” eliminates this problem. Workspace is limited only by the amount of on-line storage on the system. As code is needed and used, it is brought from disc into main memory. APL\3000 is infinitely more usable with this close-to-infinite workspace. Microcoding the “virtual workspace” scheme results in faster execution and considerably less overhead.

Advanced Editor—In lieu of the standard APL V-del Editor, Hewlett-Packard has a fuller and more advanced editor built right into the system. The editor’s English word commands can be abbreviated for ease of use and allow powerful text, as well as function editing. There is even a command for undoing an edition change. Anyone who has made a drastic mistake in editing will appreciate “UNDO” which allows recovery from an editing error and avoids the series of complex recovery edits typical of most Editors today.

APLGOL. In certain cases, such as production environments, program code needs to be easily read and maintained. APLGOL—an extension of APL\3000—allows you to write APL so that the program flow is readable. APLGOL produces programs with the conciseness of APL and the control of structured programming concepts.

The conventional semantics of APL remain; APLGOL key word constructs, such as IF THEN ELSE, WHILE, CASE, provide interstatement control, structure, and program flow.

The 3000 Series II treats APL\3000 as a standard language subsystem. Any of the 3000’s other languages (FORTRAN, COBOL, RPG, BASIC and SPL) can be used concurrently with APL in batch or interactive modes, since APL is a subsystem of the HP 3000, the full resources of the computer are available to non-APL users as well.

In APL\3000 software and firmware can be purchased for $15,000. APL models of 3000 Series II general purpose computer systems, which make it all possible, cost $155,400 to $350,000 (domestic U.S. prices only, maintenance not included).

For more information on how you can acquire the resource of APL from Hewlett-Packard, circle A on the reply card.

*In APL vernacular, workspace is an area where a user can operate on and store such things as defined variables (data) and user defined functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASIC</th>
<th>FORTRAN</th>
<th>APL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10 DIM X (100), Y(100)</td>
<td>DIMENSION X(100), Y(100)</td>
<td>X□◇X{+X}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 READ N</td>
<td>READ (5,10) N, (X(I),I=1,N)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 FOR I=1 to N</td>
<td>10 FORMAT (15,(E15.2))</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 READ X (I)</td>
<td>DO 9 I=1,N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 NEXT I</td>
<td>A=X (I)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60 FOR I=1 to N</td>
<td>L=1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70 LET A=X (I)</td>
<td>DO 8 J=1,N</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80 LET L=1</td>
<td>LF (A-X(J)) 8,8,7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90 FOR J=1 to N</td>
<td>7 A=X (J)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 IF AL=X(J) THEN 130</td>
<td>L=J</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 LET A=X(J)</td>
<td>8 CONTINUE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 LET L=J</td>
<td>Y (I)=A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130 NEXT 5</td>
<td>9 X(L)=100000.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140 LET Y(I)=A</td>
<td>WRITE (6,20) (Y(I),I=1,N)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150 LET X(L)=100000</td>
<td>20 FORMAT (E15.2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>160 PRINT Y (I)</td>
<td>END</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>170 NEXT I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>180 DATA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>___</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XXXEND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The simplicity of APL is clear—try a comparative program in several languages.
THE 2641A DISPLAY STATION FROM HEWLETT-PACKARD  
A TERMINAL TO COMPLIMENT APL

Key to the secret of APL's expanded capability is a distinctive set of APL characters. Each one symbolizes a powerful operation. For example, invoking the APL Greek character Iota \, and a number N, will produce all intergers from one to the number indicated. After an input of \, the system will respond with 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15. IOTA is a typical example of the ability of APL's shorthand to save a programmer's input time and to shorten the verbage needed to express complex mathematics.

To interact with APL, users need a terminal which can express these special APL characters. Hewlett-Packard designed the 2641A to compliment the power and elegance of the APL language. The 2641A APL Display Station is a member of the 2640 family of HP terminals that pioneered internal mini-cartridge mass storage and that offers features such as the 32-key rapid-entry and "soft keys". The 2641A has these family features, plus a versatile keyboard labeled with both the APL and standard ASCII characters.

Designers of the 2641A thoroughly canvassed existing APL users to produce the most widely used set of APL characters. The 2641A supports a full 128 APL character set, a 64 character overstrike set and a 64 character Roman set. These sets represent the special symbols used on IBM and Burrough's systems, and most symbols used by time-share bureaus supporting APL.

Overstruck characters, an APL innovation, are a combination of two existing characters and are produced by striking one key, backspacing, and striking a second key. For example,

1. O (shift O)  
2. "backspace"  
3. | (shift M)  
   produces \— a special overstruck character. The concept of overstrike expands the number of unique APL operators available to users. Without the high resolution display of the 2640 family, overstrike characters can be difficult to read. The 2641A assures crisp, clear characters.

Creating standard overstrike APL characters is a bit more complicated than a normal single key input. Innovations of the 2641A minimize the possibility of making an overstrike error. A set of all valid overstrike characters are stored in the 2641A's internal memory. After a user inputs an overstrike character, a search and compare with the existing set in memory assures that the character is indeed valid. If so, verification is immediate for the character is moved from memory to be clearly displayed on the screen. If not, a special "OUT" character is displayed indicating an invalid overstrike was made.

The input order of overstruck characters is simplified with another 2641A innovation. The user can create successive overstrikes conveniently in any order and be assured that the correct character will reach the system. This feature applies also to overstrikes created when backspacing from the current line to the previous line.

Certain characteristics of the 2641A are family related. The pressing of the self test key immediately and simply indicates whether a unit is ready to operate. With pop-in, pop-out modularity of printed circuit assemblies, service and repairs are simple and fast. Optional mini-cartridges provide storage that allows the user to develop programs on the pocket size cartridge or prepare data off-line, then transmit it later to the computer in batch form. Special-function user-defined "soft keys" can be programmed to execute up to an 80 character sequence with a single keystroke. For example, a complete log-on sequence can be transmitted to the CPU using only one "soft key". Off screen storage of up to 12K bytes allows users to store large blocks of data, and edit at leisure with the assist of scrolling and paging features.

The full compliment of display enhancements (inverse video, blinking, half-bright, etc.) are standard, and the optional line drawing set allows the creation of readable forms with visual prompts. The terminal operates at up to 9600 baud with optional polling and multidrop.

The 2641A, at $4100 ($5700 with mini-cartridges) sets a new price/performance standard for APL terminals (domestic U.S. prices only).

For further information on the 2641A circle B on the handy reply card.

The intricate APL characters of a typical business program appear crisp, clean and clear on the high resolution screen of the 2641A.

The versatile keyboard of the 2641A Display Station carries both APL and full ASCII character sets. Each key is "double injection molded" to wear and wear.
"There's a faster way for students to learn computer programming," claims Alan Perlis, director of the Computer Science Department of Yale University. Here, in a curriculum considered a radical departure, APL, one of the most sophisticated programming languages in common use, is being taught to beginning students.

The system that is the key to the new curriculum is a Hewlett-Packard 3000 Series II general purpose computer system with APL/3000 software. The system also represents a departure since it is the first small, economical computer system totally conversant in APL.

**Students advance three times faster.** By studying APL, a kind of shorthand in which complex data manipulations can be described in single statements, the Yale students are advancing three times faster in programming skills and general understanding of EDP than with more conventional programming languages," says Perlis.

For several reasons, it was fitting that Yale became the test site for HP's new APL/3000.

First, the department has itself been highly interested in promoting the development of APL programming languages on small computers. Second, the university is an excellent place to give the new system the kind of diversified shakedown that few other environments could provide. And finally, it seems mildly appropriate that the first complete small computer APL software package be introduced at one of the first colleges in the New World.

"At Yale, or any other multifaceted university, the situation is much different from a commercial environment," explains Perlis. "We have no standard set of problems, which once running well, complete the job. We are constantly solving unusual problems, attempting new things, and pushing the state of the art of the languages in use here."

**APL's rich idioms.** According to Perlis, there are many advantages to teaching APL to the students besides the faster advancement APL makes possible.

"APL permits each student to program a solution to a problem in a more personal way. This contradicts the 'mechanical view' that there is only one approach. Here, we consider programming as a creative and literary technique in which the students learn to express themselves by taking advantage of the language's rich idiomatic structure," explains Perlis.

One benefit of APL, says Perlis, is that the students "compose at a level several steps higher than with other languages, providing an avenue for growth early in the learning process. Later on, programs that would be extremely complicated and lengthy in other languages become much easier to create, comprehend and handle."

As an example, one student assignment might be to sum a series of numbers. In FORTRAN, the process would take several steps because iterative loops are necessary. These cumbersome loops are never a problem with APL because they don't exist. "HP's version of APL is fully equivalent to the APL we have on our IBM system. It is not limited or abbreviated in any manner," says Perlis.

**HP system shared with graduate school.** While Professor Perlis' undergraduate classes are working out APL functions, Professor John Bassler's students in the School of Organization and Management are simultaneously using decision-free programs and linear programming techniques written in BASIC to evaluate alternative courses of action and to analyze large numbers of variables.

**Distributed cluster approach.** The HP 3000 computer system which has a 512K byte main memory and 60 megabytes of disc storage is one of several smaller computers on the Yale campus. This is in keeping with the "cluster" approach which the Yale department of Computer Sciences advocates.

"The advantages of having several smaller systems instead of relying solely on a single large one are many," he says. "The two clusters allow us more flexibility to try out something new; we are not locked economically into one large system; further clusters can be added with modest investment, and a secured computer area is not necessary.

The test of the HP APL/3000 system thus far has gone extremely well, reports Perlis. Used almost continuously, the system's reliability has been excellent and operation has been very stable after a small number of initial bugs were eliminated. For the students of APL, that has meant little time has been lost in their rapid advancement.

"When the APL-taught students are introduced to FORTRAN later on in the course," says Perlis, "the often-heard comment is: 'Why would anyone ...?'"
What Data Base Isn’t
by Daniel S. Appleton

The data base environment cannot be reached one application at a time; it requires a whole new orientation.

There can be little doubt left that the future of business data processing lies in the direction of data base technologies and concepts. To many operations and data processing managers, “data base” has come to be the light at the end of a long, dark tunnel. But the tools and technologies of “data base” are not, in themselves, enough to create a working data base environment. Indeed, some major philosophical and managerial changes must be made before we can be sure that that light at the end of the tunnel is not a train.

It seems that we have become so obsessed with figuring out what data base is (what data base administrators do, or what type of data base management system to buy) that we forget the real roots of the concept. These roots do not lie in computer hardware and software technology. In a very real sense, “data base” is a catch phrase which describes the type of dp environment most managers thought they were going to get when they decided to lease their first computer: an automated pool of accurate and timely data which could be easily and economically drawn upon to satisfy, on demand, the information requirements of management’s decision problems.

In place of data base, management got individual computer applications, leading to separate and uncoordinated files of increasingly inaccurate and untimely information which are difficult and expensive to manipulate, which support primarily static, routine information requirements, and which actually inhibit changes in management’s decision-making processes.

Few would disagree that this is a fair description of the typical business data processing environment. In fact, much time, money and brain power has been spent to explain why such an environment exists. Typical rationalizations include: lack of top management interest, poor user involvement, the insatiable desire of dp personnel to build technical monuments, management failure to learn how to use the computer, inability of users and dp professionals to develop a common language, poor planning and project control, going too far too fast, and misapplication of computer technology (hardware and software).

The “application systems syndrome”
Even though these problems are very real, they are only by-products of a much more fundamental fallacy in the logic businesses use to automate. This fallacy is the applications approach, itself. I do not mean to indict any particular computer application; actually, some are very good. What we should attack is the logic which leads companies to approach automation using the application psychology.

At the very foundation of the “application systems syndrome” is the belief that the computer does not “control” information; it receives, stores, processes and reports information. Most application systems are intended to be information filing systems. In fact, it seems that the more the computer is required to “control” information, the more complex the application systems become and the greater the risk of failure.

We information experts (and that includes management) know a great deal more about filing information than we do about controlling it. And though we readily admit this, we doggedly refuse to draw a clear-cut distinction between the two. The failure to do so is one of the primary reasons that the large majority of our attempts to build information control systems fail far short of the intended mark, and why the frustration in both dp and business management is growing at such an alarming rate.

An information control system is not a large, complex, super-sophisticated information filing system. It is a tool for making decisions in the highly complex, probabilistic business environment. And yet, our concept of what the characteristics of that tool are, and of how we should go about building and managing such a tool, derive specifically from a tradition that says that filing and control are one and the same. We see this tradition manifested in the application systems syndrome, that is, in the development process used for building business systems, in the way we train our information experts, in the design philosophies behind computer hardware and software, and in almost every other facet of our business. In fact, the tradition is so much a part of our day-to-day lives that it is self-perpetuating.

Application systems are not control systems; they are filing systems. Designed to satisfy specific, usually carefully defined, output requirements (such as Payroll, Accounts Payable, Bills of Material, MRP, etc.) each application is set up with its own special information input and information storage controls. These filing systems are developed for individual managers and departments, thus reflecting the organizational structure of the company and the information requirements of its decision problems at a given point in time. They also reflect individual management styles, good or bad, of the managers and analysts who build them.

Changes in organization, management philosophy or style, or decision problems tend to have significant impacts on application systems because they redefine information needs. Indeed, any environmental change, be it political, administrative, economic, social, psychological, or whatever which may affect system output requirements (and most changes do affect information needs) will have significant impacts on the total automated application systems structure of the company. Why? Because an application systems structure, including all of its input controls, computer processes and procedures, hardware, software, security, and computer files, is by definition geared to satisfy specific, pre-determined information needs. If these in-
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formation needs change, we reset to zero.

Most companies depend on their data processing departments to keep their computer applications under control. These data processing departments begin as organizations intended to develop computer applications. Gradually, as the systems are developed one by one, the orientation of a dp department changes to one of maintenance. In a sense, each application of the computer becomes a data processing product line. Since each product line is composed of many parts (represented by computer files and programs) generally grouped by function (input, storage and output), a department with 10 product lines will be performing 30 separate functions using any number of programs and files. Each of these 30 basic functions could well represent different computer hardware or software technologies, with logic developed by different personnel. The problem would not be so difficult if the 10 product lines were all separate and distinct, but rarely is this the case. Usually, after computer applications are independently developed, they are "integrated," for reasons of expediency, cost or simplicity. Thus, the thirty basic functions are not performed independently. More often they are highly-dependent on one another.

Companies which adopt the application systems approach are usually disposed to let their data processing environment "evolve." This evolution tends to follow the path of least resistance, and as a result automation finds itself driven by emotional acceptance rather than logical orchestration. Managers who want computer reports will generally get them. The price they pay for output is that they must put data into the computer. Rarely will a department manager agree to put data into the computer just because someone else wants to take it out. Few managers trust the integrity of each other's data anyway. Most would prefer to read reports from someone else's system, select the data they want, and put it into their own systems.

The old assumptions are wrong

This is the data processing environment created by using the applications approach to developing computer systems. The approach is marked by several basic assumptions made consciously or subconsciously by management at the outset of data processing programs. These assumptions include:

1. Systems will be built for individual managers, not for the company as a whole.
2. Data processing input, storage and processing techniques will be geared to specific output needs.
3. The data processing environment will service managers who want computers, i.e., it will evolve along the "path of least resistance."
4. Investments for computer hardware, software and personnel will be based on current demand for computer applications and will be increased as that demand increases.
5. Automated systems will work manually before they can be computerized.
6. The data processing department will have no responsibility for system or data integrity beyond writing programs that work.
7. Justifications for data processing services will be based on cost trade-offs (most often personnel reductions), application by application, rather than company plans to improve overall efficiency or productivity.

One thing is for sure: the most dynamic need in business is the need for information. Does it stand to reason, therefore, that certain of these needs should be frozen in time and encased in a computer application? Further, is this concept of filing and control compatible with the real problems of management information? Applications tend to control information needs, often to the relief, but certainly not the benefit, of management. Should we not be automating to control the ability to respond efficiently and cost effectively to changing information needs? Is this not the better concept of information control? It is the whole purpose behind the data base approach to automation.

The alternative to the applications systems approach is the data base approach. The problem with using it, however, is that it tends to violate all of the basic premises on which companies have traditionally constructed automated management systems. In a very real sense it requires a complete psy-
A data base is a logical construct, not necessarily a physical one.

A data base is a logical construct, not necessarily a physical one. This logical structure is built on a foundation which defines a “system” as “a procedure which develops and provides input to a computer or receives and uses output from a computer.” This definition is somewhat different from that used in the applications environment. The concept of a “system” in that environment is “the organization of computer input, storage, processing and output needed to satisfy a specific management information requirement.”

This distinction between application systems and data base systems is crucial. An application system is, in the final analysis, an information model. Like any other model it is designed to produce specific output; and to produce this output, it requires specific input. This model is structured on certain basic assumptions about the decision making processes in a business, and in order for it to continue working properly, certain strict parameters regarding both information and the decision making processes must be adhered to by the business. The model is constructed to serve current information needs, and its purpose is to bring order to informational chaos by regulating information flow and content.

The information model has been found to have many shortcomings as an aid to business decision making, not the least of which involve high cost, low efficiency, and lack of flexibility. And these problems draw management's attention toward database concepts.

Data bases do not store information as information. They store data which can be used to generate information. They are, in effect, data models of a business. Data base “systems,” unlike application systems, either provide data to the computer or take it out, not both. Also unlike application systems, they are oblivious to how data, or information, is stored and processed.

Data base development generally follows a path different from applications development. Rather than automating function by function, following the path of least management resistance, data base development concentrates first on identifying what “base data” should be stored on the computer.

The only way this can be accomplished practically is by starting with the idea that a company has one and only one basic overall work structure. This work structure encompasses all functional activities performed from the time a demand for resources comes into existence until that demand is satisfied, including marketing, production and accounting activities. The work structure, as contrasted with the organizational structure, is a horizontal, network structure, which has as its primary objective the efficient and cost-effective movement of work within and among organizations.

Accordingly, it is this structure which defines and controls the basic data used to run the company. Though information demands are created by both structures—work and organization—the data supply needed to satisfy those demands exists only in the work structure. The cost and efficiency questions which eventually lead to storage of parts of this data on a computer can only be answered appropriately in terms of the cost and efficiency of doing business.

"Input," "process," and "output" are independent

Data base development is performed in a data base management environment organized around three basic control systems: 1) a data base input control system, 2) a data base output control system, and 3) a data base storage and processing control system. These three management systems provide a new set of ground rules for automation, and the ground rules require that the concept of individual computer applications, each with its own input, storage and output, be abandoned.

Data base management systems which collect and manage input to a data base have as their primary purpose the maintenance of data quality and integrity. They are not concerned with the ultimate use of the data. They are constructed to capture data at its source, regardless of whether that source will ever see the data in the form of output. They provide input techniques, edits, audits, security and diagnostic controls intended to optimize data quality, integrity and cost.

The data base input control system, once established, undergoes few changes because it is not directly subordinated to the company organization structure or individual management prerogatives. If it is properly constructed, it will be affected only by the requirements for more or less data of higher or lower quality, or by changes in technology which would make data input more efficient or economical.

The data base output control system operates completely differently from the input system, as it is subordinated to both company organization structure and specific management prerogatives. Data base systems which receive and use output are the most dynamic systems in the company because they answer questions developed for management decision-making needs. Changes in these needs can be affected by almost anything, including personalities, management styles, economics, politics, changes in functional responsibilities, and so on. Thus, the output control system must be geared primarily to support the dynamic world of output demand.

Rarely, in a properly developed base, should changes in output requirements cause changes in the data base input control system. Why? Because, the information required to satisfy 80-90% of management’s decision-making needs is, in most companies, developed and stored as data base information. Management's information needs rest on only 400-800 elements of data.
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Give your proprietary software the repetitive edge.

The BTI 4000 Interactive Timesharing System was designed to keep your proprietary software proprietary. And enable you to sell it again and again, and again...

On our system you totally control the software source code—even when you sell a turnkey system. Yet management, operating and library functions are controlled by the system owner.

You don’t give up your software; he doesn’t give up his system.

Your software stays soft and accessible.

Other computer systems offer some degree of software security through microprogramming. But using “firmware” takes away your flexibility in changing or modifying programs.

The BTI 4000’s unique operating system allows the software vendor to alter or even remove software over the phone—indeed, independently of the system owner. So you can support software from your office.

Now you can safely make software sales demonstrations. You can insure additional reimbursement for multiple installations. You can even offer attractive term payment arrangements, instead of steep up-front total payments.

In short, with our system it’s easier to make sales. And to make more sales repeat sales.

There’s even more.

Source code security is just one of the plusses. Other advantages the 4000 offers include:

Hierarchal account organization. 26 independent account groups can be run as separate businesses, allowing “sub-letting” of portions of the system to different companies or departments. All activity is recorded by account—even use of individual programs and files.

Remote system control. The system and master account managers have the power to access the system from any terminal to create new accounts, modify time and storage limits, change passwords, provide or remove access to programs and files, or check user activity.

Software mobility. Software can be moved on, off, or within the system, without shutting down.

BASIC-X. Feature for feature, you won’t find a better extension of BASIC.

Inter-system communication. Optional ports can be added to communicate with other systems, in any asynchronous protocol.

And lots more.

All for $35,950—more or less.

There isn’t another timesharing computer on the market that’ll give you this much power and flexibility with 7.5 megabyte capacity and 8 ports for this small a price. $35,950—and that’s for a single unit. You can pay a lot less, in quantity. Of course, we have larger configurations too.

Call or write for complete details on the 4000 models and all their features.

The BTI 4000 helps you make sale after sale after sale.

---

Basic Timesharing Inc.

Home office: 870 West Maude Avenue, Sunnyvale, California 94086. Sales offices: East: Cherry Hill, New Jersey (609) 795-2334; Southeast: Atlanta, Georgia (404) 433-0900; Midwest: Minneapolis, Minnesota (612) 854-1122; West: Sunnyvale, California (408) 733-1122
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management software to maintain data independence and to provide maximum control over the physical structure of the data base.

The storage and processing system reflects the basic work structure of the company. It represents internal departmental functions and recognizes the logical interrelationships between departments. Its view of the company is the one which recognizes all the intricacies of how work flows from department to department in terms of basic activities and tasks. Yet in a very real sense, the processing and control system ignores departmental boundaries, concentrating instead on tracking the logical relationships among work tasks and their related costs and schedules.

While an application systems environment can be adequately supported by a data processing department which just writes computer programs, keypunches computer input, runs the computer, and decollates and distributes computer reports, the data base systems environment requires something more. A conventional data processing department performs a basically clerical role in support of many individual computer applications while under the data base environment it must have a company-wide responsibility for managing data base input, data base output, and data base storage and processing activities. While the responsibilities of this new kind of data base environment may appear to be simpler than those of a conventional dp department, this is definitely not the case. Some functions like computer operation, data recording, and programming may overlap, but rarely will the technologies involved be the same, nor will there be any need for the same technologies involved in the overall skills or internal controls required within the departments.

Perhaps the most important difference between the roles of the "old" and "new" data processing departments stems from the simple fact that:

An MIS department must play an active role in determining how a company can be most productively managed.

in the data base systems environment, functional management does not have direct control over storage and processing. It manages systems which provide input data, and it creates a demand for output, but it is up to the dp department to provide the capabilities to cross the bridge between input and output. To do so, "dp" (which often gets the new title of "MIS" at this stage) must have a staff which understands as much about the business as it does about data processing. Why? Because an MIS department functioning in a data base systems environment must play an active, supportive role in determining how a company can be most productively managed.

Regular data processing departments are rarely staffed to perform this role, nor are they looked to for management guidance. They are generally passive, service organizations. As a result, they cannot function effectively in the environment which data base management creates, nor can they be called upon by management to develop that environment. The skills and basic understanding just do not exist.

Data base development, for example, will rarely follow the same course as traditional application development. It will not start with the general accounting systems because these systems are all "summary" systems. True data base development must start with the "base" data in the company. This data is always found at the lowest level of resource scheduling and costing. But here companies are most complex, most functionally diverse, and most inconsistent. Here, too, are vast quantities of data which must be correlated and managed properly, and which must be combined, summarized and extended for both financial and operational management.

The political, economic, business,
for decentralized data collection
as accurate as verified keypunch

Yes, as accurate as verified keypunch . . . and source data used directly, so there are no delays or errors in entering data. Plus . . . a series of powerful off-line edits (on-line too!) mean a "smart OMR" and improved quality of computer reports.

With a Bourns Optical Mark Reader, you get a really good deal. You get faster turnaround on input data with source data entry. You spend less because OMR data entry preparation is just one step. You improve accuracy of data entry because OMR intelligence comes before your computer.

What else? Well, how about an entire company dedicated to solving your problems. From application, card design, programing, and field service to the guys and gals at the factory, we have a whole bunch of people just waiting to do their best for you.

For the latest in "smart OMR's," why not call today? It might make your life a little less complicated.

Bourns, Inc. — Management Systems Division
12155 Magnolia Avenue, Riverside, CA 92503
Phone: 714 781-5437
DATA BASE ISN'T

management and computer skills needed to successfully and properly construct a data base rarely exist in a conventional data processing department. They must be built in by management. And once they are built in, management must back up its intent by establishing the authority and responsibility, both functional and financial, needed by the department to establish and manage a data base systems environment.

A company which intends to develop an efficient and cost-effective data base environment must be prepared to adopt and implement the following general guidelines:

1. The data base must be built for the whole company, not for individual managers.
2. Data base development must follow a logical, well orchestrated plan, not the path of least resistance.
3. Data processing must be intended to improve overall productivity by supplying accurate information based on management needs, not justified through cost reductions based on personnel replacement.
4. Management must concentrate primarily on identifying the information it needs to manage.
5. MIS must control what is stored on the computer and how.
6. Company input responsibilities should be established and funded separate from output needs.
7. MIS must be given increased responsibility for input control and data integrity and accordingly, authority for defining and obtaining required input.
8. Investments in hardware, software and personnel must be based on the needs of the data base control systems, not on requirements for specific applications.

Many of these guidelines appear to be heresy, and from the perspective of the applications approach, they are. They define new roles for MIS and functional management in relation to the computer. They define new responsibilities and authorities for both. And, they require a major psychological reorientation. However, without them "data base" is unobtainable; it is a myth.

As long as it is a myth, companies will continue to suffer from the computer, rather than obtain the benefits which logic and experience tell us are there.

Data base is the future. Any company which intends to grow and prosper must, sometime during the next 5-10 years, move away from application systems toward data base systems. To do so it will have to commit itself financially and functionally to a path of migration to data base. This will be a major commitment, not to be taken lightly. It will require a whole new philosophy about what role computers, systems, and data processing personnel really play in company management. But more than anything else, it will require a positive and aggressive program to change attitudes and ideas in both functional and data processing management.

Mr. Appleton is director of management information systems for the Byron Jackson Pump Division of Borg Warner Corporation. Previously, he was the manager of systems development for Litton Ship Systems, a manufacturing systems consultant and an operations research analyst for the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and the Westinghouse Airbrake Corporation.

MEET OUR COOL HAND LUKE
THE LOW-COST PERFORATED PAPER TAPE READER WITH THE COOLEST, MOST EFFICIENT MOTOR IN TOWN

Paper tape readers may look alike, even perform the same basic functions. Comtec's Model 2100 gives you something extra: a unique power conservation system which reduces motor operating temperature by 30°C or more. Which means longer life, increased efficiency, more for your dollar investment. This photoelectric read station with its high-speed tape drive system is available in three versions: unidirectional, bidirectional and transport. Polarity of control inputs are factory wired to customer specifications.

For Model 2100 catalog specifications or more information, call us at (401) 724-8500.
Or write to:
COMTEC
INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
55 John Street, Cumberland, R.I. 02864 Phone 401-724-8500 TWX 710 387 1171
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DATAMATION
The Powerhouse Plugs.

They really boost the performance of your IBM 3270.

The “plugs”, of course, are attached to our famous Genesis One G77™ Display Terminal and G-Series Printer. The units which have proven to be most compatible with the IBM 3271/3272 Model 2 Controllers, the System/3 and the 3790.

You expect our peripherals to cost less than their IBM counterparts. And they do.

But price isn’t the only important reason why our units are breaking sales-records everywhere.

Just as important are all our extra features that squeeze so much extra performance out of your IBM systems.

Here are some of them:


Our peripherals have proven their plug-in compatibility, reliability and super-performance in hundreds and hundreds of installations. Send in the coupon and let us prove it to you. Genesis One® equipment is sold and serviced in Canada, Western Europe and Australia by MAI International Corporation.
For those who'd rather travel light,
The Xerox Executive Printout.

People accept big, clumsy, hard-to-read printouts because they think they have to. That's the way computers print, isn't it?

You know better. With a Xerox 1200 you can give them what they didn't know they could have—letter-size reports as easy to read as the text on this page.

The 1200 is a lot faster than your clattery old line printers. Works either on or off line.

Overlays let you print forms and data at the same time, so there's no longer any need for preprinted forms. Keep some line printers for yourself if you like, but give your reading public a surprise present: Executive Printouts.


XEROX
THE DATACORP DIFFERENCE

We make COM live up to its potential.

Most COM hardware is just pure promise – until you apply the programs and training to make it a winning system. Our business isn’t making the hardware. It’s making the hardware work.

That’s our only business. As the world’s biggest user of COM, with 35 service bureaus, we’re specialists at designing COM systems for outside service and in-house installations tailor-made to every customer.

Our solutions are proven because we’ve been there before. We’ve got over 2000 customers... many had problems similar to yours. We’ve solved them all — and we can solve yours with the expertise that has made us the international masters of COM.

Our edge is our expertise in systems analysis and design. It’s our 500 software packages to meet your specific needs. We not only offer a complete training program for your personnel, we insist on it. And as your business grows, we’re right there to provide proven solutions to new application and expansion problems.

Your COM can be a winner... after we’ve done the groundwork. Get off to a great start. Write Robert Ocon, vice president, Datacorp, P.O. Box 3460, Portland, OR 97208, or call 800-547-4264.
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Converting
From the System/3 to the
System/360
by Tom Teresi

The move yielded better performance, lower cost, increased productivity, and the reassurance that the conversion would "stick" through many future upgrades.

Our company recently converted from an IBM System/3 Model 10 to a System/360 Model 30, a step that many would consider to be "backward." Why did we exchange a seven year old computer for a machine that will be a teenager next spring (the 360 line was announced April 7, 1964)? The answer, simply, is increased throughput for less money. In truth, we received many benefits in addition to increased price/performance, including:

- a significant reduction in operating hours—reducing operator cost;
- the ability to have a "hot" partition for the programmers—increasing their productivity;
- full reader and printer spooling in two batch partitions using GRASP;
- the ability to choose vendors and products, rather than being forced to rely on one vendor. (This is especially important since IBM 360 DOS computers spawned a host of plug-compatible hardware and software at particularly attractive prices.)

Our firm is a service bureau, with major applications in label processing and general accounting. Because of our recent growth, we found we needed performance improvements in nearly every area of our computer operation. In particular, we needed faster tapes for our large sequential files, faster printing, more disc, more core, one or more extra partitions, and spooling.

The "more logical" choices
We evaluated the other logical (some would say "more logical") choices for upgrading from the System/3 Model 10, including the System/3 Models 12 and 15, and the System/370 Model 115. In all cases we found more throughput was made available to us, but at a significantly higher cost.

The System/3 Model 12 had several drawbacks. It has a core limit of 64K, for example; this small increase over the Model 10's 48K would not enable us to do much more work, even with the dual programming feature of the bigger machine. Additionally, the 12 allows the use of the 3340 direct access storage facility, but has a maximum disc capacity of 91.9MB; though this was nearly ten times our present capacity, it was not adequate to support our near term growth projections.

The Model 15, top of the System/3 line, was also rejected for several reasons. The first was excessive cost. A Model 15 configuration comparable to the 360/30 we finally chose would have cost about $9,100/month, nearly twice the 30's cost.

Second, the 15 has a maximum tape speed of 80K. The 360's tapes are 125% faster and 82% less costly. Also, although the disc transfer rate of the 15 is very fast (885KB), any work involving both disc and tape would often run only at the speed of the tape drive (in many cases, a computer is only as fast as its slowest peripheral).

Third, the Model 15 has limited growth potential. Once we outgrew it, we realized that we would be faced with another even bigger conversion. Also, we doubted that the System/3 architecture, even at the Model 15 level, could match the performance of either a 360/30 or a 370/115 with DOS multiprogramming.

The System/370 Model 115, on the other hand, represented a costly jump into the DOS/VS world. Although it was technologically attractive, we rejected it because: (1) Again, excess cost. The 115 was configured at over $11,000/month. (2) There would be no choice of vendors, none of the plug-compatibles available for the 360. (3) There would be no improvement in RPG II; the DOS/VS RPG II is the DOS RPG II compiler. And partly because of that, (4) there would be no special advantage, as a result of the switch, for the applications programmer. Finally, (5) our shop has thus far developed no need for virtual storage.

Instead of any of those, we chose the 360/30 to solve all our throughput constraints at once. An added advantage was that this conversion will be our "last." Now that we are running under DOS, we may install a 360/40.

(Continued on page 102)
Harnessing computer and communications technologies...powers the way to more productive operations. Our fifth national conference INTERFACE ’77 is the critical event for putting you on the right course in data communications. For beginners, our DATACOMM school emphasizes decision-making rather than technical details. More experienced computer or communications users have networking and management workshops plus product and service updates describing how to create, expand and optimize approaches. Datacomm sophisticates choose highlight sessions and technology workshops addressing the latest advances. And for everyone, applications workshops concentrate on key areas such as EFTS, electronic mail, distributed computing, time-sharing approaches, and more.

175 such pro’s will show you the way to data communications productivity.

The Critical Event

CALL TOLL FREE (800) 225-4620

Within Massachusetts, call Collect (617) 879-4502

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

INTERFACE ’77

Atlanta Georgia

March 28-30, 1977

Be sponsored by DDATA

COMMUNICATIONS

Magazine

CONFERENCE REGISTRATION

Special "team rate" discounts are applicable when you register 3 or more persons from the same location of your organization.

Registration Fee 3 Full Days Single Day

1st and 2nd attendees each $95 $50

3rd and more attendees each $50 $25

Please check the entry that describes the end product service of your organization.

□ Banking

□ Insurance

□ Securities

□ Business Services

□ Service Industries

□ Wholesaling

□ Transportation

□ Retailing

□ Manufacturing

□ Process Industries

□ Power Utilities

□ Law Enforcement

□ Education

□ Health Care

□ Government

□ Manufacturing (Data Communications or Computer Related)

□ Communications Utilities

My registration check is enclosed and payable to DataComm Interface, Inc. for $ __________

□ Please bill me _ Send additional Information

In the event of cancellation, registration fee will be refunded if notice is received prior to March 1, 1977.

If received after March 1, 1977, fee will be applied toward registration for INTERFACE ’78.

Estimated Arrival: Date __________ Time __________

Departure: Date __________ Time __________
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If you make top-quality data terminals, here are four reasons to use Setchell Carlson CRT display modules in your system.

Reliability: Our data displays are outstanding solid-state designs with critically matched magnetics to optimize the performance levels and dependability demanded by your customers. We use the most advanced engineering and production techniques to assure consistency of performance. No data display is built with more deliberate attention to quality and reliability.

Delivery: We have been in the display electronics business long enough to know about rush orders. If you need it yesterday — we'll try to get it to you yesterday.

Experience: We've built thousands of displays for many of the major manufacturers in the country. Perhaps we already have a unit that would meet your requirements. With slight modifications. It would be less costly than starting from scratch. If you need a new, special package — we'll produce it for you, in the configuration you want, at minimal expense.

Cooperation: If you're developing a new data terminal, we will be glad to cooperate with your terminal design engineers in reviewing your exact specifications and developing the most economical display possible. And quickly! Whatever you need, we have the experience and talent to design it. And improve it.

But don't take our word. See for yourself by contacting us today.

You'll come up with your own reasons for using Setchell Carlson CRT display modules.
How smart is smart? The answer is simple. ADDS new System 70 is a powerhouse that can SEARCH, VERIFY, COPY, SEND, RECEIVE, and PRINT the day you plug it in. It's all pre-programmed on dual microprocessors. That's smart.

And simple. Because to get System 70 to SEARCH, all an operator has to enter is the word SEARCH. We call it TCL; our Terminal Command Language. You'll call it EASY.

Smart is simple in more ways than one. Sometimes you want to take advantage of automatic data entry functions like arithmetic extensions, must-fill fields or check digit calculations. With System 70 you customize forms yourself, right on the display; without assembly or debugging of complicated programs. It's that simple.

And smart. System 70 is IBM 3780 or tele-typewriter compatible. It has single or dual microprocessors.
diskette drives which are IBM 3740 compatible. And our line of optional printers can put it all on paper at a reserved 30 characters-per second up to a snappy 300 lines-per-minute.

What does all this power cost? Practically peanuts. System 70 is under $7,000 in moderate quantities. ADDS System 70.

Smart and Simple together mean more power to you.
CONVERTING

50, 65, 370/135, 145, or even a 158 without any change to our programs, files, or JCL. Also, these larger computers can be “plugged in” without one day of dual rental.

Making the switch

We invested about one man-year in change' with the idea of limiting the conversion. We approached the project without any change to our programs, files, or JCL. Also, these larger computers required the conversion of source decks. An automatic software: RPG and utilities to switch over. The equivalent purchase price for the configuration would be in the neighborhood of $110,000.

We studied the following IBM manuals to establish our conversion plans:
- Moving from System/3 to dos/vs (sc33-5389)
- IBM s/3 RPG II to IBM s/360 or s/370 DOS Conversion (sc21-5066)
- s/3 RPG II to s/370 RPG II Conversion Aid (gb21-1389)

We found that the s/3 and DOS RPG's are somewhat different because of the differences in data management between the two operating systems, and therefore purchased the conversion aid (a Field Developed Program) from IBM for $400. It proved very useful in converting source decks.

The equipment procured from the various vendors arrived within 60 days from the date of contract signing. During this two month period, a half-day class was held each week for the programmers and operators. IBM DOS was thoroughly taught during these classes and the staff was further trained with “hands on” experience at 360/370 user installations. IBM supplied some of this time since the card reader and punch were being rented from IBM (no-charge test time is available for most on-order machines).

The DOS system software was generated at a 360 user site. The latest (and last) release of DOS (26.2) was massaged to meet our configuration. RPG II was ordered from IBM and installed on the SYSRES pack.

The conversion program was installed on our System/3. This program punched out the converted source decks which were recompiled on a DOS machine. This first recompile identified items not converted by the IBM program. The programs were fixed but not recompiled until the 360 was installed, thus saving outside test time.

Programmers and operators spent considerable time putting together new JCL run decks and preparing one-shot 5444 disc to tape to 2314 disc utilities. It should be noted here that JCL at first sight is scary compared with OCL. However, the use of dos standard assignments, standard labels and GRASP procedures simplifies this conversion task. Also, the Autoreport sort feature of DOS RPG II was very helpful in converting unordered ISAM load programs to ordered (sorted by key) load programs—a DOS requirement. This feature thus saved us from writing numerous stand alone sorts.

Table 1 shows some of the measurable results of the “backwards” transition we made. We feel we made the right choice, acquiring a substantial increase in power and function for less money than we had been spending. Would we do it again? Absolutely! We took the road less traveled by—and yes, it has made all the difference.

Table 1 shows some of the measurable results of the “backwards” transition we made. We feel we made the right choice, acquiring a substantial increase in power and function for less money than we had been spending. Would we do it again? Absolutely! We took the road less traveled by—and yes, it has made all the difference.

Mr. Teresi is the president of Advance Computer Systems Company, a consulting firm and service bureau located in Minneapolis. He is also the president of the Minnesota DOS Users Group. His previous positions were with IBM (systems engineer), Indianhead Truck Line (manager of MIS), and Arthur Young & Company (senior consultant).
Before you buy a PDP 11/05, 11/34 or 11/45, or an Eclipse* or Nova* system...

Check the new Interdata Pack/16 and Pack/32 Packaged Systems. They're easier to use and cost less. Pack/16 includes a 16-bit Model 6/16 CPU with 64KB memory. Pack/32 has a 32-bit Model 7/32 with 128KB memory.

Easier to use. We install each Pack as a totally integrated hardware and software system. It's ready to run immediately. Each system includes a CPU with 10MB disc, 400 CPM card reader, 200 LPM line printer and Carousel 30 terminal. Plus complete software based on the Interdata multi-tasking operating system and extended FORTRAN.

Cost less. Judge for yourself: Pack/16 costs $33,500. Pack/32 costs $43,500. Prices include installation and a 90-day full service warranty. And, we deliver in 30 days.

Find out what's behind our great price, write or call today for all the details... or your delivery date.

INTERDATA

Interdata, Inc.
Subsidiary of PERKIN-ELMER
Oceanport, N.J. 07757

*CNova and Eclipse are registered trademarks of Data General Corporation.
If a line of line printers gave you dependable, economical operation and remarkably clear print quality, you could plug one into your system and forget it.

Dataproducts is that line.

Our 2200 family of Line Printers is worth remembering.

**Forget the 2290.**
If you want a cost efficient 900-LPM printer designed to meet the requirements of the new high-performance minicomputer based systems, remember to specify the Dataproducts 2290.
Then plug it into your systems.
And forget it.

**Forget the 2260.**
If you want high-quality medium speed impact printing (600 LPM), ideally suited for small computer systems and terminals, you want our 2260.
Specify it by name.
Plug it into your systems.
And forget it.

**Forget the 2230.**
If you want the industry standard low-to-medium speed (300 LPM) printer with the lowest life-cycle cost of any printer in its range, specify the Dataproducts 2230.
Plug it into your systems.
And forget it.

**Forget family squabbles.**
Every member of the 2200 family of Line Printers is interface compatible.
Up and down the line.
And every member offers the patented Mark IV hammer, with its life expectancy of over 4 billion impacts.
And every member of the family can print in 16 languages.

**We support our family.**
You can't forget our printers unless you can count on complete aftersales support.
Count on it.
In spares, maintained for Dataproducts customers world-wide, with a new spares depot soon to be open in Europe.
In technical support, with liaison engineers ready to help solve all printer problems.
And with printer training and complete instruction to the component level.

**The family biography.**
There's much more.
Inside information, specs and key options for every family member.
Plus the 2200 family relatives like our Tempest Printers (300, 600 & 900 LPM), the 2470 (1200 LPM), the 2550 (1500 LPM) and the 2910 (Military printer).

Whichever member of the family interests you, call or write for complete information.
But don't forget to remember.
When target selling is the aim of business, Technical Publishing Company supplies the market.

No one zeroes in on specialized industrial markets like Technical Publishing Company. Besides Datamation, "Technical" publishes six other national business/professional magazines: Consulting Engineer, Plant Engineering, Pollution Engineering, Power Engineering, Purchasing World and Research/Development. Each one is recognized as a prime source for technical and business information. Each one enables business to aim its selling message to a specialized audience. This targeting concept has been so successful, in fact, that last year six of our seven publications were among the top 100 specialized business magazines in advertising revenues.

Technical Publishing Company further helps business with its annual Plant Engineering Directory and Specifications Catalog, industry's prime reference source for product information, plus services such as specialized product postcards, mailing list rental and market research.

In addition, our TPC Training Systems provide an innovative, economical method for training maintenance craftsmen for industry, and DBI Books, Inc., (formerly Digest Books, Inc.) serves the consumer leisure market with over 55 titles devoted to sports, hobbies and crafts.

Technical Publishing Company is a growth company targeted to growth fields. We are publicly-owned and our stock is traded over-the-counter. For information on any of our properties or the company, write James B. Tafel, President and Chief Executive Officer.

Technical Publishing Company
1301 South Grove Avenue
Barrington, Illinois 60010
Versatec printer/plotters don’t print. They write. And that difference means more useful, reliable, quiet output from your minicomputer.

While impact printers hammer ink on paper with a limited font, Versatec electrostatics write anything—alphanumerics in any size, style or language, graphics ranging from simple bar charts and line drawings to complex maps and geophysical plots. They give you words and pictures simultaneously without changing hardware or reducing speed.

Here is a way to compact pages of printout into a single graph. A way to isolate variables you might never see in print. A way to visualize data for better presentation.

And you can depend on continuing output. Writing is electronic, not mechanical. No impact. No type wear. No alignment problems. No vibration. And no noise. Just quiet reliability measured in thousands of hours.

Worried about plotting software? Don’t be. New Versaplot/PPEP adapts your existing pen plotter graphic programs to electrostatic plotting. No software? Then use new Versaplot EPS. Its easy-to-use utility subroutines let you program graphics with simple instructions and as little as 16K bytes of core. For zero programming overhead, use the optional Versatec CRT controller or video interface. It transfers images directly from CRT to hard copy without program intervention.

Versatec has the optimum writer for your application. Thirty-six plotters and printer/plotters (more models than all competitors combined) offer the widest range of speeds, formats and resolution. Interfacing is simple with on-line controllers to match popular computers, CRTs or video sources.

With over 5,000 units installed, Versatec outsells other electrostatic units two to one. Find out why. Check our readers’ service number for general information. Better yet, fill out the coupon for specific application data.

Versatec
2805 Bowers Avenue
Santa Clara, California 95051
(408) 988-2800

Please send literature:
□ Electrostatic Printers & Plotters
□ Wide Plotters (Formats: 22", 24", 36", 42", 72")
□ Hard copy direct from CRT
□ Versaplot software
□ The 360/370 plotting system

Please send samples:
□ Print samples
□ Plot samples

computer model and operating system
application
name
organization
address
city, state & zip
There is only one OEM

A Wangco Autoload Tape Drive...from Wangco's broad, high quality line of tension arm, vacuum column, and autoload models. Select speeds of 12 1/2, 25, 37 1/2, 45, and 75 ips, 7 or 9 track NRZI, phase-encoded or dual density format and reels of 7", 8 1/2", and 10". Design features include IBM compatible head guide spacing, high efficiency tape cleaning, tri-level read threshold, and plug compatibility with other major industry suppliers' tape drives. The ruggedized Mod 12 shown below is especially suited for large computer mainframe system integration.

A Wangco Disc Drive...front or top loading cartridge or fixed disc with data capacities from 2.5 to 20 Mbytes (100 or 200 tpi) in the smallest size configurations available. Wangco designed voice-coil positioners speed access and reduce power dissipation. The new brushless DC motor, forced air cleaning system and two-sensor temperature compensator assure highest reliability.
Peripheral for Your System

1. A Wangco Flexible Disc Drive...with access time of 6 ms track to track for a 184 ms random average seek. Single and dual density encoding can be accommodated in the same drive with selectable sector options including IBM and expanded soft sectoring, 3/4 half hard sectoring, and sector generation. Reliability features include an IBM type ceramic head, low friction uniball positioning, die cast mainframe, and open and closed door interlock. MFBS is 6000 hrs. Power consumption is only 49 watts.

A Wangco Magnetic Tape Format...containing all required logic to read and write IBM compatible 1600 cell phase encoded and/or NRZ image tape. Requiring only 5 7/8 in. of vertical rack space, each formatter can control up to four 7 and/or 9 track tape drives.

1. A Wangco Tape or Disc Subsystem...hardware, firmware, and software for PDP-11 and Nova minicomputers. Wangco offers more subsystem configurations for the OEM than any other manufacturer. To the user this means single source systems with compatible designed to work together as well as a rapid delivery and substantial cost savings.

The one OEM peripheral for your system is from Wangco. For more information contact Wangco, Inc., 5404 Jandy Place, Los Angeles, CA 90086. (213) 390-3081. In Europe write or call Wangco, Inc., Postbox 7/44, Building 70, 1st Floor, Schiphol Oost, Netherlands, (020) 458-669.

Wangco
PERKIN-ELMER DATA SYSTEMS
If your computer ever suffers from a lapse of memory, here's what you can do to help:

Always remember to use Maxell magnetic products. Because we put a lot of things into them to ensure that nothing ever drops out.

Our digital cassette tape, for example, is so good some of the biggest OEM's in the business use it.

And we firmly believe that our new floppys are every bit as good. They're made to the strictest ISO and IBM Diskette specifications. They're made of computer grade, super-fine magnetic materials for high density recording at 3200 BPI.

And they have a specially developed binder for improved particle dispersion and an incredibly smooth coating surface.

So if your computer has a problem remembering things, contact a Maxell sales representative and ask about the data products with the good memories. But you better do it soon. Before you forget.
January, 1977

From COBOL to MARK IV
by Jim Flynn and Dick Kimber

From spending nearly 100% of the staff's time on maintenance, the department went to spending 90% on new development—with less effort too.

Typically, when a company's business requirements are fulfilled, top management tends not to place a high priority on solving data processing problems, until those problems begin to adversely affect business activities—as they did at McCulloch Properties, Inc., of Fountain Hills, Arizona. McCulloch is a $60 million per year land development firm, best known for its Lake Havasu City project in Arizona. That development alone currently boasts two million vacationers yearly, 635 full-time businesses, 15 governmental agencies—and the famed London Bridge.

To 1973, McCulloch had used COBOL-based systems to handle its Havasu project and others. Through the years these systems had become a potpourri of modifications, and increasingly difficult to operate.

The Land Sales System is a good example of what happened. It was relied upon to service 60,000 land contracts, disburse commissions for about 1,000 salesmen, and track the activity of 70,000 land parcels from the initial recording of the Havasu project to the sale and deeding of the last lot.

The system was being supported by literally hundreds of files and programs which had evolved over a period of ten years and had gone through four conversions (one program conversion, two hardware conversions, and a DOS to OS conversion). Through it all, the architecture of the original card system survived. The average daily cycle alone, for example, attempted to process 4,000 transactions through 250 programs and 130 different files. Holding true to tradition, the supporting documentation and programmer knowledge decreased exponentially with time, so that even the most basic modification was approached in a defensive manner and isolated as a standalone subsystem whenever possible.

All of the existing systems, including Land Sales, shared the following limitations: inflexible file structures, lengthy and complex programs, little or no file integration, and time-consuming report creation or change. Other characteristics which seem naturally to evolve with time, personnel turnover, and changing business climates were: redundant data in multiple master files, mysterious program and file relationships, ships, and useless or nonexistent documentation.

Gradually management took an interest—was forced to take an interest—in the MIS department's activities. The choice became clear: continue maintaining obsolete systems or develop new ones. Of course the latter was chosen.

Questioning COBOL and others

It was then that McCulloch's dp personnel began to seriously question the continued use of COBOL as the shop's primary language. To begin with, COBOL did not promise to reduce the limitations which were just mentioned for the previous systems. Additionally, all reasonable time and cost targets established for the development of the proposed new land system were handily exceeded in projections which assumed COBOL as the programming language.

In considering the use of another programming language, it was determined that the language selected must have the ability to: be as hardware independent as possible, include a relatively simple query capability in order to provide for some level of open-shop programming, and support future on-line applications.

It was further determined that the language would have to have been an established, proven product; and, in view of the constantly changing application problems of the land development industry, it would have to have the capability to support variable index sequential (VISAM) files.

Informatics' MARK IV was ultimately selected for use in the proposed system. As a data base management system, it assured the company of a sophisticated and flexible method of data organization and, as a programming language, of responsive processing and retrieval of the data.

In addition, MARK IV appeared to be simple to understand and seemed to offer the potential of drastically reducing the time and cost estimates made under COBOL.

During the language evaluation process, the department found itself with many alternatives, looking at TOTAL and IMS as data base managers, and at programming languages such as PL/1.

The other data base systems reviewed were more powerful in terms of flexibility in physical structure and interaction with data bases. From a practical business standpoint, however, many batch systems like ours cannot use such extensive extra power.

In addition to requiring a significantly greater development cycle, these more powerful systems are more complex in their call routines and segment manipulations and consume more of the hardware resource. Finally, they require the use of a program language (COBOL, PL/1, or BAL) which already
TO MARK IV

had been rejected because of time and cost constraints.

In accepting MARK IV, the only disadvantage identified was the retraining of MIS personnel. This problem was solved partly by Informatics' training course and partly by time.

MARK IV's automatic features have removed many routine data management and programming tasks, shortening the coding portion of the development cycle and eliminating the need for much attendant testing and debugging. Some of the more prominent automatic features that have simplified our operations are:
- reading and writing of records
- segment manipulation
- file coordination
- transaction matching and updating
- table look-ups
- report formatting and sequencing
- text processing
- field conversions/elimination of data exceptions
- sequence checking of files
- job statistics
- understandable diagnostics

Ironically, the very features of MARK IV which reduced the complexities of file structures and program coding so dramatically also raised some unexpected problems once the development of the system was underway. By hindsight, these problems were predictable and are best identified as a number of syndromes frequently found in dp personnel.

The "Hear No Evil" Syndrome

To its surprise, McCulloch discovered that its dp department was as reluctant to accept change and innovation as any of its more traditional business functions.

Contributing to this attitude was the general misconception about MARK IV being nothing more than a report generator. After the education by the vendor, a little arm twisting by management, and—most importantly—some experience with the new system, converts abounded.

The "Big Picture" Syndrome

The design and development of a MARK IV system should be approached in a markedly different manner with a COBOL-based system. Traditionally, it has been necessary to complete the detail design of a system before embarking on program coding. In particular, the file structures and formats must be firmly laid out and the functions to be performed by each program thoroughly specified before any coding can be started.

With MARK IV, system design may be done at a higher level. Less of it is necessary. That which is done proves to be more creative for the analyst because MARK IV has fewer formal requirements than COBOL. Under MARK IV, general and detail design should be merged to consist of the identification of the functions to be performed, the provision of data names in a file definition required to support each function, and finally, the coding function.

For a number of reasons, we found that it is highly advantageous to begin program coding in MARK IV as early in the development cycle as possible.

First, MARK IV code addresses itself solely to the function to be serviced; there is no "housekeeping," opening and closing of files, file sequencing, or report formatting to cloud the problem-directed coding issue.

Second, MARK IV code is highly modular; therefore, relationships to other functions are not particularly important at the time the function is initially addressed.

PROGRAMMED POWER...

Beginning with sensitive Power Line Disturbance Monitors, then high-efficiency power frequency converters, UPS, and power conversion systems, PPI offers a broad line of power problem detection and power conversion systems.

PPI was first to offer PPI-RFM—Power Frequency Monitoring Detection to protect equipment—and first to offer a 441 Hz frequency converter/UPS.

IR-100 AWARD WINNER: One of the 100 most significant technical products of the year.

- 50 - 441 Hz Power Line Disturbance Monitors
- 75 KVA Frequency Converters/UPS
- 50 KVA UPS
- 75 KVA UPS
- 100 KVA UPS
- 125 KVA UPS
- 150 KVA UPS

Franklin Electric
Programmed Power Div., 995 Benicia Ave., Sunnyvale, CA., 94086 (408) 245-8900

CIRCLE 112 ON READER CARD

DATAMATION
How much can you save with fixed disk drives?

Use our RFQ for PDQ answers.

Take a fresh look at your disk applications. Do they really need expensive removable-media drives? Today, industry giants say no. Which makes it sensible (and more reliable) for you to switch too.

And get a better fix on profits, with Pertec's fixed disk drives. Cost-efficiency is the name of the game now.

**Buy a 6 mB fixed disk drive for $1695.** (Quantity 250 price, basic unit.) Lower unit costs and lower cost of ownership mean higher OEM profit margins. Without sacrificing on performance: check the chart for precisely what you need from Pertec's broad configuration mix—no more blowing a system budget on more capability than you require.

**Lower maintenance costs.** Every Pertec unit is sealed against contamination, and is less failure-prone—head crash traumas are minimized. Pertec's reputation for solid reliability is field-proven worldwide.

And note how simple we make servicing: only in Pertec drives are circuit boards hinged to flip up for easy maintenance.

**More applications every day.** The market is booming for fixed disk drives, with industry recognition of their maximized utility, in any working or format storage application.

Designing fixed disks in, wherever fast random access is needed, is saving OEMs a big bundle today. And you can get in on the action by checking our specs, and sending in your RFQ.

---

**Request For Quote:**
Select the exact model(s) required to meet your application parameters, and indicate quantity and delivery date desired. Pertec will respond PDQ with price quotes and delivery schedule—no cost or obligation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Capacity (Megabytes)</th>
<th>Bit Density (bpl)</th>
<th>Speed (rpm)</th>
<th>Data Transfer Rate (MHz)</th>
<th>Platter Configuration</th>
<th>Model Number</th>
<th>Quantity Required</th>
<th>Date Wanted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>D451</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>D452</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>1.562</td>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td>D461</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2200</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td>D462</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>3.125</td>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>D651</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>SINGLE</td>
<td>D652</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>3.125</td>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td>D661</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>DUAL</td>
<td>D662</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

RFQ for Pertec Fixed Disk Drives submitted by:

Name ________________________________________________________
Title ____ Phone _______ Ext ______

Please attach RFQ form to company letterhead and return to Pertec, 9600 Irontale Avenue, Chatsworth, CA 91311.

For immediate requirements call the Pertec regional sales office nearest you: Los Angeles (213) 996-1333, Chicago (312) 696-2460, Hudson, New Hampshire (603) 883-2100, London (Reading) 582-115.
TO MARK IV

Finally, as a result of the above, the code is potentially disposable, which fact allows the programmer/analyst to develop more detailed specifications with the user as he codes. (This was related to us at the beginning of our project but was resisted for a time until we proved it true.)

The "Cobol Techniques" Syndrome

Almost every programmer whose background is in a cobol level language experiences a "Cobol Techniques" syndrome. That is, the programmer will attempt to apply the techniques learned in COBOL to MARK IV code. However, virtually every technique considered standard under COBOL has been automated in MARK IV; therefore, efforts to apply those techniques (such as reading or matching files) will bewilder the programmer. Read and write commands, for example, are unnecessary (and nonexistent) in MARK IV.

Other techniques such as checking for critical field breaks by holding and testing against previous values for report generation have been automated.

Linear programs are produced easily and cleanly through MARK IV. We have now broken unnecessary and time-consuming habits that were inherent in COBOL coding. The benefits, of course, are increased productivity and the focusing of programmer effort to creative problem solving.

Lessons learned

By hindsight, there are several major contributions to the success of our Land Sales System which have been used as guides in subsequent systems development:

Application complexity should be reflected in the data base design rather than in program logic. The automatic data base management and segment manipulation features take on the workload instead of the programmer. Under MARK IV, it is just as easy to define, establish, and maintain variable length, hierarchical file designs as it had previously been with simplistic fixed length records. There is no need, therefore, to shy away from a more appropriate file design because it appears too complex to implement.

The automatic features should be utilized to their fullest extent. Whether the automatic feature invoked pertains to a data base or program facility, the advantage is the same—the programmer knows the feature works. There is no need to code, test, or debug what is automatically invoked.

Program structure should be highly modular. MARK IV "requests" may be structured to break up a complex function into small and manageable tasks. As with other languages, this modularity may be achieved using subroutines.

Work began on the new Land Sales System in June, 1973, but included some false starts in defining and understanding what had to be done. Real progress became apparent early in 1974. With a staff of seven people, the Land Sales System was implemented in February, 1975, a massive effort for McCulloch, representing $350,000 and approximately ten man years of effort.

Today McCulloch operates in a remote batch mode, using an IBM 370/155 located in Los Angeles. The redesigned Land Sales System, which is still the biggest of our applications, runs in four stages: daily data validation, daily file updates, daily reporting, plus periodic reporting. In addition to our basic MARK IV Model 260-os system, we have made use of several special features, including: extended transaction processing, extended segment processing, table look-up, indexed coordinated files, extended file processing, text processing, and extended reporting.

That's MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE SERVICE CORPORATION, a dynamic part of The Midwest Stock Exchange. We are investing time today in a long-range data processing plan to assure that tomorrow's needs will be met.

We have been a leader and now we're creating a new, highly competitive data processing environment to satisfy the projected user environment of the future. The user environment that will be concentrated in fewer and larger firms, in a few key cities, heavily dependent upon communications and our ability to respond both flexibly and quickly to changes in economics, market-place needs and regulations. Technically speaking, our resulting data processing environment will be:

CURRENTLY

2 IBM 370/145's & 158's with large memory . . .
DOS/VS tape oriented
Over 100 S/P people
Largest shared order processing communication system in the securities industry (350 terminals)
Data Processing for 60 plus brokerage houses
Maintain Securities for 400 plus Banks and Brokerage Firms . . .
Data Processing for The Midwest Stock Exchange

It's a multi-million dollar system re-design effort with a completion date scheduled for 1979. It's an all-out effort requiring the expertise of the finest data processing professionals available . . . allowing for the greatest career growth possible.

It's exchanging today's planning for tomorrow's future. And you can't get a better return than that. If you have talent to invest, let us hear from you.

For further information call or write:

Mr. Henry Roberts/ Vice President
MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE SERVICE CORPORATION
120 S. La Salle St./Chicago, Illinois 60603
(312) 368-2207
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Now United's SPD goes door to door.

Call (800) 424-9899 for pickup and delivery to more than 3500 communities.

SPD has always been easy. Now it's a snap because United will rush your important small package (up to 50 lbs., up to 90 inches in length plus width plus height) from your door to destination—in hours. And this guaranteed, same-day service is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

When you SPD it door to door, here's what you can rely on:

1. **Speedy pickup**—within 1½ to 3 hours of your call, depending on your location.
2. **A fast delivery guarantee**: You'll receive a refund of the door-to-door charge if your package doesn't move as specified. Which means we'll deliver it within 1½ to 3 hours of the plane's arrival.
3. **Pick your flight** from the airline that brings you more flights to more cities than anyone.

4. **Delivery confirmed** upon request.
5. **Single-carrier responsibility**.
6. **Unbeatable service and great door-to-door prices!**

Take a look at these sample door-to-door rates:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Between</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago and N.Y.C.</td>
<td>$63.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.F. and Chicago</td>
<td>$74.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland and L.A.</td>
<td>$74.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver and Seattle</td>
<td>$69.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Rates effective 10/18/76 and subject to change.

When you need door-to-door service, there's no quicker way than with United's SPD.

See why United's No. 1 in the cargo sky.

**United Airlines Cargo**
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"Sycor 350 terminals perform the edits and checks we used to do on-line. At a fraction of the time and cost."

Jack Robinson, Asst. VP
State Street Bank of Boston

State Street Bank & Trust Company of Boston is one of the largest custodian banks in America with over 125 portfolios totaling some $20 billion in assets. This includes serving as custodian bank for mutual funds whose assets represent 30% of the entire domestic mutual funds industry, as well as variable annuities, pension funds, and college endowments.

Each day, the custodian service department must report the net asset value of the mutual funds to the National Association of Securities Dealers for publication by the daily news media.

Getting this information out on time—and getting it out accurately—is vital. To do it, the bank depends on Sycor 350 terminals for processing over 500 daily portfolio and general ledger transactions.

Sycor picked for speed and economy.

“Our growth was placing heavy demands on both our on-line terminal network and keypunch facilities,” notes Jack Robinson, assistant vice president. “Type-writer terminals were simply not fast enough to get the job done, and making improvements in the on-line program would have required a massive overhaul.

“The replacement of on-line terminals with Sycor 350 terminals took care of both problems. It also eliminated the need for nighttime keypunching which helped us save even more on operating costs.”

Sycor terminals keep working when the CPU goes down.

“Every Sycor terminal has an independent microprocessor, so we have as many back-up systems as we do terminals,” Robinson says. “If the mainframe goes down, we can still continue entering data.

“We currently receive 12,000 transactions per month by TWX, phone and mail. We enter the data on Sycor terminals and, at scheduled intervals, transmit it to our CPU. This gives us an on-line batch system that gets the job done economically and gets it done right. It’s the best of both worlds.”

Find out more.
Put Sycor to work for you. Find out how by sending in the reply card or calling the Sycor sales representative in your area. We’re in the Yellow Pages under “Data Processing Equipment.” Or, contact Bill Newell, our national sales manager, at Sycor, Inc., Ann Arbor, MI 48104.

Sycor puts computer power where the work is.
TO MARK IV

As a result of our switch from COBOL, we have experienced a shift in workload from maintenance to development, a reduction in staff, and a change in “complexion” for the dp department.

Some of the change in workload is best shown in Table 1, but a very significant aspect is omitted from that list.

Table 1. The above represents a relative comparison of effort needed to complete the traditional components or steps in large system development in COBOL and MARK IV.

The figures are McCulloch's best estimates, having been a heavy user of both languages. These estimates are for large projects. The percentage reduction with MARK IV tends to become even greater as the project size gets smaller.

The results, in terms of increased production, are better than we expected, and the reaction of the dp staff has been a welcome surprise.

Mr. Flynn is a vice president at McCulloch Properties Inc. Prior to joining this firm in 1972, he had been a principal in management consulting with Arthur Young and Co., a division controller with Bell and Howell, and head of the systems and dp groups at Mattel, Inc., and at the Glidden Co. He has had approximately 20 years experience in information processing.

Presently MPI's systems development manager, Mr. Kimber joined the firm in 1974. His previous experience includes two years in systems development with Ciba-Geigy in Basel, Switzerland, and college level teaching in statistics, accounting, and the mathematics of finance.
Serving the Farmer in the Field

Nebraska farmers are conserving water and cutting the costs of feed and energy with the help of Agnet, an agricultural network developed at the University of Nebraska.

"Our controlling idea in designing the system," says Thomas L. Thompson, professor of agricultural engineering at the university, "was to eliminate the need for any special user training, yet still have a sophisticated interactive system."

Thompson is co-developer of Agnet at the Institute of Agriculture and Natural Resources on the university's Lincoln campus.

After two years, farmers are attributing significant savings in feed costs, water and energy to the system, which offers more than 100 different applications and is based on an IBM System/370 Model 158 at the Nebraska State Department of Administrative Services.

To use Agnet, the farmer or county agent enters the details of the problem at a terminal in a county agent's office, a district station or at the university.

Says James G. Kendrick, professor of agriculture economics and the other co-developer of Agnet: "The user signs on by keying in one word, the name of the desired service such as 'Beef' for a cattle performance simulator or 'Dry' for a simulator of grain-drying systems."

"The computer takes it from there, guiding him through a session. It begins by asking for parameter values: type of drying equipment, capacities, fuel costs and the like. It displays a menu for selection of qualitative parameters such as crossflow or counterflow dryer. For numerical parameters, it asks the user to key in a value. Or the user may enter a zero and the computer will insert a default value from updated agricultural statistics."

"If the user doesn't understand a request, he keys in 'Help,'" Kendrick notes. "The computer then displays an explanation of the question and of the (Continued on fourth page)"
Computer-controlled electric vehicle moves automatically to the selected aisle and bin, for storage and retrieval of goods in a main warehouse of VWR Scientific.

CICS/VS Helps Multiply Profits at VWR

"Controlling operations with an online system helped us multiply profit severalfold," says James W. Bernard, president of VWR Scientific Inc., one of the country’s largest distributors of scientific and photographic supplies and equipment.

Over two years, he notes, the San Francisco headquartered company was able to decrease inventory while improving service levels and cutting operating costs.

"Distribution is the science of customer order and materials handling," says Bernard. "With 48,000 line items in our catalogue, maintaining service levels without excessive inventory is no mean feat—and in this business making a profit means staying lean."

At VWR, the computer handles each major operating function: processing customer orders, directing warehouse operations to pick orders and store incoming merchandise, managing inventory, and generating purchase orders.

The company, a subsidiary of Univar Corp., uses 110 IBM 3277 Display Stations in a nationwide network based on the Customer Information Control System/Virtual Storage (CICS/VS) running on a System/370 Model 158.

Sales people use online inquiries to give customers immediate answers on item availability, order status or prices. Customer orders are entered directly at the terminals to provide rapid turnaround.

To store and retrieve goods in a main warehouse, computer-generated punched cards control electric vehicles which move automatically to the selected aisle and storage bin.

The capture of transaction data during terminal procedures has reduced data preparation costs as well as most sources of data error. Incoming inventory is entered into the system sooner and becomes available sooner.

According to Lester Gray, vice president of management information and computer services, the rapid implementation of the new and enhanced systems would have been more difficult, and many of its most valuable features would not have been feasible, without CICS/VS, an IBM program which manages terminal transactions and file accesses in online systems. "The flexibility and device independence of CICS lets us add sites, add new types of terminal inquiry, and introduce major system enhancements quickly and easily, without disruptions," he says.

"CICS enabled us to include some special features," Gray adds, "including online inquiry access to our backorder system which automatically releases merchandise for delivery as it is received. The system makes provisions for expediting customer orders or handling emergency orders.

"Our applications include a marketing information system which scans our files and produces reports of activity organized by customer, product, vendor or geographic area. This has helped us to identify obsolete items and to supply valuable information to our customers, vendors and operating people.

"We use the system to compile the data for our quarterly price book directly from the price files.

"An important thought behind our 1975 acquisition of Treck PhotoGraphic Inc., a $90 million nationwide distributor of photographic supplies and equipment, was that we could support 32 new locations and Treck's product line with our existing CICS system.

"With the flexibility and modularity of CICS, we were able to add Treck to our online system easily," Gray reports. "Without CICS, integrating Treck would have been very costly and absorbed our developmental resources for a long period of time."
Computer Supports Hospital Patient Care

When a nurse anywhere in Harris Hospital wants to order a test, medication, or X-rays for a patient, she steps up to one of 102 terminals in nursing stations and other operating areas of the 628-bed Fort Worth, Texas, hospital and keys in the patient's name and indicates to a computer the service she requires.

Much of the actual operation of the hospital—patient care and administrative work—is accomplished through the computer. A realtime medical information system accepts the order and forwards it to the laboratory or other service department. The computer adds currently applicable details of the procedures to orders for tests or X-rays. When the results are available, the system returns them to the requesting station.

Users Enter Data

"The users do all of our data entry at terminals," says Herbert A. Witt, director of data processing. "By leaving control of information and responsibility for its accuracy with the user, we eliminate most sources of data error."

In the laboratory, for example, the response of the computer to requests for service is controlled by the pathologists; they enter the test parameters as data. "What our programmers have supplied is a completely generalized structure for a laboratory test procedure. The pathologists specify each step of the test, and such parameters as the normal range of each test variable."

User confidence, says Witt, is essen-
The FIMS online computer system allowed Firestone to improve customer service while cutting back from 45 warehouses to 22 facilities like this modern Cranbury (N.J.) Distribution Center.

IMS/VS Helps Tires Roll at Firestone

"During the last six years, Firestone has reduced overall costs for warehousing and shipping, transportation and inventory by 10% below what they would have been without the innovations opened up by our information system," says Paul Heise, director of inventory management.

Firestone Tire and Rubber Company began developing its Firestone Inventory Management System (FIMS) in 1968. Four years later it started converting to Information Management System/Virtual Storage (IMS/VS), in order to integrate all subsystems through a common data base.

Today, FIMS is an online system that responds to inquiries and transaction entries from any of 400 IBM 3277 Display Stations in Firestone's nationwide network of sales offices and warehouses. It supports customer order processing, production scheduling, inventory management, warehouse operations, and physical distribution.

Salespeople use terminals to enter customer orders or obtain complete order status information. The system continuously monitors inventory and customer orders, and provides production schedules for tire-making plants. It monitors production, keeping track of tires built to 6,000 different specifications and adding newly made tires to inventory each day. And it schedules the distribution of tires, including warehousing and the loading and routing of trucks.

"With FIMS, we've been able to respond faster to customers' needs while reducing inventory," Heise notes. "It has permitted us to regionalize our distribution system, reducing 45 warehouses to 22 high-volume distribution centers."

"Under IMS/VS the data base used for order entry is the same one that deploys inventory and schedules production," notes W. L. Smith, assistant controller and director of data processing. "This has enabled us to add some valuable new functions to the system."

"For example," he continues, "the computer organizes orders so that a load for a specific truck or delivery run is all drawn out at one time. We can sort and batch orders from one customer or one geographical region to insure that only full trucks go out, with deliveries grouped by area. We can automatically handle special instructions, such as orders dated for future delivery or specified for a certain day of the week."

While most of FIMS processes current transactions, one subsystem analyzes historical data. "The IMS/VS data base enabled us to develop the Inventory and Distribution Research subsystem," Smith notes, "which analyzes historical patterns in our tire operations."

"This kind of research is vital to our inventory management people," Heise adds. "It helps them select sites for regional warehouses and plan the details of our physical distribution system."

Harris Hospital...

(Continued from preceding page)
tial to successful implementation of a system like this. "You can do so much more for your users after they've learned to trust you, to be receptive and to work with you."

"You have to earn that confidence," says Michael Herrmann, assistant director of data processing. "It's a self-reinforcing process: the more user confidence we have, the more we can do for our users."

"We try to avoid urging on them ready-made solutions which they have had no part in specifying. And we stay in touch during the development process, getting their help and approval on details of the system performance. This gives them a sense of identification with the system and a readiness to help make it work."

"Our emphasis has been on performing patient care, as distinct from recording and reporting after the fact," Witt says. "The main purpose of the system is to relieve doctors and nurses of paperwork."

As with laboratory tests, Witt explains, authorized users can also enter, through a 3277 Display Station, orders for medication, X-ray procedures and other patient care services.

Query Patient's Program

An authorized user at any terminal can determine a patient's medication program or other medical information, or query the patient census, inventory systems, patient billing or payroll system.

Administrative people perform many of their duties through the computer, including management of bed assignments and calculation of insurance benefits. There is a patient billing system, one for purchasing and inventory; and a payroll system.

Admissions personnel, pharmacists, administrators and other users interact via terminals with any of these systems, accessible online under Customer Information Control System/Virtual Storage (CICS/VS).

Helping Farmers...

(Continued from first page)
significance of each possible answer."

Farmers are using Agnet to perform such calculations as irrigation schedules based on soil moisture and crop data, minimum-cost feed mixes, crop-drying schedules, financial analyses of capital investment or crop commitments, soil analyses, pest control and fertilizing schedules and many others.

DP Dialogue is designed to provide you with useful information about data processing applications, concepts and techniques. For more information about IBM products or services, contact your local IBM branch office, or write Editor, DP Dialogue, IBM Data Processing Division, White Plains, N.Y. 10604.
Not so many years ago there was a Programmeror who was so enamored of new codes that he spent all his time and all his manager's budget on them. He cared nothing about his schedules, nor for essential documentation, nor for on-line testing except for the sake of displaying his new code on a color crt. He had a different language for every program in the library.

Life was very active in the computer center where his programs were executed; hosts of vendors came to visit every day, and among them one day came two virtual swindlers. They claimed to be universal translators and said that they knew how to organize the most effective Data Base imaginable. Not only were the Calls of interpretive mnemonics and multi-threaded macros unusually fine, but the page sets that were swapped by these codes had the peculiar quality of becoming inaccessible to any program that was not designed for real time, or that was anciently batch.

"Those must be splendid codes," thought the Programmeror. "By using them I should be able to discover which programs in my library are still in ibm 1401 compatibility and also which covet entry into os/vs 21.11. I shall select the optimal wares from the spools. Yes I must certainly order some of those multi-threads to be coded for me."

He gave the two swindlers a lot of cpu cycles in advance so that they might begin their work virtually right away. They put up two partitioned data sets and pretended to code, but they had nothing whatever upon their screens. At the outset (o.s.) they asked for a quantity of the fastest memory and the largest registers, all of which they put into their own working set, and dumped to laser tape all the proprietary packages in source and object/load modules, while they idled far into the night at empty screens.

"I should like to know how those weavers are getting on with the links and chains in the Data Base," thought the Programmeror, for he felt a little squeamish when he reflected that any code which was unfit for real time would not be able to use it. He certainly thought that he need have no fears for his routines, but still he decided to send somebody else first to see how it was getting on. Everybody on the staff soon heard what wonderful power the page sets would possess, and everyone was anxious to see how inept his co-worker was.

"I will send my faithful old Maintenancer expert to the swappers," thought the Programmeror. "He will be best able to see how the stuff links, for he is a clever man and no one fulfills his duties better than he does."

So the highly confident good old Maintenancer went into the room where the two apt swindlers sat working at the empty crt's.

"Hollerith preserve us!" thought the old Maintenancer, as his confidence quickly diminished. Opening his eyes very wide to remove any self-doubt about his failing eyesight, he said to himself, "Why, I can't see a thing!" But he very cautiously took care not to say so, realizing he was supposed to report back how well the stuff links when he could not even see the stuff in the first place. What was he to do? How could he not see them? He knew how enthused the Programmeror had been about these splendid codes.

While immersed thus in thought of self-pity, the old Maintenancer was rudely brought back to reality by the "clicking noises of a LOGON," as both the swindlers logged him on to be close enough to test a little re-entrant. They asked if he did not think it a good structure and beautiful linkage. They pointed to the empty screens, and the poor old Maintenancer stared as hard as he could but he could not see anything, for of course there was nothing to see.

"Good Graphics!" thought he, "is it possible that I am an illogical Boole and deserve the gate? I have never
If you’re not using Graphics you should see who is.

1. Civil engineers are taking the tedium and expense out of mapping by digitizing plots on the 4954 Graphic Tablet and manipulating real-time details on the big-screen 4014-1 terminal.

2. High-resolution results from analytical instrumentation tests, as displayed on the 4012 Graphic Display Terminal, reduce research costs and eliminate the inaccuracy of manual analysis. The 4662 Interactive Digital Plotter produces camera-ready copies.

3. Combined storage and refresh graphics capabilities of the 4081 Interactive Graphics Terminal are saving aeronautics and aerospace engineers hundreds of man-hours in relating the dynamics of flight to design methods and materials.

4. The personal, desktop computing power of the 4051 Graphic System frees marketing, finance and administration departments from dependency on the mainframe while it graphically facilitates decision-making.

5. Education discovered the 4006-1, Tektronix’ lowest-cost Graphics terminal, as a dynamic means of demonstrating complex theories and concepts while involving and intriguing students of all levels.

6. IC modeling takes on a new dimension via the 4014-1. Interactive manipulation, debugging and critical adjustments are made quickly and accurately.

Today, hundreds of companies rely on Graphics to find oil, fight disease, forecast budgets, stimulate education, plan cities, design circuits, unsnarl traffic—to instantly interpret complex ideas. Everything expressed in Graphics is better understood, more effectively communicated... by you, or by your competition.

As the world’s Graphics leader, Tektronix can give your communications a dimension you’ve been missing. With high-resolution graphics terminals. Desktop computing calculators. And complete graphic systems. All supported by peripheral devices, proven software, wide-ranging sales and service—and a worldwide reputation for quality and dependability.

Back when Graphics was a $100,000 novelty, you could afford to ignore it. You can’t afford to ignore it now.

Today, Tektronix provides Graphics from under $3000. Graphics that’s reliable, versatile, easy to use. A technology that’s essential to modern day efficiency of man and computer. Write us, or call your local Tektronix Sales Engineer and find where our products fit your picture.

Tektronix, Inc.
Information Display Group
P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077

Tektronix Datatek N.V.
P.O. Box 159, Badhoevedorp, The Netherlands

Get the picture. Get results.
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Denver Wholesale Florists Co. is America's largest distributor of fresh cut flowers. During peak periods they may ship nearly two million roses and carnations a day all over the world.

They needed a small business computer with big power to do their order billing. They chose a Reality data base management system. Because in their application no other small business computer in the world could face up to Reality. For power or for price.

Reality gives up to 32 independent users an awesome amount of computer power for the money. And it's the only computer system in the world that understands English™.

For Denver Wholesale Florists Co., Reality up-dates the customer and supplier lists online. It automatically up-dates all records when a change or addition is made anywhere in the system.

Reality does routing, invoicing, standing order processing, shipping manifests, customer labels and shipping orders. It tells them what's on order for any customer on any given day. It helps the credit department keep track of credit problems, extensions and COD orders. It captures sales and accounts receivable data.

Denver Wholesale Florists Co. can add payroll, accounting and general ledger to the system and still not use all its power.

Whether you're cutting flowers or cutting corners, Reality gives you control.

It's not surprising. Reality is brought to you by Microdata. A major supplier of sophisticated equipment for the small business computer market.

Contact your local Reality dealer for a free demonstration. So the sweet smell of success can be a reality in your business.

Or write Microdata Corporation, 17481 Red Hill Avenue, Irvine, CA 92714, P.O. Box 19501, Irvine, CA 92713, TWX: 910-595-1764.

Microdata
The people who bring you Reality.
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thought so and nobody must know it. Am I not fit for my post? It will never do to say that I cannot use the page sets."

"Well, sir, you don't say anything about the multi-threads," said the one who was pretending to weave element linkages.

"Oh, it is beautiful! quite effective!" said the old Maintainancer looking over his templates; "this pattern and these chains! I will certainly tell the Programmeror that the page sets please me very much."

"We are delighted to hear you say so," said the swindlers, and then named all the pointers and described the peculiar pattern. The old Maintainancer paid great attention to what was said, so as to be able to repeat it when he got back.

Then the swindlers went on to demand more money, more cycles and more charge-coupled devices, to be able to proceed with the linking; but they put it all into their own partitions—not a single link was ever put into the directory. They went on idly at the empty crt.

The Programmeror soon sent another man to see how the page sets were getting on, and if it would soon be ready. The same thing happened to him as to the Maintainancer; he looped and looped, but as there was only an empty screen, he could test nothing at all nor see it.

"Is not this a beautiful piece of multi-level structure?" said both the swindlers, showing and explaining the dynamic pattern and chains which were not there to be seen.

"I know I am not an illogical Boole!" thought the man, "so it must be that I am unfit for my post! It is very strange though! However, one must not let it appear!" So he praised the page sets he did not see, and assured them of his delight in the inversion access and the ingenuity of the plotting design.

"It is absolutely smashing!" he said to the Programmeror. Everybody on the staff was talking about this splendid structure and access methodology.

Now the Programmeror thought he would like to see it while it was still on the screen and plotter. So, accompanied by a selected number of Codiers, among whom were the two who had already seen the imaginary results, he went to visit the crafty impostors, who were working away as hard as ever they could at the empty crt's.

"It is magnificent!" said both the virtuous workers. "Look! see, Your Routine, what a design! What indices!" And they pointed to the empty screen, for they thought no doubt the others could see the page sets, structures, links and chains.

"What!?!" thought the Programmeror; "I see nothing at all! This is terrible! Am I an illogical Boole? Am I not fit to be Programmeror? Why, nothing worse could happen to me! Even if my Bio-Rhythm curves were all at nadir and I broke a reflective sns.c buffer for sevens cycle bad luck."

"Oh, it is dynamic!" said the Programmeror. "It has my highest approbation and approval!" and he nodded his satisfaction as he gazed at the empty screens. Nothing would induce him to say that he could not see anything, test anything nor sense anything.

The whole staff gazed and gazed, but saw nothing more than all the others. However, they all exclaimed with Monitorism, "It is indeed beautiful!" and they advised him to access a subset index through this wonderful structure on the occasion of year-end processioning which was just about to take place.

"It is magnificent! optimal! excellent!" went from mouth to mouth; they were all equally delighted with it. The Programmeror gave each of the rogues top rated priority of Analyst Senior Superior Androgogist Node Index Numerator Evaluator (Assanine) to be worn on their byte embossed magnetic passkey.

The swindlers sat up the whole night before the day on which the processioning was to take place, burning hexadecimal screens, so that people might see how anxious they were to get the Programmeror's new codes ready. They pretended to take the macros off the screens. They put zero out on the spools to a huge pair of printers and they patched away with ZAPS without any OPENs in them.

At last they said, "Now the Programmeror's new codes are ready!"

The Programmeror, with his grandest Codiers, went to them himself, and both the swindlers raised one arm in the air, as if they were holding up something, and said, "See, these are the PAGE SETS, BEH! is the CODE, here is the MAINLINE!" and so on. "It is as cohesive as a system generation. One might think one had nothing to load, but that is the very virtual beauty of it!"

"Yes!" said all the Codiers, but they could not see anything, for there was absolutely, relatively and virtually nothing to see.

"Will your Lead Programmeror be graciously pleased to delink his old codes," said the impostors, "so that we may put on the new ones, along here before the Great Monitoror image reflector."

The Programmeror unlocked and de-
READERS' BONANZA!
Get up to 50% OFF on your choice of these 10 outstanding books. Here's a great offer to readers from DBI Books, a subsidiary of Technical Publishing Company—the publishers of Datamation.

GUN DIGEST 1977
Edited by John T. Amber
The lowdown on every facet of guns, shot and shooting. Illustrations, specifications, prices and characteristics on all U.S. and imported firearms and accessories. 448 8½ x 11" pages.
$6.95 .............. No. 1076

CAMPER'S DIGEST 2nd Edition
Edited by Erwin and Peggy Bauer
Your guide to the great outdoors covers where to go, what to take, what to eat and how to prepare it. How to care for your gear. 288 8½ x 11" pages.
$5.95 .............. No. 6126

1908 SEARS, ROEBUCK CATALOGUE
A perfect reproduction for a nostalgic journey through the good old days when a dollar was still a dollar and the sewing machine was a fantastic dream. Over 600 fun-filled 8½ x 11" pages.
$3.95 .............. No. 1908

405 GOLF LESSONS
By Arnold Palmer
Learn the Palmer Method in this illustrated set of lessons. The seasoned pro is a superb teacher who offers reassuring instruction to reduce your score. 128 8½ x 11" pages.
$4.95 .............. No. 4616

HOBBY GUNSMITHING
By Ralph Walker
Your kitchen table or workbench, a few basic tools, and you're on the way to a rewarding pastime. Close-up photos and detail drawings keep mistakes minimal, and enjoyment maximum. 320 8½ x 11" pages.
$5.95 .............. No. 5126

GAMBLER'S DIGEST
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Whatever your game, this incisive volume of gambling strategy can keep the odds in your favor at the table, wheel, sports pool or lottery. Cover your bet in 320 8½ x 11" pages.
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Edited by Robert R. Springer
Everything for the underwater adventurer. Dives deep into equipment, technique, and underwater safety. Features on marine life, spearfishing, search and salvage. 288 8½ x 11" pages.
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SHOTGUN DIGEST
By Robert Stack
Covers the history, development and use of shotguns. Competitive outlooks for U.S. participation in international meets. In-depth articles on choke, sights, shells and loads. 288 8½ x 11" pages.
$6.95 .............. No. 5716

OUTDOOR PHOTOGRAPHER'S DIGEST
Edited by Erwin and Peggy Bauer
47 outstanding features to sharpen your outdoor photography. A must for hunters, fishermen, campers and vacationers. 288 8½ x 11" pages.
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NEW CODES

linked all his old codes, and the impostors pretended to give him one segment of re-entrant code after the other of the new ones which they had pretended to index. They pretended to fasten something to his v/toc and to tie in simulation; this was the chain, and the Programmeror tested round and round in front of the screen and Monitoror.

"How well you link in the new codes! How efficient they are!" cried all the people on the staff. "What a design, and what clean structures! They are most optimal codes indeed!"

"The Directorier is waiting to view the accessing by your macros," announced the Manager of the Computation Center and Thrift Shop.

"Well I am quite ready," said the Programmeror. "Don't these codes run well?" and then he tested around again on front of the crt's, so that he should seem to be looking at his gaily displayed cursor.

The operators who were to work the shift stopped and pretended to watch messages from the consoles of both cpu's, and they worked along with their hands on the keyboards. They dared not let it appear that they could not see anything, be it real or virtual.

Then the Programmeror worked along in the processioning under the optimal system, and everybody on the tapes and at the discs exclaimed, "How beautiful the Programmeror's new codes are! What splendid fine structures! They link to perfection!"

Nobody would let it appear that he find nothing, for then he would not be fit for his post, or else he was an illogical Boole.

None of the Programmeror's codes had been so seemingly successful before.

"But he has nothing on the screen nor anything that causes the wait line to go out," said a Mini-user in an active state of dismay.

"Oh, listen to the mathematician," said his i/o processor, and one person whispered to the other what the Mini-user had said. "He has nothing; a Mini-user says he has nothing on the screen!"

"But he has nothing on!" at last cried all the staff.

The Programmeror writhed, for he knew it was true, but he thought controlledly: "the processioning must go on now," so he keyed and prodded the crt faster than ever. The operators listed the full contents of the invisible and empty console screens. The noise of the huge printers in the process of printing vast amounts of blanks made it easy to hear the blush of embarrassment rise on the vain Programmeror.

*
New KODAK KOM-85 Microfilmer.

More flexible, more capable, and reliable as ever!

When you set out to improve a COM workhorse, you don’t tinker with the features that made it an outstanding performer. The advanced KODAK KOM-85 Microfilmer gives you new flexibility and capability, combined with the fast, efficient throughput and high reliability of our proven veteran, the KOM-80 Microfilmer.

If your operation calls for high volume with fast turnaround, you should check into the advantages of the new KOM-85 Microfilmer.

The advanced Hewlett-Packard front-end mini-computer gives you automatic program loading and integrated job setup through a CRT data terminal. You get input flexibility to accept print-image records from virtually any computer system. Faster job setup, easier film handling.

The KOM-85 Microfilmer gives you multiple-microform-output capability, plus a new expanded page format with up to 172 characters per line and up to 88 lines per page. You get broad coding and indexing capability for roll or fiche. Optional document-related coding for automatic retrieval on 16 mm KODAK ORACLE Equipment. Flexible column indexing for fiche, and more ...

It adds up to more flexibility, new capabilities. With throughput speed up to 24,000 pages per hour. And the extra-reliable Kodak hardware and comprehensive software to handle COM formatting.

There’s even more behind your new KODAK KOM-85 Microfilmer. Thorough training and clear, complete documentation; fast, competent, on-the-spot service; responsive and responsible support from dedicated Kodak people—the kind of support that’s helped us set an outstanding nine-year track record in COM.

Look into the new KOM-85 Microfilmer. See your Kodak representative, or write Eastman Kodak Company, Business Systems Markets Division, Dept. DP-66875, Rochester, N.Y. 14650.

Since you demand a lot from EDP, demand the same from COM.
Our bright idea.
More computer power for your dollar.

The SEL 32 family of high-performance 32-bit computing systems offers a balance between big computer performance and minicomputer prices. Microprogrammable input/output processors, compatible central processing units, high-speed memory systems, and efficient data processing peripherals make up the hardware elements. On the software side, operating systems, language processors, libraries, application packages, and interactive terminal support balance the scales. Together, SEL 32 hardware and software provide a cost-effective solution to your current requirements, with expansion capability to meet your growth needs.

The SEL 32/35 is the strongest price-performer of any 32-bit single or multiple-CPU system available today. These computers can be configured from 64K bytes to 512K bytes of 900 nsec memory. Resembling its more powerful brothers, the SEL 32/35 is a complete package, including central processor with floating-point arithmetic, memory, chassis, power supplies, and cabinet.

The SEL 32/55, offered in a variety of both single and multiple CPU configurations, can be configured from 32K bytes to 1 million bytes of 600 nsec memory.

The SEL 32/50 is a single chassis computer providing the same CPU, I/O, and memory capability as the 32/55, but for dedicated applications.

Just circle our number on the Reader Service Card, or call us today. We'll send you the powerful story of the SEL 32 family.

6901 West Sunrise Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33313
(305) 587-2900
Computer Specialists

Boeing Computer Services is seeking specialists for a broad spectrum of challenging assignments. BCS is young but a major in the computer industry and offers outstanding career potential combined with living in the unspoiled Pacific Northwest.

Immediate openings are for:

• N/C Systems Analysts and Programmers
  Integrate the APT system with process control computer systems to support the fabrication of parts on N/C machine tools. Or, design engineering plans to define geometry in digital form for direct manufacturing application. Prefer two or more years experience and knowledge of APT and/or Post Processor and large mainframes such as IBM 370 or CDC 6600.

• Analysts/Programmers
  Develop, implement, and maintain information or data systems. Prefer three or more years experience with information or data systems, working knowledge of 360/370 hardware, COBOL or FORTRAN, OS/JCL programming. U.S. citizenship required.

• Data Base Designer/Analysts
  Design, analyze and develop physical or logical data base applications. Prefer three or more years experience with IMS on large scale hardware. U.S. citizenship required.

• Minicomputer Systems Specialists
  Application Analysis, System Design and Software Analysis assignments involving evaluation of mini applications for data entry and Data Base management; design of mini business systems; and development, maintenance and preparation of comparative analyses of mini software and operating systems. Prefer experience with current generation of mini and IBM 370 systems. U.S. citizenship required.

Please send résumé to The Boeing Company, P.O. Box 3707-JBA, Seattle, WA 98124. An equal opportunity employer.

---

"Hot Topics" Word Puzzle

Amos, wake up—the recession is over!

The following word puzzle contains the hot topics that the data processing community will "wake up to" in 1977. (To be candid, IBM did not consult us in the timing of the Series/1, "Peachtree" announcement, so that one is actually a 1976 topic. Oh well.) All of the words in the list below are imbedded in the puzzle, though not necessarily next to their counterparts listed here. Note too, that "systems" and "processing" appear only once.


ANTITRUST ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE BELL BILL CAPACITY MANAGEMENT CATAMORE CCD CERTIFICATION DATA BASE ADMINISTRATOR DATA COLLECTION DISTRIBUTED PROCESSING EFTS EMULATOR HOBBYISTS HOLOGRAPHY INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS LAWSUITS MICROPROCESSORS MODELING NETWORKING PEACHTREE PLASMA DISPLAY PRIVACY SATELLITE BUSINESS SYSTEMS SDLC SOFTWARE ENGINEERING SYSTEMS ANALYSIS USER FRIENDLY LANGUAGES WORD PROCESSING
AUERBACH Buyers' Guide to BUSINESS MINICOMPUTER SYSTEMS
A must if you purchase, use, compare or recommend business minicomputer systems. You can't afford to be without this new outstanding buyers' guide—Guaranteed to save you time and money!

1. Product Reports
analyze the most important systems currently marketed in the U.S. Each report offers a management-oriented overview, competitive product information, hardware and software specifications, user reactions, configuration guidelines and price data...plus totally objective evaluations and recommendations.

2. Overview
a special tutorial section, delineates the several classes of business mini systems, and provides guidelines on their capabilities, applications and configurations.

3. Search Charts
give you specifications on hundreds of business minicomputer systems, including comparisons on compatibility, capability, features, and more. Arranged in an easy-to-use format.

4. Directory of Suppliers
provides a concise, complete list of EDP suppliers.

Over 400 up-to-date, information-packed pages cover every important business minicomputer system used by major industries:

- manufacturers
- wholesale
- utilities
- transportation
- real estate
- retail
- construction
- insurance
- finance

...by any business or government organization.
At this price, you can't afford to be without it!

*If your needs are general purpose minicomputers, then buy the new AUERBACH Buyers' Guide to Minicomputers, also available for only $59. There's no duplication in information or coverage between these two new buyers' guides. Use independently or in combination with the AUERBACH Buyers' Guide to Business Minicomputer Systems.

AUERBACH Publishers Inc. 6560 N. Park Dr., Pennsauken, NJ 08109  609-662-2070  Telex 831 464
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Time-Sharing in Education Going, Going, But Not Gone

Time-Sharing Confronted with Standalone Computers As Educational Institutions Examine One-on-One Approach

When time-sharing was aborning, it was explained that the technique would allow many users to share the processor simultaneously as though each had exclusive use of the large machine. Terminals subsequently became almost as commonplace as the telephone. But in the 10 or so ensuing years, dramatic reductions in the cost of electronics have brought to the marketplace computers that are cheaper than some terminals.

What follows, then, is a natural consequence. Do away with the terminal and modem, avoid the phone line charges and, instead, get your own machine. Some people call this one-on-one.

And it's exactly what the University of California currently is looking into for instructional computing. Not a computer for each student, alas, but a sufficient number of standalone machines to accommodate students who must write, debug, and test programs to satisfy classroom assignments, as well as those who just want to learn what a computer can do.

Terminals out at Pasadena

At the Pasadena Polytechnic school, a high school in southern California, they've just replaced their three terminals, which were time-sharing the Cal Tech computer across the street, with three small systems. It's not such a new or startling idea, says supplier Gene Murrow. "It predates time-sharing. Before they had time-sharing, they had one-on-one—user and a $450,000 computer!" says Murrow, who is supplying three $1800 computers.

Murrow is president of fledgling Computer Power & Light Inc., Studio City, Calif. His microcomputer-based Compal-80, priced at a mere $1,863, comes equipped at that price with 12K bytes of read-write storage, 1K of PROM, a nine-inch CRT and keyboard. Extended Basic, and the facility to attach an ordinary audio cassette recorder for auxiliary storage. The system has been purchased by a number of schools in the Los Angeles area.

The concept of one-on-one is as natural to youngsters as the personal automobile is to their parents. It's the age of transistorized radios for bicycles and of supermarkets selling pocket calculators for less than $10. The home electronic video game, which attaches to the TV set, found its place under many a Christmas tree last year. Indeed, Creative Strategies Inc. has projected sales of such games at 17 million by 1980, saying that prices for such games "will fall more rapidly than most industry members recognize." The San Jose, Calif., research firm foresees prices for the low-end, limited-feature games dropping from $35 last year to $20 this year.

Reeducate users

Murrow, a former math teacher who has been writing instructional programs for years, is convinced there's a place for small computers, too. But he finds he must reeducate users to the idea that three machines, or 32 of them, are better than an equal number of terminals sharing a larger machine. For one thing, a 32-machine facility can have one system crash and still have 31 running. "Also, it's much less likely to crash because it's such a simple operating system," he says. "The one-on-one is so much simpler than these complex time-sharing systems."

He adds that this is especially appealing to school systems, which are delirious targets of bright students whose sole aim is to crash the system. Students love getting into the system exec and into restricted memory. They can do the same with a Compal-80, but then they've crashed only one system, which can be reloaded in 30 seconds.

Educational consultant LeRoy Finkel of Menlo Park, Calif., recalls the big debate in schools not so long ago. It was over whether students should be allowed to use handheld calculators during exams. One of the strong arguments against it was that many students couldn't afford those $200 calculators. "With the prices down to $25," he says, "that argument gets destroyed. Maybe the concept of the future will be that everyone will have to have a home computer."
Stanford's approach

The problem of delivering computing services to students is being addressed anew this year by Stanford University, which has installed a Digital Equipment Corp. 2040 with 48 terminals. This is being called lots, for low overhead time-sharing. The system can be staffed by only four persons, costs $440,000 to install, and perhaps another $200,000 a year to operate. It will be for students and faculty only, not for those performing sponsored research work, and it will take an estimated 85% of such workload off the large campus computing facility.

Stanford's progression, from a large mainframe supporting both sponsored research work and students and faculty to the installation of a smaller machine to serve only the latter category, stands in interesting contrast to the program being anticipated by the University of California.

UC's problem with a 6400

This institution has 120,000 students and nine campuses, all with their own computing facilities for administrative dp, for research, and for instructional purposes. On the Berkeley campus, for example, students formerly submitted jobs in a batch mode to be run on the PDP-11/70. But the first run, after an anxious wait, would only serve to inform the student that he was a terrible keypuncher—which he already knew. And subsequent submissions reinforced what he also suspected, that there were errors in his program. More recently the campus added two Digital Equipment PDP-11/70s.

"On either system, a student can get computing for a dollar an hour; and those are very capable systems," says Charles W. Stevenson, manager of computer planning for the university's Systemwide Administration. The two 11/70s offer two different operating systems and several languages. When the first machine was installed, it was predicted that terminal usage would range between eight and ten hours a day. "Their experience in the first six months was an average of 15 hours of use a day, seven days a week, on each of those terminals," Stevenson says. Based on the use of 25 terminals on each system, he says they can amortize the equipment over a two- to three-year period at a dollar an hour. "They're getting a lot of good computing at a buck an hour."

At that price, he adds, departments prefer the small systems. One professor predicts that within the next six months the campus will have three 11/70s and one 11/34. "And he considered that to be roughly equal to the capabilities of the 6400" at approximately the same price. "And yet one is far more approachable and has a lot more interest for instructional purposes."

Take that a step further and you have an even more approachable situation, the fabled one-on-one— a standalone machine for instructional computing. It's like a terminal, except that while the student sits at the keyboard he has the entire machine to himself. It would be portable—cumbersome, perhaps, but portable—and could be taken into a classroom for use there. "All you'd need is a three-wire outlet in the wall."

Why a terminal?

"Why buy just a terminal," Stevenson asks rhetorically, "and then add insult to injury by paying phone charges and the cost of modems and that sort of thing, when you can get what you really need for instructional computing in a standalone version for under five grand?"

He expects soon to be issuing an RFP for this machine. It would have a floppy disc or cassette, graphics capability, maybe in color, an interactive programming capability in some language such as Basic or APL, at least as much user space as in a multi-user time-sharing system, full typewriter keyboard, and some form of coursewriting software or firmware, such as Pilot or Dialog. And it should be able to communicate with a host computer, should that be desired, and to other devices, such as in laboratory experiments.

"My target price is five grand for that," Stevenson says. "I think it'll come in for less than that from what I've seen so far." In a few years, he adds, such a computer should be available for a third to a half of that price. At a unit price of $5,000, it's easy to figure how many can be purchased for the cost of installing and operating the larger time-shared systems over, say, a two- or three-year period.

The Compal-80, for example

To show that this is not an idle dream, he produces a brochure on the Compal-80 system, saying, "It doesn't take very many hours of use at a dollar an hour to pay for the use of that." He figures it would be less than 18 months. "Probably less than that if you have them in public areas where they're used to the extent that those terminals on the DEC machines are used on the Berkeley campus. And no phone charges."

He has also visited with other prospective vendors, some that regretfully can talk only in terms of a hierarchy of machines. "If you're talking about 200 of these standalone machines, they want you to get one of their big machines. If you want 50 of them, then they want to talk about their medium-sized machines, and if you need one to four, then they want you to get this other (smaller) one. But I think they're missing the point. Because in no case are those systems completely symmetric, and I think it's a mistake to go into this kind of a thing and assume that all systems will be in one particular kind of environment."

Stevenson wants to be able to allow professors to write their courseware, whether it's called computer-assisted instruction or computer-managed instruction, on the same type of machine. And allow them to do this in the privacy of their offices, at home, or in the same setting where students congregate. Vendors, unfortunately, want to provide profs with an expensive one-on-one machine to develop their courseware, overlooking the fact that the programs they develop won't necessarily run on the...
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students' machines, and vice versa. There's no symmetry there. What's required is complete program transferrability without change.

Books vs. courses

He regrets the fact that few academic institutions give a prof equal credit for writing good courseware as for writing a book or technical paper, though hopeful that this will begin to happen. "Well done courseware may involve far more thought and careful preparation and money than writing a book," he says. When this is recognized, it may be possible to store the courseware on a floppy or cassette and sell it in campus bookstores with its companion workbook, thus providing a royalty to its creator. "People asks. People sell audio courses now; why not also sell digital courses?" Stevenson asks.

Nor would this be restricted to campus bookstores. What with the current boom in the hobbyist market and the anticipated proliferation of home computers, one could also sell, say, income-tax preparation programs, games, checkbook-balancing programs, and personal record inventory programs.

"I'm not saying these things will replace computing everywhere," Stevenson adds. "Not by a long shot. But it's for a class of instructional use that currently is not being handled very well by anybody—because it's either too expensive or it's unapproachable or you can't get money to pay for it."

—Edward K. Yasaki

Effects of CAI Studied in LA

Youngsters in four Los Angeles elementary schools returned to school after their Christmas holidays to find themselves part of a federally funded study of the effects of Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) on elementary students.

And the systems they were working with weren't even in place when the Christmas holidays began. Delivered, installed, and brought up and running during the two week recess were three Cincinnati Milicron minicomputers and 133 Hazeltine Model One CRTS.

The study, to go on over a five year period, is being conducted by Educational Testing Services, Princeton, N.J., best known as administrators of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) for college bound high school students. Dr. Marge Ragosta of CRTS' Educational Studies Div. is project director.

During the study period a selected group of students at each of the schools will be exposed to CAI in math, reading and language arts. The exposure to math will include grades one through six. Students in grades three through six will be exposed to CAI in all three subjects. Periodically, the progress of students exposed to CAI will be compared to progress of other students in the same subjects.

Three of the four schools involved are in the Venice area of Los Angeles. The fourth is in West Los Angeles. Two have 32 terminals and one computer; a third has one computer, 17 terminals and a multiplexer which connects it to the fourth which has 52 terminals and no computer.

Minicomputers and software for the system were provided by Computer Curriculum Corp., Palo Alto, Calif. Terminals were supplied by the David Jamison Carlyle Corp., Los Angeles. The fledgling Los Angeles firm (September 1976 p. 176) underbid both Hazeltine and DEC for the $150,000 terminal contract. All three bid the Hazeltine Model One which had been specified by the School District.

Minicomputers

DEC's Growth Leaves Gaps For Competition to Fill

The surge in the minicomputer industry shows no sign of slackening. New applications developments, increased acceptance, the facts and fad of distributive processing, even the imprinture of IBM's Series/1 entry, fuel the thrust even as general economic indicators lag.

The major beneficiary, unquestionably, has been the titan of Maynard, Digital Equipment Corp., whose phenomenal growth has paced the market boom. DEC's first quarter sales were up 46% to $204.5 million and Wall Street has become accustomed to talk that this, DEC's 20th year, will push the firm into the billion dollar sales bracket. Yet, out in the field—in head-to-head sales competition, among DEC users and potential users—there is growing concern over DEC's ability to absorb the slice of the pie it has traditionally claimed.

The focal point of concern has been the growing lead time DEC has been forced to quote—and the often longer period for actual delivery—for medium and large DP systems, particularly in the business products group, and particularly for oem's. The big money PDP-11 line seems to have been the hardest hit, and while field reports vary widely as to quoted lead times—apparently indicative of a one-by-one customer evaluation in Maynard,—DEC salesmen have apparently been offering some oem's lead times up to and over a year for PDP-11/34's and PDP-11/70s.

The distress of the DEC committed oem's has been both a delight and a source of spillover business for DEC's ever hungry rivals, competition both small and large.

It is unavoidable

DEC has aggressively addressed the problem with an impressive plan to double its 3,000,000 sq. ft. of manufacturing plant within two years, but DEC president Kenneth H. Olsen has regrettfully acknowledged that, "It is unavoidable that we lose some market share when demand is so high. We like to think," he added, "that what we cannot supply is what is turned over to the competition."

At DEC's annual meeting in October, Olsen described DEC's growth as "unparalleled" by any company of similar size, except in wartime, but he conceded that demand had begun to outstrip DEC's ability to produce: "Difficulties arise when our customers don't tell us of their product needs ahead of time. They are naturally upset when there are shipment delays, especially those customers who depend heavily on us."

Undoubtedly reacting to apprehension that the lead time reflected supply problems like the metal casting and semiconductor bottlenecks that hit PDP-11 production three years ago, Olsen assured stockholders that the problem was capacity not supply, "We sell complex products made up of many different pieces," he said and while DEC's "normal delivery" was between 30 and 150 days, depending on system configuration, with the high demand pressure, delivery for "some pieces" was out to six months "and a few even longer than that."

Olsen's embarrassment-of-riches explanation has been widely accepted by DEC customers, most of their competitors, and by the security analysts who were themselves taken by surprise at the momentum and volume of demand.

There has been some bitter comment from impatient DEC users awaiting shipments that other industry vendors were able to accommodate market growth without DEC's snafus—notably DEC's archival Data General. And competitors snipe at Maynard for "inefficiencies" in final test and assembly and a "product mix problem" which they credit to DEC's matrix production
scheme. But the Wall Street and industry consensus seems to be that DEC has reacted to the problem with all the dispatch and resources a well-managed but habitually conservative company could be expected to employ. Yet over the past eight months DEC has had to deal with a whole range of unlikely management problems, from sales morale to corporate credibility, that reflect Maynard’s unfulfilled delivery promises and the resentment of users who rate low in DEC’s system-assignment program.

Even the Indian government has protested. Overseas sales seem to have particularly suffered because of domestic priorities—and no explanations are convincing to a DEC-committed systems house which can’t get the cpu’s it needs for its own sales.

To favored customers

The variance in quoted delivery schedules seems to depend on who is dealing with what products group when, according to competitive industry sources. The business products group seems to have the biggest problem, but the quotes on delivery don’t seem to reflect a corporate schedule or even an across-the-board product group situation. Delays seem to be tailored by DEC officials making the best of a bad situation—according to the importance, need, tolerance, and alternatives available to a particular customer. “It’s obvious that in their bind they’re not going to pass out machines in the order in which the paperwork comes in,” noted a competitive marketing director. “They’re setting priorities according to where they have a good market share and in the markets they most value—particularly the Fortune 500 users.”

Another competitive executive suggested that DEC product managers have been juggling output among backlog orders: delivering three machines on an order for ten, hoping to catch up later. The varied delivery quotes make it difficult to generalize: some markets report an improved delivery situation over the past two months, in others the situation seemed to deteriorate during the same period.

Question of competition

The competition for a customer seems a factor too: Data General salesmen seem to report tighter DEC delivery quotes than other smaller minicomputer manufacturers faced. While others reported oem delivery schedules commonly out to a year, Data General sources claimed their salesmen, who

DEC DELAYS: One competitor suggests the company delivers three machines on an order for ten, hoping to catch up later. Kenneth Olsen says it’s a case of capacity, not supply.
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change, even though it will take a major investment and six to nine months, maybe even a year, for them to turn over," explained one industry executive. "But they're out there. And some of them are visiting around the industry talking confidentially about making just that investment."

Because of the cost of their choices, the nature of the business, and the insight into DEC policy that comes from long term ties, major OEM switches are seen within the industry as serious no-confidence votes in DEC's ability to resume normal shipments in a sector of the market they previously dominated. It may be simply the "inevitable" loss of market share DEC foresaw—may even be only business DEC chose to risk—but the hush talk of possibilities has been a source of considerable excitement in minicomputer sales.

Harlan Dybdahl, head of marketing for Modular Computing Corp., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., is one of the few executives who did not request anonymity. He reported that his company had the "very exciting possibility of two rather large OEM's turning to Modcomp either as a second source or— a real possibility—changing altogether from DEC. If deliveries were not a problem, they probably would prefer to stay with DEC, but now they're out in the market."

Dybdahl said Modcomp has also gained "substantial" end user orders largely because of DEC's problems. "We have customers approaching us," he said, "and not just us. There are some sizable firms involved and I know they've been checking with others too." Some have complained of DEC's delivery schedules and DEC's problems. Data General has expanded production capacity 80-90% over the past 12 months and has had the luxury of expanding production just to accentuate the contrast. "We make no secret of the fact that we have attempted to cut our lead time to take advantage of DEC's delivery problem," said a DG executive. "We've probably cut our delivery schedules to even less than we would normally like to maintain."

Added a DG spokesman, "We've been following DEC's growth but we're not going to be caught with DEC's shipment problems—one of the benefits of being number two is that you can learn from the other guy."

—Vin McLellan

People

John Backus of Fortran Fame: Now He'd Unclog the 'von Neumann Bottleneck'

Through a wall of glass, and from a wooden deck beyond it, can be seen the San Francisco Bay. The vista extends from the Pacific Ocean on the left, just outside the Golden Gate bridge, extending to the Oakland Bay Bridge on the right, and includes the moloty assortment of high-rise office buildings in the downtown area. It is an exceptionally clear day and the view from atop the fashionable Twin Peaks area of the city seems hardly conducive to getting any work done. But it's the home and second office of John Backus of IBM who, this fall, received the National Medal of Science for 1975.

It's an honor that seldom goes to those working in computing. But this year, when 15 recipients were named in June, Backus was joined by George B. Dantzig of Stanford University, who has worked on computer-based algorithms in linear programming and operations research.

Backus and Dantzig are but two of a long list of people considered for the prestigious award. "I never expected that I would be on such a list, really," says Backus. "A mystery to me, how those things happen." But the experience cannot be entirely new to him. In 1974 he was elected to the National Academy of Sciences, and again is one of the very few members of the Academy who have no other specialty than computing.

John Backus is most often thought of as the inventor of FORTRAN, a misconception he immediately asserts the need to dispel. "It just seems so grotesquely unfair," he says, claiming he has been given too much credit for the algebraic compiler development. Backus, who led the group at IBM that developed FORTRAN, talks of the pioneering work of people like Irving Ziller, Robert A. Nelson, and Sheldon Best, who were among a small cadre of people on the project.

"Basically there were six or eight people who were central to it," he says. "Those were different days... It took us three years. And by today's standards, it was a tiny project. It was only 25,000 instructions."

Backus' group worked at a number of locations in midtown Manhattan. "All the executives and salesmen got the good offices, and we got what was left," he recalls. At one time they occupied the very top floor of the annex of 590 Madison Ave., next to the elevator machinery. They were then moved to a building on 56th Street. "Looking out of the window across 56th Street," Backus remembers, "there was a vacant lot, and then the back of an apartment building. On the same floor that we were on, there was a young lady who slept without any clothes on. She used to get up and dance very, uh, very free-form dances for awhile, out of sheer exuberance, early in the morning. Needless to say, we had no trouble getting people to come in, not only on time, but early."

Transferred across Fifth Avenue, the group found their offices overlooking the ladies' dressing room of some department store. And their next location provided a similar view at a Bonwit Teller store. "So people spent a lot of time at the windows."

Historical misunderstanding

A historical misunderstanding regarding FORTRAN, one that Backus admits he has mistakenly contributed to, has to do with an algebraic compiler developed earlier at MIT for the Whirlwind computer, generally credited to J. H. Laning Jr. and Neal Zierler of the Instrumentation Laboratory of MIT.

"A letter I got from the Instrumentation Lab not too long ago indicated that they had demonstrated the principle of producing code from algebraic expressions in 1953," says Backus. "I had always believed that we had got the idea for using algebraic input, and that sort of approach, from seeing a demonstration of Laning and Zierler's compiler at MIT. I have always said that, and it got into certain historical accounts. And I have always said that we started work on FORTRAN in the summer of '54..."
More recently, however, Backus received from Laning a copy of a letter that he, Backus, had sent in May of '54, requesting a demonstration of the MIT compiler. But earlier that month, at an Office of Naval Research conference, Backus and a co-author presented a paper in which they commented on the possibility of having programming systems that handled two-dimensional arrays (the MIT version handled only one-dimensional arrays) and algebraic expressions of a different sort from those accepted by the Whirlwind compiler.

"It turns out we had begun working on FORTRAN in January or February of '54," Backus now says. "We had been doing a lot of thinking about what the input language was to be like and what we were going to do. And we had obviously, by the time of that May conference, settled on an algebraic sort of input." Only after this did they see a demonstration of the MIT system. "It doesn't change the fact that (Laning) was the first one, to my knowledge, to have an algebraic compiler." But Backus is now certain that he had learned of the existence of that compiler at the ONR conference. "So it is clear that we didn't get the idea from them. It was just an independent development."

**Named IBM Fellow in '63**

The FORTRAN compiler, which the group thought could be completed in six months, was first distributed to customers in April 1957. Backus, in addition to leading the development, says, "I got the project underway." In 1963 Backus was appointed an IBM Fellow, no doubt for his work on the FORTRAN project. But earlier he also worked on various mainframe projects (he was at least partially responsible for talking IBM into building floating point into the 704) and later worked on syntax description.

"I'm surprised to find that some people know me for Backus Normal Form and have no idea that I had anything to do with FORTRAN." He chuckles, pauses, then adds, "You know, that's something I did myself." Backus Normal Form, of course, is a notation for describing the syntax of a programming language.

For many years, Backus says, he had worked on the mathematics of families of sets and operations on them. "I have reams of notebooks on various theorems about that stuff, which are all filed away. I didn't get the results that I had hoped to get." So he has set them aside and has been working on programming language fundamentals. "I'm not trying to design another baroque language like FORTRAN or PL/1," he adds. Rather, he is trying to understand the basic ingredients with which to build a language. "And I mean basic, not long lists of features..." If I succeed in what I'm trying to do, it would result in a language that could be completely described on one page. It would have simple mathematical foundations and its programs would have good mathematical properties." He finds a lack of both these features today.

"von Neumann bottleneck"

After a long period when all he produced were notebooks, he adds that "I'm certainly enjoying the work I'm doing now." He says his work provides some kind of intellectual basis for a different kind of machine, and is beginning to arouse some interest. "I have this view that modern computers are really very strange if you look at them very closely. You can think of them as being a cpu and a store, and a narrow tube connecting them. What you're trying to do is change the contents of that store in some major and significant way. And it all takes place by sort of holding and puffing one little word at a time through that damned little tube, which I call the von Neumann bottleneck..."

What he wants to do, he explains, is to provide an alternative to the von Neumann machine and to programming languages that mirror it. He's not certain what benefits would result. "All you can say with some certainty is that it's an advantage to have an intellectual viewpoint where you recognize that there's more than one kind of thing in the universe. If you see two things that are different, your idea of the universe is different than if you're staring at the von Neumann computer and can't see anything else."

The life he leads today, plugging away "at abstract stuff," as he phrases it, high above San Francisco, is in sharp contrast to his school days. Backus says he flunked out of prep school four years in a row, attending summer school each year to remain enrolled. He was also thrown out of the Univ. of Virginia.

Backus is the son of a chemist-turned-stockbroker who not only survived the stockmarket crash of '29 but also became a millionaire. The youngster had aspirations of becoming a mad scientist, and at prep school appropriated the equipment to build an elaborate set-up that had vessels with colored solutions and hoses going every which way. He says it looked like the one in the Alec Guinness movie, "The Man in the White Suit." "It bubbled and made beautiful noises." Backus says.

During the second World War, he was drafted into the Army, where he continued his education—"if that's the word—in the Army's special training program, where he attended the Univ. of Pittsburgh, Haverford College, and a medical school in New York City. The potential mad scientist, picturing himself studying people's brains, found that med school was "quite a different affair," and not what he wanted to do at all.

"I really wasn't interested in anything except listening to music," he says. With a desire now to build a good hi-fi set, he attended a radio technician's school under the GI Bill, and there met the first teacher he liked, someone who interested him in mathematics. This led to an enrollment in math at Columbia Univ.
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(‘I didn’t mention several schools I had been to’), where Backus was to get his first bachelor’s degree, and a master’s, too.

At IBM in 1950

“Before I even got my master’s, I just wandered in to see an IBM computer. And, uh, sort of got hired then and there.” It was 1950 and Backus was conducted through a demonstration of the sse, the Selective Sequence Electronic Calculator, managed by one of its inventors, the late Rex Seeber. “I mentioned to the girl who was showing me that I was looking for a job.” She suggested that he see her boss, an invitation Backus declined, not even being properly dressed for an employment interview. But she insisted, he did, and he got the job.

The mad scientist-turned-mathematician is now 51 years of age. He somehow retains a boyish, if not athletic, physique, a refreshing enthusiasm for his work, and an ability to examine himself objectively. “Honors are a funny affair,” he says. “You really shouldn’t take them too seriously.”

Backus says he does consider them an honor, and wouldn’t put them down. But he’s also amused by one he almost got. He was one of seven people selected for the 1974 Presidential Prizes of Innovation, which carried with them monetary awards of $50,000. It was one of President Nixon’s on-again, off-again affairs with the scientific community, a program declared dead earlier last year.

“Becomes Technology job.”

Hammer updated the meeting held early last month in New York’s Statler Hilton Hotel. In addition to the four computer forums, the ASME winter meeting featured four forums on the computer theme, Hammer updated the meeting held early last month in New York’s Statler Hilton Hotel.

Dr. Carl Hammer that have contributed groups of systems. In terms of computer application power, Hammer sees all this increased chip storage capacity leading in 10 years to selective voice recognition systems which he claimed will “allow operators to talk back to the computer.” Also in the not too distant future, Hammer envisions voice-to-print systems and print-to-voice machines which would provide remote access to libraries. “A full language translation capability” for real-time language translation, he said, will be five to 10 years away when the 10M chip becomes available.

More turmoil

On a less optimistic note, Hammer warned that all these technological changes will lead to “another 20 years of turmoil.” Contributing significantly to this turmoil, he said, would be software problems. He also believes there will be people problems.

“Enormously large segments of society,” he predicted, “will be affected by computer advancements.” One of the main impacted sectors, according to Hammer, will be the clerical and secretarial workforce, which Hammer insists “will have to be retrained for something else” in the next 10 to 20 years. It’s this relationship between man and machine that Hammer thinks is crucial. “When we finally solve the more important interface channels between man and machine . . . that is the time we will make progress,” he emphasized.

Technology

Man and His Machine: The Relationship Becomes Crucial and More Complicated

“It’s taken 1,000 years to shake off the shackles of mechanical drudgery.” And it’s machines, mainly computers, says Dr. Carl Hammer that have “relieved” man of this mechanical burden. Now it’s time, insists Univac’s computer sciences director, to find ways to use these “mind amplifying machines to strive to become a knowledge society.”

Focusing on the future relationship between man and machine, Hammer was one of several top computer technologists to address the American Society of Mechanical Engineers 97th annual winter meeting held early last month in New York. The five-day conference, which featured four forums on the “Impact of Computers on People and Technology,” attracted 3,500 attendees to New York’s Statler Hilton Hotel. In addition to the four computer forums, the ASME meeting also included 31 computer-related technical sessions, three short courses on dp technology and an 18-booth computer exhibit showcasing such things as numerical control systems and computer controlled industrial robots.

Picking up on the conference’s computer theme, Hammer updated the mechanical engineers on the latest computer advancements. The “miracle of the chip,” made possible by the LSI process, the Univac scientist explained, has produced 4K and 8K chips. But in the next five to 10 years, he predicted an even greater capability with the development of “10M chips or greater.”

In terms of computer application power, Hammer sees all this increased chip storage capacity leading in 10 years to selective voice recognition systems which he claimed will “allow operators to talk back to the computer.” Also in the not too distant future, Hammer envisions voice-to-print systems and print-to-voice machines which would provide remote access to libraries. “A full language translation capability” for real-time language translation, he said, is five to 10 years away when the 10M chip becomes available.

More turmoil

On a less optimistic note, Hammer warned that all these technological changes will lead to “another 20 years of turmoil.” Contributing significantly to this turmoil, he said, would be software problems. He also believes there will be people problems.

“Enormously large segments of society,” he predicted, “will be affected by computer advancements.” One of the main impacted sectors, according to Hammer, will be the clerical and secretarial workforce, which Hammer insists “will have to be retrained for something else” in the next 10 to 20 years. It’s this relationship between man and machine that Hammer thinks is crucial. “When we finally solve the more important interface channels between man and machine . . . that is the time we will make progress,” he emphasized.

Hopper on planning

Another ASME computer forum speaker, Dr. Grace M. Hopper, head of the Navy’s programming languages section, sees progress in computers coming from an examination of the effects of the future on planning in the present. “Look toward the future,” she stressed, “in using computers and base plans not on what’s being done now but what will be done.”

Present needs, she observed, call for “faster and more reliable computers.” But with computer processing coming closer and closer to the speed of light, she cautioned against making “things too small too fast.”

Getting into her famous minicomputer monologue, Hopper presented her scenario on future computerization. “It’s a very different world we’re moving toward. There will be an evolution and it will begin when today’s computers become overstuffed with applications.”

According to Hopper, this is already happening, causing computer builders to turn away from larger and larger computers in favor of smaller distributed groups of systems. “In a few years,” she maintained, “all computers will be built out of microcomputers. We’ll have a system of microcomputers doing things simultaneously, bringing structural engineering and not step-by-
step mathematical concepts into building computers.”

Multi-dimensional thinking
This new approach to developing computers, she said, will require programmers and analysts “to be architects in order to structure systems.” It will also require thinking in a multi-dimensional mode, which Hopper claimed will cause “problems for programmers who think one dimensionally.”

The benefits of the mini and microcomputer evolution will be reaped, according to Hopper, by everybody including small towns and businesses. “But there was nothing that said the solution was a tool and no more.”

A place for large machines
Dartmouth College president Dr. John G. Kemeny also sees the mini/micro trend as “a major step forward.” However, he also believes that there will always be a place for large machines “which provide a means of sharing knowledge.” The “best of all possible worlds,” he told ASME conference attendees, might be a computer network made up of a large central processor with connecting satellite minicomputers.

Regardless of how computers are configured, Kemeny says society will ultimately benefit from their usage. “The greatest contribution of computers for scientists and society,” he claimed, “is in terms of their ability to attack large and complex problems.” As an example, he cited the teaching of mathematics to science and engineering students.

“There is very little that couldn’t be taught through computers,” he contended. “Instead of asking a student to solve a problem, ask him to program a computer to solve it.” In this way, he explained, important conceptual skills could be learned, leaving the arduous mechanical process to the computer.

A long-time advocate of educational timesharing, Kemeny noted that a time-shared computer system “is the only reasonable way to teach science and math today.” Unfortunately, educational institutions, he complained, have been “very slow” in getting hands-on computer experience for their students.

Calling this computer experience an “essential part of higher education,” Kemeny denounced educational establishments that spent money on “lots of things” other than computers. It’s as equally a vital tool as a library, he argued, and could be used to wipe out “superstitious beliefs of what a computer can or cannot do.”

—Linda Flato

Railroads
Bar Codes Fall Short of Promised Results

Those multicolored bar codes on the sides of freight cars, meant to improve rail car utilization, have not achieved the results expected. The lack of acceptance of the so-called automatic car identification (ACI) program among American railroads has caused that industry to re-examine the technology. In another four or five years, it is said, the carriers will have to replace ACI labels at a cost estimated at upwards of $100 million.

“Think of it as fair to say that many people in the industry expected the results of the initial ACI system to be much more positive than what it’s been to date,” says a spokesperson for the Assn. of American Railroads (AAR), which adopted the system back in 1967. By 1974 more than 95% of the 1.5 million rail cars then in service were equipped with the 2 x 3-foot labels, as required. But there was nothing that said the $30 million or so spent to affix the labels had to be supplemented by an additional investment in trackside scanners to automatically read the labels. As a result, the AAR estimates that only 600 scanners have been installed, far short of the 5,000 to 10,000 required to develop a nationwide freight car control system.

Law suit against SP
Now, in an antitrust suit filed in late October, it is being charged that one of the rail carriers, the Southern Pacific, is trying to eliminate ACI as a method of identifying and controlling rail cars. SP, it is further alleged, went so far as to specify to suppliers that future freight cars and locomotives were to be delivered without the bar code labels. Spokesmen at SP refused to comment on the issue or the case.

Bringing the action against SP is tiny Computer Identics Corp. of Westwood, Mass., a $5 million/year maker of bar code labels, wands, and scanners, and a developer of systems for production and distribution control problems. Half of its business is accounted for by the rail market, such as it currently is: only six or eight railroads use scanners extensively.

The suit, charging violations of the federal antitrust laws and seeking treble damages of $150 million, identifies as defendants the Southern Pacific Transportation Co. and a subsidiary, TOPS On-Line Services Inc. The latter organization markets the TOPS (total operations processing system) that SP developed for its in-house use. Although SP is known to have tested the label scanners, its system relies on the human eyeballing of a car’s identification symbols and numbers painted on the side of each car. Users of TOPS or some version of it are said to include Union Pacific, Burlington Northern, and the Canadian National and British Rails.

Big contract
But the plum contract being sought by TOPS is a $50 million order for rail car control systems from ConRail, the consolidation of several regional railroads in the Eastern states. In an attempt to get this contract, Computer Identics charges, SP entered into a conspiracy to discredit the ACI technology, thus opening the way for ConRail to buy the TOPS system, which does not rely on scanning to capture rail car information.

“Think of it this way,” explains Computer Identics’ president David J. Collins. “Suppose they (SP) made scanners and we designed systems that used people to gather the information. And then suppose they dropped the human-readable information off their cars and urged others to do the same. That would leave the entire market for rail control at their mercy” because cars would then be identifiable only with the use of scanners.

“We feel in an open market the choice of using scanners for data collection, which is the modern way, or using people for data collection, there may be arguments for here and there, should co-exist,” says Collins.

In this atmosphere of uncertainty over whether ACI will or will not continue to be supported by the rail industry, one carrier that has committed to the technology is Grand Trunk Western Railroads, based in Detroit, Mich. This carrier is in the final implementation phase with its $7.5-million system, of which scanners, minis, and related gear comprise about $3.3 million. It has installed 61 scanners in its classification yards and along its rights-of-way.

Scanners are great
Grand Western’s Howard Tischler, general manager of information services, has estimated “hard” savings achievable solely through the use of scanners. He foresees a 40% return on investment over a seven-year period.
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EXW 10.7 H 13.11
EW 9.7 H 14.5
IL 50.1
IW 9.4
IH 9.10
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Bx 159
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QUESTIONED: Labels like the one on the left of this freight car can be read by trackside scanners while cars speed by at up to 80 mph. Recently, the American Association of Railroads, which initiated the automatic car identification program, estimated that only 600 of the estimated 5,000 to 10,000 scanners needed to read the labels have been installed.

paying off the equipment in a mere two and a half years. This disregards such soft savings as improved service to customers and goodwill. “I’ve been with this project now for almost four years,” he says. “I just think they’re great.”

Minority view

His enthusiasm represents a minority view in the industry, however, partly because the carriers initially were not educated to the implications of ACI to their operations. Inadequate maintenance of the labels—everything from incorrect labeling to the obliteration of the labels, making them unreadable—is also contributing to the slow acceptance of the program. When the labels were still new, it was being said that 91% of all rolling stock passing a given point was recognizable by the labels. That figure has to eyeball the cars going by—either on-site or with closed-circuit tv.

“We are looking at ways to improve ACI by increasing readability,” says Richard Briggs of the Asso. of American Railroads. He adds that they are looking into more effective labels and readers. “At the same time we’re also looking at other methods of car identification, including nonoptical scanners.”

—Edward K. Yasaki

Communications

Second Bite at the Apple for Bell Foes?

After a year of haggling with the Federal Communications Commission, it looks like American Telephone & Telegraph Co. may have finally gotten its way on the controversial Dataspeed 40/4 CRT terminal. At an informal meeting in late November, the commission agreed to overturn an earlier ruling by the Common Carrier Bureau, paving the way for AT&T to begin tariffing the terminal for interstate operation.

In the surprising reversal, the commission concluded that the combination keyboard and video display system “is not inconsistent with its existing computer rules.” But it also added that this decision “was made contingent on the outcome of the pending Computer Inquiry rulemaking. It is intended that this docket,” the commission noted, “will be subsequently enlarged to specifically address the issues raised by the Dataspeed 40/4 filings.”

To get the regulatory ball rolling in the new tariff process, AT&T has to wait for the formal FCC order which was expected to be issued late last month. Meanwhile an AT&T spokesman indicates that the company will “go ahead and file intrastate tariffs in the rest of the states.” Intra­state tariffs on the terminal have already been okayed in various states.

But the final word on interstate tariffing still hinges on the FCC’s official decision. This order, reportedly forwarded to Common Carrier Bureau Chief Walter R. Hinchman in early December, will have to be returned to the full commission for a vote after it is cleared by the bureau boss.

Inquiry on boundaries

The actual decision also will be supplemented by an additional order expanding the reopened Computer Inquiry to include the Dataspeed 40/4 issues. Slated to be wrapped up some time next fall, the new probe is designed to once and for all clearly delineate the boundaries between computers and communications. Comments on the second Computer Inquiry and the related Dataspeed 40/4 question are due Jan. 10.

While the Dataspeed 40/4 dilemma may not ultimately be resolved before late this year when the Computer Inquiry has turned up some answers in this sticky area, AT&T still has the right to seek tariffs and gear up for its marketing campaign. An FCC source pragmatically points out that the company could resubmit its initial tariff filed in November 1975 with possibly minor changes in the rates and specifications. If this procedure is followed, he explains, “they could resubmit the tariff on one day’s notice which would mean people wouldn’t have a chance to object to it. But they’ve already had a chance to object to it once,” he argues, “so why should they get a second bite at the apple.”

Opponents want it

The Computer and Business Equipment Manufacturers Association, adamantly opposed to the Bell built terminal, is one group that wants a second bite at that apple. Right after the commission’s change of heart was an-

DATASPEED terminal is center of controversy between FCC, AT&T and opponents in computer industry. Earliest Dataspeed 40 model was introduced in 1973 with keyboard, display and printer.
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Amdahl Given High Marks from NCSS

In Seminar for Financial Analysts

"IBM's emerging competition" is a favorite topic for many seminar-goers, particularly the financial community. Last month in New York, several dozen "buyers"—financial institutions with heavy portfolios of IBM (and other) stock—gathered at a Drexel Burnham & Co. meeting to hear four experts on those emerging competitors and learn of IBM's moves to dull their enthusiasm.

The newest of these competitors, the plug-compatible mainframe makers, have been given "credibility" by the performance of Amdahl Corp. and its 470/V6, according to Michael Field, vice president of data systems for NCSS, a $40 million services company. Last year, NCSS became the first such company to install the Amdahl system, and its experience to date has been a good one, he said.

Most important to the profitable NCSS, the 470/V6 has proved to be 80% more cost effective than the 370/168. It provides 50-60% more throughout than the 168, said Field, and operates at 2½ times the internal processing speed. Reliability has been more than 99%, which is "much better" than that of the 168 when it was first installed at NCSS two years ago. NCSS is also very pleased with Amdahl's support, particularly the online diagnosis facility—something IBM offers, "but we never saw."

Describing their decision to buy the V6, Field noted that early in 1976, the NCSS east coast center was running out of capacity on the 370/158 and 168.

Their choices were to add a 158, upgrade the installed 158, or use Amdahl. In addition to the performance improvements, Amdahl offered delivery times of "weeks, while IBM quoted months." The contractual terms were better, especially concerning reliability. The reports from early users, such as Massachusetts Mutual and the University of Michigan, were "favorable."

IBM didn't sit back and let it happen, however, said Field. "We saw levels of IBM management and technical experts we had never seen before. They told us about great things in the 168 we had never heard about before." After the Amdahl selection, everything went "back to normal." (NCSS still has a 168, plus an owned IBM 360/67.)

While giving high marks to company and system performance to date, Field noted that 1977 will be Amdahl's test year, since it will have more machines and field support. He expects that future versions of the system will implement faster memory chips, allow for use of more channels, and provide new micro-coding techniques. "Many of the developments for the next go-round are already in the machine."

IBM's strategy against competition

Field listed IBM counters to the competition and speculated on more to come. He pointed to the attached processor tie-in with the CPU, microcode that is pulling the operating system into the hardware, and the SDLC communications protocol—all aimed at locking in the user. "All these innovations are being released without much technical information."

He expects IBM to extend the microcode approach, but that will take a couple of years. "As microcode is implemented into larger machines, that will keep new competition from running IBM software unmodified. Independent software groups and companies like NCSS, which modify the operating system, will have to work harder to make new features. But it's do-able." Customers who don't have the expertise will have to conform or go third party. For the conforming, unmodified IBM software will mean more hardware. "I wonder where the user's breaking point is?" asked Field.

Guessing game for competitors

The discussion on IBM's moves that countered the competition was continued, by Marvin Silverman, technical support manager at American Express and president of the Eastern Region Systems Group of SHARE. His was a chronology of peripherals and pricing announce-
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ments IBM has made over the past decade. He landed heavily on IBM's increasing use of microcode and noted that some of IBM's systems software modules, dubbed selectable units, will lend themselves to microcode and, of course, unbundling. Competitors like peripherals makers will be increasingly involved in a guessing game: is the function in the cpu or out?

Minicomputers have been an "emerging" threat for about a decade, but IBM's direct counterattack is recent. The first customer for IBM's Series/1 minicomputer, Citibank in New York, was represented by Michael Cappi, vp of corporate data services. The reasons Citibank is adding Series/1 to its burgeoning coffers of minicomputers were spelled out earlier (December '75, p. 146) but Cappi did note that 35 systems are on order, predominantly for transaction-oriented check processing applications, "which IBM can do better than anyone else." IBM has not given the bank any price breaks, as is its stated policy, nor, said Cappi, is the support extensive, except for field engineering. The bank is developing its own operating system for the mini network.

Citibank ultimately will have 250 minicomputers in its seven operating divisions, including products of Hewlett Packard, Digital Equipment Corp., Data General, and IBM. On a dollar for dollar basis, Cappi did note that DEC's 11/40 is a better buy than the Series/1.

Citibank reorganization

Cappi described the Citibank reorganization from a "highly efficient centralized operation" to a decentralized one. The bank took a look at its customer and product base and determined, that while many departments had the same products and shared some, there were some distinctly different needs that made continued centralization impractical. They identified 122 distinct dp "channels," but decided to move slowly in decentralizing. For now, it has divided its operations into seven groups, each with their own clump of minis: consumer banking, investment management, international banking, world, national banking, subsidiaries, and an ms center. In this process, Citibank has trimmed its operations group to 6,000 persons from 10,000, decreased the dp headcount by 63, and cut its dp budget to $11 million from $12 million. A center containing two 370/165s and scores of discs, tape drives and printers has been eliminated. While the groups each have autonomous dp departments, Citibank is establishing some networks to transfer common data from one group to another. Also, an ms center using a 148

does some centralized applications, and a time-sharing center serves the entire bank.

Competition from Japan

Another IBM competitor, loudly acknowledged by IBM itself, is Japan, or Japan Inc. David Freeman, a Ketron Inc. consultant who is an adviser to Fujitsu, gave an overview of the Japanese market and of the Japanese as world dp competitors. The future of the IBM look-alikes, Fujitsu and Hitachi, are bright in Japan, he said. Outside Japan there are strong relationships with Hong Kong, Singapore, Philippines, and Australia. And "we must think about mainland China, India, Pakistan." The latter are some years away, but promise strong markets for Japan. Fujitsu itself has already ventured into Europe with its M series; four 190s are installed in Spain.

Freeman showed a chart comparing the M series operating systems to IBM systems—something that may be of increasing interest as Fujitsu spreads abroad. The M series osiv/4 is comparable to os/vs2 Release 3 in functions, device support and compilers, sorts, and utilities, according to Freeman. Potentially it is "superior to mvs" in channel throughput due to a Channel Dynamic Address Translator, and in overall implementation. It has "unknown reliability and unknown levels of field support.

The osiv/2 is comparable to dos/vs in functions, device support, and other features. osiv/xs is comparable to dos/vs, plus it provided emulation of earlier Fujitsu equipment and other transition aids. There are no announced counterparts to IBM'S os/vs1 or vm/370.

Minis, big computers, Japan. As ever, the competition is nipping the giant around the ankles. The audience didn't see IBM falling on its back, quoting Forbes Magazine prognostications of $40 billion in revenues for the firm sometime in the '80s.

—A.P.

State & Local Government

Not So Great Expectations

State and local governments, which spend some $30 billion plus annually for data processing related projects, have become wary of late in predicting success for new programs.

In fact, they almost seem to expect the worst, or at best, a lot of problems before implementation can happen. California's legislative analyst A. Alan Post has said the state has abandoned more computer programs than it has implemented.

In the last decade, the popular press has been full of horror stories of abandoned programs and even of abandoned computers (Aug. 1973, p. 74). In Los Angeles last month there was talk of writing off a $1.46 million Fire Department computerization project which was to have become functional in December 1973.

But, also in Los Angeles, the Los Angeles county Dept. of Public Social Services is having a different kind of experience. Implementation of a system called Welfare Case Management and Information System or WCMIS (pronounced Wiz-Miss) is proceeding far more smoothly than the department had anticipated. In fact, the department didn't anticipate savings with the system when it submitted a budget for its current fiscal year last summer. Maybe the county board of supervisors did. It cut the department's budget by $1 million which is just about what the department expects to save thanks to Wiz-Miss.

Robert Best, director of the county's data processing department, said Wiz-Miss is a three phase project. The first phase, which is the part that will save tens of millions this year, was developed by Best's staff over an 18 month period with some outside help from Computer Sciences Corp.

State and federal help

The project was funded by the county with contributions from state and federal government. Best said total cost of the program, including all hardware, design and development and communications will be $3,059,000.

As part of phase 1, all files on both open and closed welfare cases were put on disc. These previously were stored in large Rolladex and tub files in the department's main office. There are some 2 million cases on file.

Univac Uniscope terminals are being installed in 65 district offices and four hospitals. In two offices, Covina and Belvedere, and in the hospitals, they're already operational. Best said communications lines are in place and the network has been tested. On March 1, he said, at least one terminal in every office will be turned on and sometime in May, all 150 terminals will go on-line.

"It's just a question of training the people in the field."

With this first phase of Wiz-Miss, eligibility workers will be able to prepare a welfare applicant's financial needs for computer processing directly. Under the old method, a clerk would take information from an eligibility worker and would prepare it for another clerk who
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would make a manual check of the card index of welfare cases in the district office then would telephone to the central office to be sure the applicant didn’t have a previous record. In some cases this process is computer assisted with overnight service. With the new system the check is made in seconds.

Response average

The responses at the Covina office have been averaging seven seconds.

At the county hospitals, which are under the jurisdiction of DPSS, the terminals are used to check for previous medical services and to determine a patient’s eligibility for Medicare or Medicaid assistance which means the hospitals get paid a lot faster then they were before. DPSS says the system will eliminate the need for 500 clerical jobs this year and a total of about 900 when it is fully operational in two or three years. Best has predicted on-going savings of $6.7 million a year over a nine year period once the system is fully operational.
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Social Concerns

Reminiscences and Predictions

The 10th anniversary of Dartmouth College’s Kiewit Center—symbol (and workshop) of Dartmouth’s pioneering role in the introduction of computing in the educational process—was celebrated by a stimulating symposium on “Man and the Computer” last month.

The two-day discussion was led off by Dartmouth president, Dr. John O. Kemeny, educator and computer pioneer responsible for the college’s leadership in this field. Kemeny reminisced about his prognostication ten years ago that “within 25 years computer terminals would be as common in the home as television sets were in 1966 . . . The date 1990 still looks like a good target date.”

Commenting on the technology required to bring this widespread use about, Kemeny noted the persisting lack of a cheap general purpose terminal and the potential of the minicomputer in the short run to lead us “in the wrong direction.” While valuable in introducing more people to computing, the use of the minicomputer “cuts you off from one of the major benefits that com-
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As a vertically integrated company, we control every step in the manufacturing of our memories, from chips and subassemblies through the finished product. This enables us to keep a tight control on quality and reliability. It also prevents us from passing the buck.

We have the largest selection of memories anywhere: from core you thought you’d never see again through semiconductor memory for this week’s variation on the 370.

Behind every EMM add-on memory stands a financially sound company, firmly committed to the add-on memory business. We’ll be there with the products and services you need. Today. Tomorrow. 1986.

Maybe that’s why EMM has the highest percentage of repeat business of any add-on memory supplier.

We stand behind our product.

WE’RE COMMITTED TO MEMORY.
utgers ought to be bringing to mankind, namely the ability to share common data bases and more importantly, to share common techniques." (This knowledge-sharing goal is at the heart of one of Kemeny's dreams—a National Automated Reference Library— which, after 20 years, is still a long way from fruition, he said.)

Kemeny listed further problems as roadblocks to achieving "a symbiotic relationship" between man and machine. Language development is one such problem. Decrying current languages as either too specialized or "horribly general," he advocated "a do-it-yourself" language, a language which "would grow as our concepts grow." Too, if the language is to facilitate man-machine interaction, it must permit the "kind of tolerance for errors and ambiguity" that exists in speaking. Unless the terminal is given this kind of tolerance, "we're not going to see tens of millions of people using computers... I'm convinced that we still need some major breakthroughs in the development of language."

**Asking too much**

Kemeny also raised questions about the memories that such large networks will require and the perfection that is being asked of computers and data bases. Memories storing billions of pieces of information will come, but "will we know how to use them?" Isn't "too much being asked of the algorithms" for storage and retrieval. Further, the perfection in computer security being asked is greater than would otherwise be expected. "The search for fool-proof or perfect algorithms must have limitations in the very nature of the demand."

In addition to the technological problems, society must do more and more to "realize the role of human beings" in facing the man-machine partnership. So far, many educational institutions are failing in their part in this, "making it impossible for students to have easy access to the computer." That was "okay in 1966, not in 1976," criticized Kemeny. No student should leave college "without being comfortable with computers."

The problems of the widespread use of computers in areas like electronic funds transfer, privacy, and politics were examined by other speakers. Rand's Willis Ware, now serving on the government's Privacy Protection Study Commission, warned that "technology is tightening the processes of society and unless record-keeping systems supporting such tight systems are accurate, the individual will be harmed... We need technically trained people in public policy matters."

The responsibility of computer sciences in major social issues was a theme taken up by Dr. Frank Ryan, director of information systems of the U.S. House of Representatives, in his talk on computer impact on the political method.

"Can computing through its highly entrepreneurial and evolutionary character force unforeseen bias upon the political processes that come to rely upon it? Can computing through its functional strength undermine the self-controls envisioned by the founding fathers?" Most definitely computing can provide benefits, but it can also warp the political method, asserted Ryan. It has already brought mixed blessings in application to the electoral process, in the system of checks and balances, in the workings of Congress.

**To help politicians**

In a landmark, eloquent speech, Ryan called for an entity at a "high political level" to examine the impact of computing and other technologies and determine "how the grand design of the

---

**Resolve™ stops IPLs and downtime dead in their tracks.**

One of the reasons they made you a manager was your ability to know when the system was slowing down, operating inefficiently, or on the verge of crashing.

Now there's a diagnostic product that gives more warning than you get from the pit of your stomach.

It's RESOLVE.

RESOLVE is a real time, on-line problem solver that flags (and shows you how to reduce) enqueue conflicts, reserve lockouts, paging thrashing, job looping, in wait states, and jobs hung up in the system.

RESOLVE provides more than 40 operator and authorized TSO user commands. Each one addresses a system problem that can cause lost time or IPLs.

Use it. You'll find bottlenecks before they stop the clock. And you'll also pick up system productivity.

More work through the machine. Fewer IPLs. Better management. It all comes from RESOLVE.

Information about RESOLVE is available in writing or over the phone. Get one or the other when you contact us.

Boole & Babbage Inc., 850 Stewart Drive, Sunnyvale, CA 94086; (408) 735-9550. Outside California dial toll free 800-558-1872.
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founding fathers should be modified in the reality of the present day—to keep, to preserve the things thought to be good about government.” Computer sciences could obviously help politicians in this monumental task.

Putting this in practical terms, Ryan emphasized that “we need to create a conception of that reality in terms of a model or schema—an environmental model. We might identify a very important class of those models, called closed models.” Whenever a component was transformed or perturbed, as through the use of computing, “the model would remain invariant.” EFTS needs such an environmental model, he said, and “there is none in the political method, at least not at the federal level.”

How are computers warping the intentions of the founding fathers? Ryan gave an example: the election process, the drafters of our governmental framework “hoped that special interest and individual influence could be subjugated to the common good.” An informed electorate, rather than merely a convinced one, is vital to this aim. Yet, says Ryan, when one views the uses to which the computer was put in the last campaign—from mailing lists to opinion analysis—“it added to the ability to convince, but very little had been done to create an informed electorate.”

In this connection, computers have made possible the identification of representative subsets of the population, and campaign mail tends to go only to these special groups. “That is not the way the grand scheme of our constitutional framework was supposed to work,” Ryan said.

Another intent of our forefathers was that “no qualification of wealth on the part of the candidate should be permitted to fetter the judgment of the people.” This is not a computer question per se, yet its use has contributed to the problem. President-elect Carter alone spent $750,000 on data processing. Ryan quipped that computers are being used by candidates effectively against one another, evidenced in the last campaign: “Carter used time-sharing and remote batch. Ford used batch.”

Checks and balances
Computing has also shown its potential effects on the system of checks and balances, said Ryan. For example, the Joint Committee on Internal Revenues Taxation has been using an income tax model to project effects of possible changes. However, the model is run on a system in the Department of Treasury, and initially the committee’s requests went through programmers there. Hence, the executive branch was aware of what the legislators were examining. This was finally changed, with the committee being given direct access to the model via terminal, eliminating the Treasury programmers. But the model used is still on Treasury computers. “Is this the check and balance that was thought of by James Madison? I claim it is not. It is the leap forward to easy use of computers that is bringing about the compromise in political method…”

Ryan told the audience that “I am going to help put in a network to all the members offices in the House and Senate.” Congressmen will ultimately have many tools available to them—access to as many data bases as possible, the ability to write their own programs. “This could be an outstanding modern day event. But unfortunately, we can’t say whether this is going to create disastrous political consequences somewhere down the line that we can’t foresee now.”

One problem is “whether because of the economics we in effect are narrowing their information resource rather than broadening it. It might be easier to use the computer and get partial information than to go out and try to do it right.”

The role of computing in helping society accurately and intelligently determine its social and political direction, in providing technology to further the sharing of knowledge, and in helping protect the individual—these were among the high orders of the discussion. But there are also laws developing that will affect the use and ownership of data of all kinds. One such law is the new Copyright Act, P.L. 94-533, which goes into effect Jan. 1, 1978. Lawyer and writer Robert Bigelow examined some of the implications of that law for computing.

What seems clear is that machine readable data bases and object programs are copyrightable under the new law, said Bigelow. As such, they are protected for the author’s life, plus 50 years, an extension to the 28 years (renewable once) provided before. But the exclusive rights and the rules of infringement concerning works used in conjunction with automated systems are not provided for by this new law. They continue to be covered by law developed under the old 1909 act. So far that law has developed very little for lack of legal cases and decisions that would define it.

Final recommendations
However, this August the National Commission on New Technological
Uses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU) is to make final legislative recommenda-
tions on "the reproduction and use of copyrighted works of authorship in con-
junction with automatic systems capable of storing, processing, retrieving, and
transferring information." CONTU also will consider the problem of copyright
registration requirements under the new law as they apply to continuously updated
data bases. Copyrighted works must be "deposited" within three months,
leading to the question: "Do you run a printout every hour?"

Bigelow also noted that the federal law has left certain aspects to state law
to enforce many related computer data issues, such as breach of a data base
owner's security arrangements and access to his data; data access by inten-
tional interception of transmission; and unauthorized printouts from a CRT
display.

International

CII-HB Offerings Overlap As
Level 66's Join Level 64's

Honeywell Information Systems and its transatlantic partner, CII-Honeywell
Bull, are keeping their users guessing—and probably their salesmen too.
The product strategy followed by CII-HB since its legal birth last July 1 has shown
break after break with the established HIS line, instead of the promised conver-
gence.

The systems currently available in CII-HB territory (49 countries, but ex-
cluding among others North America, the U.K., Japan, Italy and Australia) in-
clude five Level 64 models against only two in HIS markets—the Level 64/20 and
64/40. Models announced by CII-HB are the 64/20, 64/30, 64/40, 64/50 and
64/60, the latter being at the top of the line as a 370/138 equivalent. The Level
64 line is developed and manufactured exclusively in France.

As for the HIS-made Level 66 line, the story is different. In the CII-HB sales ter-
ritory, the 66/10, 66/20, 66/40, 66/60 and 66/80 were in the catalogs only
when this was written. One large user with multiple Level 66 installations in
France apparently was not aware that the 66/10 had been launched in continen-
tal Europe. The level 6 minicomputer still had not been offered in CII-HB
territory, though observers felt it would come soon.

The French company has hinted broadly that there still is a lot more to
come from the Level 64. It has issued an apparently French-oriented an-
nouncement about an interim line for the Series 60 due in or around 1980. At
the same time there will be a Y4/Y5 line for users of the CII Iris 80.

Both these lines will be a half way state in the "Unisys project," designed to unify all of the HIS and CII-HB lines
by 1985--1985;" the company says (see sidebar, p. 165).

CUE/DSO, a better roadmap
to improved system performance.

There are a lot of ways to
get around in your system. And, there are a lot of roadblocks along the way that slow per-
formance.

CUE/DSO (Configuration Usage Evaluator/Data Set Optimizer) is like an over-
grown roadmap that lets you see how your system and its resources are performing. It isolates hardware and software bottlenecks so you can quickly and easily improve system throughput.

CUE/DSO measures and plots CPU, channels, devices, SVCs, queues, head movements, VS paging and lots more. It gives you specific information on disk volumes, data set organizations and head movements between data sets.

With all this information, it's easy to avoid the roadblocks that stand in the way of increasing your system's performance. It also helps you establish a solid base of utilization so you can accurately project when you'll need new equipment and gives you the documentation you need to justify the expense.

And, CUE/DSO operates in the OS/VS en-
vIRONMENT.

If you want to avoid some of the bumps along the road to improving your system's performance call or write Boole & Babbage Inc., 850 Stewart Drive, Sunnyvale, California 94086, (408) 735-9550. Outside California dial toll free 800-538-1872.

Boole & Babbage

I drive my system at a pretty high speed and need to know how to get improved performance faster. Send me information on the CUE/DSO roadmap.

Name ______________________ Title ______________________

Company ______________________

Street ______________________

City __________ State __________ Zip __________

Phone ______________________ Operating System ______________________
Save up to 50% on additional memory for your IBM 370/125. You can do it now with a call to your Intel representative. We're now delivering add-on memory for the 370/125. And we give you three money-saving choices: 30 day rental, long term leases or outright purchase.

Until now you had only one choice: IBM. Our Model 7125 meets or exceeds all their specifications, with equal access and cycle times. Just plug it in. It's totally compatible with all your hardware and software. So why pay more?

Our exclusive 16k bit memory chip provides system expansion up to one megabyte in a small desk high unit. Active spare memory enables you to substitute failing memory in 32k byte increments. Maintenance features include comprehensive error checking and correction logic, automatic memory address relocation and a fault location system that enables chip replacement.

Intel is the established leader and largest manufacturer of semiconductor memory. Our add-on memory systems for the 370/125, 370/135, 370/145, 370/158, 370/168 and, soon, 370/115, 370/138 and 370/148, enables you to add more memory, in less space and at lower cost. Start saving now. Replace your IBM memory with Intel memory. Remember us when you need to add even more.

Intel Memory Systems
1302 North Mathilda Avenue
Sunnyvale, California 94086

Please send me more information on the following Intel memory systems:

- IBM 370/125
- IBM 370/135
- IBM 370/145
- IBM 370/158
- IBM 370/168
- IBM 370/115
- IBM 370/138
- IBM 370/148

Name/Title ___________________________ Mail Station __________________
Company ___________________________ Phone __________________
Address ___________________________ ___________________________
City/State/Zip _________________________
Overlap with the 66

But it is widely expected that the smaller Level 66 machines shortly will be let loose on the CII-HB market, thus producing a product line overlap, which is not easy to explain, even if it might be proof of an independence from the French company which few expected.

The overlap is moreover difficult to quantify. The Level 64 now has a top memory size of 768K (for the 64/60 which starts at 192K). The 64/30 reaches up to 384K, the 50 to 512K. The line was developed specifically, says the company, to have a high emulation performance and it seems that most so far sold are operating in emulation mode.

There's an historical explanation for the overlap between the two lines. The Level 64 was intended to take over from the Olivetti-GE 100 and the GE-Bull 200/2000 series. The 66 on the other hand is meant to take over from the GE 600 and 6000 systems. The idea is to provide an overlap to offer both sets of users an uninterrupted growth path.

One reason for the lower Level 66 is that both systems are designed also for new users. Another explanation also is said officially to lie in the application differences of the two lines. Designed for different types of operation, they have basic differences in data structure. The 64 is designed for emulation and batch, and the 66 for real-time, large

TSA/PPE, a dramatic leap forward in system and program management.

Every DP manager wants to get that last 20% improvement out of his systems and programs. The problem is the high cost of getting that optimization.

TSA/PPE (Total System Analyzer/Problem Program Evaluator) gives you the help you need. It does all of the hard work so you can concentrate on areas that will give you the greatest return in CPU usage.

TSA/PPE samples all system and program modules, extracts pertinent data and produces summary reports to help you locate high activity areas.

And, you also get a management report of all module usage and a plot of each module’s usage over time. Then it will pinpoint high activity and wait problem areas back to specific addresses in your programs.

With that information, improving system performance is a snap.

With TSA/PPE you'll be able to add new applications, improve throughput, and cut turnaround time with the same equipment.
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telecommunication networks and number crunching.

But the L64/60 offers up to 42 communications lines with three controllers—a lot for a batch machine. It allows, incidentally, up to 2.4 billion bytes of on-line disc storage and is reckoned to be equivalent in price to the 370/138.

Political answer

The other consideration, political rather than marketing, is over an issue which CII-HB currently is keen to play down—but which evidently is not yet dead. The French government, as part of the terms of the deal with Honeywell Information Systems, dearly wishes that the Level 66 system be made in France because the public sector will be buying it. So far, Level 66's have been made only in Phoenix, Ariz., and Newhouse, Scotland. Naturally, the Scottish trade unionists and others have proved a little sensitive on the possibility—as the rational implication would be the shutting down of the 66 line at the already depleted Newhouse plant, particularly with few British public sector orders forthcoming.

Manufacture of bigger and bigger 64's in France may be the way around an internationally sensitive issue, one which apparently is still undecided. But CII-HB says that the Level 64 is not indefinitely expandable, and there will always be a need for "something different" at the top of the range. For a moment, though, there was a question of whether Honeywell were going to have a single range.

—Andrew Lloyd

Unisys—A Final Convergence of Honeywell Systems by ’82

"Project Unisys"—which has nothing whatever to do with Univac—is a program announced in Paris in September by the newly-formed CII-Honeywell Bull.

According to the company, it is a "global program of convergence" whereby the CII-HB cataloged products will merge into a single unified line of computers, "conceived in association with its American partner, Honeywell Information Systems." This is due by "1982-85."

The announcement seems to have been intended for the French audience. But one or two points, depending on the corporate weight put behind them, could have an impact elsewhere.

French computer people, and others fond of CII, were glad to hear that the CLI heritage, the X4 and X5 machines originally being developed for Unidata, would see the light of day—at least in some form. The new machines are due for release around 1980, and will be called the Y4 and Y5. The wherefore of the Y4 is that the machine will serve as an intermediate step to CII Iris 80 users between their current system and the 1982-85 offering.

There also is to be a sort of Series 60 Mark II—another intermediate step—if the announcement literature is not misleading. These machines will incorporate certain CII-developed processor components. Both the Y range and the updated Series 60 will share Series 60 type peripherals.

The announcement also was greeted with a measure of warmth by the hitherto hostile CII Iris users. These nevertheless were reserving a final verdict until they had all the technical details of the new systems. At the time of the announcement, the company also said it soon would be launching further upward extensions of all levels of the Series 60.

"There also is to be a sort of Series 60 Mark II—another intermediate step—"Andrew Lloyd"
Computer Automation Strikes Back: Computer Automation Inc., sued in 1975 by Datapoint Corp. which charged misappropriation of trade secrets (Oct. 1975 p. 137), filed suit in Los Angeles Federal District Court against the San Antonio firm along with TRW Inc., and TRW Datacom International charging conspiracy and monopoly in violation of federal antitrust laws. TRW Datacom distributes Datapoint products in international markets. The Computer Automation suit asks for treble damages and an injunction against further prosecution of the Datapoint action. The suit alleges that the defendants agreed to eliminate Computer Automation’s Syfa computer system as a competitor in South Africa by conspiring to force Syfa’s distributor, Computer Advances of South Africa, into not carrying or promoting the Syfa system, by refusing to send new Datapoint technology or products to Computer Advances which also is a distributor for Datapoint.

The suit also charges that Datapoint acted in bad faith when it brought the trade secrets suit against Computer Automation; that the suit was brought to encourage distributor boycott and to discourage competition by Computer Automation.

Microcomputer Move: Pertec Computer Corp., Los Angeles moved to strengthen its position in the microcomputer systems market by issuing a letter of intent to acquire MITS, Inc., Albuquerque, best known for their Altair computers and computer kits for hobbyists. Ryal R. Poppa, Pertec president and chief executive officer said of the microcomputer systems market, “we believe this market will experience dramatic growth over the next several years.” He said MITS also will provide an outlet for current and planned products manufactured by PCC’s Pertec Div. PCC designs, manufactures, markets, and services digital magnetic tape transports, disc drives, flexible disc drives, microperipherals and microcomputer subsystems, and data entry and communications products.

Terminal Sale: Harris Corp., Cleveland has reached preliminary agreement with terminal maker Sanders Associates, Inc., Nashua, New Hampshire, for acquisition of Sanders for $17 million in cash and assumption of liabilities. Richard B. Tullis, Harris chairman, said purchase price is below book value and, because of this, Harris expects to be able to operate the Sanders business profitably from the outset. Harris plans to operate Sanders as part of its Data Communications Div., headquartered in Dallas. Operations will continue in Nashua under present management.

The Algorithm: The encryption algorithm, originally developed by IBM and okayed by the National Bureau of Standards’ Institute for Computer Science and Technology, has finally been approved as a Federal Information Processing Standard by the Commerce Department. Based on patents received in March 1974 by inventors John L. Smith and Horst Feistel, the encryption algorithm must be used by all federal agencies in encrypting data. Excluded from this requirement are data related to the National Security Act of 1974 and the Atomic Energy Act of 1952. The new standard, in the works for four years, is expected to be published officially Feb. 15 and will become effective six months after the publication date. In addition to providing the new encryption standard to the federal government on a gratis basis, IBM also is generously offering a non-exclusive royalty-free license to anyone who wants to use the algorithm, provided it becomes a federal standard. The company earlier had set a deadline of Sept. 1, 1976, but later extended it to jibe with the delayed Commerce Dept. approval date.

Mass Storage Marketing: Ampex Corp. has turned over worldwide end user marketing rights to its TBM (Tera­bit) mass storage system to Systems Development Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. Ampex retains OEM marketing rights to the system. The two firms said SDC will purchase TBM data storage equipment from Ampex and will then use its extensive software and systems integration experience in the development of mass storage systems for its customers. Ampex will continue to manufacture the equipment at its Advanced Systems department in Sunnyvale, Calif. Ampex introduced its TBM in 1972 and has some five installations, including a unit purchased by SDC for $1.8 million.

Amphahl User Group: Fifty-three representatives from all 27 current Amphahl 470V/6 installations and from four potential installations attended the first meeting of a newly formed Amphahl Users Group. Dr. Dick B. Simmons, president of the IEEE Computer Society, was elected the group’s president. John W. Lovin, Jr., vice president for data processing at Liberty National Life Insurance Co. was chosen vice president. His company installed the number nine 470V/6. During the two-day charter session, the group met with Dr. Gene M. Amphahl, company chairman; Eugene R. White, president; and Naoya Ukai, an Amphahl director and representative of Fujitsu Ltd. White asked the group to form two committees—one at the technical level and the other at the user management level—to continually apprise Amphahl management of user satisfaction.

Amphahl in Germany: Amphahl Interna­tional has formed its first operational company, Amphahl Deutschland GmbH, Munich, Germany. The company already has delivered its first computer system to a German customer, a $4 million 470V/6 system, shipped from California to Max Planck Gesellschaft zur Forderung in Munich. Richard B. Say­ford, managing director of the new Ger­man company said a second, similarly valued system, was due to be shipped before the end of the year. Amphahl has some 15 technicians based in the Munich area in preparation for the computer installations.

German Acquisition: Varian Data Machines, Irvine, Calif. took a big step into the German computer products market with acquisition of Krantz Computer GmbH of Aachen, Germany. Assets, manpower, manufacturing and sales facilities of Krantz Computer were acquired from its parent company, H. Krantz, a manufacturer of diversified commercial and industrial products. Purchase terms were not disclosed. Donal B. Duncan, Varian Data Machines president, said he expects the combined resources of Varian’s advanced computer products and European sales force and Krantz’s systems expertise and European marketing strength to “increase our own sales volume in Europe by 50%” during the coming year.

Crowding but not Overcrowded: The small business computer market is still at a stage where eventual domination by larger firms is not yet certain, said Creative Strategies, Inc., San Jose, Calif., based on a study it did of the market. “A major shakeout in the industry will not occur for at least three more years,” CSI estimated that there are more than 100 participants in the marketplace if systems houses are included. But, said the research company, the market is big enough for everyone. CSI said domestic annual small business computer shipments have grown from $794 million in 1972 to $1.4 billion in 1975 and will continue to grow to $2.2 billion by 1980. Annual unit shipments, the firm said, have grown from 20,300 in 1972 to 38,000 in 1975 and are expected to nearly double by 1980.
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More powerful than an Eclipse S/200.

It's more memory. It's more software. It's more speed. It's SuperEclipse!

Disguised as a mild mannered small computer, our new Eclipse S/230 leaps to the top of the scientific Eclipse line. More powerful because it has double the memory of the S/200, with 512K Bytes. As well as our new heuristic Advanced Operating System, for maximum resource utility and intelligent multiprogramming.

And if you think the S/200 was fast, our new time fighter has a 500 nanosecond MOS memory cycle time, and “look ahead” mapping for faster memory access.
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CIRCLE 68 ON READER CARD
If asked (Chief Justice Raymond M. Carlson may retire this year) Christo shot back: "I would be sorely tempted."

AFTER THE FOURTH TRY—WHAT?
For Leonard Palmer, a former Burroughs salesman, it's the fourth time up at bat against his former employer from whom he's already won two big dollar judgements by juries only to have them set aside by judges. Says Palmer "I'm willing to go to jail for contempt to prove my point."

The latest positive jury judgement for Palmer, who contended his ComputerTerminal Service Bureau was put out of business by Burroughs, its prime supplier, came last March (March 1976 p. 18) when Palmer won from a jury a judgement of $3.48 million in trebled damages. Subsequently, Judge Charles E. Wysynanski, on loan from a federal court in Boston, decided the trial wasn't quite right and ordered a new trial beginning March 1, 1977. Palmer, in the meantime, is keeping afloat doing expert (computer) work for his attorney, Joseph Alioto (son of the one time mayor of San Francisco) and he's prepared to speak his mind at the next trial to the point where he'll either win or go to jail.

MOHAWK TO OFFER SMART TERMINALS
A leaner, reorganized Mohawk Data Sciences Corp. will push two new entries into the intelligent terminal market later this month. The System 9020—a pre-programmed microprocessor-based one to four-station and CRT offering—and the System 9040, its Cobol programmable mate, are Mohawk's planned Series 90 initiative in the smart terminal market. The two new lines are aimed at a perceived gap in the low end of the vendor spectrum: the 9020 pre-programmed terminal will lease at "less than $200/month" and its programmable upgrade at "about $220/month." Purchase prices for single station quotes will be between $6,200 and $6,400 on the 9020 and about $7,000 on the 9040.

RUMORS AND RAW RANDOM DATA
The New York brokerage firm, Drexel Burnham & Co., speculates that IBM will split its stock for the ninth time since 1954—this time on the order of three shares for two or possibly five shares for four, following a directors meeting Jan. 25. The split would increase the number of IBM shareowners by attracting small investors and thus give IBM the public support it may desire for its moves into the communications field and in its antitrust suits, which will bring the computer giant "even closer to the possibility of regulation." The move also would please IBM employees participating in the IBM stock purchase plan, because its price to earnings ratio has dropped considerably in the years following the Telex judgement (later reversed in appeals court)...Select-A-Seat, San Diego computer reservations firm, won a contract starting Jan. 1 to handle reservations for California's national and state parks, despite a suit brought by the former contractor, Ticketron, a unit of Control Data. Ticketron was unsuccessful in its San Francisco Superior Court suit against the California Dept. of Parks and Recreation in which it charged Select-A-Seat had the advantage of single source negotiations with the state. Select-A-Seat got the job after posting a $200,000 performance bond...Newest, and maybe one of the largest, consortiums of banks to get into development of a shared Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) system is the Carolinas Financial Federation made up of 272 Savings & Loan institutions in North and South Carolina which has signed a multi-thousands-of-dollars contract with Payment Systems, Inc. to help with development of a sophisticated shared EFT system...Newly-elected president of the Transportation Data Coordinating Committee, William G. Mitchell, predicts the transportation industry will be communicating "computer-to-computer" within the next five years...Popular as popular computing might be, few computer stores felt a Christmas surge although many geared up for one. Most now are looking for a big rush after Jan. 1, "when people have calculated their tax returns and are spending them" and after April 15, "when they have them and are spending them."...The Digital Computer Association, a group of oldtimers, holds its only meeting of the year March 18 in Los Angeles to "let the air out of some egos and stampede some sacred cows," says a press release from chairman Bob White of Informatics, Inc.
A cost-effective OEM flexible disk system can't be pieced together — hardware from one source, firmware from another, software from a third. Getting optimum performance at a low unit price requires design control to eliminate redundancy and volume production to reduce cost.

That's why Remex offers the RFS7500 Flexible Disk System—a complete system designed and built by Remex—including one to four Remex drives, a microprocessor based controller/formatter, software and interfaces for most major minicomputers plus power supply, cable and rack mountable chassis. The RFS7500:

- expands data capacity through implementation of IBM3740 format or a user-selectable 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 26 or 32 sector format.
- saves computer time by data block transfer of from one to 65K 2-byte words on a single command from the host.
- reduces core memory requirements due to automatic track and sector search and auto-initializing without software.
- simplifies operation and system integration by 8-command structure.
- saves space by housing interface card in the system chassis in some configurations.
- speeds access through 6 ms track to track speed plus unit select.

The Remex RFS7500 is a better system at lower cost than the OEM can build himself or buy from a minicomputer manufacturer or second level supplier. Don't go to pieces, go to Remex, 1733 E. Alton St., P.O. Box C19533, Irvine, CA 92713 (714) 557-6860.
**Off-line**

If all goes well by the time you read this, the first microprocessor will have succeeded in its debut in controlling the animation of a float in this year's Rose Parade in Pasadena, Calif. A Rockwell International PFS-4 was chosen to control the "Toms of Fun" float constructed by the California State Polytechnic Universities of Pomona and San Luis Obispo. The reason a microprocessor was chosen was to make it easier to isolate problems in case of a failure. The processor was responsible for controlling the animation on a float depicting a panic-stricken mother elephant on roller skates, being guided by a mouse on the tip of her trunk, with her tail pulling her baby elephant in a wagon.

A society has been formed to promote the usage of fiber optics for data communications through information transfer between the user and the manufacturer. The Fiber Optic Communication Information Society (FOCIS) includes representatives of both manufacturers and users of fiber optic cables, connectors, devices and systems. Those interested in joining should contact FOCIS at P.O. Box 2264, Vernon, Ct. 06066.

MDS International, the European subsidiary of Mohnex Data Sciences, has announced receipt of the 2000th order for an MDS System 1200/2400. The minicomputer-based system will be responsible for off-line data manipulation, keyed data entry, and data communications. The 1200/2400 first saw the light of day back in 1974.

Things are happening at Applied Digital Data Systems, Inc., the Hauppauge, N.Y. CRT terminal manufacturer. First the firm announced an order for 1,000 of its displays, worth more than $1 million from Display Data Corp., of Hunt Valley, Md., for use in its Insight business system, oriented toward automobile dealers. Shortly thereafter, the firm announced that a marketing agreement had been reached with the Communication Products Section of the Canadian General Electric Company Ltd for CGE to distribute ADDS products in Canada. CGE will market, install, and service ADDS' line of CRT terminals, including the Consul and Envoy series of TTY compatible displays.

**Signature Display CRT**

This one little product might go a long way toward making bankers (and bankees) a lot happier. It's a miniature CRT terminal, the basic appearance of which has been around several years and has been well accepted, but a new feature, the capability of displaying a signature, may make the product really take off. Banks should like it because they can get more productivity out of their personnel when they don't have to continually close down teller windows so that customer signatures and account statuses can be checked, and customers should like it for the faster service it can provide.

The signature is displayed in the same manner as a "Times Square" advertising sign, using the equivalent of 12,288 lamps. These are arranged in a pattern of 192 by 64. Signatures appear slightly larger than life-size to assist verification. Multiple signatures can be displayed. The six-inch CRT operates at up to 9600 baud. It's manufactured by Informer, Inc., of Los Angeles, but this supplier has exclusive rights to market the terminal to banks and financial institutions in the U.S., Mexico, and the Caribbean. Nearly two dozen banks, primarily in the Dallas/Houston area, are already experimenting with the signature terminal, it's claimed. With signature display capability the unit is priced at $2,300 each in 100 unit quantities. SIGNATURE TECHNOLOGY, INC., Dallas, Texas. FOR DATA CIRCLE 231 ON READER CARD

**Network Control**

NETCON-5 is a diagnostic control system intended as an inexpensive way to monitor and restore malfunctioning data networks. The pitch is that with NETCON, a user doesn't have to dedicate a highly trained (and therefore highly paid) technician to monitor what a non-dp oriented person can do with the proper equipment. System control and monitoring is accomplished by a diagnostic control unit at the central site that accesses, via addressing techniques, and interrogates, diagnostic modules electrically interfaced to remote modems. The system pinpoints problems and restores system operation through alternate facilities, either by switching to dial-back-up and/or transferring to a spare modem.

**Data Collection**

The model 1647-2 data collection terminal accepts data from punched badges and 80-column cards. It includes 20 user-definable (thanks to a microprocessor) keys for inputting variable data, and information such as time and keyboard entries is displayed on a 10-digit numeric display. Up to five LEDs are available for prompting the user, and there's room under them for the systems' implementor to specify and attach legends. For program storage, up to 2K bytes of ROM is employed, with architectural support of 16K bytes available if anyone needs it. Output devices for the terminal can include a CRT, another LED display, a gas discharge panel, a printer, or a numeric display. It's claimed that the unit has been enthusiastically received in Canada despite what the manufacturer considers to be a price not very competitive with U.S. equipment: $1,300 each in quantities of 100. EPIC DATA SALES LTD., Richmond, B.C., Canada. FOR DATA CIRCLE 223 ON READER CARD
Standard Memories offers MORE for LESS...

MORE: Capacity with Increased Performance/Reliability
LESS: Initial Cost, Less Spares Cost, Less Downtime

Increase the data storage capacity of your CPU by simply adding the applicable PINCOMM® or BUSCOMM® Memory...

Ask for PINCOMM® 8K or 16K Words
Compatible to any SPC-16 memory slot
(Also available for SPC-18)

Ask for PINCOMM® 16K Words (32KB)
Compatible to any NOVA 2 memory slot

Ask for PINCOMM® 16K Words (32KB)
Compatible to any INTERDATA 50, 55, 70, 74, 7/16, 7/32 and 8/32 memory slot

Ask for BUSCOMM® II 16K Words (32KB)
16K Word increments to 65K in 5¼” enclosure
UNIBUS compatible (12¼” enclosure available)

STANDARD MEMORIES
3400 Segerstrom Avenue
Santa Ana, California 92704
(714) 540-3605

NOW...YOU HAVE A CHOICE OF ADD-ON MEMORY FOR YOUR PDP-11/70...THE ECONOMIC AND RELIABLE STANDARD ECM® 70 SERIES IN 128Kb INCREMENTS. AND DELIVERY IS IMMEDIATE!

PINCOMM & BUSCOMM are registered Trade Marks of Standard Memories.
Interdata, General Automation, Data General, & Digital Equipment Corp., and their various model designations are recognized registered Trade Marks.
software

The system operates with synchronous or asynchronous modems and is compatible with Bell 201, 202, and 208 modems. NETCON-5 is transparent to the type of code, speed, or protocol of data traffic. A microprocessor is used to guide the operator through testing and restoral functions in English question/answer format. All communication lines are constantly scanned. Performance statistics are kept for subsequent analysis, and testing can include modem station status, master modem self-test, and remote modem self-test and station polling test. Systems are priced at $500-750 per remote line.
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Univac’s Largest

There’s a new top of the line-up at Univac, the 1100/80, and perhaps equally significant, a networking architecture that management feels will dictate the design of communication networks for possibly the next two decades. Depending on whether the 1100/80 will be a uniprocessor or a multiprocessor, the buffer store (cache memory) varies from 8-16K words (36-bit variety) for uniprocessors and a straight 16K words for multiprocessors. Average access time to the processor is 125 nsec, and main memory can supply eight words to the buffer every 1.25 usec. It’s a powerful cpu, estimated to be twice as powerful as the previous top of the line model 1100/40. Basic main memory starts at 512K words and can be expanded to more than 4 million words. The cpu has a cycle time of 50 nsec, floating point and byte instruction sets, and an optional emulation set for the Univac 494 systems Univac would dearly like to convert its users away from. Thanks in part to multilayer circuit boards, Emitter Coupled Logic (ECL), and other technology improvements, the 1110/80 is approximately one-third the size of its 1100/40 sibling and has lower heat dissipation and power requirements. Also new: an i/o channel that easily handles both bytes and words. Minimum systems will rent for $50K/month including maintenance, to around $100K/month, or purchase price spreads from $2-6 million. Deliveries are promised for the first quarter of this year. DCA, or Distributed Communications Architecture, is Univac’s

Hardware
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Desktop Mini

Here’s a nice rival to the IBM 5100 and other similar designs for on-the-spot solution of relatively small problems. The P6060 consists of a keyboard, 40K bytes of memory (of which 8K are available to the user), a floppy disc (with a second one optional to facilitate sorting), a 32-character visual display and 10-key numeric pad. All for only $7,950. With 16K of
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Image Projection

Talk about versatility! One moment the Magna Image I can be projecting Monday Night Football games, and the next it could be assisting a class in computer science, with real terminal information data displayed on a screen or wall. The unit will interface with most raster scan crt’s now in use and can display up to 24 lines of 80 characters each. The images can range from 3 x 4 feet up to 15 x 20 feet, with a picture-throw ratio of twice the screen width. The unit is priced at $4,200, only a little more than a standard crt.
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product spotlight

Standalone DP/Text Processor/Intelligent Terminal

This small new company could, within a very short time, become one of the largest suppliers of small business systems, become a major factor in the intelligent terminal marketplace, or throw its weight around in the text processing portion of the word processing market. Or, it might just do all three things simultaneously.

The reason is that the equipment is the Teletype Dataspeed 40/2 that Bell would have loved to have taken to the dp marketplace and is now encouraging this group of developers (mostly Pertec people) to do. The most natural place for the Cado system would be in upgrading existing Dataspeed 40 users to Cado specs, meaning the addition of floppy discs and a microprocessor cpu to the Teletype Corp. crt and printer. An obvious plus in all this is the high marks Teletype gets on its equipment for solid performance, plus the very competitive price tag on the hardware. This supplier then adds the floppy discs and cpu and delivers the systems to its more than 20 domestic sales agents, and to agents in Canada and Europe. The agent then gives potential customers courses in how to write basic software programs and make the machine productive.

A flick of the switch turns the system into an intelligent terminal. It makes the asynchronous Dataspeed 40 look like a synchronous IBM 2770, 2780, or 3780 to interested host cpu’s. Terminal configurations from scratch are priced at around $16K, including communications, two floppy discs, and the 300 lpm printer. Addition of the operating system ups the price to $20K, but that’s still a bargain considering the quality of the hardware. So that the microprocessor inside the Dataspeed 40 doesn’t get bogged down in its responsibilities, an Intel 8080 microprocessor is responsible for coordinating the floppy discs and doing the actual computational aspects of operation. The terminal microcomputer only drives the printer and the screen. Even considering the power of the two micros, the system cannot be in communication mode while simultaneously driving the printer and the discs. The little 8080 is busy enough. A hard disc is in the wings for customers who will tackle larger file applications. Deliveries to sales agents in major cities is underway. CADO SYSTEMS CORP., Torrance, Calif.
Introducing an Innovation in Disc Controller Design

DIVA's COMPUTROLLER V

Perhaps you don't realize that you have an alternative to expensive disc storage capability with NO software changes.

Introducing DIVA's COMPUTROLLER V, a new addition to DIVA's intelligent line of disc controller systems.

The genius of this design provides you with the following benefits:

- Microprocessor Technology
- Total Software Transparency
- Full Error Correction—Completely Self-Contained
- Built-In Self-Testing Diagnostics
- Expandable 240 Word FIFO Buffer
- Interfaces to DEC, DG, and Interdata Minicomputers
- Dual Processor Support

- Compatible with all Ampex, CDC, Calcomp and ISS Drives
- Cost Effective Mass Memory Storage (5 m/bytes to 300 m/bytes per spindle)
- Eight Spindles per Computroller

DIVA for mass storage . . .

"The original mini-maximizer"

For complete technical specifications and pricing information—call or write us today—

DIVA INC., 607 Industrial Way West, Eatontown, N.J. 07724 (201) 544-9000;
Los Angeles (213) 991-0321; Chicago (312) 966-6688; Phoenix (602) 991-4141; Boston (617) 275-1436; Washington D.C. (703) 435-1299; New York/New Jersey (201) 542-8093.
hardware
equivalent of IBM's SNA. But there are some big conceptual differences that IBM users will appreciate. "Continued compatibility of present and future products will be ensured by specifying interfaces and functions of all compo-
nents and providing guidelines for building networks." No major new product emphasis to wreak havoc in customer shops, says Univac. A major component of the announcement is TELCON, an intelligent communications system that provides the basic hardware, software, and peripherals for the user employing DCA architecture. SPERRY UNIVAC, Blue Bell, Pa.

Power Safety Feature
Not every user routinely requires or wants his mini to come back on the air after a power interruption. One solution to the problem is the SAF-START, a switch that must be "knowingly" reset after the power irregularity. It's a small item, priced under $30, that could save potential damage and even injury. It's available in 120 and 240 volt, 13 Amp versions. JDS PRODUCTS, INC., Pontiac, Mich.

Tape Cleaner/Evaluator
While not really revolutionary in any way, the Century 22 tape cleaner/evaluator appears to be highly refined in almost every way over previous products and will be pitched with some impressive claims to users. Perhaps most importantly, there's a 2,000 hour or one year head life guarantee said to be double what other manufacturers offer. Additionally, the vacuum collector system has been strengthened for more effective oxide and debris removal. Better muffling is provided so that the Century 22 doesn't offend, and there's a switch (optional) for select-
ing 180 or 360 ips forward/reverse speeds. The 180 ips setting yields a four minute cycle time for 2,400 foot tapes. Versions are available for all track/density/combinations, and tape errors are detected and counted at permanent (write/skip) or marginal (hy-

Printer Ribbon
Special weaving, and a new special inking process are the principal reasons the X-TRA-LIFE printer ribbon is credited with providing users with 15% additional wear. The denser weaving means more tensil strength, and per-
Texas Instruments is seeking highly motivated and creative individuals in its Digital Systems Division in Austin, Texas. Selected individuals will join the rapidly growing minicomputer team which is part of the future thrust of the corporation. You'll enjoy life in Austin—one of the six fastest growing major cities in the U.S. It's got the kind of riches every city wants. Beautiful lakes and hills. The South's largest university. Outstanding parks and public schools. And Texas has no state income tax.

**Product Marketing Engineers**
Responsibilities will concentrate on identification of minicomputer and computer related product requirements, and working directly with customers and field salesmen on new business. Duties will also include technical support to sales, service and customer training as well as other factory support areas. Requires BSEE/ME, Math or Business with MBA desired as well as 5 years experience in product marketing with at least 2 years in direct support to field sales. Also experience in work processing desired.

**Mechanism Engineers**
Develop cost-effective advanced computer disc mechanisms having air bearings, and precision linear and radial motion hardware.

**Design Engineers**
Strength in design and implementation of minicomputer systems for industrial customers. Requires special process I/O designs and interfacing to the TI computer family. Position will include some project management. A BSEE and 4-7 years design experience in digital computers is required; background in software is preferred.

**Applications Engineers**
Provide support for computerized test systems to include the definition and implementation of such systems using the TI minicomputer family. Assembly language experience is required. Also requires a BSEE and 3-5 years of directly related experience.

**Packaging Engineer**

**Software Development Programmers**
Experience in design and implementation of minicomputer software products; operating systems, languages, data management and utilities. Project management experience useful. Aptitude in Assembly language required. Familiarity with PASCAL desirable. BS or MS in Computer Science, Mathematics, Physics or Engineering with 2-5 years experience.

**Systems Programmers**
Systems oriented, real-time programming for control systems, new systems design, and distributed processing systems. Aptitude in Fortran, COBOL, and PASCAL. Positions available at various levels from 2 years experience to project management. Experience in microprocessor or minicomputer Assembly language and a knowledge of computer hardware architecture required. BSEE or MS with 2-8 years experience also required.

**Mechanical Engineers**
Position responsibilities include design of electronic packages for specialized industrial applications and environments. This will cover the spectrum from cosmetic design to space and heat dissipation. Requires a BSME with 3-5 years experience in mechanical design and packaging activities.

**Applications Programmers**
Positions from project management to team support in industrial applications. Ability to design, code and document software for real-time distributed processing and data exchange systems with interface to customers required. Excellent knowledge of Assembly language and a BA/BS in Math, CS, or related field with 3-8 years experience required.

Send your resume in complete confidence to: Lee Cooke/Staffing Manager/P.O. Box 2909, M.S. 2016/Austin, Texas 78769.

**Texas Instruments Incorporated**
An equal opportunity employer.
haps more importantly, a greater resistance to stretching and tearing. Ribbons for almost every printer on the market are available almost immediately, and typically cost $15.05 each for IBM 1403 versions. PRUDENTIAL SYSTEMS INC., Santa Fe Springs, Calif.
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TI Numeric Pad
Many Texas Instruments terminal units don't have numeric clusters or separate numeric keyboards, but users who need them can now obtain them from this Northwestern supplier. Eight standard keyboard layouts are available, featuring line feed, carriage return, period, comma and other symbols, as well as the numbers zero through nine. Custom layouts are also available. Prices start at $200 for a 16-key version. Installation is said to require only 15 seconds and the units are guaranteed for a year. CASCADE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, Longview, Wash.
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Tape Inspector
An optical inspector for audio, video, computer, and instrumentation grade tape is now being made available to both OEM manufacturers of tape drives and tester/cleaners, and end users. The end user who decides to attach the inspector to his or her own equipment will have to be somewhat familiar with electronics, however (at least be able to find a 5V power supply), but that's about it. The manufacturer can supply adjustable mounting plate ($55!) for

Camera to cpu Interface
What is claimed to be the world's first vidicon camera to cpu interface with the ability to exchange queries, information, and commands with either analog or digital computers is now available. Twenty I/O lines are the key, making it unnecessary to modify a standard vidicon camera for computer use. Principal applications are thought to be in the research and industrial computer field.

DEC 36-bitters
DEC has announced new top of the line in its two 36-bit large-scale computer family, the DECSYSTEM-2050 and both a single- and dual-processor model called the DECSYSTEM-1090. Basically the 2050 boils down to twice the performance of a DECSYSTEM-2040 for only 25% more cost. Current 2040 customers can move to the 2050 by a field upgrade.

Small Biz System
There's so much raw hardware floating around in the microprocessor area that

512K bytes. The two larger systems get the high speed bipolar microinstruction cache memory that operates at six times the speed of main memory. Up to 14 channels can be obtained on the systems, all fully buffered. Prices range from around $108K for a typical small B 1830 to more than $500,000 for a large B 1870. BURROUGHS CORP., Detroit, Mich.
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Small-scale Mainframe
It's hard to believe the Burroughs B-1700, one of the most interesting systems to come to the market in years, is obsolete already but then the announcement was back in mid-1972. Its successor looks like more of a good thing, however: the B 1800 series user can have up to 3.5 time the power of the smallest B 1700 configuration. In general the systems provide up to 40 percent more throughput for about the same price and require about half the power and floor space as comparable B 1700 models. The B 1800 program library is object code compatible with B 1700 routines, and in addition, the B 1800s are compatible with the Computer Management System recently released on the smaller B 80 system.

There are three models: the B 1830, B 1860 and B 1870, differing principally in cpu speeds, memory sizes, cache memory allotment, and disc storage ration. The B 1830 goes from 48-256K bytes of memory and doesn't have a cache memory. The B 1860 goes from 64-384K, and the B 1870 from 96-

Hardware
it has probably held back an even greater proliferation of low-cost, very capable systems. This microcomputer-based system is an exception, mainly because it was designed by a software-oriented person who learned about the hardware as a hobby in his garage. The software is a multi-user BASIC which should be palatable to the end-user target customer. The code is neither re-entrant nor does more than one copy of a routine that users desire to access have to be in memory at one time. It’s all done with a clever swapping of program pointers, which helps hold down memory, and therefore costs, requirements. One of the first applications to fly on the system is an integrated order entry/credit inventory system with a report generator as flexible as many priced more than this complete system. One of the first markets the company may approach is the System/3 market, where the system will be pitched as an on-line solution for a batch host system, meaning that current daily information will be kept on the Microfinancial mini, accessible through the CRT terminal in an on-line manner, and used to update the System/3’s files off-shift. A typical minimum system, consisting of CRT terminal, cpu, floppy disc, and 165 cps serial printer, is priced around $13K. MICROFINANCIAL CORP., Diamond Bar, Calif.
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Smart Reader
Everythings getting equipped with a microprocessor lately and now it has finally happened at the magnetic-stripe card reader level. The 6150-01 reader, for use in the manufacturer’s PTS-100 intelligent terminal configuration, actually makes a lot of sense. It provides the ability to decode information regardless of whether it’s printed in the International Air Travel Association (IATA) 72 character standard, the American Banking Association 36 character format, or the proposed ANSI standard 104 character regulation. Raytheon emulators for the IBM 2260 and 3270 as well as those for PARS/IPARS can support the new reader. It lists for $750. RAYTHEON DATA SYSTEMS, Norwood, Mass.
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PDP-11 Memory
The WE-VM11 semiconductor memory system is electronically and logically compatible with all PDP-11 models. The board is supplied with 4K, 8K, 12K, or 16K by 16-bits of storage at prices ranging from $750 up to $1,650.

MOS static RAMS are used that require no refresh circuitry, which helps keep the power requirement down to a measly 18 watts, and means that the existing power supply easily suffices. The starting address location of each module is electronically and logically compatible with all mainframes within Burroughs 1700-7700 lines. Single units are priced at $3,200, or $90/month on a three-year lease. A DIVIDED DATA SYSTEMS INC., Hauppauge, N.Y.
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Crt Terminal
The Consul 980B is a variation of this manufacturer's successful Consul line set up to operate with Burroughs mainframes as an alternative to the Burroughs TD 700-800 series. Several additional and handy features are built into the 980B, including graphics capability, a security keylock, program attention and function keys, a separate function keypad, a numeric keypad, a parallel/serial peripheral interface, and operation at speeds up to 9600 baud. The 980B will cooperate (either synchronously or asynchronously) with all mainframes within Burroughs 1700-7700 lines. Single units are priced at $3,200, or $90/month on a three-year lease. APPLIED DIGITAL DATA SYSTEMS INC., Hauppauge, N.Y.
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Compact Floppy Disc
It appears Shugart and Wangco projects for developing a smaller version of the versatile floppy disc were on about the same time lines (Shugart's was announced in December 1976, p. 178). The model 82 Micro-Floppy measures only 3.25 x 5.75 x 7.95 inches, weighs less than four pounds and uses a 5.25-inch cassette. The real beauty of the device is that it can be expanded to as much as 498.8 kilobytes, both reducing storage costs and making the model 82 competitive with higher priced disc storage devices such as cartridge discs—at least in capacity. The basic capacity is 109.4 kilobytes on 35 tracks. The track-to-track access time is 30 msec, and random seeks average out to 370 msec. The error rates quoted are 1 x 10^-3 soft errors and 1 x 10^-2 hard errors. The model 82 is strictly available to oem's, who will pay something under $300/each in large quantities, depending on specific requirements. Evaluation units will be available this month. WANGCO INC., Los Angeles, Calif.
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Improve your MVS visibility.
SARA IV, the new BCS management information system for MVS installations provides:
- Specialized SRM performance reports
- Detailed displays of MF/1 data
- System Performance Statistics
- Complete job, sleep and program analysis
- Flexibility to generate custom reports
- An Exception Reporting Feature
- Management Data for Resource Planning and Control
- Comprehensive Projection and Planning Reports
- Graphic Display

SARA versions are available to support other IBM and Honeywell systems.

To schedule a product demonstration, please call (800) 336-0135, or mail the coupon.

BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
7777 Leesburg Pike, Suite 217
Falls Church, VA 22043

I want more information on SAR.

Name ____________________________ Title ____________________________
Company ____________________________ Phone ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City/State/Zip ____________________________

BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES, INC.
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Save time...money...trouble...
Lease your Teletype® equipment from RCA...
Model 33ASR (with tape perforator and reader) $63** per month
Model 33KSR (send/receive) $48** per month
- Includes nationwide maintenance service by RCA's own technicians.

**Prices quoted for 1-year lease. Slightly higher for 90-day lease.

Call or write nearest office: RCA Service Company
A Division of RCA, Technical Services
Bldg. 204-2
Camden, N.J. 08101
Phone: (609) 779-4129
3319 South 20th Street
Philadelphia, Pa. 19145
Phone: (215) 737-0200
4056 Bibb Blvd.
Tucker, Ga. 30084
Phone: (404) 333-9333
20338 Progress Drive
Strongsville, Ohio 44136
Phone: (216) 339-9555
43 Edward J. Hart Rd.
Liberty Industrial Park
New York, N.Y. 10005
Phone: (212) 865-2500
7260 Gross Point Road
Skokie, Ill. 60076
Phone: (312) 965-7550
1501 Beach Street
Montebello, Calif. 90640
Phone: (213) 685-3069

* Registered trademark of Teletype Corp.
Interdata's FORTRAN VI optimizes object code to reduce execution steps and dramatically increase overall system throughput. It's a superset of ANSI standard (X3.9-1966) and takes full advantage of the IBM-like architecture of Interdata's 32-bit processors.

Superb data manipulation includes halfword for process control. Fullword for high precision and double precision for volume number crunching.

Its comprehensive reentrant library has run-time subprograms with mathematical functions, language extensions, real-time facilities and input/output.

All these FORTRAN-abilities make Interdata's FORTRAN VI the ideal language system to simplify sophisticated computation.

And, it's field-proven. Write or call today for documentation...or immediate delivery.

INTERDATA®
A UNIT OF
PERKIN-ELMER DATA SYSTEMS
OCEANPORT, N.J. 07757 (201) 229-4040.
STILL NUMBER ONE.

Leading Causes of Death
United States: 1972 Estimates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cause</th>
<th>Deaths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diseases of Heart and Blood Vessels</td>
<td>1,062,160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Other Causes Combined</td>
<td>910,843</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

WE HAVE YOUR BEST INTEREST AT HEART.
Solving business problems is our business.

You'll be seeing the phrase: "The system is the solution!" It's more than a slogan. It's a basic expression of the Bell System's marketing philosophy.

The single fastest growing part of any business today is communications.

The flow of information.

So it is no wonder that many problems in business are really communications problems in disguise.

Communications can solve business problems.

At the Bell System, we believe we can be of enormous value to business—any business—by applying our expertise in communications to your business problems.

Not simply voice communications. But data as well. The Bell System is the largest data transmission network in the world. In short, total communications systems problem solving.

To solve your problems, we have to understand your problems.

No single person has the knowledge and experience to deal with the problems of every business.

So we have aligned our efforts on an industry-by-industry basis (i.e. automotive, hotel/motel, education, package goods, travel, etc.).

This way each division has an in-depth understanding of the problems faced by their customers. The heart of each is an Account Representative who is assigned to you.

Your Account Representative thoroughly understands today's complex communications, and more importantly, understands your business thoroughly.

We take total responsibility.

Perhaps the single most important part of the Bell System's approach to problem solving is taking total responsibility for the design, supply, installation, maintenance and repair of your communications system.

A communications system designed and implemented by the Bell System is backed end to end by the Bell System.

Put the resources of the world's largest communications company to work for you.

No matter what business you're in. No matter where you're located. There are Bell System people ready to meet your needs.

Remember, if you have a problem:

The system is the solution.
Updates

Initial evaluation tests performed on an Itel model AS/5 large-scale computer at Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co., Newport Beach, Calif. have confirmed the system's compatibility with IBM operating software. According to Clark Hayes and Ken Krum of Pacific Mutual, the AS/5 ran the firm's job stream just as smoothly as it has run on its 370/155 under OS/MVT with HASP. The only change was in performance, with both men estimating that the AS/5 is at least the equal of a 370/158.

The Association for Educational Data Systems (AEDS) has announced plans for its Fourteenth Annual Computer Programming Contest for students in grades 7-12. Deadline for entries is March 1. Entries may be submitted in the following categories: 1) business; 2) biological and physical sciences; 3) computer art; 4) computer science; 5) games; 6) humanities; and 7) mathematics. Details and entry forms are available from AEDS Programming Contest, Dr. Jane Donnelly Gawronski, Dept. of Education, San Diego County, 6401 Linda Vista Road, San Diego, CA. 92111. The grand prize is a $100 U.S. Savings Bond plus a minimum $300 travel grant to the 1977 AEDS convention in Fort Worth, Texas on April 25-29.

Management Information Corp. says the Burroughs B80 small-scale system is one of the most important products that will be produced for many years to come by virtue of its performance capabilities, pricing policies, and the total unbundling, including system and application software. MIC has produced an analysis of the B80 priced at $7,500, available from Box D, 140 Barclay Center, Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034.

If you have a mini system based on Data General equipment with an assortment of peripherals from other manufacturers, you'll soon be able to obtain single-source maintenance on the configuration from Syntonic Technology, a maintenance service of Control Data Corp. based in Pennsauken, N.J. Configurations are now being serviced in the New York and Philadelphia areas, with expansion into major U.S. centers slated for the next 18-24 months. Typical rates charged (in N.Y.C.) are $24 per hour, or an average of $300 per month.

RPG to PL/1 Translation

This vendor, working out of an old house located on a main thoroughfare in a suburb of Buffalo, has specialized over the years in language conversion work. The latest project is a software translator that accepts IBM System/3 RPG II, 360/20 DPS RPG, and 360/370 RPG II and churns out PL/1 that runs under DOS or OS equipped IBM systems. The basic RPG logic loop is maintained which has the advantage of standardizing the format of converted programs, and the possible disadvantage of not restructuring programs to make use of the later, more efficient programming techniques. Functions that include match record logic, chaining, table and array handling, compile time tables, level control, force function, demand file, and record address files processed within logical limits are all converted. The finished program retains the RPG names and comments. A conversion listing of the original RPG statements aligned with the corresponding PL/1 code is produced as a conversion audit.

The translator is expensive, and at $40k, it appears the developers really don't want to let it get out of their hands. Two service levels are offered, however, consisting of "clean compilation" (programs converted and ready for testing), and "full implementation" (completely tested programs compared with user-supplied data). The translator can also be leased, and it's claimed that the translator has been thoroughly checked out by a Fortune 500 user. DATA-WARE INC., Tonawanda, N.Y. FOR DATA CIRCLE 218 ON READER CARD

Disc Management

Many installations find the management of their direct-access storage devices as complex as that of managing the mainframe and memory's workload. That is the situation PACKMAP attempts to assuage. PACKMAP enables system managers to obtain a picture of the dynamically changing logical structure of direct access volumes. It does this through a graphical reporting mode that provides representations of volume usage and detailed status information. The user can map up to 14 online volumes and ascertain the extents of all datasets on each volume, the VTOC location and size on each volume, the location and sizes of all free space extents on each volume, and the lost space on each volume. Optionally available are the abilities to obtain VTOC listings showing all relevant data attributes about each dataset on each volume, including size and number of extents, and the VTOC (Volume Table Of Contents) data on any number of single datasets, using the catalog if desired. For the $650 price, the user gets the IBM source code, and documentation (installation and operation). COMPUTER LINGUISTICS INC., Albany, N.Y. FOR DATA CIRCLE 219 ON READER CARD

S/32 Packages

A business data processing package of programs developed by a service bureau using IBM System/32 minicomputers is now available to in-house users of the system. Consisting of a payroll inventory control, accounts receivable, general ledger, and accounts payable module, the package is sold complete for $5k or individually ($1,500 for the payroll, $500 for the inventory, and $1k each for the others). Also offered are fixed-price contracts for modifying/enhancing the routines, and a separate service for creating custom software routines.

Users receive the source code for the programs on a floppy disc complete with a manual—and an agreement that the programs cannot be distributed by the user to other System/32 sites. The payroll system is fairly comprehensive, even offering automatic deduction cutoffs, multi-pay codes (the ability to pay extra pay during the one pay period without excessive withholding taxes being deducted, etc.), and automatic check, W-2, and 941A generation. The inventory system features 13 month's storage of demand information, reorder, back-order, and on-order capabilities, etc. The accounts receivable module can be used as an open item or balance forward record, and can generate statements and invoices if desired. Also featured are a credit limit feature and a minimum payment option. The general ledger module can accommodate any size chart of accounts and does percentage or budget comparisons on income statements. An end-of-year closing program is also included. A/P feature check writing, distribution reports, vendor lists, etc. DIVERSIFIED DATA SERVICES, Columbia, S.C.
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DEC Distributed Processing

It would seem that the ability of the mini manufacturers to remain com-
ASI/INQUIRY is an IMS DB/DC query language that operates completely as an interactive Message Processing Program. The design of ASI/INQUIRY is such that the structure of the data base is transparent to the user. Moreover, one need not have familiarity with DL/1 segment logic or the complexities of multipathing. Extremely rapid response time is assured.

MAJOR HIGHLIGHTS

- End-user oriented
  - Easy-to-use language
  - Requires no knowledge of IMS
  - Comprehensive diagnostic messages
- Rapid response time for even the most complex queries
- Dynamic priority scheduling to maximize system performance
- Availability of default as well as user-defined screen formatting

Recently delivered, Release 2 of ASI/INQUIRY contained a number of major enhancements, including:

- Development of a TSO-supported version
- Full support of IMS/VSE secondary indexing
- Open-ended computational facilities
- Ability to SORT display output

In summary, ASI/INQUIRY represents the state-of-the-art product in an IMS DB/DC or TSO-supported IMS environment. It is the only system combining an easy to use language, complete user flexibility, and rapid response time in a single package. If you want to start answering "What if . . . ." immediately, call or write today for further information.
software & services

competitive in IBM installations in light of the IBM Series/1 announcement will hinge to a great degree on the software capabilities the minis can be endowed with. DEC seems to realize this and has announced a software interface that allows the DEC 350 small business system to tie on to IBM 360/370 mainframes and provide the user full interactive distributed processing. Communications procedures between the DEC DATA-SYSTEM and the 360/370 mimic those of the IBM 3271 remote keyboard display and printer controller, a common item. DICAM is the name of the software product, which allows application programs written in Digital's COBOL-like DBOL to interact with the mainframe. Typical users are thought to include manufacturers, utilities, banks, medical institutions, and wholesale/retail companies in order entry, inventory, billing, consumer information payroll and similar applications. The product, which runs under DEC's CTS-300 operating system has a license price that starts at $4,500. For those not familiar with DEC's DATABASE family, the machines include the popular PDP-11, support of CRT terminals, printers, and mass storage devices ranging from 512K bytes of floppy disc storage to 112 megabytes of removable disc cartridge capacity. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT CORP., Maynard, Mass.
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8080 Assembler

BSAL-80 might just be different from other assembler language programs you've seen offered for the Intel 8080 microprocessor or 8080 development systems. BSAL stands for Block Structured Assembly Language, and the product includes a relocating/linking loader allowing 8080 users to write programs in high-level language syntax while retaining the ability to utilize all of the 8080's machine instructions. Object code produced by BSAL-80 is relocatable, and the loader combines individual program modules produced by the assembler into a single executable object deck. A text editor is included, providing automatic line numbering and containing a command set can be determined with the model.

Input to the model is in the form of 60-70 descriptions of file contents, record sizes, number of staff programmers, their average cost/hour, etc. One of the model's first users, a bank, discovered "to its horror" it was supplying unneeded confidential information to an outside party by supplying them with what it thought to be a relatively innocent information file. The model is written in ANSI FORTRAN IV, requires about 44K bytes of storage, a card reader, and a 132-column printer for generating reports. It's priced at $5K. Services based on the privacy model are also offered, priced at $3K for the first run and somewhat less (to be negotiated between user and vendor) on subsequent passes. FIDUCIARY PROCESSING, INC., New York, N.Y.
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software spotlight

Privacy Compliance Model

It's budget time, right? And you've probably been wondering how much to pencil in on the line that reads "changes necessary to comply with the Dept. of Health, Education and Welfare's 19 privacy criteria." It's bound to cost a lot of time and effort, but what figure can be developed to make the entry meaningful?

For a relatively small fee, this firm offers access to a computer model that can determine the approximate costs and impact of both local and national privacy legislation. It's claimed that optimistic, best, and worst case figures

PROGRAMMERS AND ANALYSTS

Free Employment Service

Serving Northeast, Southeast and Midwest U.S.

• Scientific and commercial applications
• Software development and systems programming
• Telecommunications
• Control systems
• Computer engineering
• Computer marketing and support

Call or send resume or rough notes of objectives, salary, location restrictions, education and experience (including computers, models, operating systems and languages) to either one of our locations. Or check the reader service card for a free sample resume. We will answer all correspondence from U.S. citizens and permanent residents and will guarantee our best efforts in a professional and ethical manner to all qualified applicants that we think we can help. Our client companies pay all of our fees.

RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M
Suite 700, One Cherry Hill Mall
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08002
(609) 667-4488

RSVP SERVICES, Dept. M
Suite 300, Dublin Hall
1777 Walton Road
Blue Bell, Penna. 19422
(215) 629-0595

RSVP SERVICES

Employment Agency for Computer Professionals
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They love me...they love me not...

Terminal manufacturers can be very fickle. Warm and tender when they write the order, most grow cold and unresponsive when you need service or repairs. Trendata doesn't care for love-hate relationships. We're looking for something more meaningful, more fulfilling. So we offer you no-cost terminal evaluation, nationwide service by our representatives (not someone else's), one of the broadest range of terminals and peripherals available, and a wide variety of purchase, lease and rental programs.

And because our customer affection is boundless, we offer you all the supplies and accessories you need—ribbons, type elements, tape cassettes, copy holders, acoustic cabinets and forms stackers.

If you're having trouble communicating with your computer or computer terminal representative, call or write Trendata for a rendezvous.

Trendata

610 Palomar Ave., PO. Box 5060, Sunnyvale, CA 94086 (408) 732-1790

AN APPLIED MAGNETICS COMPANY
software
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including ADD, DELETE, LIST, FIND, REPLACE, MODIFY, GATHER, KEEP and SET commands. BSAL-80 is provided in both 8080 resident and FORTRAN IV cross assembler versions. The assembler/loader is priced at $975 and the text editor at $350, or both for $1,250. The FORTRAN IV cross assembler version is priced at $1,250. MUPRO INC., Sunnyvale, Calif.
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Inquiry/Response
The term “management information system” fell from favor several years ago when developers couldn’t deliver on their promises, but MIS has been quietly making a low profile comeback. The concept of providing non-dp-oriented management with near real-time decision information shows up now and again in products like this package, called On-Line Query, which works with the developer’s IDMS Data Base Management System to provide key indicator information from Tdms files. Key indicators can mean many things to different businesses, but can for example represent daily cash position, installations-to-date, sales projections for the coming month, etc. No programming knowledge on the user’s part is said to be required; English-like commands are used. The package works in SHADOW II, CICS, and TSO environments and includes the inquiry/response capabilities; the English-like Query language; multiple access methods, including direct, sequential, and set-related retrieval capabilities; and automatic record editing according to data base limits. Average response times run approximately three seconds. Release 1 costs IDMS users $9K; the package has completed beta testing at five user sites. CULINANE CORP., Wellesley, Mass.
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Small System Conversion
If you are a Datapoint user who is outgrowing the system’s capacity, this recent entrant into the commercial systems field has an interesting proposition for you: it will equip you for free with a translator called uhuru (the Swahili word for freedom) for converting DATASHARE or DATABUS programs from the Datapoint system. Conversions are also offered as a service for programs stored on media (such as floppy discs) not supported by the Syfa system. The developers claim the translator easily handles the first 90% of the conversion, with some analyst help required for the remainder, though a spokesman states that customers say the program does somewhat better. Both DATASHARE and DATABUS are COBOL-like languages, as is the target language SYBOL, enough so that it’s claimed a COBOL programmer can feel right at home with SYBOL in about a week. The idea behind all this is that Syfa systems can be expanded by Datapoint system users up to configurations that would include more than 304K bytes of storage, up to 24 terminals, two line printers, and 640 megabytes of disc capacity. COMPUTER AUTOMATION, INC., Irvine, Calif.
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Language/ File Conversion
Convert is offered on this vendor’s nationwide time-sharing network for converting several high-level languages into other languages (or different forms) and perhaps more importantly converting file organizations. The conversion library currently consists of describers for translating SBC BASIC to XBASE, IBM FORTRAN IV to IBM OS PL/I Optimizer and Univac 1108 FORTRAN IV to IBM FORTRAN IV. Rule sets are written in the Convert language, and, once developed, can be used repeatedly for any program within that class. The developers are claiming a breakthrough in the package's

---

1977 REGISTRATION NOW OPEN
CERTIFICATE IN DATA PROCESSING EXAM

Prepare for Complete 5-Section ICCP Test with

CERTIFICATE IN DATA PROCESSING EXAMINATION
By James W. Morrison

Now recognized internationally, the CDP Exam is given throughout the U.S. and Canada. The coveted Certificate leads to professional advancement and monetary rewards. This comprehensive study guide, with its practice tests and detailed answers, concentrates on the full five sections—equipment, programming and software, principles of management, quantitative methods, and systems analysis and design. Within these sections, the full range of knowledge tested by this exam is covered: computers and peripheral equipment; evolution of EDP; computer components and functions; input-output media; COBOL; loops:meta programming systems, etc., etc. An information section on the Exam includes cost of the Exam, its personal and professional value and a discussion of the entire field of data processing. This 465 page professional level study guide, containing 800 questions, is a must for this vital, 5-section test. The book is paper bound for easy handling and measures 7½” x 10¾”.

Send $12.00 (plus 50¢ for postage and handling) to:

ARCO PUBLISHING CO., INC., Dept. DM, 219 Park Ave. South, New York, N.Y. 10003
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---

Get embedded

PDP-11 & NOVA

USERS ... GET THE BEST TAPE AND DISC CONTROLLERS

☐ Available for virtually all tape and disc drives.
☐ (Tape) Mix PE and NRZ formats, 7 or 9 track, 8 drives.
☐ (Disc) Front load, top load or 10-high, up to 100 mega-byte.
☐ DEC and DG software compatible.

SEND FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

western peripherals ™

(714) 991-8700 • TWX: 910-591-1687 • Cable: WESPER
1100 Claudia Place, Anaheim, CA 92805
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ability to handle subtle syntax differences in the languages and handle virtually any file organization. Current charges for accessing Convert are $10/hour connect time for 10 cps terminals, $13/hour for 30 cps terminals, and 20¢ per "Virtual Processor Unit" which is a way of equalizing cpu/memory charges between the supplier's stable of IBM and Amdahl mainframes. NATIONAL CSS INC., Norwalk, Conn.
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IBM Networking
With the addition of a series of software programs or enhancements, IBM will be able to offer its customers far greater networking capabilities in the fourth quarter of this year (or early 1978) than it can today. The networking capabilities finally fill out some of the structure hinted at in IBM's System Network Architecture announcement of two years ago, and finally go a long way toward realizing the full potential of the 3705 communications controller.

The software modules necessary for networking include:
1. The Advanced Communications Function/Virtual Telecommunications Access Method (ACF/VTAM), and Advanced Communications Function/Telecommunications Access Method (ACF/TCAM) access logic that provides programming connection between host applications and remote terminal users at single system networks.
2. Multisystem Networking Facility, an optional feature for the above multisystem (up to four) networks that basically attends to the transparent interchange of information from one host to another.
3. ACF/NCF/Vs, initials that should look familiar to any 3705 user. This module resides in the 3705 and works with the access method to route data between terminals and cpu's.

It boils down to the ability to have users physically attached (by terminal or application program) to one cpu access programs resident in up to three other mainframes (one other mainframe if a 3705 mod 1 is used). Prices for the various modules range from $125 up to $800 for the multisystem capability. IBM CORP., White Plains, N.Y.
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Honeywell S/W
Honeywell might be edging into the network architecture picture alongside IBM and Univac if we interpret the announcement of a cobol compiler and a secure programming environment. Its Systems 60 Level 6 minicomputer family correctly. The cobol compiler is a subset of ANSE-74 COBOL and is upward compatible with Series 60 level 66 COBOL. The compiler features file handling capabilities, including open, close, read, write, rewrite and delete commands, table handling, subscripting or indexing to three levels support of the SET statement, and full editing facilities. It's priced at $2,750.

The interpreter operates in an interactive conversational environment in which a user composes, edits, debugs, and executes programs. It also functions in a production mode which is noninteractive. BASIC data files can

EDP SEARCH
WHY IS FOX-MORRIS THE FIRST CHOICE OF EDP PROFESSIONALS?
A recognized staff of professional experts offering LOCAL, REGIONAL & NATIONAL COVERAGE through our direct branches as well as coast to coast coverage through our 75 member firms of National Personnel Consultants, Inc.
Completely confidential service geared to your career objectives.
Unparalleled contacts with industry based on years of successful results.
Professional resume evaluation and career guidance.
Client companies assume all employment costs—excluding interview expense, relocation of necessary and search fee.
SEND RESUME DIRECT, OR CIRCLE NUMBER BELOW ON READER CARD.

fox-morris personnel consultants
Philadelphia: (215) 561-6300, 1500 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19102
New York: (212) 697-1820, 605 Third Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016
Pittsburgh: (412) 232-0410, 6 Gateway Center, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222
Wilmington: (302) 654-4465, 205 Concord Pike, P.O. Box 7017, Wilmington, Del. 19803
Princeton: (609) 453-8135, 3490 U.S. Rt. 1, Princeton, N.J. 08540
Baltimore: (301) 296-4500, 409 Washington Ave., Baltimore, Md. 21204
Charlotte: (704) 527-0880, 4000 Park Road, Charlotte, N.C. 28209
Atlanta: (404) 351-3688, 2200 Century Pkwy, N.E., Atlanta, Ga. 30345
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Even Webster's Knows About QUEST

QUEST (kwest). v. 1. To make a search; to go on a quest.
QUEST SYSTEMS, INC. n. 1. A corporation founded in 1968. 2. The largest professional recruitment firm in the U.S. functioning solely in the computer sciences; its client companies pay all employment fees, interviewing and relocation expenses. Quest is known for its deep personal commitment to relate to each candidate as an individual with individual goals. 3. Its professional staff averages over 6 years of experience in EDP recruiting (additionally, staff members have direct hands-on experience in programming, systems, hardware sales, etc.)
4. Quest is presently searching for programmers and systems personnel (commercial, scientific, systems software) for over 3,500 client companies in the U.S. Quest has openings in over 700 U.S. towns and cities. 5. Methodology—see Questsystem.
QUESTSYSTEM (kwest sist-ém). n. 1. Discussing with an individual what he would like to be doing in light of what he has been doing. 2. Analyzing the realities of his objectives as they relate to the current job marketplace. 3. Contacting client companies and other Quest staff personnel to identify positions of possible interest. 4. Introducing the job candidate to his prospective employers by providing complete details to each about the other, ensuring the efficacious use of everyone's time. 5. Arranging interviews. 6. If employment offers are extended, Quest assists in evaluating the responsibilities, compensation and opportunities (and relates those to the initially stated objectives). The Questsystem has been working for thousands of professionals at no expense, whatsoever. Ask your friends of their past dealings with Quest. Then, put the Questsystem to work for you. For additional information on this subject, please inquire directly to Quest Systems, Inc. (All inquiries/resumes received will be responded to immediately and in confidence.)
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be interchanged with level 6 FORTRAN routines. The basic license fee is $500. Both products require at least 16K 16-bit words of memory together with a disc or dual diskette and teleprinter-compatible console device. HONEYWELL INC., Waltham, Mass.
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System/3 Model 8 Spooling
There must be scores of System/3 Model 8 users who would ante up a maximum of $75/month to increase system throughput a full 25%. That's the claim made for this spooling package, coming from a manufacturer that has enjoyed huge success in the System/3 market. The only possible conflict in the use of spool/8 is with scheduling requirements, for the package basically resequences the job stream to intersperse heavy output programs with cpu burners. Also, a site must have at least 7K of memory, a model 750, 550, or 400 printer from this manufacturer, and S/3 Mod 10 software. (Dual programming is not required and either bst or IBM tape drives can be used with spool/8.) If you have the bst drives, however, your rental on the software drops to $25/month. The package can be halted or canceled and a printout repeated in its entirety by simply dialing the proper instructions on the cpu's data address switches. Each program's print file is maintained on disc, so that operators can halt one program, print another, or repeat printouts out of sequence. BUSINESS SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC., Santa Ana, Calif.
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Fortran Debugging
TRACER, though a machine-independent FORTRAN debugging aid, is set up to help DEC PDP-11 and Data General Nova/Eclipse users get the high-level language sorted out. As programs execute, TRACER shows the programmer the values of variables when they are assigned, the values of IF statement expressions when they are computed, the statement number of labeled statements when executed, and the values of subroutine arguments upon entry. TRACER is invoked by inserting a TRACE statement in the FORTRAN source program. The diagnostic information can vary from a short trace of one variable for the span of only a few statements to a full trace of a complete program. Multiple TRACE statements can appear in the source program to turn TRACER on and off. TRACER assumes that the user's source program is syntactically correct and causes no compile time errors. Complete with documentation package, an executable form of TRACER is delivered for $1,200. INFORMATION PROCESSING TECHNIQUES, Palo Alto, Calif.
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DOS Documentation
The Data Correlation and Documentation System (DCD) is now available to users of IBM's DOS and DOS/VS operating systems looking for a more efficient way of maintaining and modifying COBOL programs. The package documents the usage of every data item, record and file, including where it comes from, where it goes, how it is processed, how it relates to other files, records and/or data items within the program, etc. The program analysis data is then listed just where a programmer would seem to want it . . . right beside the compile listing, and in a narrative form. DCD documents and links all entry and exit points within the COBOL Procedure Division, and also provides the option of creating complete layouts of files, records and working storage data within the program. The package is priced at $8K.

PSI-TRAN CORP., Arlington, Va.
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**OUTSTANDING OPPORTUNITIES**

in Data Processing
(Milwaukee Area)

We have a wide variety of positions available, including: Systems Analysts, Sr. Programmers, Programmer/Analysts, Analyst-Trainer, Installation & Repair of Systems, etc.—Entry level also.

ALL FEES EMPLOYER PAID
Call Collect Today
414/276-4554

BARNHILL, HAYES & CROSBY, INC.
633 W. Wisconsin Ave., Suite 310
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203

A Licensed Employment Agency
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SR. SOFTWARE ANALYST
FOR SIMULATION MODELS

To design and develop simulation models of retail Point-of-Sale terminal systems including the interpretation of the system hardware, software, and utilization requirements as they relate to design, development, validation and application of models. Will perform desk top analysis to obtain information required for validation of simulation models. 3-5 years experience with micro/mini processor systems and communication network with at least a year's work with GPSS. An appropriate degree will round out your qualifications.

NCR's Point-of-Sale division in the hills of east central Ohio offers excellent professional work opportunities and we invite your consideration at your earliest convenience.

Robert W. Donovan
Terminal Systems Division-Cambridge
NCR Corporation
Box 728
Cambridge, Ohio 43725
Phone: 614/439-0398

NCR
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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A versatile family of communications devices compatible with any system supporting the 3270 without application software or operating system modification.

1. The **270 Information Display System.** a: **Terminals** — choice of 270 Display, 278 Mini-Display, and 275 Stand-Alone. b: **Controllers** — choice of local, remote, and the new Virtual Terminal Line Controller (VTLC). Both the local and remote controllers are available in redundant configurations. The VTLC relieves the

mainframe of many remote line control functions. c: **Printers** — choice of printer speeds from 100 cps to 200 lpm. 2. **Superior performance.** Equipment installed throughout the United States, Canada, Australia, Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Great Britain, South Africa, Sweden, Switzerland, and The Netherlands. 3. **Reliability.** Field service support worldwide.

---

**Courier Terminal Systems, Inc.**

2202 East University Drive  ■  Phoenix, Arizona 85034

(602) 244-1392  ■  TWX: 910-951-0685

DOMESTIC/INTERNATIONAL/OEM

---

**At Courier, we know the meaning of systems.**
SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE
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SOFTWARE MARKETPLACE

RPG/RPGII TO COBOL
Package accepts Sys/3 RPGII, MOD 20 DPS RPG, 360/370 DDS and OS RPG and can produce either DOS or OS ANS COBOL. Inherent functions such as Match Record, Chaining, Subscripting, as well as Table Handling are converted by the system. A cross-reference worksheet of the original RPG statements aligned with the resulting COBOL is produced. Dataware offers 2 service forms: Clean Compile and Full Implementation. Lease and License are also available.

We also have translators for:
- Autocoder/SPS-To-COBOL
- EasyCoder/Tran-To-COBOL
- BAL/ALC-To-COBOL
- PL/1-To-COBOL
- Autocoder (7070)-To-COBOL
- COBOLeTo-COBOL
- RPG/RPGII-To-PL/1

DATWARE INC.
495 Delaware St., Tonawanda, N.Y. 14150
(716) 695-1412
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AUTOCODER-TO-COBOL

The system converts source Autocoder (1401, 1440, 1410, 7010, and SPS) to ANS COBOL (DOS or OS). The converter uses a unique method to examine and interpret source code before producing COBOL. Converter features are:
- HANDLES COMPLEX LOGIC CODE; USER MACROS, INDEXING AND CHAINING
- LISTING OF THE OUTPUT COBOL VS SOURCE STATEMENTS (SIDE-BY-SIDE)
- SOURCE NAMES & COMMENTS ARE PART OF THE COBOL PROGRAM
- PROVIDES 90%+ SOURCE CONVERSION

Dataware offers 2 service forms: Clean Compile and Full Implementation. Lease and License are also available.
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JOB ACCOUNTING

The Westinghouse Job Monitor is a low cost accounting system designed to inform you on a daily basis how your computer is being used and how to make better use of the system's resources. Job Accounting information for DOS, DOS/VS, and/or POWER/VS is captured and put into comprehensive reports which provide systems, operations, and management personnel with the following information: (1) chronological reports showing daily activity of Job streams, (2) Daily partition utilization, (3) CPU hourly activity, (4) Graphic analyses of overload conditions and machine and device availability, (5) Start I/O by device, paging by job and resource usage summaries, (6) 30-day statistical summaries, and (7) POWER/VS statistical day and job for users of POWER/VS Accounting. The complete package is provided requiring no special education or programming costs and no dedication of hardware units. One time charge for purchase and free trial available.

Operating Software Packages
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
2040 Ardmore Boulevard
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221
(412) 256-5583
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DISK UTILITY SYSTEM

Referred to by DATAPRO as “among the best liked software products in the EDP industry,” the success and satisfaction of this product is clearly evidenced by more than 2,500 installations to date. The product provides users with a fast, reliable and easy to use means of backing up or copying disk files (including libraries) and data bases, either to tape or disk and time savings. In general, the product can copy disk volumes and/or files of different organizational structure to tape, or selectively restore any file or volume dumped to tape and can copy complete volumes and/or files from disk to disk. Features of the product include full verification of data, self relocation for running in any or all partitions, ISAM reorganizations and re-blocking VSAM support, device independence among all IBM supported disk devices and equipments, self adaptation to core and channel configurations, simple format parameter card input and library backup, condensed and reorganize capabilities including selective bookkeeping restore offer considerable operation convenience and time savings.

Operating Software Packages
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
2040 Ardmore Boulevard
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221
(412) 256-5583
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WESTI TP-INTERFACE

The Westinghouse Teleprocessing Interface System provides a low cost, low overhead, easy-to-use interface for local/remote 2260/3270 type display terminals operating in a DOS or DOS/VS environment.

The monitor portion of the system manages all terminals, application programs, user core areas, disk work space, display screen files, user work areas and handles all error correction. The system can control up to 255 terminal devices and application programs and operates in a single terminal environment, multi-terminal mode enabling many terminals to communicate with the same application simultaneously or in a special multi-copy mode.

Special functions included in the monitor are high speed roll-in/roll-out, data base independence, the ability to run as a subtask, enqueuing, logging, and a collection of support utilities. The monitor itself can be generally operated in as little as 2K of real core on a virtual system.

Operating Software Packages
Westinghouse Electric Corporation
2040 Ardmore Boulevard
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15221
(412) 256-5583
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Get the famous MMS General Ledger and Financial Reporting Systems or Payables, Receivables, Payroll, Net Change MRP

- Over 500 Users
- 90 Fortune's 500 Companies
- Automatic Budget Generation
- Cost Accounting
- Exception/Variances Reporting
- Statistical Accounting
- Graphics ... and more

SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL
Elm Square, Andover, Mass. 01810 (617) 475-5040
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INTRODUCING THE FIRST SHORT-TERM IBM 370 LEASE!

- National Computer Rental now offers the first 24 to 48 month "walk-away" leases on IBM 370/138 and 370/148 systems. Plus...
- The Most Attractive Lease Rates in the Industry.

CONTACT:
T. J. McArdle, President
National Computer Rental Ltd.
415 Madison Ave.
New York, N.Y. 10017
CALL COLLECT:
(212) 532-1500
National Computer Rental Member of Tiger Leasing Group
C.L.A.—member of Computer Leasing Assoc.
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COMPU COVER

WHY TAKE CHANCES WITH SPEAKLER SYSTEMS?

- ROOF LEAKS
- DRAIN PIPES
- WATER LINES

S/3 SUPPLY COMPANY
P.O. Box C
Rutherford, N.J. 07070
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DEClnterface II

MODEL LA36 PRINTER TERMINAL
10-15-30 CHARACTERS PER SECOND
REMOTE OR CONSOLE USE
122 PRINT POSITIONS
$1,645 each

DEClnterface I

MODEL VT50 12 LINES, 80 CHARACTERS
$1,095 each

MODEL VT52 24 LINES, 80 CHARACTERS
NUMERIC PAD • HOLD-SCREEN MODE
SPECIAL FEATURES
$1,795 each
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DISTRICT SALES REPRESENTATIVE

J. Toellner & Associates seeking regional sales representation in selected markets throughout U.S.A. for SPECTRUM I. SPECTRUM I is a new project management system for use in major DP centers. The product has a proven sales record and solid market acceptance. Liberal commissions will enable representative to earn substantial income in first year. This is an excellent opportunity for a person/company experienced in DP sales. For further information contact

John Toellner, Managing Director
J. TOELLNER & ASSOCIATES
4311 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010
(213) 931-1127
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What’s available?  
Is it effective?  
Buy off-the-shelf?  
Or develop in-house?  
What comes next?

To help you find the answers to these and similar problems, the CAD Centre has organised a major international conference bringing together experienced users of interactive graphics-based design systems and the main suppliers of those systems so that you, as a delegate, can get a complete state-of-the-art report and have an unparalleled opportunity to get REAL ANSWERS TO YOUR QUESTIONS.

Stratford-upon-Avon Hilton 13-15 April 1977

For details please contact:
Miss Clare Nightingale,
Computer Aided Design Centre,
Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 0HB
Telephone Cambridge (0223) 63125 Telex 81420

A CHALLENGE IN ADVANCED STATE-OF-THE-ART

NCR's Terminal Systems Division at Ithaca, New York is continuing its rapid expansion as a leader in the data terminal industry. Located in New York's scenic Finger Lakes region, we offer an exceptional living environment of a growing, yet peaceful and sophisticated university town atmosphere coupled with bountiful educational and recreational facilities.

Systems Analysts and Programmers
For Development and Testing

- Communications: asynchronous and synchronous terminals, protocol, SDLC
- Knowledge of operating systems; peripheral drivers, file management, systems generator
- Knowledge of microprocessors a plus
- Requires a BS Computer Science or related degree plus 3-7 years experience

If you can meet our kind of challenges and want an outstanding compensation and benefits package, please send a current resume, including salary history and requirements. Relocation assistance, if hired. Please write:

Michael A. Friedenberg
Professional Recruitment
Terminal Systems Division
NCR Corporation
950 Danby Road
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850

An Equal Opportunity Employer

DP MARKETPLACE

CENTRONICS
PRINTERS

101...
$1250

ALSO IN STOCK
101A, 101AL, 101S, 102A,
102AL, 301, 306, 308, 500,
501, 508

AMERICAN USED COMPUTER
CORPORATION
617-261-1100
P. O. Box 68, Kenmore Station,
Boston, MA 02215
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DIGITAL IMAGE
ENHANCEMENT SPECIALIST

Technicolor Graphic Services, Inc., at the Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center has an IMMEDIATE opening for an Image Enhancement Specialist with the following qualifications:

- Degree in computer science or engineering field.
- Three years experience working in the development of image enhancement equipment or techniques as applied to earth resources.
- Knowledge of mini/micro computer systems, large disc management, I/O controllers and array processing.

Generous benefits and relocation assistance available. Send resume including salary history and phone number, in confidence to:

Mr. F. J. Engel, Jr.
TECHNICOLOR GRAPHIC SERVICES, INC.
P.O. Box 3504
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57101

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Protect Your Heart
CONTROL HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE

Give Heart Fund
American Heart Association
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Be where the action is in data communications

DataComm 77

ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND EXPOSITION, WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH 9-11, 1977

Organized by:
Auerbach Publishers • Association of Data Communications Users • Computer and Communications Industry Association
Canadian Datasystems • Computer Decisions
Computerworld • DataComm User
Datamation • Infosystems

Bring your spouse! Our unique Spouse’s Program features guided tours, other activities arranged exclusively for our DATACOMM family. Included are major Washington attractions and exciting peeks behind the scenes not offered on public tours.

Dr. William A. Saxton, Publisher of DataComm User and Conference Chairman, together with DataComm User Editor Morris Edwards, Program Chairman, invite you to join your colleagues for the annual national conference and exposition organized by datacomm industry leaders for all datacomm interests. Be where the action is ... DATACOMM 77, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washington, D.C., March 9-11. Send the coupon now for details.

I'm interested...

Dr. William A. Saxton,
Conference Chairman. DATACOMM 77
60 Austin Street, Newtonville, Ma. 02160

□ I may attend DATACOMM 77
□ My company may want to exhibit.
Please send me more details.

Name ________________________________
Title ________________________________
Company ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City __________________ State __ Zip __
Telephone _____________________________
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The new Miniterm 1203 from CDI packs a fistful of powerful features into an easy handling, lightweight package that makes it a winner for every timesharing application.

Ideal for programmers, salesmen in the field, or anyone who wants to have computing power at his fingertips, the Miniterm 1203 interfaces with all popular timesharing systems and can be used just about anywhere. All you need is an ordinary wall outlet and standard telephone, and you're on-line.

The Miniterm 1203 is at home in any environment. Quiet and unobtrusive, it doesn't need much desk space and is built tough to take the punishment of daily use. In fact, it is the only portable terminal warranted for a full year.

All the Miniterm 1203 features have been designed with the user foremost in mind. For example, the unique 3-way mode keyboard has TTY, upper/lower case typewriter, or numeric only, selectable by the operator.

Everything about the Miniterm displays the kind of engineering excellence users have come to expect from CDI.

Go with CDI's Miniterm 1203. The portable terminal winner.

Go With The Guaranteed* Winner!

*one year warranty
SOFTWARE DESIGN CHALLENGE!

Immediate Multiple Openings exist for Hardware/Software Oriented Individuals Seeking LONG-RANGE OPPORTUNITIES...


These are critical requirements for several long-range programs and offer career advancement and challenging opportunities to the motivated individual interested in a long-term position. Our client offers an excellent living environment and an opportunity for growth.

Please, rush your resume, including salary history, in complete confidence to LRK ASSOCIATES, Management Consultants, 6845 Elm Street, McLean, Virginia 22101. You may call us at (703) 790-8640.

U.S. CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED

Representing an Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H

START '77
BY TAKING ON A
BIG ONE!!
SPECTRON stops the finger pointing...

now YOU can quickly isolate the source of data communications problems

It's a familiar scene. You have a problem, your system is down, Bell is blaming your modem vendor, the modem vendor is blaming your software is bad, and your mainframe vendor is muttering "Bell." All the while, you're out of commission, phones are ringing, and you have no control over events because you don't have the facts.

Spectron's DATASCOPE can give you the facts you need—objectively, easily, and most important, quickly—to isolate the source of data communications problems. And it gives them to you in a language you understand and use every day.

Spectron DATASCOPEs offer a combination of CRT display and magnetic tape recording of all line traffic at the business machine interface of any standard modem.

DATASCOPE monitors data communications channels and shows you exactly what was sent and received—pinpointing problems in system hardware and software. You spend less time tracing problems, because errors caused by equipment malfunctions, incorrect programs, and line trouble are immediately visible. And the DATASCOPE is easy for operations, programming and engineering personnel to use.

Provides CRT display of every data link character sent or received, Simultaneous full-duplex data stream tape recording and display, Accepts all codes and speeds—up to 9600 baud, Switch-selectable hexadecimal or human language display, Compatible with all line disciplines, including SDL and PARS, Monitors full- and half-duplex circuits, Compatible with EIA Interface RS-232, Mil-Std-185, and CCITT; others available, Lightweight portability

If your data communications problems are getting out of hand... Get more information on Spectron's universal data communications monitors now. Complete and mail the attached coupon, or better yet, call Boyce Adams at 609/234/5700.

SPECTRON Corporation
Church Road and Roland Avenue
Mount Laurel, NJ 08057
609/234/5700

Spectron's Data Monitors
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Software Systems Specialists and Avionics Systems Engineers

New growth programs offer excellent long-term career opportunities for ASW Airborne Systems Hardware/Software Specialists.

- Computer Systems Specialists ... Design, development and test of ELINT or COMINT systems software with AYK-10 and CMS-2 experience.
- R & D Engineer ... Real-time Airborne operating systems and associated Software Design/Analysis and application to integrated Command Control Systems.
- Test Equipment Programmers ... Electronic systems design, test or analysis of ATS equipment with emphasis on development of software.
- Avionics Programmers ... Design of real-time command and control airborne systems software.
- Avionics Systems Engineers ... Current airborne radar systems design experience with knowledge of EM and antenna theory.
- Avionics Systems Engineers ... ASW aircraft experience with emphasis on digital signal analysis.

Please send resume to Art Coyne, Lockheed Employment Office, P.O. Box 551, Burbank, CA 91520.

LOCKHEED
Lockheed-California Company
Burbank, California
An equal opportunity F/M employer
This forum is offered for readers who want to express their opinion on any aspect of information processing. Your contributions are invited.

the forum

Chartae fluxus consilii, Requiescunt in pace

Three distinct phases can be observed in most programming projects. We refer to these as the analysis phase, the design phase, and the coding phase. I'll avoid using the term "programming" to describe the third phase because, in my opinion, that term describes the overall process. The analysts and designers are as much "programmers" as are the coders. Their parts of a programming process can have a very profound effect on a whole project. In each case (analyst, designer, coder) the job must be done well and the results communicated to the next phase. For the coder, the next phase is the computer.

Doing a good job in each phase is a difficult task. Communicating the results is more difficult. Flowcharting has been used at various points in the programming process, as a tool both of the designer and the coder as well as a means of communicating between the designer and the coder. In my opinion, people do not think in flowcharts. We must be honest and admit that program flowcharts are usually an afterthought. That is, just how many times does someone have a program flowchart that:

1. Was drawn before the program was written?
2. Precisely represents the program?
Not very often. Why? Because as the program is written and the algorithm modified, there is not always a convenient way to modify the flowchart.

Further, with the availability of program design languages, like Caine, Farber, and Gordon's PDL, the pseudo-English documents can be easily modified. The pseudo-English approach to program development has other advantages too. Perhaps the most important is communications. If the designer uses pseudo-English to describe the overall structure of the program, the coder can begin with that document and enhance it to bring it closer...
The Professional Approach To Career Planning

The New 1977 Computer Salary Survey

Call for your free copy today!

A successful career in today's computer field requires the same professional planning you'd use in developing a new program or system. Each step must be carefully planned to make sure you reach your career objectives on time while avoiding costly side-tracks. That's where the computer professionals at Source EDP and their new report, the 1977 Computer Salary Survey, can help you.

Together they'll work with you in determining your strengths and where you stand compared with others in salary, position and career potential. They'll help you establish a specific and realistic career plan that will carefully explore all of the alternatives available to you in reaching your career objectives. After fifteen years of experience, Source EDP knows exactly what you can do to gain broader exposure, maximize your compensation and break into management.

Call the professionals at Source EDP today! They'll send you your free copy of the 1977 Computer Salary Survey and start you on your way to a more rewarding and productive career. But do it now, it could be the most important phone call you've ever made.

For your FREE 1977 Computer Salary Survey call the Source EDP office nearest you.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East</th>
<th>Midwest</th>
<th>West Coast</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Irvine, Ca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwich</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York/New Jersey</td>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>Palo Alto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>Kansas City, Mo.</td>
<td>San Francisco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>Torrence, Ca.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Louis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>South/Southwest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dallas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Denver</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fort Worth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For your FREE 1977 Computer Salary Survey call the Source EDP office nearest you.
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Doubles reading speed, instantly.

Introducing the Bruning 97 pushbutton page/select viewer.

You can't read a page till you find it. And our new automated Model 97 viewer instantly locates the page you want, centered perfectly on the screen—with pushbutton ease and accuracy.

It works on the classic grid-map coordinate principle. Sounds simple, but only Bruning offers it in an automated microfiche viewer. And our pushbutton technique is faster and more efficient than tedious manual methods.

The Model 97 is ideal for multiple-frame searches on the same fiche, plus most sequential rapid-search applications.

Another aid to speed reading is its large 12" x 20" screen. It displays two full 8½" x 11" pages at 24X. Or single frames at 42X.

Contact your local Bruning office for a hands-on demo. Or write Bruning, 1834 Walden Office Square, Schaumburg, Illinois 60196.

The bold force in micrographics.

---

**the forum**

to an actual representation in some programming language. Or as has been done, the pseudo-English is translated into a set of indented comments and the coder simply fills in the code between the comments. In some cases, the code can be generated directly from the design language documents.

PDL, although primitive when compared to other software tools currently being developed, shows the advantage of the pseudo-English approach to program development. Attempts have been made to use PDL through the entire analysis-design-code cycle of a programming project. Although this is beyond the original intent of the use of a pseudo-language, the approach does have merit in that it attempts to use a common tool to communicate between the various phases of a programming project.

By using a common communications tool, one hopes that by reducing the need for translations between phases one increases the chances for the original intentions of a program project to come through in its final implementation.

Latin is a dead language. Program flowcharts must follow Latin. Programming is an evolving intellectual process, and flowcharts have played a role in this evolution. However, their time has passed, just as Latin's time has passed. My last statement on them is "Program flowcharts, may they rest in peace."

(The translation to Latin was done by Rev. Robert F. Young, S.J. and Rev. Edward R. Powers, S.J.)

Professor Beidler is the Chairman of the Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science at the Univ. of Scranton, in Scranton, Pennsylvania.

—John Beidler

---

Your career is a big bite out of your life

**byte back**

Programmers
Programmer/Analysts
Systems Analysts

Grow with the University of Cincinnati

Excellent benefit package includes
- Free tuition (6 credit hours per quarter)
- Relocation assistance
- Competitive salary
- Liberal vacation plan
- 10 paid holidays

SouthWestern Ohio Regional Computer Center, servicing the University of Cincinnati, Miami University and a variety of nonprofit organizations, has openings at all levels. Opportunities exist for people with backgrounds in commercial, academic or scientific applications. Experience in PL/1, COBOL or FORTRAN is desirable.

Resumes must contain current salary. Reply to Mr. John Sullivan, Associate Director, SWORCC, 231 Bethesda Ave., G87 MHS, Cincinnati, OH 45267. If you need additional information, phone 513/475-4134 or 513/475-2636.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
BEEHIVE'S

features

- User Programmable
- Expandable Memory
  Display—4K RAM
  (4000 Characters)
  Program—Up to 4K PROM
  or 8K ROM
  —Up to 48K RAM
- Down Load Capability from CPU
- Transmission Rate to 19,200 bps
- Expanded Editing Capability
- Flexible Disk Option
- Non-Glare Screen
- Programmable Character Generator

Beehive's user programmable B500 is a video display terminal offering Keystroke-programming, system flexibility and an unmatched cost/benefit ratio. Features include an expandable program memory (56K bytes), download capability from the CPU, data transmission rates to 19,200 bps, and Full Duplex/Half Duplex on-line operation. Other features: edit functions, RS232C compatibility, 25 lines X 80 character display capacity, line and block transmission, addressable cursor, upper and lower case characters, scrolling, and eight level video. Beehive's B500 also utilizes a detachable typewriter style keyboard with an 11-key numeric pad.

Many additional options are available to meet exacting customer requirements; among them, flexible disk, expanded software capability, 256 programmable characters, and edit features.
When it comes to flexibility, the model 40 gives you a lot of ways to go.

When we designed the model 40 system, we included a long list of features and options to give it the flexibility to practically any data transmission requirement. Whatever your industry or application.

First, there's a variety of speeds ranging from 100 to 4500 bps, along with a choice of interfaces.

Full duplex operation and channel and batch mode transmission. The model 40 system also has a number of on-line controls, even odd parity generation and a destructible scrolling feature that permits continuous bottom line reception with no loss of data until memory overflows.

Extensive features don't stop there, either. There's an expandable memory with line and page

scrolling, protected format with variable field transmission, plus many other features and options to select from. And since the entire system is modular, it can be custom tailored to fit your needs.

These are just some of the many reasons why the model 40 has the flexibility to fit just about any system. But the model 40 is strongest still in economy. Because on a cost-performance basis, nothing comes close. And delivery is a lot sooner than expected.

For complete information, please contact our Sales Headquarters at 33155 Kendall Ave., Chicago, III. 60617, or call Terminal Centers at 312-988-2000. The Teletype model 40 system. Nothing even comes close.